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ABSTRACT 

As the title suggests, this thesis looks at some problems - and solutions - involved in making, 

managing and using language (English) support software, for lecturers and tertiary students 

(both first and second language, working online individually or in groups). Language support 

programs are shown to be essentially different from language support courses. The process of 

making and using computer language support software forces one to revisit educational 

linguistics and shows how linguistics and language support program design intersect, to the 

benefit of both. 

Making support programs is an open-ended activity, which spans the spectrum from theory to 

practice in more than one field. M.A.K. Halliday (1992: 60) provides the term 'transdisciplinary' 

to express the idea of reaching into many disciplines. Making a useful program a large 

investment of time and research - is a transdisciplinary process, involving needs analyses, 

education, theoretical linguistics, applied linguistics and sociolinguistics, academic development, 

computing, design theories, curriculum restructuring, discourse analysis, management and 

assessment of online learning environments and institutional dynamics. All have to integrate in 

the most useful way possible. It is to be hoped that this wide and holistic vision of the 

parameters and the potential ofthis new field will not do disservice to the various specialisations 

which are involved. 
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The taxonomy of systemic functional linguistics provides the framework(s)I round which 

language support programs can be constructed. A basic understanding of systemic functional 

linguistics and of the writings ofM.A.K. Halliday is assumed; they are therefore not explicated 

here. The structures of systemic functional linguistics and those of hypertext design are shown 

to be mutually supportive. 

Both courses and online materials may simply be lists of the discrete items which teaching 

experience suggests is needed, or they may seek structure. Language support software which 

uses hypertext design principles crystallises a logical navigable structure from the perceived 

formlessness of English studies as a whole. In the past there was no perceived need to construct 

navigation routes through 'English'; English literature departments, often charged with 

foundation and support responsibilities, tend to resist conftning concepts of underlying order in 

favour of a nuanced approach. But M.A.K. Halliday's later writings draw attention to profound 

systemic structural relationships among form, content and 'reality', literature and language, 

discourse and register. The structural role oflinguistics in education is for Halliday essential, 

but he does not underplay the equally important roles played by attitudes, perceptions, ideologies 

and institutions. The nuanced approach becomes a thematic of the essential paradigms. 

The navigation map for a well-designed program for language support has a feed-back effect; it 

re-maps 'English' as a discipline in a useful and innovative way. For navigation in the virtual 

environment to work, and for learning to take place, order and meaning have to be drawn from, 

IPlural forms of words are used deliberately throughout, although in the past the 
singular might have been expected, in order to express the consciousness of diversity and 
change which characterises online approaches to language and learning. 
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or imposed on, the experience of language in the classroom. The structure of a program (or 

course) as it is presented to students is not the same as the structure (meta-language or meta

theory) used to make the program. The discourses to be acquired by learners in English for 

special purposes courses and programs are shown to be different from those needed by the 

teachers, and the structure or design by which courses and programs are made is different from 

the plan of a course or syllabus or program as experienced by its users. Metaphors or analogues 

for language support programs provide the visions which enable building of the structure or 

scaffolding of a software program. Useful metaphors are derived from topography or 

architecture; but for systemic functional linguistics and also for program design, evolutionary 

metaphors are probably the most apt. 

Those metaphors might be interpreted in terms of Halliday' s 'themes' ( Halliday 1992: 60). His 

recent work provides images or analogues useful for creating language support programs, and 

his earlier work in systemic functional linguistics provides the paradigm on which language 

support can, I think, best be founded. Halliday sites 'language' holistically in the human 

environment, in all its mUltiplicity. The edifice which he builds on this base reaches into every 

aspect of human behaviour as it is reflected in language. The extraordinarily complete vision of 

'New Ways of Meaning' (Halliday 1992: 59-95) and of 'Grammar and Daily Life' (Halliday 

2000: 221-237) provides a theory of language and experience which can be applied to all 

disciplines as evolving architectonic systems, to the advantage of both the makers and the users 

of the systems. 

Halliday's distinction (1992:60) between disciplines and themes clarifies inter-relationships 
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among the various systems involved in language support programs. Disciplines split up into the 

taxonomies by which data are ordered, while themes comprise interpretations of, and ways of 

using, the data. The successful or unsuccessful construction of courses may be influenced by the 

perspectives or viewpoints which mediate the realisation or implementation of courses or 

programs. Themes may be seen as ways of thinking, perceptions, styles, which may be applied 

to the scientifically determined scaffolding set up by linguistics or other disciplines. Themes 

may be used unconsciously, or consciously, to legitimise courses or programs. They make take 

the form of metaphors. Both themes and paradigms evolve through time, but themes change 

faster and less coherently than paradigms. 

The present work applies biological and evolutionary metaphors both to linguistic and cultural 

change, and to institutional choices in the language support environment. Language and 

language support can be interpreted as evolving systems, subject to cultural assumptions and 

trials of 'fitness' which evolve on analogy with genetic evolution. This approach is in line with 

Halliday's later writing (1996 and 2000) where evolving systems maintain symbiotic 

relationships with one another. 

Memetics is a theory of cultural evolution, first expressed in The Selfish Gene, by Richard 

Dawkins (1976), and developed byE.O.Wilson(1975; 1998), Daniel Dennett (1978; 1981; 1995) 

and Susan Blackmore (1999). Memetics enables one to see how some language support courses 

and programs may be 'unfit' in evolutionary terms, based upon inherited, unquestioned 

assumptions but protected artificially in a conservative academic environment. 
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A pragmatic approach to computer language support allows for choice and change and grey areas 

where the boundaries are fuzzy. The primary criterion for the evaluation of a program is that it 

works - this criterion is less simplistic than it sounds. When the program is used, feedback 

mechanisms enable adaptation, as part of a cyclical process. Competition, in the evolutionary 

sense, supports the 'fittest' programs, but selects them for viability, not for their approximation 

to an ideal standard. 'Fittest' does not mean 'best' but best liked, or most used, or most useful, 

or most vigorously promoted. The 'fittest' programs may be many, and complementary rather 

than similar. 

Chapter 1 is concerned with the principles and parameters of language support. This 

chapter examines how conflicting perceptions (themes) oflanguage support courses and 

programs are formed, using the notion of cultural evolution (memetics) to explain both 

conflict and change within the many inter-related systems which make up this field. 

Chapter 2 compares various academic perceptions of the need for language support 

courses and programs with the needs and perceptions of students. Practical, logistic and 

institutional needs conflict with linguistic and ideological ideas about who should teach 

what kind of language support to whom. In the South African context, the issue is 

complex because of our institutional and political heritage and multilingual population. 

Chapter 3 uses systemic functional linguistics to examine theories (paradigms) of 

language in relation to language support, and as contrasted with perceptions (themes) . 

It analyses examples oftertiary level L2 English in accordance with systemic functional 
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linguistics, to show both the limitations of language support and of some theoretical 

positions about language support (which are based upon metaphor and analogy). It posits 

the notion of a core course, and emphasises the role of systematicity. It shows how 

systemic functional linguistics enables the design of language support programs. 

Chapter 4 examines current support courses and programs, as representing the bank of 

choices from which new courses and programs are derived. It shows how some online 

materials do not make use ofthe power of hypertext, do not follow systemic principles, 

and provide cosmetic assessment and integration. If correction is to incorporate 

explanation, then one needs to draw on the various levels of the linguistic paradigm. The 

courses and online materials surveyed are described in an appendix. 

Chapter 5 is a case study of the design of the program English for Everyone (2000 Jeffery 

and Jonker, Pearson Higher Education), demonstration site http://www.e4e.co.za. from 

which some design principles are extrapolated. It shows how language support program 

design can engage with systemic functional linguistics in a mutually informative way, 

and how the engagement is enabled by metaphors and analogues. 

Chapter 6 outlines ways in which online learning can be implemented and managed in 

the lab without state-of-the-art facilities. It describes specific online language support 

practice between 1998 and 2001, using different kinds of software, and managing teams 

of student assistants. It notes unpredicted and useful language practices in the lab. 

Managing language support programs includes re-evaluating ways of integrating learning 
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with discourse, assessing student performance online, and putting in place models for 

evaluation of the process itself. 

Several general theoretical conclusions are drawn. One is that Halliday's fundamental work in 

systemic functional linguistics enhances language support and enables program structure. 

Language support programs can be imaged as analogic representations oflanguage, which in tum 

may be seen either as ana logic representations of life, or as part of the 'continuum of reality' . 

Programs depend upon the systemic nature of inter-related systems. Language, technology and 

ideology are seen as evolving systems. Because programs can be upgraded, and because they 

are not goal-directed and linear but web-like, they do not lock in to specific ideologies. 

Computer program design principles and hypertext enable integrated, self-directed learning. It 

becomes possible to help all students of English (LI and L2) in most tertiary subjects to produce 

professional performance in English, related to real tasks, without entering the nebulous and 

unassessable realms of 'competence', and without being forced to create separate courses for 

every discipline. 

Further specific conclusions are that: 

( a) programs are neither easier nor more difficult to use than courses. They are different from 

courses, and terms used to evaluate courses do not transfer seamlessly to programs. 

(b) assessment of the success of programs cannot (yet) be directly compared with either the 

success of courses, or the success of control groups. 

( c) perceptions are as important as facts; and terminology (metaphor, analogy) can both 
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enable perception to masquerade as fact, and provide fruitful new ways of understanding 

processes by which we work and create. 

(d) with IT help, an appropriate server and student assistance, language support programs can 

be used without enormous expense and on older pc's. The glamour of the computer need 

not mislead one into imagining that a new media facility and only highly qualified staff 

are needed before one can enter this new field: the investment of time and thought in 

online language support is more important than that of money. But the resources ofIT 

support are over-stretched. 

(e) team work is essential. 

(f) multilingualism in the lab appears to enhance language support. Students deny this, but 

the evidence supports it. 

(g) all disciplines, even 'English studies' , have structure, and program design depends upon 

that structure. 

(h) program design is determined by technology as well as by content, and technology itself 

(the medium) is part of the message 

This research evolved from my attempts to facilitate science and English communication courses 

at Vista University and then while first making and then using the computer language support 

software English for Everyone. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Some principles and assumptions of language support 

Philosophy, and the subjects known as the 'humanities', are still taught as though Darwin had 
never lived. 

Dawkins 1976: 1 

The question 'Why make computer programs for language support?' might have been asked ten 

years ago. The technological revolution in universities is now, however, accelerating. As long 

ago as 1994, Taylor and Saarinen (1994: n.p. 3 Dec. 1992) wrote of digital innovation that 'to 

resist the possibilities .. .is to leave this extraordinary technology in the hands of others'. The 

question in 2001 is rather: 'How does one make and use a good language support program?' The 

word 'good' will here be interpreted pragmatically as 'useful' or 'viable', because in essence, 

computer language support programs have to work, and to perform functions which can be 

empirically evaluated. I 

This thesis takes a deliberately broad trans disciplinary approach. The word 'transdisciplinary' 

in preference to 'inter-disciplinary' or 'cross-disciplinary' or 'multi-disciplinary' was chosen as 

appropriate by M.A.K. Halliday (1992:60). It will be seen as one proceeds that terminology is 

central to the perception and success oflanguage support. Many problems have to be solved in 

One reason for choosing utility as a criterion for the value of a program is tied to the argument, 
in Chapter 3, that if software designed specifically to help students to use formal academic 
English in their chosen disciplines and careers functions in such a way that students acquire tools 
and strategies to enable them to become proficient users of academic English in those disciplines, 
then the program serves its purpose. Supported by Halliday's systemic functional linguistics, a 
distinction between 'competence' and 'performance' will be shown to be both unnecessary and 
indefinable. 
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the relatively new medium of computer support software. The word 'program' will be used to 

refer to coherent and structured language support, rather than to on-going posting of unstructured 

materials and exercises on the Internet or in shared folders on intranets (local area networks). 

Important and useful as those are, they cannot be evaluated as a coherent item. 

Structured transdisciplinary language support programs should, ideally, take into account 

ideologies, linguistic theory and the design and management practicalities of language support 

in the current economic climate of South African universities. Language support courses and 

programs are, of necessity, interpellated into a post-colonial and postmodern world, and are sited 

among conflicting pedagogical and ideological positions. All ofthose positions and theories are 

themselves changing and re-aligning. 

At anyone point in time (synchronically), language itself can be analysed systemically, as a 

construct of coherent, inter-related, systems. 'Systemic' is not the same as 'systematic'. On the 

axis of temporal change (diachronically), linguistic systems interact; anyone change in a sub-

system sets up corresponding compensatory changes on that level, and hence on other levels, in 

order to maintain contrasting meaningful sets. Therefore through time the sets of inter-related 

systems evolve in symbiotic relationship with each other, to greater or smaller extents. The 

paradigm oflanguage then is not static or fixed, but can be seen as an evolving systemic network 

of inter-related levels.2 The causes of change are not the concern of this thesis; they are simply 

2 

Saussure (1959; principle 2) describes diachronic change by providing the useful analogy of the 
moves of a chess game, to explain the change from one state of equilibrium, or one state of 
synchrony, to the next. There is no 'general rummage'. But the difference between a chess game 
and language systems is that language 'premeditates nothing' - change happens in response to 
so many variables that it appears to be random. 
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a matter for observation. But the fact of change and of compensation for change, both within 

language, and within attitudes to language, is central. Languages are evolving systems. Courses 

and programs need to accommodate awareness that language 'rules' are contingent rather than 

absolute. 

Systemic functional linguistics provides the disciplinary paradigm or theoretical base according 

to which the systems of language as it is used, in all its complexities, can be analysed and 

understood. I have chosen to use systemic linguistics both from personal preference, and because 

it articulates or resonates with computer program design principles. 3 The early work of M.A.K. 

Halliday (1978, passim) therefore underpins this thesis. In the course of his working life, 

however, Halliday has examined the study of language and language change in terms of both 

'disciplines' (his main work in systemic functional linguistics) and the 'themes' which mediate 

them (his later work, and specifically the articles of 1992 and 1996, passim): 

A discipline is defined according to its content: what it is that is under 
investigation .... Disciplines split up into taxonomies as their domains become more and 
more subdivided .... A theme, on the other hand, is defined not by content but by aspect, 
perspective or point of view. 

Halliday (1992: 60)4 

Disciplines are the systemically inter-dependent paradigms and categories which represent, on 

various axes, the structures of systemic functional linguistics, which can itself in totality be 

3 

I was one ofM.A.K.HaUiday's students at Edinburgh University. 
4 

Halliday's most recent work evokes a 'consilience', germane to the subject oflanguage support, 
between language and experience, summed up by the title Construing Experience Through 
Meaning (1999). The word 'consilience' invented by the biologist E.O.Wilson, is explained 
below. 
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called a paradigm. Themes, however, are approaches, ideologies, perceptions, methods, 

attitudes. They operate independently of scientifically detemrined, and abstract, paradigms of 

language study per se like different lenses through which structure is perceived. Themes 

allow linguists, and makers oflanguage support courses and programs, to move into the realms 

of the trans disciplinary. As one example of a theme (there are many), Halliday suggests 

'cladistics', the 'study of change in systems, whether by evolution, by growth or by 

individuation' (1992:60). This particular theme happens to be important to course and program 

design, because the principles by which change takes place both in language and in academic 

situations are in themselves important. 5 

Systemic functional linguistics can provide an over-all paradigm according to which a computer 

program for language support can be created, because it both places and ranks discrete items of 

language at all levels, from phonemes to texts and beyond texts to genre itself, and also relates 

the systems of language to how language means, and how meaning relates to 'reality' or 'the 

world' which in the case of language support means the work situation in which specific 

kinds oflanguage will be needed by graduates. In pragmatic or materialist terms, when making 

programs which have to work and which incorporate assessment, it is useful to restrict 

speCUlation to what can be measured and spoken of.6 Systematicity is essential both to an 

5 

Cladistics is also, incidentally, a significant choice because this new German science has 
particular application for the classification systems of genetics, re-aligning forms in terms of 
close affinities across time, rather than in terms of an illusionary linear progress towards 21st 

century civil society: see Jones (2000:370-375 and 410). Halliday's linguistic systems, and the 
design of software for language support, also strive for classifications which escape from 
linearity (heterogeneous lists of items). 

6 

'Of that which one cannot speak, one should be silent' (Wittgenstein 1921: Proposition 7) 
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understanding of how language works, and to an understanding of how to make computer 

programs. 

Programs are not made or used in a vacuum, however, and so themes which affect makers, 

teachers and users also need to be explored and factored in to the transdisciplinary situation. The 

climate in which a support program functions is affected synchronically by perceptions, and 

diachronically by tension between forces for conservatism and forces for change. The life of a 

course or program for language support is determined by its fitness to survive in, and ability to 

adapt to, the conditions to which it is subjected. 

The terminologies of 'institutional linguistics' and 'memetics' provide tools for observing and 

evaluating some of the themes which are important to the evolving transdisciplinary nature of 

language support courses and programs. It is helpful to be aware of some of the processes by 

which selection for survival within specific environments takes place; the acceptance orrejection 

of language support courses or programs within institutions conforms with wider patterns of 

cultural change. Awareness ofthe processes of change is perhaps more important in the case of 

language support than in other academic subjects, in part because 'language' and 'English' and 

'support course' and 'foundation course' are terms with many different referents, depending upon 

ideology, context and situation. As a new and growing field in South African academia there is 

increased competition among departments to provide language support, and conflicting visions 

of what comprises such support. Successful courses can signal survival for individuals and 

departments. 
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The same term can have different meanings when used by different groups to request, provide, 

accept, critique or reject language support. Additionally, the needs to provide, and to receive, 

language instruction, spring from very different situations. 

In relation to language planning (a topic which will be discussed later), Halliday uses the useful 

concept of 'institutional linguistics' . 7 

The greater part of language planning activity is institutional rather than systemic; that 
is to say, it has to do with planning, not the forms of a language, but the relationship 
between a language and those who use it. 

Halliday (1992:62) 

Themes - the unseen and competing forces of change and of conservatism - more often than 

objective approaches, impact upon the viability of courses and programs in institutions. Verbal 

formulations of the need for support reinforce unacknowledged themes by pre-determining or 

pre-selecting the parameters of support even before the course or program is made.8 For 

example, defining phrases which contain particular words such as 'acquisition', 'authentic', 

'communicative competence', 'competency', 'development', 'enhancement', 'expression', 

'foundation', 'integrated', 'interactive', 'language', 'literacies', 'outcomes-based', 

'preparedness', 'support', 'trans-disciplinary', or 'writing' trigger specific responses in terms of 

course type. The name chosen for the course - 'language support', 'integrated language 

support', 'interactive integrated language support', 'communication', 'language enhancement', 

7 

Halliday has resuscitated the term, invented originally by Trevor Hill in 'Institutional linguistics ' 
1958 Orbis 7,441-455. 

8 

'Philosophy is a battle against the bewitchment of our intelligence by means of language.' 
(Wittgenstein 1953 Philosophische Untersuchungen, Part 1, Section 109) 
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'writing', 'foundation skills', 'preparedness', and so on - also pre-selects a specific kind of 

response. Those powerful words and titles are neither good nor bad in themselves, but may be 

based upon hearsay, prejudice, imitation, research, or original thought. When courses are 

requested by one department and produced by another, fissures hidden in terminology, and also 

in metaphor, may lead, one or perhaps two years later, to large cracks. 

Linguistics itself is not enough to establish working courses. It may therefore be useful to try 

to understand some of the ways in which preconceptions and perceptions of language support 

may be more influential, in academic and intellectual situations, than analytical thought based 

upon rigorously established linguistic principles. On one hand, 'institutional linguistics' creates 

a useful competitive space where complementary ideas, and systems, co-evolve, compete and 

adapt, and on the other hand all systems tend naturally towards entropy (dissolution or chaos); 

the items which make up courses eventually outlive their validity. 

The tension between paradigm( s) and themes should be seen as a resource, not as the devaluation 

of a 'pure' system. Transdisciplinarity involves 

more than the content of anyone discipline .. .in future such activities will benefit as much 
from the complementarity of different themes as from the summation of different 
disciplines. 

Halliday (1992: 60) 

The theme which most interests Halliday is semiotics: 'any phenomenon investigated from the 

standpoint of what it means' (Halliday 1992:61). 'What it means' is determined in part by 'how 

it means', and 'how it means' is determined in part by the situation, the environment in which 

meaning is created. In the case of language support, the environment is academic and formal, 
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or professional. 

The role of a support course is to help students to understand, create and communicate meaning 

in the disciplines which they are studying, and in their professional capacities as graduates. The 

meaning of the course itselfis something different; it is determined by the situation ofthe course 

in relation to the business of the institution, and is subject to changes of ideology, philosophy, 

political dynamics, educational dynamics and so on. The discourses, needs and ideologies of 

course creators are essentially different from those of course users; in other words what 

academics need, and think they need, is not the same as what students need, and think they need. 

The 'fittest' courses will be those which are both linguistically sound and also conform to current 

institutional perceptions, in terms of their constitution and of the perception ofthem in relation 

to other structures in the institution. 'Fittest' means best adapted to the current situation in all 

its complexity. 

For example, research by Elize Koch at the University of Port Elizabeth uncovers mismatches 

between perceptions of what is needed and perceptions of how to provide what is needed. She 

demonstrates that among lecturers there is: 

.. a discrepancy between seeing the problem as the mastering of the academic 
language of disciplines, and addressing language as a 'skill' to be addressed in 
an external course or by sending the student for help 
a discrepancy between seeing the problem as the mastering of the academic 
language of disciplines, and recommending it to be addressed as a problem with 
the technical aspects of English, and only at entry-level. 

Koch (2000: 30) 

This is only one thematic dispute among many. The most practically useful courses and programs 
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for language support may negotiate as part ofthe original briefthe situations and contexts within 

which the support is required, perceptions of what is required, and the extent to which what is 

required can be delivered. At one extreme, support courses may focus on the basic defIning 

category of formal academic English. At the other, they may ignore the paradigm altogether, 

providing not so much language support as communication or cultural practice.9 The 'fIttest' 

courses may fInd ways towards the 'complementarity' which Halliday speaks of. But equally, 

they may be 'fIt' that is, successful in generating student and staff interest - simply by 

complying with current desires and perceptions, with only the most rudimentary linguistic 

structuring. Long term evaluation processes which might assess the value of a course in relation 

to student performance in the discipline(s) served by the course are too remote to affect the 

institutionalisation of anyone course. Analysing the dynamics of how support courses work 

within institutional systems, then, is different from analysing how effective a specifIc course or 

program is, and different again from assessing qualitatively how 'beautiful' in a mathematical 

sense the design of the software is. 

Halliday says: 'We shall not come to understand the nature of language if we pursue only the 

kinds of question about language that are formulated by linguists' (1978:3). 'Good'language 

support courses (those which survive longest and are deemed useful) may therefore be sited 

9 

Some courses examine Englishes which have no role in academic or employment environments 
(asking students of English communication at tertiary level to 'write a letter to a friend telling 
them what sort of clothes to bring when coming to Port Elizabeth' or 'Correct the following 
sentence: My friend and me would like to come with'. The fIrst asks for practice in a genre -
letter writing - which is non-academic, informal, and indeed obsolete. The second asks for 
changes to informal spoken South African English which would imply that we should not speak 
like that. The expected answer has also no relevance to academic written contexts except in the 
discourse of 'the task'. Both examples have been used in current courses July 2000). Other 
courses focus on sociological issues (aids awareness, gender issues, race and class). 
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somewhere in the space between institutional dynamics, and the data capturing on which 

linguistic theories (and particularly systemic functional linguistics ) are based: 

The concept of 'institution' will become increasingly central to linguistics ... Linguistics 
will take more seriously again the classic problem of how language relates to the 
world ... The use of computer-readable corpora for studying lexis and grammar will 
profoundly change linguistic description and theory. 

Stubbs (1992:200-202) 

Where a binaric division is perceived, for example between tradition and innovation, or between 

linguistics and communication, it is often a simplistic view of a graded continuum. If students 

as a result of any support course or program find law or physics more exciting, and are motivated 

to strive to continue, then the support course has done at least half of its job. Very few problems 

have only one viable solution. 

A 'good' language support course or program might be defmed as one which can be shown to 

perform the function for which it has been designed, and which also survives and adapts within 

the institution for which it has been designed. This definition draws upon attributes from within 

and outside courses or programs. 

The institutional environment in which a course or program functions exerts pressures which 

promote or jeopardise its survivaL South African tertiary institutions are undergoing radical 

economic and organisational restructuring, and curriculum and demographic transformation. 

However academically focussed they may be, new courses are inevitably contextualised by the 

Southern African need to serve both the poorest or disadvantaged and the gifted achievers, 

without favour. Institutional and personal ideologies therefore play an often unacknowledged 

role in planning. Under normal conditions, changes in syllabuses and courses are naturally 
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asynchronous, innovative research in one field leading to related developments in others. In the 

years 1996-2001, however, structures and systems which had evolved symbiotically and 

gradually have destabilised. Course and syllabus and program design environments have become 

contested sites where competition for survival under adverse conditions has replaced natural 

evolution, and where change in all systems is concurrent. In biological environments, those are 

the conditions under which extinctions, as well as accelerated and unexpected adaptations, take 

place. In protected environments, conversely, courses and ideologies can be artificially 

preserved. Extinction and survival are not necessarily assessments of quality or value. 

The issue in the present context is not whether change is for better or worse, or for whom it is 

better or worse. It is that the environment in which evolutionary change takes place affects the 

rate and the nature of change, and needs to be factored in to course and program planning and 

assessments of viability. 

A theory of cultural evolution has recently developed. It is called memetics. 1o On analogy with 

genetics, which provides an account of evolutionary change in biology, memetics accounts for 

the forces which operate to accelerate or retard cultural change. In The Selfish Gene (1976) 

Richard Dawkins first applied the principles of genetic evolution to cultural change. Cultural 

evolution has explanatory power for evolving social systems, of which language is an instance. 

It can be applied both to the systems (paradigms or disciplines) oflanguage change and also to 

the processes or themes by which academic courses (and programs), including those for language 

support, are developed, assessed and received. It is worth quoting at length the passage in which 

10 

A bibliography of memetics is attached in Appendix 10. 
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Dawkins first used the tenn 'meme': 

Cultural transmission is analogous to genetic transmission in that, although basically 
conservative, it can give rise to a form of evolution .... The analogy ... has been frequently 
pointed out, sometimes in the context of quite unnecessarily mystical overtones. The 
analogy between scientific progress and genetic evolution by natural selection has been 
illuminated especially by Sir Karl Popper. I want to go even further into directions which 
are also being explored by, for example, the geneticist L.L.Cavalli-Sforza, the 
anthropologist F.T.Cloak, and the ethnologist J.M.Cullen. 

What, after all, is so special about genes? The answer is that they are replicators. The 
laws of physics are supposed to be true all over the accessible universe. Are there any 
principles of biology which are likely to have a similar universal validity? . .If I had to 
bet, I would put my money on one fundamental principle. This is the law that all life 
evolves by the differential survival of replicating entities. 

Dawkins added: 

... .1 think that a new kind of replicator has recently emerged ... still drifting about in its 
primeval soup ... the soup of human culture ... .Just as genes propagate themselves in the 
gene pooL.so memes propagate themselves in the meme pool by leaping from brain to 
brain via .. .imitation. The survival value of a good meme in the meme pool results from 
its great psychological appeal. [A good meme] provides a superficially plausible answer 
to deep and troubling questions ... 

If a meme is to dominate the attention of a human brain, it must do so at the expense of 
'rival' memes ... Selection favours memes that exploit their cultural environment to their 
own advantage. This cultural environment consists of other memes which are also being 
selected. The meme pool therefore comes to have the attributes of an evolutionary stable 
set, which new meme fmd it hard to invade. 

Dawkins (1976: 192ff.) 

The theory which evolved from this passage has significance for linguists and for educational 

linguistics, as well as for curriculum designers. I I The word 'memes' defines a unit of culture. 

It is a tool which can be used to describe processes by which human culture evolves, non-

11 

It is well known that arguments from analogy do not carry scientific weight. This argument is 
suggested as an enabling tool; the power of metaphor and analogy to obfuscate or enlighten is 
discussed later. Just as linguists now use genetics to re-design linguistic thinking, so geneticists 
use linguistics, neurology and computer design to explain evolutionary processes. Jones 
provides an example of the latter (2000:12-13 and passim) 
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genetically, by imitation. By 1995 the concept of genetic and cultural co-evolution had created 

memetics. The Journal of Memetics: Evolutionary Models of Information Transmission, 

(Manchester Metropolitan University, online at http://www.cpm.mmu.ac.uk/jom-emit)provides 

links to a large corpus of work on memes and memetics. The field has repercussions for artificial 

intelligence and for language studies. 

Two better-known contributors to memetics are the biologists E. O. Wilson (1975 and 1998) and 

Daniel Dennett (1995). Wilson coined the word consilience to express the systemic inter

dependence of 'everything'. Where holistic suggests merely an openminded overview, 

consilience adds the concept of evolving systematicity. All parts of a system or of inter-related 

systems depend upon and support each other and the whole; when one single element changes, 

systems respond coherently in compensation by co-adapting and co-evolving until balance is 

restored. Memetics includes not just the principle of systemic change, which is not new, but a 

cultural explanation in evolutionary terms for the processes of change. Memetics can usefully 

be applied to explain the making, reception, survival and death oflanguage support courses and 

programs. 

The co-evolution oflanguage and culture resonates with Halliday's later writings (1992: 60), 

where systemic functional linguistics is mediated by thematic concerns, because attitudes to 

language, culture and education evolve along culturally determined lines. The 'fittest' courses 

or programs will be those which are best adapted to the institutional situation, not best in an 

evaluative sense. 'Situation' includes ethos, political bias or alignments, personal profiles, need, 

and so on. 
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Halliday's themes, preoccupied with perception and evolving change, are close in function to 

meme. The concept of dynamic evolving change is built in to the word 'memes', just as the 

word 'gene' contains within itselfboth the program for the individual instance and the potential 

for inherited characteristics and mutation. Both words explain replication. Memetics is therefore 

a useful tool for analysing any processes in institutional environments (Blackmore 1998:15). 

Ridley (1999a: 31) describes meme as digital messages made of words or ideas which reproduce 

themselves in suitable environments, in mutually assisting groups, called 'co-adapting 

memeplexes', on analogy with co-adapting gene complexes. It may seem cynical to view the 

minds of academics, and the courses they create, as vehicles for passive reception and replication 

of inherited ideas about language support. Such an attitude has a respectable history. Meme bear 

a more than coincidental relationship both to J-F Lyotard's concept of the persuasive power of 

master-narratives, and Foucault's description of 'the tyranny of the text' (1969, 1976). Both 

Lyotard's 'master-narrative' and Foucault's 'discourses' deconstructthepowerofgroupsofideas 

by unveiling the uninterrogated assumptions upon which they rely. Where Lyotard foregrounds 

the unquestioned concepts by which human beings rule their lives, Foucault observes and 

identifies as 'discourses' the linguistic forms by which those concepts are borne. He seeks to 

understand 'things' through 'the discursive practices which systematically form them' (1976: 

quoted Rivkin and Ryan 1999: 422). Meaning is carried not only by overt, up-front statements, 

but by sub-texts (un-deconstructed assumptions made without comment) and by the form or 

genre or context in which the statement is made. The medium in which writing is formulated 

exerts the powerful force of prediction upon the methodology ofthe investigation or the narrative 

and so also upon the sort of conclusions which are reached. Lyotard therefore encourages radical 
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scepticism towards all master-narratives, and Foucault unveils the discourses by which narratives 

are formulated. 

Their work grew naturally from the work of formalist and structuralist thinkers, which in turn 

had evolved from the quests of David Hume on the one hand and Rene Descartes on the other 

for a fact whose truth one could be certain of. At every level, from the simple statement to the 

novel, the forms oflanguage can predetermine the meaning of what is said or written, a sort of 

linguistic determinism of which rational thinkers are obliged to try to be aware, so that they are 

masters rather than slaves of their own discourses. 

Memetics complements the constructions of both Lyotard and Foucault (and ultimately 

Halliday's register theory, although his latest work approaches the evolutionary aspect of 

language as a social construct) in that it adds the concepts of natural evolutionary change, of 

competition, and of adaptive fitness to the bundle of ideas signalled by the words memes and 

memeplex. While discourse or master-narrative are one-dimensional concepts, memeplexes 

might be defined as 'discourses in the process of change', or 'master-narratives in competition'. 

The explanatory power of the memes has a new and dynamic application to language as an 

analogue of, or even as part of, changing and evolving human social behaviour, and human 

culture as carried by language. 

Where the narrative and the discourse unveil, the memes turns upside down the paradigm by 

which one understands the world (Ridley 1999a: 31). As genes have become the primary agents 

for which the structures of life - animals and plants - are simply vehicles, so by analogy 
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competing meme assume a self-replicating force for which minds (even academic minds, and 

including those which reconstruct from first principles or from evidence and experience) are but 

the reproductive environment. The fittest - not the 'truest' or the 'best' memes, but the best-

adapted to the environment in which they reproduce - are, by analogy, those which are most 

often, in common currency, reproduced: 

Replication is not for the good of anything replicators that flourish are good at 
replicating ... There is no necessary connection between the replicative fitness of memes 
and their contribution to our fitness. 

(Blackmore 1999:30) 

Blackmore defines a replicator as 

anything of which copies are made, including 'active replicators' whose nature affects 
the chances of their being copied again. A vehicle is the entity that interacts with the 
environment. .. Vehicles carry the replicators around inside them and protect them. 

(Blackmore 1999:5) 

If this analogy is applied to academic courses for language support, on one level tertiary 

education (represented by the consensus of the minds of academics) is the vehicle and courses 

the replicators; on another courses are vehicles, and discrete units or parts of courses (what we 

feel must be contained in an acceptable course, signalled by verbal formulations of need) are 

replicators. The most successful replicators are those which attach themselves to (piggyback 

upon) already successful ideas, and which inhabit favourable environments (established courses, 

receptive minds). 'Mutually assisting meme will gang together in groups' (Blackmore 1998 :6). 

They adapt in groups, just as genes do, thus doubly ensuring their survival in the environment 

or habitat they belong to. Dennett (1995: 50) describes the logic ofthis 'evolutionary algorithm' 

as 'a scheme for creating Design out of Chaos without the aid of Mind' . 

The memes sheds light on some aspects of making and using language courses or support 
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programs; it explains with algorithmic simplicity why, given a wide choice oflanguage support 

resources, some items tend always to appear without apparent need to evaluate them, and why 

one method of creating a course or program (a list) may tend to be used in preference to another 

(a structured system, or a new untested system); it also explains why, given a range of 'better' 

or 'less useful' programs to choose from, the most successful (widely used) will not necessarily 

be, in academic terms, the 'best'.12 Memetics postulates an order or pattern among apparently 

free or random choices made by individuals or groups as for example when they choose or 

create courses within the area one might call academic culture. It explains rashes of similar 

courses as memeplexes replicating in similar environments or appealing to or travelling with 

already successful ideas or individuals, to their mutual benefit. 

Martin de Jong (1999:1) elucidates how the 'institutionally fittest concepts' survive: 

Apparently, institutional structures constitute a persistent tendency to favour particular 
arguments at the cost of others. In decision-making processes, i.e., processes during 
which a selection is to be made among various alternative policy options, institutional 
structures, consisting of existing decision rules and practices, operate as an information 
filter creating a conceptual bias. 

http://www.cpm.mmu.ac.uk/jom-emitl1999/vo13/de jong html 

Ifproposals for new ideas or concepts (for example new courses or programs) are to persuade 

12 

There are many examples of memes which piggyback on communication course structures 
without being integrated into a system. In ESP or communication courses, one might think of 
items which apparently have to be present, which are represented verbally (as part of the 
discourse or narrative) and unsystemically in categories which have no paradigm relationship: 
'unpack', 'topic sentence', 'emotive language', 'jargon', 'concord errors' and lists of sentences 
to 'correct'; in science communication courses one might pick out 'using the passive'. One 
might note that these cannot all belong to the same paradigm, and that they are neither lists of 
items, or commands, theories or ideas. They simply have to be there. In other environments the 
words 'discourse' or 'speech act theory' demand inclusion without integration. At the level of 
course formation, words such as 'integrated' or 'interactive', 'new', 'transdisciplinary' flag 
acceptable memeplexes. 
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those with power to accept or to fund them in institutional environments, then they should satisfy 

'existing decision rules or practices' that is, currently accepted memes. Ultimately, as Karl 

Marx said 'the traditions of all the dead generations weigh like a nightmare on the minds of the 

living'. Ridley describes the process thus: 

The selective survival of competing replicators the central idea of neo-Darwinism
is itself a memes ... once you understand it, you get fresh insights into everything ... Gene
centred Darwinism sees our bodies not as tools for life, but as the habitat in which genes 
exist and compete. The breakthrough of 'memetics' is to start seeing the world upside
down - to see ideas not as the property of minds, but as independent entities swimming 
through a sea of minds. Once you have gained this perspective, you can begin to rethink 
almost everything, from the evolution of language to the reasons for human 
altruism ... Blackmore argues that... the function oflanguage was to spread meme. 

We human beings ... are not, as we fondly think, the authors of our own thoughts so much 
as the victims and receptacles of independent ideas. Just as it was most refreshing to see 
the biological world from the gene's point of view, so it is refreshing to see the 
psychological world from the thought's point of view. 

(Ridley 1999a: 31) 

One can apply this cynical attitude to the roles we play in recycling, rather than creating, the 

elements of language support courses. 

Ideas are in open competition with each other, so in relation to computer language support 

programs, the more programs that are made available, the better. A process analogous to natural 

selection will inevitably operate. At the same time, it may become clear that different programs 

or Internet sites will be useful for different needs. Symbiotic relationships between courses and 

individuals, departments and institutions improve the survival potential of each. The discourses 

of genetics, of linguistics, of sociolinguistics and of literary theory share preconceptions. 

Before a language support course or program can be institutionalised it must pass tests at 
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department level, inter-departmental, senate, NQF [National Qualifications Framework] and now 

SAQA [the South African Qualifications Authority]. There may be conflict (symbolised by 

discourse differences) among those who design or teach language support courses, and those 

whose role is to teach or advise teachers about language support (sometimes called 'language 

practitioners' or academic development), or between groups within institutions who see 

themselves as threatened or colonised by what they perceive as 'wrong' or presumptuous or 

foreign ideas, or by processes which have not followed the 'proper channels'. There is also the 

important aspect of the perception of courses in the eyes of learners, SRCs, management 

structures, outside funders and potential employers. Each group brings to the table its own 

discourse or memeplex, which has often not been deconstructed or analysed, but simply 

espoused. Those discourses act as competing memeplexes, some better adapted to the 

environment in which they fmd themselves than others. Some act as valuable checks and 

balances - introducing a healthy competition for survival. Others inhibit innovation or favour 

conservatism or simplistic approaches or political correctness or personal charisma. 

Academic research writing is fundamentally different from other formal written genres. Even 

though formal or professional academic English is changing at the present day, 13 a less formal 

surface does not eliminate the need to scrutinise the heredity of ideas, discriminate against those 

which are least substantiated, follow widely agreed patterns of argument types, and dissociate 

logically respectable concepts from popularist belief, urban legend, tenets of faith or current 

ideology. 

13 

For a discussion of 'democratic' Englishes, see Chapter 2. 
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One would expect the sheltered environment of academe to protect and encourage fragile meme 

which would probably not survive in the more aggressive worlds of business and industry. 

'Fragile' in this context suggests 'complex' or 'highly specialised' (as in 'fragile ecosystem'). 

But where researchers and lecturers from different disciplines, committees, senate members, or 

even where academic departments work as groups, competition among meme will ensure the 

selection of the 'fittest', by the sort of selection process suggested by de Jong (1999: 37 and 

above). The fittest will be those meme which appear to the majority to be valid because they are 

clear, because they fit the current paradigms or because their promoter is persuasive or powerful. 

Specialists in their subjects will have more complex and less readily communicable ideas about 

which meme are fittest in their specific academic contexts than will the committee or group of 

diverse academics empowered with supporting or rejecting them. So choice among alternative 

proposals may militate in favour of meme which attach themselves to already generally accepted 

academic perceptions (the fittest) and against the propagation of specialised memes more 

deserving of survival according to the perceptions of the minority whose specialisation enables 

them to make a more objective assessment in that special area. This process may particularly 

matter in relation to an interdisciplinary subject such as language support, because most people 

have strongly held lay opinions about language and English. With reference to UNESCO's 

language support in Africa, Limage (1998: 2) comments on an example of this principle which 

took the form ofthe apparently self-evident statement: 'NGOs are more in touch with the needs 

of the 'community' than academics and governments'. The flag-waving words NGO's and 

community (good) are more powerful than the boo-words academics and governments in an 

environment where they have piggy-backed upon a powerful vehicle: grass-roots populism. 
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Committees legislating on language support will probably over-ride linguists. Many memes 

surround the words 'Good English'. The more liberal attitudes are paradoxically to be found 

among language specialists, and the more proscriptive (do not do this) and prescriptive (do this) 

among those who request support courses for their students. In general the field of language 

support courses and programs is memes-ridden. 'Good English' is in effect a host for various 

competing memeplexes. 

Some ofthose memeplexes are made up of discrete unsystemic items oflinguistic 'lore', based 

on uninterrogated and undefined concepts such as the idea of 'errors' or'mistakes'.14 Some 

memes relating to English support courses are based on suppositions such as 'Their writing is 

atrocious' or 'Their English lacks coherence'. The use of the word they to refer to students 

endorses an unquestioned authoritarian approach even among supposedly liberal teachers. 

Others, chosen at random, are 'reports must be written in the passive voice [one even sees 

'passive tenseT, 'Language is the bearer of culture', 'English is the killer language', 'English 

support courses must be cross-disciplinary / multi-disciplinary / inter-disciplinary / not adjunct', 

'English support courses must be given to every student, to be fair and to avoid discrimination', 

'Asynchronous learning is best', 'You must be taught in the language in which you are going to 

write', 'Mother-tongue learning is best', 'English communication courses are basically racist', 

'Cloze exercises are interactive and so must be the best way to learn English as a second 

language', 'We are second language students and so should be treated more leniently than first 

14 

An analysis of the English of third year second language writers is provided in Chapter 3, in 
order to assess what the needs of those students really are, to compare the actual need with 
general presuppositions, and to investigate practical ways of providing help in place of taking 
on board the memes of current ideology. 
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language students', 'You should not teach by imparting information, but by drawing it out ofthe 

students', 'Group work is better than individual work / lectures' ... the list is long. One might 

notice, to comment upon but one phrase, how the educationally unhelpful 'c1oze exercise' 

(unhelpful because it does not contribute to learning) promotes itselfby piggy-backing upon the 

currently popular memes 'interactive' and both piggy-back upon the unquestioned virtue of 

computers and of 'learning by doing' as learning tools. 

Ideas about English grammar are particularly subject to memetic assumptions, even within 

English departments. One assumption is that grammar is a set of rules which can and should be 

learned and which therefore can and should be taught. Another assumption is that 'good 

grammar' applies equally to speech and to writing, and yet another that the 'English grammar' 

of students is 'deteriorating', and even that language itselfis degenerating. Aitchison (1979: 9) 

describes how non-linguists often equate 'bad English' with crime or with low moral standards, 

an attitude, she says, which 'shows that many people, including some of those in positions of 

power, are back in the dark ages over understanding how [language] works'. The' language' of 

news readers with. regional, class or race accents is often described in terms which would 

normally be reserved for crime - 'shocking', 'horrifying' and deserving of awful punishments. 

Most often what is picked out in this regard by linguistically innocent critics is phonological 

rather than grammatical, and often intelligibility is not affected. 15 

Language support programs walk a tightrope between the memes of proscriptive / prescriptive 

15 

The notion of standards with relation to South African English is discussed in 'Standards in 
South African English' Jeffery, C. (1993). For discussion see The English Academy Review 1993 
Vol.l0, December: 14-25, and appendix 8 below. 
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approaches on the one hand, and those of post -structuralist libertarianism on the other. The latter 

set up a centrifugal force away from rules or order towards the outer limits of 'the burning of 

signs', 'what do we feel about science' and the role of empirical thinking in the oppression of 

the colonised subject. Iflanguage support programs for any discipline are to perform a useful 

function, they should accept some paradigmatic propositions: that linguistics is neutral; that 

reason and logic are human not European attributes; and that the grammars of specific languages, 

such as English, are contingent and evolve. 

English is not a model for other languages. An Afrikaans-speaking lecturer in African languages 

complained that her Xhosa students 'cannot even write a complete sentence in their own 

language'. One might comment on her assumption that the concept sentence subject, verb, 

predicate is universal. 16 One might also note that while some second language students of 

English may need to be taught syntax, others may need very different help. A system which 

incorporates asynchronous learning is important. Knowledge of systemic linguistics and of 

sodo-linguistics (knowledge in other words of slightly more complex memes) assists teachers 

to contextualise student needs in ways which make them intelligible. 

Imprecise terminology creates several problems in English for Special Purposes [ESP] teaching: 

It is not uncommon to hear people talk of a 'functional approach' or a 'structural 

16 

In Latin and in the Latin Middle Ages, the form sententia signified an opinion or feeling or 
judgment. The word did not acquire its more recent meaning of 'the grammatically complete 
expression of a thought' until the 15th century, and even more recently its application to the form 
itself in which the thOUght is couched. There is no absolute reason why this format should be 
imposed upon Xhosa any more than that English should once have been cut to fit the 
grammatical templates of Latin. Earlier versions of English were not punctuated as they now are. 
And many examples of incomplete sentences are to be found in the European canonical novel. 
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method', although no such things really exist; that much abused term 'communicative' 
is often used as if it were synonymous with 'functional', which it is not. 

Hutchinson and Waters (1987: 22) 

Words like 'communicative' become emotive terms, capable, like 'democracy' or 'freedom', 

of creative interpretation. Many such 'memetic' words are used primarily to mark the speaker 

as a member of a select group familiar with currently favoured discourses. Another memes which 

is often uninterrogated is 'writing skills'. It attaches itself to an assumption that students can 

learn to 'write' without content or knowledge, by being encouraged to 'express themselves'. It 

may be associated with a memeplex, more political and cultural than linguistic, which includes 

'All students have the right to be taught to 'write' well'. This memes treats as oppressive the 

roles played by reading, learning, application, knowledge, maturity and motivation in the growth 

of a competent writer. 'Writing' and 'writing skills' are in addition meaningless without 

computer literacy in the corporate and business worlds which those aspirant student writers will 

be entering. Those meme are units, not of language support, but of the shared culture of South 

African politico-academic life in the year 2001, the situation in which they compete for survival. 

'Writing' has not adapted well, in competition with 'academic literacies' and 'functional 

literacies'. The plural /-es/ also functions independently as another memes, signalling 

'plurality', 'multiculturalism', 'democratic literacies' and so on. I use 'Englishes' myself, below, 

to signal an 'openminded approach'. All of those meme help each other out. They enable their 

own reproduction by inhibiting thought they are easy currency. 

Since 1996, the memeplexes of outcomes-based education have introduced a refreshingly liberal 

attitude to learning into the formerly authoritarian environment of the South African school 

system, which had been hostile to the collocation of 'pleasure' with 'knowledge'. At tertiary 
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level, however, a liberal approach is modified by the need for hard facts, not 'soft' knowledge. 

Science writing for example is about the acquisition and use of rational taxonomies and 

specialised discourses; science students and lecturers are often hostile, with justification, to 

language support courses. This is not to say that there is no place for interrogation of the 

assumptions of science in a postmodem, postcolonial world. A language support course for first 

year science students, however, is not the place for speculation. 

Software programs have an advantage over courses in that self-selection operates. The non

linear shape of programs means that they can be eclectic in content. Hutchinson and Waters 

suggest that the best syllabuses are eclectic, satisfying the desires and expectations of students 

who are paying for the course, as well as those of the client departments and the teachers. At the 

same time, paradoxically, systematicity is essential in programs, in order to provide explanation 

as well as information. Linear paths which may run in many different directions must still be 

subsumed within the web of 'consilience'. 

An inevitable, and pessimistic, conclusion derived from observing the power of memes and 

memeplexes must be that useful but over-determined courses and programs (all paradigms and 

no themes) may fail simply because they are not adapted to interact with memes currently in 

favour. Others which are poorly thought-out (all themes and no paradigm) may survive. At the 

same time, taking the longer view, it should probably be the case that the processes of natural 

selection will enable the best-adapted programs I theories I ideas to survive; that is to say, those 

which are 'fittest' in an evolutionary sense. 
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From the memes's point of view, truth or falsity or value is less important in the short term than 

adaptability to the current environment in its holistic sense. But in the long term the reverse may 

be true the fittest to survive should survive. Fitness is a complex concept, involving response 

to the whole environment in which, for example, a course or program is inserted. Fitness is not 

the same as 'best' in any absolutely theoretical sense. 

There is no necessary connection between a memes's replicative power, its 'fitness' from 
its point of view, and its contribution to our fitness. 

Dennett (1995: 363) 

As Lyotard said of master-narratives, profound scepticism is the most rational way to treat all 

propositions. In general, in the short term the most successful memes will be those which attach 

themselves to ideas with current mass appeal, either inside or outside academia. 

In order therefore to help a memeplex which one values to survive in open competition, one 

should take care to attach it to, or associate it with, powerful memes, or meme whose popularity 

is already guaranteed. This is not a cynical approach, but a pragmatic one. Ideas which are 

central to student success need to be imparted to most students, and so they need to be made 

palatable or attractive both to most students, and to colleagues and administration. Those who 

write funding proposals for proj eets which are intended to attract support from business or 

industry will already be aware of the principle of piggybacking the favoured memeplex upon 

current ideologies 'this interdisciplinary project empowers the wider community in a 

sustainable .. .'. For a time (1998, 1999) fund-raising proposals for projects had to contain the 

words RDP, then GEAR; then the project had to be described as community-based, ground-

driven, and now media-based or integrated and interactive: 

Practical, learner-friendly and interactive, e4e is an ideal learning and teaching tool. It 
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guides you step-by-step through a wide range of English acquisition tasks ... allowing you 
to choose your own pace ofleaming ... 

(Pearson Higher Education, 2000. Flyer for E4E) 

In the short tenn, perception is as important as essential virtue. The popularity of a memes is 

inversely proportional to its complexity as a concept. There is a need for 'lecturer 

conscientization' (Van Zyl 1993: 57) by which she means sensitising of lecturers in other 

departments to current thinking in linguistics. But this laudable need engages us inevitably in 

a struggle to the death among competing memes. Lecturers in the sciences need to be brought 

up to speed on functional linguistics, but lecturers in arts also need to appreciate the desire for 

precision and fact-based learning among scientists. Both need to take account of funding, 

university politics, student attitudes, and of what can and cannot be done in a course or program. 

Inevitably, what gets copied from course to course is the product, when what we need to copy, 

or question and revise, are the instructions for making the product. Otherwise replication 

becomes less and less faithful, like the whispered message game, and fonnerly coherent courses 

move towards entropy. 

In the interim phase, between destabilising innovation and chaotic entropy, stable memes 

(established courses) exert a force ofinertia or resistance to change: 

But as soon as syllabuses are designed, modules framed, teachers impressed and 
conscripted, there is a vested interest in retaining one course, where the needs and 
outcomes can be manipulated - often in all honesty - to fit the available materials and 
frameworks. 

Halliday and Martin (1996: xiii) 

Computer programs, intranets, and the time-tabling of self-study times in computer labs help to 

facilitate asynchronous, and personal learning, and free students and teachers from the grips of 

some of the meme which still exert their power over the fields of English for special or academic 
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purposes, bridging courses in English, and communication courses at tertiary level. 

Finally, memes contend in socio-cultural and psychological competition over the creation and 

adaptive success of courses or software for language support. Members of English departments, 

despite having specialised in the post-modem novel, or Anglo-Saxon and medieval studies, or 

Victorian poetry, have found themselves teaching support courses for lawyers, business 

management or science students, and are familiar with the problems one inevitably encounters. 

Time and energy and expertise are often willingly invested, over a period of years, at the 

expense of personal research interests, and even at the expense of students of English literature; 

and then from one year to the next, the course is axed, or someone in another discipline is given 

the funding and study leave to produce a substitute course. It is therefore not enough to produce 

a' good' course, linguistically sound and following the most recent principles of special purposes 

teaching, even if it is attached to other successful memes or memeplexes. The wider picture 

includes maverick or wild-card memes which also come into play, which may jeopardise the 

survival of fit 'well-adapted' support courses or programs. Good student results are not enough; 

language support teachers would be foolish not to be prepared to be misunderstood, upstaged 

politically or personally, or deemed too innovative. Even success attracts take-overs. 17 

This then is the framework within which successful language support functions. A postmodem 

and comprehensive perspective is probably useful in the field of university practice, to 

17 

The various perceptions of the value of courses or programs intersect with the roles of 
'pragmatists' (Van der Merwe 2000) who wait to observe the success or failure of program 
management before they invest time and reputation by buying in to new technology.( See further 
Chapter 5.) 
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supplement idealistic or linguistically pure approaches. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Perceived needs of South African academics and students in relation to 
language support programs 

The semantic level in the linguistic system is, among other things, an inteiface 
between language and the realities of the outside world. 

Halliday and Hassan 1976: 305 

In relation to language support courses, the paradigms of linguistics are mediated by the 

ideologies or themes by which institutions interpret their need for language support. For 

example, language support courses or programs in Southern Africa are of necessity evaluated 

against the norms of a post-colonial and postmodern linguistic and experiential environment. 

Themes do not provide a framework or structure, but perform in two ways: like lenses, they 

focus, enhance, distort or occlude the framework(s)l ; and at the same time, as the following 

chapter will show, they represent a real part ofthe situation in which language support functions 

(as a level of the larger paradigm of systemic functional linguistics). Themes are master-

narratives towards which postmodern theorists advise 'scepticism', that is, not rejection, but 

awareness oftheir contingent nature. The linguistic paradigm which best suits online language 

support is, as has been mentioned, systemic functional linguistics. Chapter 3 examines the 

paradigm, while this chapter considers some of the thematics by which lecturers articulate their 

need(s) for language support, in the service of which, paradoxically, the paradigm must prove 

its 'fitness'. Needs are almost never expressed in terms of, or as part of, paradigmatic systems; 

The frameworks are structured by the needs oflinguistics (in the register of formal English) and 
professional perfonnance. 
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paradigms may be judged, and found wanting, against themes, but themes are rarely judged 

against paradigms. 

The online route to tertiary language support is a thematic choice. To establish whether there is 

an objectively determinable need for online support, as opposed to courses, would require more 

than one type of major and complex needs analysis, which is beyond the scope of the present 

research. It is also, as mentioned above, too soon to provide statistical proof of the effectiveness 

of online language support, without which analysis of what is required for remediation is subject 

to the perceptions of enquirers and respondents. It is, however, possible to justify the perception 

that online language support is useful, by looking at what it can provide, what problems it can 

solve, and how it can be conceptualised and managed in the current economic climate, in 

response to articulated needs, and in comparison with control groups. 

The usefulness or 'fitness' of language support courses or programs might be evaluated by the 

extent to which they respond to the expectations of South African academics and students, and 

by the extent to which adequate performance has so far been achieved by most students who go 

through online language support processes. This chapter identifies what lecturers and students 

want: what are language support courses expected to provide. Chapter 6 describes in full what 

can in fact be provided, discussing the methods, procedures and successes of online language 

support in a specific project over four years (1998 - 2001). The intervening chapters explain 

some of the many reasons, paradigmatic and thematic, for the qualitative differences between 

hopes and expectations on the one hand, and practice on the other. 
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The thematic foundations of a course are reflected, consciously and unconsciously, in the 

tenninology ( discussed above) and definitions (or lack of definitions) used to fonnulate the need 

for, and to name the course. Some frequently used names are English for Academic Purposes 

(EAP), English for Special Purposes and English for Specific Purposes (ESP), English 

Communication, Special English, English for Law or Business etc., English lB, Foundation 

English, Foundation Courses, University Preparedness. The primary division among those 

course fonnulations is between those which assume that all subjects share the same language 

support needs, and those which assume that each subject has a specific and unique linguistic 

need. The usual tenn for courses which are created to support specific disciplines (ESP, English 

for Law, Business, Science) is 'integrated' support.2 A third, non-linguistic component 

incorporates time management, interview techniques, general skills, psychological wellness, 

cognition. There is therefore no single identifiable concept of either first year or continuous, 

tertiary language support, no category of which those elements are all sub-sets. The tenninology 

by which needs are defined and options for language support suggested fills the memetic function 

of pre-ordaining, often without conscious analysis, the shape and content of courses. 

Titles therefore matter. Courses called Writing with Computers, Report Writing with Microsoft 

Office, Computer Assisted Writing, English with Computers, History and Philosophy o/Science, 

Scientific English, Professional Communication, English for Business, may be more attractive 

to students who want professional qualifications, but, more importantly, they may also re-focus 

2 

Chapter 3 shows that it does not make economic, linguistic or logistic sense for universities to 
provide different 'integrated' language support courses for every discipline. The word 
'integrated' is an example both of the power of memes to replicate themselves under suitable 
conditions, and of the power oftenninology to predict responses. In this case, the word can be 
used with two opposite meanings neither of which is usually defined or examined by users. 
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the objectives of courses in the minds oflecturers away from the metalanguages of grammar and 

syntax to practical, specified and assessable professionally marketable outcomes. The progress 

of students in support courses should be objectively quantifiable in terms of the stated goal(s). 

The primary goal of computer language support for L 1 and L2 students is to produce professional 

performances in a competitive market. Other goals are subsidiary. 

A second terminological confusion, to be used or exploited, describes students as second 

language (L2) students, students of English as a foreign language, multilingual or bilingual 

students (Webb 1998: 77). For an extreme example see Prins ( 1997: 203-220), where students 

whose home language is an African language are considered to be learners of English as a 

'foreign' language while students whose home language is Afrikaans are considered to be 

bilingual, on the grounds that European languages are more 'like each other' than a European 

language and an African one.3 Most South African students are students of English as a second 

language. In terms of spoken English however, most are in fact fully bilingual. Almost none are 

being taught English as a foreign language, especially not at tertiary level. All students, whether 

Ll or L2, need help to manage the transition from spoken informal English to written formal 

academic English, and the transition from the phonology of Eng Ii shes spoken by most second 

language speakers, to that of, for example, educated black or Indian South African English. 

Thematic or ideological positions compete for space in courses, and influence what teachers 

understand to be the outcome(s). Some courses foreground cultural or social needs, some what 

3 

This sort of generalisation is oblivious of register theory; it assumes that all support course 
students have to learn 'English' rather than the very specific register of formal academic English. 
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they consider to be 'good English', some the marketability of graduates, others what business 

and industry require of potential employees. Yet others are concerned with language needs 

which have to be supplied if students are to achieve in academic subjects. Language needs are 

themselves perceptual They may be described according to paradigms such as the register 

theory of systemic functional linguistics, or they may be formulated indeterminately as a need 

for grammar, good English, communication skills. As long ago as 1978, Munby, in 

Communicative Syllabus Design, showed that language support is about more than just language 

(Hutchinson and Waters 1987: 53). Students and institutions in South Africa, finally, function 

as representatives of a multicultural and multilingual nation in a global economic environment, 

raising a perception of need to articulate those ideological positions, and thus politicising the 

linguistic environment. 

Provision of items from this unsystemic group of 'needs' is the task of 'service courses'. As 

names given to language support courses pre-determine the ideology and so the content and 

methodology of courses, so the title service course places language support in a paradoxical 

relationship with major disciplines, which the names English for Special Purposes and English 

for Academic Purposes do not. It presupposes either that the service course has no independent 

content and purpose of its own, or that it operates in another category or on another level from 

degree subject courses. The first perception rates language support as a low prestige and even 

non-specialist field, but one which nevertheless provides the English department with students 

and funding.4 The latter perception suggests that language support informs other courses, that 

it is a field for the specialist, and that support course design is on a theoretical plane one level 

4 

The word provide collocates with service course: but the words take or study do not. The 
collocations signal the relative value attached to language service courses by those who give 
them and those who register for them. 
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up from discrete disciplines. This space for dispute allows language support courses to be 

attached to, or unhinged from, English departments according to management needs or 

perceptions. Service courses are therefore easily manipulated to suit vested interests. 

Both Ll and L2 students in every faculty need language support, to varying degrees. The 

national pass rate in the South African schools matriculation exams in 1999 was 48.9%. Over 

100 schools achieved a pass rate lower than 20%. A survey (Laugksch and Spargo 1999) to 

measure the scientific literacy of beginner technikon and university students in the Western Cape 

'shows that only one in three students has a sufficient grasp of science to cope with life in the 21 st 

century' (Lickindorf2000: 10). The South African education system has been diagnosed on the 

one hand to be 'academic, with scant concern for vocationally relevant education and training' 

(pretorius 1999: 1); at the same time surveys for the purpose of curriculum development by the 

Universities of Natal and Cape Town (2000; and ongoing by Attwell and Schalkwyk,2001) show 

that business and industry want students who have the general thinking skills and wide general 

knowledge provided by the traditional BA or BSc (generic or formative) degrees. The purpose

focussed degree was seen by respondents to be too narrow. It is important to be aware, when 

formulating a need for language support, ofthe many perceptions by different stakeholders of 

what the need is, as well as of the deterministic role played by the verbal formulation itself. 

The perceptions of need for language support articulated by academics are not necessarily 

identical with what students expect from support, even among L2 teachers and learners. Students 

have their own perceptions of what their needs are, and what they are paying for. There is also 

a generation gap between needs perceived by those who experienced the apartheid education 
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system and want redress, and those perceived by the new generation of students who want a 

professional future in a global market economy. There is also a gap between the idealism of 

liberal teachers and the hopelessness of students facing an HIV I Aids pandemic. Some thematic 

assumptions may be suppressed. 

Because online language support is a very new field, lecturers, students, publishers and reviewers 

bring expectations. based on traditional support methods and lessons to bear upon computer 

learning. The two are not the same, having different problems and different solutions. Further, 

perceptions of need in both types of support have also not taken on board the 'object lessons in 

failed experiments oflanguage support history' (Hutchinson and Waters 1987: 12; Limage 1998: 

1-16). Superceded criteria (or 'uninterrogated memes') are even now posited as the benchmarks 

for ideal courses, and so for ideal software programs. Programs are therefore judged according 

to their delivery of memetically determined expectations. 

Even though for over twenty years, teachers of English for Special Purposes have distinguished 

language use from language learning, skills-centred from learning-centred approaches, analysis 

of the surface forms of the language from analysis of underlying processes, and subject

specificity from general academic language use, yet in South Africa we still debate the merits 

of those approaches as though they are in open competition. We consider as options approaches 

which have long been shown not to work, and we also treat, as competitive, approaches that 

might better be viewed as collaborative and supportive. 

In South Africa in the 1980s, the perception that language support was for second language (L2) 
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students was a source of trouble, both because courses were seen to target disadvantaged L2 

learners and paradoxically because they were not developed to fit the needs ofLl students. In 

England on the other hand, English for Special Purposes [ESP] is designed for all (Llor L2) 

students; all tertiary students need help with academic English. 

Since the 1950s, successive ideologies informed UNESCO's interests and interventions in 

literacy problems in the developing world (and Africa in particular). They represent European 

orthodoxies ofthe times. They are reflected in approaches to language, course creation, methods 

of intervention and ways of measuring success. Those in turn were sometimes designed to 

satisfy the requirements of funders and sponsors rather than linguists, teachers or students. Some 

ofthose ideologies still compete for academic space as though they had never been discredited. 

UNESCO's literacy programmes produced fully documented reports and analyses of successes 

and failures. Some examples follow, of discarded approaches which yet still influence language 

support. The 'Mass Literacy Campaign', for example, of the late 1950s and early 1960s 

interpreted language reform as part and parcel of socio-economic reform, a liberal humanist 

approach which was to enable all, young and old, 'to change, develop and grow both as 

individuals and nations'. While springing from a different ideology, this ideal shares much with 

the 'community uplift' and 'lifelong learning' of current South African outreach programs, and 

calls for language outreach components in tertiary language proj ects. 5 Economists of education 

justified the mass campaigns in financial terms. But 'newly decolonised ... countries did not 

5 

For example some companies have linked funding provision for tertiary literacy proj ects in 2001 
to community outreach. 
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necessarily see participation of all citizens through reading, writing and numeracy skills as a 

priority' (Limage 1998: 4). Idealised notions of language support still entangle, for policy 

makers, cultural theories of self-help, nationalism, traditionalism, transformation, equity, redress, 

with economic renaissance, professionalism and economic growth. Community outreach in 

tertiary literacy projects might be better conceived in terms of educating students a percentage 

of whom will eventually return to their communities as professionals, than by suggesting that 

university departments perform two jobs, one intramurally and the other extramurally. 

Between the mid-60s and the mid-70s 'optimism gave way to realism' (Limage 1998: 4-5) in 

'functional literacy' programmes; what one might call now, depending on whether the 

perspective is market oriented or linguistic, 'purpose-focussed' or applied literacy, or 'discourse-

specific' language support. Functional literacy failed because workers interpreted it as providing 

advantage less to themselves than to management, and as an attempt on the part of management 

to appear humane. Problems therefore arose from perceptions relating to apparently non-

linguistic factors. The inherent value of a course counted for less than suspicions around cui 

bono -who benefits? (Dennett 1999: 51).6 

The question of who really benefits is as important in terms of perceptions of language support 

now as then. It is not untrue to suggest that the purpose of some support courses is to ensure 

lecturer survival or to supply FTE's (the equation by which staffing and funding for academic 

6 

The wheel has now come full circle, with programs like Anglo American's HIV/Aids policy. 
Sunter makes clear that the economic benefit to the company ofHIV screening for all employees 
is the legitimation for providing personal health benefits to all employees. Language support 
arguments share in the perceptual or memetic contemporary environment. 
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departments is calculated according to numbers of 'Full Time Equivalent Students'). Language 

support courses may have' subtexts' ,Foucault' allegories' , which enable one to deconstruct some 

of the conflicting motivations which led to them, one being the increasing financial crisis in 

universities. Only five years ago, 76% of the respondents in a survey among lecturers on 

language support (Orr 1996: 37-42) considered that language support teaching was necessary, 

but 'someone else's responsibility'. Now economic constraints make the provision of service 

courses attractive. Morale of South African academic staff is decreasing as student numbers drop 

and transformation re-aligns departments. Redeployment and retrenchment threats lead to 

competition for students to justify departmental viability. Institutions also have a vested interest 

in providing support courses; new ways of assessing cost centres in institutions generate the 

perception of need for them. 

Competition in evolving systems, whether cultural or genetic, forces species to seek niches in 

which individuals who are suitably adapted manage to survive; conversely, where a niche 

provides evolutionary advantage, however slim, in a stressful environment, some species will 

thrive in it. Pressure in the evolving academic system forces formerly 'fit' academics to seek 

advantage in niches which they hitherto rejected, and forces competition with those quiet 

individuals who have always lurked in the formerly unpopular holes. Support courses seem to 

provide such niches, as one of the few growth areas in a field of cut-backs. Those who formerly 

avoided 'communication' or 'English Special' are now willing to employ cryptic colouration, 

find an interest in 'discourse', and reinvent themselves as communication teachers. It is 

unfortunately true, however, that support courses are labour intensive, and that ten students at 

honours level or fourth year, or five Masters students, earn in FTE's for the English department 
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the same as 100 support course students. Despite the real need for language support, in tenns 

of viability, large scale support may paradoxically be rushing English departments towards the 

extinction of what their members love, and are trained to do - teach literature. The other 

consequence is that language support courses may be taught by, and funding provided for, 

lecturers who are untrained linguistically. 

Another lesson from UNESCO language policy (Limage 1998: 5) is that it is not possible to 

identify a single strategy which would be applicable everywhere; in any case, diversity and 

competition among literacy providers encourages experimentation. Literacy instruction has been 

most successful when combined with teaching practical skills (Limage 1998:11-12), thus 

fulfilling the desire of functional linguists to relate language to language use. Developing 

functional literacy often involves teaching basic scientific knowledge, or developing technical 

capacity. There is consensus (Hutchinson and Waters 1987:51; Limage 1998:12; Heugh 

1998:166-7) on the value of 

~ specifically applied learning, which has clear practical applications in the lives of the 
learners, and routes to those applications built in to the learning schedule 

~ eclecticism 
~ refusal to allow ideology to dictate one particular route to one particular goal 
~ thoroughly researched courses. 

Heugh adds that language interventions should 
~ tap into what works best in local or regional economies 
~ use existing channels of communication 
~ integrate indigenous knowledge with what is useful of contemporary curricula 
~ use the languages of Africa in education.7 

Limage further adds that it is impossible to avoid the politicisation oflanguage support in Africa. 

7 

Multilingualism and its use in education will be discussed below. 
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The new National Plan for Higher Education (March 2001), based on research by the Committee 

for Higher Education (CHE) appeared at first to resolve some of the political problems endemic 

to the South African tertiary education system by shifting the centre of concern from racial 

(ideological or thematic) polarisation to economic and class concerns (viability). Resistance to 

the plan has come, for ideological reasons, from formerly black institutions who claim that they 

wish to maintain their identity and history (Dowling 2000:31) or who feel that adequate redress 

has not been provided (Seepe 2001: 31). It may transpire, however, that the effect of the plan 

has been to undo recent effective work in language support by removing from the system, 

through 'rationalisation', those who work in this field (Vista University cost-cutting 

retrenchment policy, June 2001). 

Clearly no single ideology can be applied across the board. Although different regions, times, 

teachers, institutions, levels and purposes share the same paradigmatic language and cognitive 

needs, perceptions and ideologies playa determining role. Support therefore has to be 

continually re-negotiated. For this reason, choice and eclecticism are the most practical ways 

to approach the formulation ofthe core materials of any language support course. Those lessons 

from the African colonial past provide conclusions which are similar both to those drawn in 

England, and those derived from present practical experience. 

The provision of language support is competitive for many reasons. Demands, input and 

expectations come from many sources: client departments (a diverse group with widely differing 

demands); English departments; academic development groups and language theorists; students 

and SRCs; funders and university administrations; and finally government. Of all those groups 

who see themselves as stakeholders however, it has traditionally been the task of the English 
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department to create and teach support courses. 

Departments who want support courses for their students often have in mind a service different 

from that provided by English departments. To return to the question of terminology, the words 

English and language mean one thing to the science or law department (usually 'grammar'), 

another to the English department (often, but not always, 'discourse'), and yet another to 

university managements and political groups. The slippage is a source of potential conflict. 

Although in most fields students choose the courses they want to study, they are not asked 

whether they want support or bridging or communication or practical English courses - they 

are diagnosed as needing help. And yet they often have clear ideas of what they want (Sutton 

1992:88; Hutchinson and Waters 1987: 43-58), and what they are paying for. Support courses 

are low prestige courses. There is no necessary relationship between need as perceived by the 

institution and by the learner (Hutchinson and Waters 1987: 57). For this reason, language 

support courses have an inbuilt barrier to acceptance by students; it is a commonplace that 

students attend them erratically unless coerced. In contrast, online language support attracts 

students because of the perception of what they are choosing. In online learning, literacy skills, 

tools and strategies are acquired by default as by-products of more desirable, chosen skills. 

Acceptance is enhanced if students gain credit counting towards their degree, or a certificate for 

a short course, and if, as is possible, they can proceed (asynchronously) at their own pace 

(Sturtridge 1997:68). 

In the 1980s literacy support was a 'site of contestation' in universities; it has only belatedly 
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gained respectability in South Africa as awareness of discourse theory and of systemic functional 

linguistics spreads. Linguistic competence is beginning to be interpreted as more than a marker 

or indicator of the progress of students - it is part of their progress. Verbal accounts of what 

was done in the lab do not 'stand for' what was done, but are part of the same continuum of 

reality, and the discourse used bears meaning as part of the legitimation system of the discipline. 

Therefore support in the discourses of specific disciplines has begun to be valued, especially for 

L2 students. How support can be institutionalised is another topic. 

The need to produce acceptable results has accelerated the move towards new language support 

courses. Despite injections of European and American aid and four years of redress strategies, 

academics, researchers and industrialists are in consensus that education in Africa is in crisis. 

Titles of papers in the Report of the Education Africa Forum (Hofmeyr and Perold 1998), such 

as 'The challenge of reviving a culture oflearning, teaching and service in the education system' 

(Mda) , 'Teacher redeployment: What went wrong?' (Garson) and 'What makes schools 

effective?' (Potterton) suggest that problems in education permeate every aspect of the system, 

from funding through qualifications frameworks to motivation and resourcing. In consequence, 

students present cognitive and practical deficiencies at tertiary level which require not just 

support but remediation. 

Communication courses or programs for specific subjects like law or the sciences may be set up 

either by or for individual departments. One consequence, however, of non-specialist provision 

oflanguage support is the reinvention of wheels. Perceptions by non-linguists of the needs of 

their students differ from the usually more permissive perceptions of trained linguists; non-
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linguists often 'regress to treating language at the level at which it is presented in the early years 

of secondary school' (Halliday and Martin 1994: 17). On the other hand, scientists mistrust the 

web of words which arts lecturers can weave round an issue. 

Notions of what language support entails therefore work on many thematic fronts in defiance of 

the discipline of linguistics, and often based upon unexamined ideologies. Narrow 

interpretations of language support, combined with the need to provide assessment by marking, 

can reduce courses to exercises in 'error' correction. 

Error correction has implications beyond the personal. In his discussion of the use of dialect in 

the academic writing of Scottish students, Hans Speitel (1976: 44) suggested 8 that a survey of 

the opinions (as opposed to linguistic knowledge) of teachers about the use of dialect would give 

information about what they labelled 'sloppy' or 'weak' or 'poor' English, and about what 

'mistakes' they felt bound to correct. In his experience teachers rejected dialect words as 

unacceptable - those were often words which students themselves did not recognise as dialect. 

Speitel argued that those (Scottish) teachers were in fact operating an unacknowledged 

censorship of Scottish linguistic forms by preferring standard English, as though Scottish were 

a register of English inappropriate to high or literary style; in effect, Scots as a language has· 

competed with English since 1703 and been found to be less 'fit' - a step on the way to 

relegation. Speite1 thus identified at one and the same time the SUbjective nature of what teachers 

mean by 'good English', and a step in the process of language death. The process has 

8 

The past tense is used because Hans Speitel died not long after this work, and the continuous 
present seems inappropriate to me. 
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repercussions for South African language support now. It may be beyond human power to 

engineer evolutionary linguistic change to suit ideology, but human intervention nevertheless 

accelerates change. 9 Teachers oflanguage in a multilingual society should perhaps be conscious 

of the consequences of the language choices and approaches they endorse. 

Taking the long view, evolution and biodiversity are extravagant and unpredictable systems. 

There is no goal, and things are neither getting better or worse only different. They produce 

viable fonns for no reason except to produce them, in a random manner, and in larger quantities 

than are strictly necessary; survival is a matter of adaptation to the environment in which they 

find themselves, and competition for resources. The less fit face extinction. By analogy, 

linguistic mutation throws up changes called' errors' - fonns which are statistically divergent. 

These fonns will appear in written language. They will either be evolutionarily fit, or' 

evolutionarily unfit. 'Fit' fonns survive and find acceptance by imitation in one or more 

registers. 1o They do not obscure meaning and the "adaptation may even enhance it. They will 

show up in word frequency counts using concordancing programs like Wordsmith, and Corpus 

Linguistics data-banks will show systemic changes. They survive and contribute first to 

synchronic, then to diachronic change. Anomalies which are now perceived as errors may 

9 

Language planning may work on analogy with examples from ecology we cannot (yet) 
change how the earth's evolutionary systems work per se, but our engineering interventions can 
accelerate change; examples are the relationship between the denuding of rainforests and ozone 
depletion, or between building dams and increased flooding. 

10 

The tenn register is defined in the following chapter. 
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eventually be accepted as part of written or spoken South African English. II 

Forms which are, in the longer term, evolutionarily unfit may fulfil a useful, language enhancing 

purpose, then vanish again - transient phenomena such as some (not all) slang [kef I kif, 

bioscope I bio, he was accidentalised (=murdered for a political reason)] mayor may not gain 

acceptance in standard South African English, and metaphors may acquire fruitful new meanings 

when L2 speakers hear one phoneme instead of another [he's speaking from the hide of 

ignorance; we've been trying to pierce things together]. This group also includes one-off 

'mistakes' which obscure rather than enhance meaning, or which do not conform to the 

expectations of the group most likely to participate in the situation in which they occur. 

In relation to programs for language support, forms in written formal language which are 

statistically divergent need editing, because students are heading towards a conservative job 

market; but it should be borne in mind that some of the 'errors' we red-pencil may in other 

spoken or less formal contexts be part of a general movement towards Black South African 

English. 12 'Errors' in one register may be acceptable forms in others. The changes are not goal 

II 

Examples of such changes might be the coalescing of been and being (both spelt been), 
concord and agreement errors, its replaced by it's, the loss of the past participial ending -ed; 
confusion of this and these; sentence structures with pronoun apposition' (aka 'left dislocation') 
such as Adela, she did not know who attacked her; other changes, for example on the 
phonological level, seem to be (1) an acquired stammer among black politicians, denoting 
avoidance of dogmatism and rhetoric, and alignment with ANC political positions (2) uhm and 
erpicked up by ICE transcripts in statistically improbable correlation with apartheid (Williams 
1999:501) (3) Anglicisation of, or stumbling over, Afrikaans words by black S.A. speakers (an 
obvious example is Tim Modise's reading from Die Beeld on SAfm 'In the Papers this Morning') 

12 

Pearl Ntlhakana (2000: 17) makes a case for the gradual development of BSAE (Black South 
African English) as a 'new standard' replacing 'one which is imposed by a very small minority 
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driven or purposive, but will have an effect which appears to be so, and a cumulative effect 

which may participate in or contribute to a larger process. 13 Equally, code-switching can be seen 

as part of natural language evolution in a multilingual society.14 It is difficult to be rigid about 

what is or is not acceptable as academic English. This is one point at which the themes of 

language support and the paradigms oflanguage structure intersect. 

A rather more objective theme of language support is the desire to provide students with the 

means (tools, strategies) to produce a professional performance in English. The functionalist 

word performance is often, however, compared unfavourably with the formalist competence. IS 

Competence tends to be understood to refer to depth of understanding, and the ability to abstract 

and transfer linguistic knowledge to its application in other disciplines, in contrast with 

who no longer hold political power'. But BSAE is spoken English, not the written professional 
English of the academic discourses to which it would be transferred. The writer herself writes 
in Standard English, and avoids discussing the parameters within which BSAE on the one hand, 
and formal academic writing on the other, will function. The academic context is conservative, 
and has evolved for the purpose of communicating knowledge, not writing nation or identity. 

13 

On postcolonial representations of indigenous languages or of dialects in English, see Zabus 
1991 'Relexification'; Todd (1982:303). Compare Okara 'Who are you people be? If you are 
coming-in people be, then come in' with Conrad's 'Mistah Kurtz, he dead' (Heart of Darkness). 
For postcolonial critics the difference between the first example (linguistic re-centring) and the 
second (racism) derives from the nationality and perceived purpose of the speaker. See also 
E.K.Brathwaite 'Nation Language' 1984 in History of the Voice: The Development of Nation 
Language in Anglophone Carribean. London and Port of Spain: New Beacon. 

14 

For a state-of-the art account of codeswitching research, see the interesting and full article by 
N.M.Kamwangamalu 'The state of codeswitching research at the dawn ofthe new Millennium' 
in Southern African Linguisticsand Applied Language Studies 2000Vol.17 No.4 November, 256-
277. 

IS 

For a discussion of functionalism and formalism, see Chapter 3: 87. 
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performance, which is dismissed as rote imitation or practical ability without linguistic 

knowledge and understanding (Hutchinson and Waters 1987: 18). Competence is the preferred 

term in the documents of the South African Qualifications Authority. Halliday, however, 

declines (1970: 145) to make a 'distinction between an idealised knowledge of a language and 

its actualized use', saying that it is 'either unnecessary or misleading': he prefers the pragmatic 

position defined by performance, and takes the route to adequate performance for L2 learners 

to be a practical one: following processes, using tools (computers, search methods, reference 

works), knowing where to find answers, editing, team work. 16 

The importance attached to the need to provide competence in English rather than good 

performance might be said to be memetic, signalling distance from the 'old' education system 

which supposedly endorsed rote learning, especially in formerly disadvantaged schools and 

colleges. The South African National Qualifications Framework distinguishes the various 

'competences' to be fostered by the outcomes-based education system: 

All qualifications should help learners to achieve' competence'. The Education Training 
and Development Practices Project has defmed competence as having three dimensions. 
These are practical competence (the demonstrated ability to perform a set of tasks); 
foundational competence (the demonstrated understanding of what we are doing and 
why) and reflexive competence (the demonstrated ability to connect what we know with 
what we are doing, in such a way that we learn from our actions and can adapt to changes 
and unforseen circumstances). 

McLean (1998: 43) 

The term competence raises questions of evaluation which performance avoids. How can one 

assess whether the work of students reveals competence, as opposed to good performance? If 

they can explain what they did in other words? Other words which are not part of the discourse 

16 

Chapter 3: 107 puts competence andperformance in their pedagogical contexts. 
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ofthe subject which they have just used appropriately? Computer-assisted support can provide 

a good performance, even if users have no idea how the hardware or even the software is 

working. Does it matter? There is a sense in which competence is at the end of a spectrum of 

development from poor performance to excellent performance. Competence is just very good 

performance. The subject of competence and performance in relation to linguistics is discussed 

in Chapter 3 (page 107ff.). 

Language support which allows students to acquire and practice practical skills, makes it possible 

for L2 students to produce professional outputs. Non-linguists, and some prescriptive linguists, 

see the route to 'competence' as including: 

• practising grammar, comprehension, reading and syntax, using the subject matter of the 
discipline which is being studied as examples 

and I or 
• teaching the metalanguage oflinguistics, so that students 'understand' what a sentence 

or paragraph is, what a noun, verb or object is. 

Neither approach can guarantee the goal; true competence is an unattainable ideal, betterreplaced 

by the functional notion that good English is English which is appropriate to the situation in 

which it is used. 

English, and attitudes to English, evolve and change. Changing perceptions of the kinds of 

language which are appropriate in formal contexts influence the kinds of English written on 

campus and so the kinds of support programs funded by universities or outsourced. It is probable 

that there will be a time lag between the observations of linguists and the implementation of 

these observations in language support. Academic English is moving towards 'more democratic 

forms of discourse' (Halliday and Martin 1994: 21). Some distinctive features of format (report 
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formats for example) and style (the use ofthe passive) are in some situations now less rigorously 

adhered to. Democratic forms of academic English are no less complex paradigmatically than 

the high registers once favoured, but they may conform to lower registers with which students 

are familiar. Support courses in Southern Africa might therefore be less prescriptive (McArthur 

1999:2). 

Several factors contribute to the democratisation of formal academic English. Shifts in 

educational philosophy towards the concept of the student as a client paying for a service, the 

right of all to education, the idea oflife-long learning, the opening up of formerly arcane subjects 

through the World Wide Web, and relaxation of tertiary entrance qualifications, have all 

contributed to the development of more experiential styles of writing. New, non-discriminatory 

or gendered or individual styles are beginning to appear in contexts formerly the preserve of 

high, academic registers. 

As a new genre with it its own netiquette, e-mail and the internet have brought egalitarian 

English to previously formal contexts (McArthur 2000: 35; Li Lan 2000:23-29; Li Yongyan 

2000: 30-40). In emails for the first time one can discuss academic subjects in colloquial but 

written English - 'an ordinary voice' .17 Radio and television education, video-recording and 

multi-media teaching, the computer and the tape recorder have also contributed to a blurring of 

17 

Academic Englishes may become placeless and classless because of the levelling power ofthe 
Internet and e-mail, where new registers and new forms of old registers, are evolving. Status 
markers are absent, or changing. A sort of Darwinian selection is operating in favour of 
breathless haste, no shouting (Caps), no pontificating, no long relative clauses and periodic 
sentences, and first name terms. Will the e e cummings style 'i' for 'I' survive? It saves time, 
no shift or caps, but seems affectedly modest. How will the shibboleths of nineteenth century 
grammar mutate in this new context? 
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boundaries between the written and spoken languages of academic discourses, and between both 

of those and fonnerly 'lower' registers. (Halliday and Martin 1996: 21). The capture of spoken 

language has created new fields of study in arts faculties. In addition, post-colonial Englishes 

consciously resist the national English ofthe centre of Empire. 18 

Support courses could acknowledge those changes, by relaxing their prescriptive approach to L2 

English, and by providing access to computers for L I and L2 students, thematically (and 

dramatically) changing the face of language support. 

One might also question the value oflhe traditional academic essay for most undergraduate 

students, in relation to any task they may perfonn later as employees. Writing an essay is perhaps 

not the best way to learn to construct an argument. In the sciences popular science writing is a 

new industry. Iflanguage support programs genuinely want to empower students to compete in 

a changing world they should perhaps acknowledge both the new Englishes and the new ways 

of disseminating them, and also re-investigate the genres and fonnats which are currently used. 

Another thematic approach to language support course design, which answers an acknowledged 

need, deals with writing for science students. It prioritises the ranking and ordering of ideas over 

grammatical and lexical articulation. Halliday and Martin (1996), for example, suggest that the 

18 

Professional L2 writers do not want to imitate European writers, but seek their own voice. A 
survey of recent post-colonial writing in academic journals will support this. See Toni Morrison 
Playing in the Dark (1992); Parakrama's 'Introduction' (1995) an academic article written 
in a transcription of his spoken regional dialect; Jamaica Kincaid A Small Place (1988); Stuart 
Hall 'The Class Struggle in Language' in 'The rediscovery of Ideology' (1982); Phillipson 
(1992: passim). All of those writers consciously want to undennine and de-stabilise fonnal 
academic English. 
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main task ofthe science writer is to construct, structure, restructure and interpret the taxonomies 

by which scientific classification takes place, without which words or discourse cannot be 

meaningful. Martin, further, suggests (1996) that students should be taught to replace' childish' 

narrative writing with nominalisation techniques. Personally I would not agree that this makes 

for 'better' writing' - the logical conclusion is the almost incomprehensible abstraction of the 

writing ofRomi K. Bhaba. Physicists and mathematicians may however resist the articulation 

of either linguistic or cognitive practices, placing the study of mathematics and the practical 

aspects of their subject at the core oftheir discipline (Penrose 1999: 94-5). For them a support 

course should deal with the surface of the language - grammar and syntax - as a cosmetic 

process to clarify and present materials reached by non-verbal logical, or mathematical, methods; 

to teach content they would be certain that a scientist is needed not a language teacher. Post

structuralist interest in how the medium re-writes the message would not be acceptable, because 

for science the message is paradigmatic, not thematic, and should have no ideological spin. For 

such teachers 'the practical work [is] the source of knowledge, with language just a descriptive 

commentary' (Sutton 1992: 2-3). Park (1998: 133) claims that 'language is the medium, not the 

goal'. This difference explains why science faculties tend to mistrust language support provided 

by arts faculties. 

A second reason for a humanities / sciences split over language support is ideological. After 

1990 some support courses espoused 'politically correct' approaches to 'English'. Those courses 

replaced physics or chemistry or law or history as content materials with social issues. A further 

wave of politically correct content argues at present for a rejection of 'Eurocentricity', and for 

a move to 'African knowledge systems' as a means of producing social change. This approach 
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parallels North American attempts to assist students from minority groups whose lower pass rates 

in maths and science were attributed to Eurocentric or discriminatory teaching (articles on 

'Mathematicians of the Black Diaspora' and 'Africanisms in American Mathematical and 

Information Sciences' and links to related sites can be found at 

http://www.math.buffalo.eduJmad/madO.html). The Africanisation movement is based on a 

confusion between paradigm and thematics; it tries to destabilise traditional language support 

in English, by labelling the cognitive processes of academic writing and thinking as Eurocentric. 

It is however genetically improbable that human thought processes diverge on cultural or 

national lines to the extent that African students need a different kind of language support for 

tertiary subjects from that needed by students in the rest of the world. And conversely, 

'individuality is everywhere' (Jones 2000:58) - two pink-skinned siblings will differ genetically 

with relation to specific abilities. The laws of human reason and logic have evolved with human 

life on earth, and are universal. They must always have informed the practices ofthe herbalist, 

the sangoma and the tribal leader, otherwise their practices would not be successful. 'Critiques 

of Eurocentric science' do not produce professional expertise or market-related abilities. North 

American approaches, however, influence support teaching for L2 students in Africa, raising 

thematic and ideological suggestions such as that African teachers should teach African students, 

and African or indigenous kllowledge systems should inform African learning processes.19 

English, Englishes, indigenous languages, globalisation, multiculturalism and multilingualism 

would form a possible topic or thematic for language support content, within the wider context 

of language support as the acquisition of tools, strategies, resources, discourses or registers, and 

methods. 

19Both of those suggestions have been made (Vista University management) in 2001. 
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A cultural approach to language support has a long heritage: 

We must never merely discourse on the present situation, must never provide the people 
with programmes which have little or nothing to do with their own preoccupations ... 
programmes which at times in fact increase the fears of the oppressed consciousness. It 
is not our role to speak to the people about our own view ofthe world, nor to attempt to 
impose that view on them ... Education or political action which is not critically aware of 
this situation runs the risk of either 'banking' or of preaching in the desert. 

Freire (1972: 62. 

The dichotomy between what 'we' can do, and the 'people' who will passively 'be provided' 

with programs is not acceptable. All learners have the right to choose the same kinds of 

academic or vocational education, and there is no justification for assuming that 'the oppressed 

consciousness' does not aspire to the same 'world view' as 'people like us'. Paternalism sets up 

polarities and binaries. Hagan for example uses the motivational register of the sermon to 

advocate' Africanisation': 

In order not to resign ourselves to forever seeking to see the world through borrowed 
cu1tura11enses, Africa has to secure the minds of Africans and so cultivate them, that not 
only shall we not throwaway our own cu1tura11enses - our concepts and categories of 
thought - but we shall also change those lenses, as we enlarge our vision ... to inculcate 
and domesticate the thinking of African thinkers and decision makers through education 
that is in tune with African traditions and socio-cultura1 environment. 

Hagan 1990 quoted Limage (1998: 425) 

This is a political statement couched in Biblical prose (the syntax of the Authorised Version of 

1611) with overtones of war vintage Churchill, interpellated into a linguistic context, 

paradoxically calling for Africanisation while clinging to canonical prosody. All of these 

accounts fail to discuss how to 'indigenise' language support, and how to evaluate it in terms of 

graduate success and marketability. They present rhetorical and ideological memes as more 

germane to student success than economic realities. 
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Education, and language support, need not be about culture or identity; the 'real' world, with 

more than social needs and solutions (Sutton 1992:89), contains real problems we should not 

ignore. For example, of a class of 80 L2 science students who watched an explanatory visual 

film of the process by which lightning was generated, more than 60% could not afterwards put 

in order the steps by which the process takes place (Vista, 1998). Language interference in this 

exercise was minimised (although the commentary was in English, the film was visual, and 

students were asked to draw flow charts of the process, not write about it), and the relation 

between language and the 'real' world central. It may be that social problems will be better 

solved by analytical thinkers than by socially sensitised thinkers. A liberal humanist ideology 

for education, and so for language support, might be summed up in the words of John Muir, 

founder of the Yosemite National Park. The need to comprehend in its totality the world in which 

he lived, produced a delight in life-long learning: 

I wandered away [in about 1860] on a glorious botanical and geographical excursion, 
which has lasted nearly fifty years and is not yet completed, always happy and free, poor 
and rich, without thought of a diploma or of making a name, urged on and on, through 
endless, inspiring, Godful beauty .. .! was leaving one University for another, the 
Wisconsin University for the University of the Wilderness. 

Muir (1987: 145) 

Muir's background was not that of an educated elite, but of the Midwest frontier, and was 

characterised by hardship of a kind which equalled in poverty and toil that of the most deprived 

ofthird world students. He was driven by loneliness, hunger and desperation to seek consolation 

in learning, in order to understand the world in which he lived. The need to understand the 

world, not just oneself and one's own culture, is surely the goal of education, and understanding 

is consolation. This altruistic and intellectual vision of education, in the face of economic and 

social realities, crosses borders and ignores frontiers, and probably needs to playa part in the 
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over-all scheme of perceptions about language support. 

Though culture and identity may be counter-productive to language support, multilingualism 

paradoxically enhances it. It is worth discriminating, yet again, however, between 

multilingualism as part of the process, and multilingualism as a theme or topic within the 

process. The themes of Africanisation and multilingualism are important for English language 

support in African universities, because they appear (unnecessarily) to polarise approaches 

between regionalism, and the globalisation indicated above by the democratisation of academic 

discourses. Global English has become a language of international communication and of 

academic research (English Today 1999: Vol. 15, No.4), and is essential to students who are the 

potential role players of the economic future. In Africa English shares this role with other 

languages, including French and Swahili; lingua francas in West Africa 'are ... the defacto 

national and international mediums of communication' in Africa, and 'superimposed 

international languages' serve only the interests of the ruling elites' (Heugh 1998: 161). The 

status of English in Africa is imbricated with post-colonial ideological complexities (phillipson 

1992: passim; Oladejo 1993; Parakrama 1995; Owino 1998) relating to national and cultural 

identities. It is worth unhinging cultural from economic marginalisation when discussing the 

consequences of linguistic hegemony in the context oflanguage support, because the two are not 

necessarily connected. Power, economic success, education and language choice maintain 

complex tension: 

Scholars point to a relationship between the failure of development programs and the 
failure of education on the continent [of Africa] to embrace its multilingual reality. 

Heugh (1998: 161) 

It appears to be the opinion of some post-colonial1inguists that language support courses in 
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Africa should serve as tools for linguistic engineering in order to address 'the exceptional social 

meaning of English and the low estimation of African languages' (Webb 1998: 72), ratherthan 

as support for specific tertiary disciplinary needs. Some feel that language policy makers should 

work to change the perceptions and desires of language users (Brown 1998: 56; Heugh, 

Siegriihn and Pluddemann 1995; Heugh 1995; 1998; Webb 1992; 1998). This ideology suggests 

that linguistic hegemony produces, rather than is symptomatic of, economic failure. The 

alternative view is that natural shifting of power bases for complex reasons, combined with 

economic mismanagement, accelerate language change and death. This ideological discussion 

can have no resolution other than the pragmatic and personal one on which individual language 

teachers choose to work. 

It has been suggested that African languages should be promoted institutionally 'by providing 

incentives for their use' and that rewards should be given to teachers and administrators 'for 

promoting African languages' (Webb 1998: 82) - the discussion does not say how such an 

approach to language support will assist students to use the discourses they need. If one can 

learn from history, then the lesson that it is a bad idea to pronounce upon what the masses should 

be persuaded to do, and to offer rewards (bribes?) to further ideologies would seem to be one of 

the more obvious lessons. Except in tertiary institutions, African languages like Xhosa or Zulu 

or the other official languages of South Africa are not endangered (unlike the San and 

Khoekhoen languages), and it is paternalistic to assume that they need 'our' help and 

encouragement. The purpose of tertiary language support becomes distorted: 

Applied Linguistics must by its very nature take sides ... There is no such thing as neutral 
Applied Linguistics ... When there are programs for teacher training and curriculum 
development in English, but not in local languages, linguicism is in operation. 

Phillipson (1992: 306) 
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From the point of view of Halliday's classification (1975:3,87; 1985:7) ... the pragmatic 
function [of English] enables them [students] to participate in the global economy ... But 
when we consider English in its mathetic function (language as 'reflection', as 'a 
resource for thinking with' which serves in 'the construction of reality') ... the full 
implications of the post-colonial role of English become apparent...It would still keep the 
world divided between 'knowledge generators' and 'knowledge receivers'. 

Parakrama 1995 De-hegemonizing Language Standards xxi-xxiv. 

Notions of identity construction and power are simplistically conflated with the dynamics of 

capitalist economy post hoc, propter hoc: 'The International Adult Literacy Survey is 

hegemonic knowledge Le. it is a device of ruling' (DarvilleI998: 344). Effect is interpreted 

as intention. 

The cognitive component of language support in The National Plan for Higher Education in 

South Africa (March 2001) produced for the Minister of Education Kadar Asmal [NHE 

document] explicitly promotes 'indigenous knowledge systems'. Ideological perceptions of 

English as the suppressor ofindigenous culture in Africa are derived from post-colonial writers 

such as Achebe and Ngugi, who in tum have not updated their understanding oflanguage since 

Sapir wrote: 

Human beings do not live in the objective world alone ... but are very much at the mercy 
of their particular language ... The worlds in which different societies live are distinct 
worlds, not merely the same world with different labels attached 

Sapir (1929 [1946]: 160-6) 

Those words are seminal both for discourse theory in Africa (language support should be 

integrated with specific disciplines) and for post-colonial theories oflanguage, culture, nation 

and identity. For Ngugi wa Thiong'o (1981 :13) the native language reifies the essence, in an 
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almost sacramental sense, of national and cultural identities in Africa.20 Achebe, on the other 

hand, called for 'a new English ... altered to suit its new African surroundings' (1964:61-2). In 

neither case, however, was the writer concerned with the language of learning or of professional 

communication in the work place. Post-colonial linguistics, like definitions of 'errors' , need not 

be applied across all registers. 

In Europe in the 1970s, faith in cultural unity replaced such cultural relativism (Bruner 1976:60) 

at the very time when the memes oflinguistic and cultural identity was espoused in support of 

African nationalisms. In countries where language support was a growth industry, the native 

language became the embodiment of liberation culture. Post-colonial thinking still maintains 

that the taxonomies of Europe are crucially and essentially different from those of Africa. In 

contrast, systemic functional linguistics takes a pragmatic approach, seeing English in its global 

form as divorced from English as a national language and as a collection of registers appropriate 

to many different contexts, defined in practical terms by their use. 

This digression maps a contested frontier in African education between linguistics per se, and 

'institutional linguistics'. Linguistically, multilingualism or Africanisation are themes or 

ideologies, not paradigms, of language support, and cannot operate on the same fundamental 

20 

Ironically, without Anglophone publishers like Heinemann, Routledge, Oxford U. Press, 
Penguin and many others, African writers would never have been published. Achebe's Things 
Fall Apart would not have preserved his account of Igbo culture, doomed by genocide in the 
Nigerian Civil War, for posterity; and Ngugi's Decoionising the Mind would not have 
propagated post-colonial attitudes about nation and identity. The spread of dominant languages 
does not necessarily entail the deaths of other languages: 'Some languages are endangered 
species, and English can be used as a means of preserving as well as killing them' (Webb 
1988:71). And see Nigel Crawhall (1998: 231-47) on preserving San languages. 
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level as linguistics in relation to course design. The all-pervasive use of professional English 

cannot be changed in any predictable way by social or linguistic engineering or by legislation 

alone~ it has an evolutionary life of its own, probably beyond the volition of human beings 

(Halliday 1992:87). Professional registers are notthose ofliterature, nation and narration, culture 

or identity construction. 

To what extent Africanisation is cosmetic and tokenist, and to what extent it signals radical re-

alignment is open to debate. The NHE document states the need to 

encompass possibilities for enhancing redress for historically disadvantaged social groups 
through unhinging institutions from their past and setting them on new roads to 
development in accordance with social needs. 

This rational and pragmatic statement evoked reactions from formerly black universities, who 

wish to preserve the identities (as 'black' institutions, and 'second class citizens') which they 

formerly resisted: 

The Report proposes ... the destruction of the historically disadvantaged institutions -
including historically black universities, and some technikons and the marginalisation 
of the African student.. . .It raises the expectation that our historically disadvantaged 
institutions will be ¥mpowered to follow a developmental trajectory. However, these 
hopes are soon dashed when we read that 'the categories of historically disadvantaged 
and historically advantaged as applied to institutions are becoming less useful for social 
policy purposes'. 

Dowling 2000 (Sept 8-14: 31) 

Dowling asks whether 'identity' or economic empowerment is more important for African 

students; do they need 'visibility at the centre' (ib.) or equal opportunity? Are 'developmental 

trajectories' economic or ideological? The argument 'locks-in' to a post-colonial position, 

although a more pragmatic, flexible and therefore successful model would respond to 

environmental and situational and economic change on the lines ofSunter' s 'perpetual transition 
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mode' (Sunter 1996:9; Hutchinson and Waters 1987:51). As Sunter says: 'It is more difficult 

to unlearn received wisdom than to learn new truths' (1996:67). 

It is imperative that universities see themselves as primarily responsible for finding 
viable mechanisms to set a process of language learning in motion that will enable both 
students and learners to meet the needs of a multilingual society. 

Dowling and Maseko (1995: 106) 

[my emphasis]. The objections to the National Plan suggest that redress is primarily ideological. 

Another less verifiable and more conspiratorial thematic of the growth oflanguage support in 

English relates to agendas behind funding of support. Phillipson suggests (1992, passim) that 

English language support throughout Africa has fulfilled a hegemonic purpose.21 British 

Council bursaries request that recipients agree to return to their countries of origin and 'promote 

British interests' (2000). The Ford Foundation document on Transformation in the Humanities 

(V.C.T., 2000) advocates academic transformation in Southern Africa which clearly supports 

American interests in the region. Courses may perhaps be compromised through collusion with 

politically motivated funding. This scenario was important in the apartheid era; it is now equally 

important in relation to African-American funding of Africanisation policies in South African 

tertiary institutions. 

Global languages in Africa are artificially protected as the preserve of a minority because the 

21 

Phillipson claims that structures established since the 1950s to support English language teaching 
round the world have 'protected the interests of the Centre' without hegemonic conspiracy 
theories, because ' their speakers have the power to secure advantages for their own group, 
among them linguistic advantages' (1992: 305-7). English language teaching is legitimated by 
'progress'. See further Mesthrie (1991: 201-239); Piitz (1992: 359); Heugh, Siegriihn and 
Pltiddeman (1995: 35-63). 
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majority are excluded from access to education (the result offactors few of which, as Phillipson 

acknowledges, are deliberately hegemonic in intent). The feedback effect is that language use 

both intensifies the gap between rich and poor in Africa, and is an analogue for that gap. Post-

colonial writers conflate English in its global economic role with English in its former 

hegemonic, ideological role. This former role also functioned by means of a negative feedback 

effect. Protesters at the DA VOS Conferences (Seattle, 2000, and Munich,200 1) confirmed their 

faith that globalisation in the service of international capitalism (multimedia communication and 

neo-colonial standards) threatens third world identity and the (supposed) pristine third world . . 

environment. This topic might also be a valid theme as content for a language support course, 

but it is not a reason for discontinuing, or not providing, language support. 

Languages compete for space as species do, and the fitter and more adaptable will succeed and 

replicate themselves at the expense of others; 'fitter' most frequently meaning, in language 

contexts, piggybacking upon (co-adapting with) economic success. An example might be the 

presence of English in the territories of Irish or Scottish Gaelic. In multilingual nations, it may 

be the case that each language will find its environmental niche or register(s) and competition 

will be replaced by a symbiotic accommodation where each derives benefit from the presence 

of the other.22 Examples are English after AD 1 066 vis-a.-vis Norman-French or Latin; Dutch and 

indigenous languages in the 18th and 19th centuries in South Africa; in both cases the immediate 

effect, although occluded now, must have been disastrous. 

22 

See for example Todd (2000: 6-10) where she demonstrates convincingly that many lexical items 
noted by Craigie as 'of unknown origin' in the OED are probably of Celtic origin. She shows that 
Celtic languages may have merged with old English, a linguistic analogue for integration rather 
than forced dispersal, as was previously believed. DNA sampling of Norse skeletons supports 
a similar model in relationships between Celts and invaders. 
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Language support courses and programs in South African universities are therefore faced with 

conflicting needs of 'becoming modem and returning to sources ... there is no linguistic rationale 

at present to justify the institutionalisation of non-standard English' (Wright 1996: 158). The 

fact that there is no 'linguistic rationale' is not a convincing argument to native speakers of 

'other' languages in their own land. But 'institutionalisation' of Black South African English, 

or of any artificially engineered 'standard' is also not a practical or realistic or useful project, 

pace Ntlhakana (2000: 16) in terms of how language changes or of student needs and articulated 

hopes.23 South African English may fill a niche, or several niches, without necessarily competing 

with other languages in other niches (or registers). Languages may maintain symbiotic 

relationships where each nourishes the other. As the economic balance among groups in 

Southern Africa is redressed, language relationships willchange.24 This dynamic is also a field 

for research (using the statistical methods of corpus linguistics, not intuition or language 

sampling and questionnaires). 

A perception prevalent in language support is that upper middle class British English is the 

standard by which L2 speakers are judged, whether in England, India, Africa or Australia. Labov 

(2000) demonstrates that such a stereotypical belief about English is not ratified by the evidence 

23 

See the English Academy debate on this subject, where the two sides, coming as they do from 
different ideological starting points, can never meet. In The English Academy Review Vol. 1 0, 
December: 14-25. 

24 

Tripathi (1990: 34-8) testifies to a widening gap in Zambia since independence, between those 
who are proficient in English and those who are not, making English the key to power. Although 
language use correlates with register ( English and indigenous languages are used in clearly 
defined situations in education) it is ultimately determined by participation in economic affairs, 
business and government. 
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of sociolinguistic research. Except in the artificially protected environments of school 

classrooms, the non-standard forms of English in England and America appear to be more 

prestigious among the young upwardly mobile agents of language change; the crucible of 

linguistic change is the lower-middle and upper working class; imitation works downwards, not 

upwards. Labov also indictates that differences between African American Vernacular English 

and White Vernacular Englishes in America are increasing, not decreasing, as the black / white 

self-selected segregation gap increases. His work confirms that Englishes are diverging from the 

centre, and that 'British English' should pose no threat in Africa. 

Regional differences are growing stronger despite all expectations to the contrary. 
Labov (2000: keynote address, LSSA Conference) 

Educationalists who reinforce artificially in schools and colleges the 'non-prestige' Englishes of 

academic writing and (supposed) British English speech are fighting changes which are 

inevitable. 'Afrikanerisms' or Xhosa features of the language of students are also probably best 

interpreted as aspects of code-switching or inter-language rather than as 'errors'. 

In other words, the English oflanguage support should not endorse false or imaginary standards. 

At the same time, L2 students are deserting departments of African languages for practical 

English courses, computers and English communication. The interpretation of their registration 

distribution may reflect the quality and content ofthe teaching of African languages in relation 

to need, so may have more practical than cultural significance. Accurate statistical evidence 

would be required before one could claim cultural change on the basis of language distribution 

in work and education situations. 
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English need not be seen as a cultural threat in its role as the language of the lab, of computer 

software, or of the World Wide Web. Mitchell for example (1995: 128n.37) promotes 

multilingual prompts and cues online. The field is wide open for African computer professionals 

to create options for indigenous languages. Chapter 6 shows ways in which African languages 

are used naturally and unselfconsciously in the computer lab and how they accelerate learning. 

So on the one hand, memes of post-coloniality and nationalism piggy-back upon the narrative 

of English as hegemonic monopolist: on the other, memes of economic growth piggy-back on 

English as global unifier and communicator. Both of these narratives oversimplify. In the 

academic situation, both ofthese memeplexes are replicating in conflict with each other, and one 

battle site is the English language support course or program. School education policies are 

equally in a state of uncertainty.25 

Research presented at the First International Conference of the Linguistics Society of Southern 

Africa by Peter Broeder and Guus Extra (2000) on their work in the schools of Durban and Cape 

Town encapsulates this argument, which in essence pits perceptions against statistics. Their 

statistics for language preference provide a baseline for language planning in education, but were 

hotly contested at the LSSA International Conference in January 2000. 

These facts should be prerequisite as a basis for the formulation of educational language 
policies, both in terms oflanguages to be used as medium of instruction and in terms of 
languages to be taught as subject at school. 

Broeder and Extra (summary, LSSA Conference January 2000) 

One audience member suggested that the statistics of 'outsiders' could not be valid. The lecture 

25 

Mesthrie et al., 1999,passim. 
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generated anger and one can only conclude that, in language planning, perceptions about 

language are more important than facts and statistics. In a survey oflanguage preference at Vista 

University among third year students of English pre-sensitised to language problems by courses 

in identity construction, representation and the language ofthe African novel, over 90% said they 

wanted to be educated in English, while over 90% also said that they would bring up their 

children using isiXhosa or Sesotho at home. These results are in line with those ofBroeder and 

Extra. 

Those un-resolvable arguments suggest that language choice within language support should 

flexibly reflect the multilingual cultural environment in which South African students live and 

work. Students can acquire professional language skills in whatever language they wish - the 

methods for planning, thinking, research, professional presentations, referencing, editing, 

reproduction and graphics are the same whatever the language. Dictionaries and reference 

resources are available. 

Needs can only be serviced if funding is provided.26 If students are to achieve their stated 

desires to become professional middle class citizens, they are faced with competition within a 

capitalist global economy,. African universities are under-resourced. 

The minimum requirements [of the American tertiary lecture hall] are a computer 
workstation integrated with the podium ... and lap-top computers to capture and annotate 
[information]. 

Mitchell (1995: 24) 

26 

Private funding and sponsorship from business and industry is readily available for good literacy 
projects in South Africa. The management of external funding within an institution demands a 
large percentage of the management time of a project. 
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Bit City .. .is the capital of the 21 st Century. 
(lb. 69) 

Sunter recently amended his statement that 'the new haves and have-nots are those who are or 

are not computer literate': the divide is now, he says, between the 'haves' and the 'want-nots', 

because access to computer literacy is available for all (SABC broadcast, 2000). But in practical 

terms it is still the case that 'while the linguistic system construes us [human beings] as lords of 

creation ... the regular exercise of choice within the system, construes a fractal pattern whereby 

some of us are lords over the rest' (H.alliday 1992: 90). 

The most fundamental challenge... will be to deploy access [to the online world] 
according to principles of social equity not in ways that heighten the privileges of the 
haves and further marginalize the have-nots' 

Mitchell (1995: 170-1) 

Jenni Karlsson (1998: 48) relocates the meaning of 'a resource-rich environment' in 'access to 

a range of curriculum-oriented learning resources'. It is possible to create a 'resource-rich' 

online or multimedia environment by replacing cost with effort, as Chapter 6 below explains. 

Lack of expensive resources motivates intense participation by teachers and learners to provide 

a wide variety of information literacy skills (ib. 51), acting as an incentive when the outcome is 

clearly an enhancement of the marketability of students skills. At the same time, for tertiary 

students, computers, expensive site licenses for software, and expensive IT support, are not 

optional but necessary means to 'information literacy'. Lack of skills among lecturers, coupled 

with conservatism or inertia, in addition to cost, bar the high-tech road to success. 

At a global level, the issue of' competitive social funding' (Limage 1998: 11) disrupted meetings 

of the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank in Prague in September 2000, over mis-

spending of resources in Africa and the IMF insistance on the repayment of developing 
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countries' debt before resources are allocated to education. While on the one hand Trevor 

Manuel is mandated to request that the poor must have a bigger voice in the economic 

management of their destiny, the provision of that voice and the fulfilling of destiny depends 

both on funding and facilities, and on making use of the facilities which are already available. 

The anticipated 'global crisis in education' (Garbers 1998: 118-121) caused by rising student 

numbers has not materialised: on the contrary, in Southern Africa, universities now face crisis 

through low enrolment, budget deficits, ideological conflict and now perhaps also the impact of 

HIV I Aids. Students are opting for purpose-focussed courses which, in their perception, lead to 

employment, choosing technikons, private higher education institutions such as Oxford Brooks, 

Damelin, computer courses and technical training courses. As mentioned above, employers on 

the other hand look (2000) for the skills provided by general, formative degrees. Projected 

HIV I AIDS statistics predict a further fall in student numbers. 

Bot (1998: 128-135) shows that funding, facilities, student achievement levels and technological 

expertise in teaching support have barely reached the basic standards of 1970s America. The 

technology is available, but while some universities and technikons are moving towards the goal, 

others are still concerned with the thematics of transformation processes. There are many third 

year science students in South Africa who have no computer access, and others with access but 

no personallogin code. Students are graduating with degrees in Business Management and Law 

without having used a pc. Writing lab management can empower all of those students, and is 

a learning process which requires an investment of effort and time, and a transdisciplinary 

approach. 
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In conclusion, any thematic approach to language support courses or programs may in itself be 

valid, or even essential; but at the same time, because thematics are produced by, and intended 

to satisfy, strongly held inherited ideologies and current perceptions, each should first be 

examined with the scepticism that Lyotard, in The Postmodern Condition, recommended towards 

master narratives. Although thematics have to be considered as part of the institutional vision 

for courses or programs, currently preferred memes ormemeplexes should not be used to endorse 

or reject them. If support is to explain as well as correct, then the basic structure oflanguage 

support should be designed paradigmatically, even though the paradigm will be invisible to 

learners or users. 

Perceptions of the need for language support, and ofthe kind(s) of support which are needed, are 

therefore riddled with uninterrogated memes and assumptions. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Systemic functional linguistics as a paradigm for language support 
programs 

Language does not passively reflect reality; language actively creates reality ... Our 
'reality' is not something ready-made and waiting to be meant - it has to be actively 
construed ... language evolved in the process of, and as the agency of, its construal. 
Language is not a superstructure on a base; it is the product of the conscious and the 
material impacting on each other. 

Halliday (1992: 65) 

Software programs are algorithmic in structure. They may be complex in design, but they must 

be simple and intuitive to use, especially if they are to be used by students of varying degrees of 

computer literacy. The interface translates complex, planned design into simple, apparently free 

choices from the point of view of the user. It should not intrude between users and the 

infarmation they seek. In order to structure program design, the programmer has to structure the 

program content (information, tests, practice, help, and so on). If the program is a language 

support program, then the contents of the set called 'formal academic English' or even more 

generally' good English' , have to be organised in such a way that students and lecturers who use 

the program can find the information they want to use. 1 

It follows that the supposedly loosely connected subsystems which make up the academic 

discipline 'English' will have to be arranged to accommodate all the potential paths that users 

with different agendas, needs, subjects, may wish to follow. Users need to know where they are 

IThe study of human-computer interaction is a field in itself. Warren (1991) discusses 
usability parameters for computer systems. There are also many more recent texts. Chapter 6 
below discusses using both the program E4E and generic programs. 
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in relation to where they have come from, to where they might wish to go next, and in relation 

to 'home'. Defining what part of the entire discipline constitutes 'home', and is therefore the 

core of the subject and the core of the program, from which everything may be derived, is the 

most interesting and most difficult aspect of the exercise. Systemic functional linguistics in 

essence can perform this task for the programmer. 

'English' may be visualised differently by different individuals - as department, tutorial room, 

lecture hall; or as English for law, business, communication, or BA purposes; or again, as 

English skills, English history, English Language and linguistics, English grammar, English 

literature, English genres, English theories ... The discipline in real space can be imaged in 

different ways to structure the discipline in the virtual world. It might be imaged visually, as 

a desk, with reference books, pens, a computer, paper. English language support is most 

simplistically, and most frequently, imaged as a list of all the items lecturers might wish, in their 

dreams, that students knew. A list is not navigable in a flexibly structured way except 

alphabetically, and so links between examples and explanations create navigation diversions. 

At the cutting edge oflanguage support lie the lists oftextually embedded' errors' which support 

courses or programs are tasked to remediate. The list of items a language support course should 

contain is usually not rigorous, being made unsystemically on the basis of experience or 

perception. Analysis ofL2 texts line by line through the eyes of an L 1 marker demonstrates the 

unsystematicity of the raw linguistic data which confronts markers, lecturers and program 

makers, and the unsystematicity of the responses of markers. As classification systems, lists are 

simplistic, as unhelpful as the orders of animals ('animals who have just overturned the water 
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pitcher ... animals who look in the distance like flies .. '.) which Foucault describes (1998:376). 

They flatten the multifaceted heterogeneity of the items listed. 

'Error correction' is necessary; but for correction to be meaningful it needs to be structured 

paradigmatically, not thematically; thematic corrections are SUbjective, and also, as was 

demonstrated by Speitel (page 52 above) may have hidden systemic and ideological implications, 

systematically eliminating influences ofL2 on Ll, or imposing formal written conventions on 

spoken language. Some prescriptive corrections may both hurt the student's self-esteem, and 

have no systemic justification. Markers might, for example, correct nice and very to beautiful 

and extremely, or overuse what was once called the pluperfect tense. Some lecturers focus on 

lexis, reifying words of latin origin as more appropriate to 'good English' than those of Anglo-

Saxon origin; they replace got and put and reached and gave with received, placed, achieved, 

contributed. Others prefer periodic syntax involving the 'correct' placing of words like however 

('second never first in the sentence'), and of conjunctions, prepositions and adverbs. Others 

focus on 'higher' level concerns, correcting paragraphs which do not have 'a topic sentence and 

two or three supporting sentences' without being able to give useful definitions of topic, sentence 

or paragraph except by the diversions of syntax, which again needs further explanation.2 

Personal preferences are often held by lecturers who label the English of their students 'weak' 

or 'sloppy'. For L2 students, however, corrections may prioritise surface at the expense of 

cognition, and shift focus from the 'whole' meaning ofa student's work (the bit which matters 

2 

Formalists would define a paragraph as a block containing a topic sentence and three or four 
supporting sentences; functionalists would define it as the amount of explanation needed to 
elucidate one step of a plan. Plans can be made using maps, flow charts, tree diagrams and 
tables, depending on the verbal formulation of the question. [Compare / contrast = table; show 
how = flow chart; analyse = tree diagram; investigate == map, and so on]. 
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to him or her) to surface wrinkles. Red-pencilled corrections are demotivating. 

An analysis of the writing of one L2, third year student of English literature in a typical essay 

(with additional examples from her peers: a group of 80 South African L2 students of English 

in July 2000 with several different first languages: Afrikaans 6%, Xhosa 87% Sotho 1 %, English 

5%, Zulu 1 %,) provides a linguistic baseline. She has managed to reach third year English 

literature and yet her writing is not satisfactory by traditional academic standards. The 

complexity ofthe language support needed to help this single individual increases exponentially 

when one considers also the different needs of all the other students in all the other disciplines 

where support is needed. The analysis of this student essay, and two other examples of L2 

writing (the Union document, and science writing), are in Appendix 4. The essay (Example 1), 

with marker's comments, and the union document (Example 3) are also reproduced. An 

elementary point may perhaps need to be reiterated, that itemising and even addressing errors in 

list form is not the same as providing a support syllabus or course. 

EXAMPLE 1: The essay of an L2 student of English 

The assignment topic was: 

Analyse the poem 'Snake' by D.H. Lawrence, in terms of to what extent [sic] the poem 
contains evidence that Modernist poets explore their own personal feelings and 
experiences and of how their mind [sic] and emotions work in the private realm of 
thought, memory and desire. 

Though composed by an Ll speaker of South African English, this question is awkwardly 

formulated and misleading, both about Modernism and about 'Snake' (one hopes as the result 

of lack of time). At the syntagmatic level it embodies an anomaly, whereby the construction 
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following and: 'of how their mind and emotions work in the private realm ofthought memory 

and desire' does not mirror that preceding it, namely 'of to what extent the poem contains 

evidence that Modernist poets explore their own personal feelings and experiences'. It contains 

an agreement error their mind followed by a plural emotions. It provides a mixture of a direct 

question and an indirect: neither to what extent does the poem contain ... nor the extent to which 

the poem contains ... but the infelicity of two consecutive prepositions in o[to what extent the 

poem contains .... There is further confusion between the two different functions of the first and 

the second. 

The question asks the student to guess what is in the mind ofthe poet, as opposed to the narrator, 

and to generalise from this one text to a universal pronouncement about Modernist poets. It 

invites an unstructured and subjective response, based on a logically incoherent process of 

reasoning. In essence, some of the problems presented by the student writer are those of the 

lecturer writ large. 

The essay is a composite text containing the work of at least five people of different linguistic 

and cultural backgrounds: the questioner, the marker, the student, D.H.Lawrence and 

unacknowledged incorporated words of critical writers and lecturers. As with any piece of 

writing, in order to analyse it, one needs to know who wrote, when, where, for what purpose, 

using what mode.3 The writer of the essay, Nombuselo, is a third year, L2 student of English. 

3 

The importance of situation and context to interpretation is illustrated by 'The Fridge Note' by 
William Carlos Williams. Lecturers like to ask students' Is this a fridge note, or is it a poem, and 
how do you know?' The simple answer: 'it is a fridge note when it is on the fridge, for the 
writer's wife to read, and it is a poem when it is laid out on a page in a book of poems or a text 
book with a binding and a nice booky sort of smell, for people like us to read' enrages literary 
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She is a Sesotho speaker in a Xhosa (her L3) community, and uses English to communicate with 

her fellow students. Despite the evidence of her essay, she is articulate, well adjusted and 

intelligent, and also one of very few who understood (=made sensible comments on) Lawrence's 

poem. The marker is a lecturer in English literature without a background in language. He 

writes at the end of the essay: 'You understand the poem, but your writing is in desperate need 

of improvement. Use a dictionary to help spelling ... ' He combines the diagnosis of 'writing' as 

the problem with a suggestion that writing and Wlderstanding are two different things, and with 

a value judgment 'desperate'. He sensibly suggests using a dictionary. This suggestion may 

imply either that her 'writing' problem is one oflexis and spelling, or that this is the only part 

of the problem that can be remedied. 

The task of improving only this one student's ability to write an academic essay, by diagnosing 

what her problems are and suggesting ways to solve them is a complex one. Failing intelligent 

students is not a helpful option. In addition, her response is unique - one could not extrapolate 

from her linguistic needs to the needs of others in the same group, or to the needs of others in 

other groups in the same discipline, or to the needs of other groups in other disciplines with the 

same or different home languages. 

Appendix 4 contains her essay, with a full commentary and analysis, listing all the points which 

require remediation. 

theorists who like to cross the boundaries of genre and the frontiers of tradition without seeing 
'language'or how it works. The 'note on the fridge' does not have the same meaning as 'The 
Fridge Note' in the book, not because of some difference in 'essence' hidden behind the words 
but because the situations and the readers are different. Therefore the meaning potential of the 
text as fridge note (the pool from which possible meanings can be selected) is different from that 
of the text as poem. 
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EXAMPLE 2: Mixed L1 and L2 science students 4 

Samples of writing by L2 science students at the same level and in the same situation as the 

student discussed above, produce fewer surface problems and clearer examples of the cognitive 

needs which should be addressed by language support courses or programs. A study of word 

usage misconceptions among first-year students of physics at the University of Cape Town in 

1989 showed that only 2% ofthe students understood all the terms in the test, and also, tellingly, 

that over 80% of students thought that they understood most of the selected words when in fact 

they did not (Jacobs 1989: 2). In the tasks which are analysed in Appendix 4 (done in 1995), the 

ability of a group of first year science students to understand and perform a writing task was 

tested; they had to rank and discuss ideas which were provided for them, so that general 

knowledge was not needed, and they had access to information which obviated terminological 

problems. They were given articles to read written by both journalists and scientists. Some of 

the articles supported one side of a binary argument, some the other (the topic compared nuclear 

fuels to non-renewable sources of energy). The tasks, and the topics, had already been discussed 

in a lecture. In this way, the ability to understand the topic and plan a structured response was 

isolated from interference caused by L2 status or lack of knowledge. It was not isolated from 

interference from presupposition about the goals of learning. In retrospect, it is clear that a 

humanities student asked to compare two items will speculate, while a science student will 

consider experimental physical or chemical ways of comparing them. Comparisons in terms of 

sustainability, cost, environmental effects and so forth step outside the frame or narrative in 

which undergraduate L2 science students work. An unacknowledged disjuncture therefore 

exists between the expectations of the lecturer and those of the students. 

4 

Analysis is in Appendix 4. The language of science is discussed in Appendix 9 
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Imagine that the director of Koeberg Power Station has been asked to defend the 
production of nuclear power to a group of people from a 'green' party, who will also put 
their point of view. Choose the side that you wish to support and write the speech you 
would make to persuade an audience. 

In an exam situation the same students of science communication were given a more complex 

task. They were provided with referenced copies of source materials (which they had already 

used in lectures). The task was: 

Write a report in which you assess the advantages and disadvantages of nuclear power. 

The results of those two tasks, discussed and analysed in Appendix 4, appear to demonstrate that 

most of the students could not construct a debate or draw conclusions on the basis of premisses 

or evidence. They may rather demonstrate, however, that an unarticulated gulf between arts 

lecturer and science students in effect disables the test as a genuine assessment or teaching tool. 

EXAMPLE 3: Poster created by an L2 tertiary institution union member 

This poster, also reproduced and analysed in Appendix 4, shows inconsistent definition of the 

target audience; layout deficiencies despite using a word processor; lack of editing or proof-

reading; inability to use resources such as dictionaries; cryptic inappropriate content; an 

unrefined idea of register (rhetoric of the union meeting, without modification for the print 

medium). It also denies the rights of others to choose to hold meetings. 

Those few examples of tertiary L2 student writing so far discussed demonstrate the diffuse and 

unsystemic nature of the demands placed on language support, even without taking into account 
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thematics which teachers and students might wish to address. The range of language issues 

presented by L 1 and L2 student writing is by no means fully represented by those examples. It 

is clear that remediation is complex, and operates on many different levels, in different categories 

or systems or paradigms. Teachers of L2 English support courses are faced with heterogeneous 

lists of raw data, which they can approach either in the light of the memes (thematics) of 

language support teaching (what was done last year, what was done at UWC, what is done at 

UNISA) or from first principles. The raw data can make no sense without analysis. They are also 

faced with the job of explaining, and justifying, what cannot be explained, but can only remain 

cryptic, without explaining an entire set, syntagm, paradigm or system. They may also want to 

distinguish between' errors' and the normal processes oflanguage change, in systems both below 

and above the clause, right up to the level of genre itself. 
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The following table shows the unstructured list of the problems presented by the three examples. 

style / genre conventions 
structure 
editing 
spelling 
question structure 
sentence structures / 
syntax 
verb tense and structure 
concord 
lexis 
metaphors 
idioms 
'reality' 
context 

definite and indef articles 
clauses 
conjunctions 
transitivity 
prepositions 
reading strategies (poetry) 
registers and appropriacy 
influence of L2 on Ll 
paragraph structures 
quoting 
referencing 
historical knowledge 
background knowledge 
layout 

pronouns 
tenses 
demonstrative pronouns 
qualifiers 
present participles 
past participles 
consistency 
systematicity 
modals 
subjunctives 
word order 
logic 
coherence 
resources 

Not included, but also needed by courses and programs are themes and perceptions 
of language support course needs (memetic), such as multilingualism, post-colonial 
English, hegemonic English, body language, 'emotive language' (analysing 
advertisements), public speaking skills, perceptions of relevant content, integration 
with major courses, interactive learning ... 

The items on this heterogeneous list may be treated as discrete forms which can be corrected by 

substituting the 'right' one for the 'wrong' one (the naive approach) ; or they may be interpreted 

as representing categories, sets and subsets, or choices from within systems. In terms of systemic 

functional linguistics, the explanation for a set is not so much the expounding of a rule and its 

exceptions, as the exponence5 of all the items contained in that set, in contrast with other lists of 

items which cannot be contained in that set in that position. The explanation of terms on one 

level is the next level up or down; and the explanation of a system is the full understanding of 

5 

'Exponence' is Halliday's term for the representation or realisation, graphically or phonically, 
of all the items listed in a set. 
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the potential of that system. The table shows how difficult it would be to structure this list of 

language problems into a two-module or four-module adjunct or integrated language support 

course, which also might be expected to use appropriate content materials and to address general 

skills and background knowledge as well. 

As a means of organising the list which also incorporates thematic concem(s), systemic 

functional linguistics provides a structural paradigm. For navigational reasons, language support 

software (as opposed to courses) must be structured: in other words, the unsystemic list of errors 

and needs has to be transformed at least into tree diagrams, if not into algorithmic order. 

Hypertext, the language of the World Wide Web, is also the means by which software programs 

are structured. It is discussed in Chapter 5. 

The task of creating order out of lists of problems may fall to the English department, to 

individual English department lecturers, to lecturers in the subjects where support is needed, or 

to committees composed of members from English and! or client departments - in other words 

the support course may be based on adjunct, integrated, multi-disciplinary, transdisciplinary, 

other, or no model. Those tasked may provide: 

~ advice, consultation for lecturers in the subject disciplines 
~ a different course for each subject discipline 
~ one course for all students 

Within the course( s) they may decide to teach: 
~ items from the list, ranked in: 

- random order (the list) 
- order of communicative importance (the intuitively ordered list) 
- order of difficulty (the intuitively ordered list) 
- paradigmatic order 

or they may ignore or be unaware ofthe sorts of mistakes students make, and teach: 
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.. the metalanguage(s) of grammar and I or linguistics (not transferrable) 

.. content (and language by immersion) 

.. foundation skills, tools and resources (useful) 

.. a thematic of language support such as multilingualism or linguistic imperialism 
(interesting but not market-oriented) 
sociological and psychological approaches to university preparedness (not universally 
applicable) 

.. a mixture of some or all of the above (confusing) 

In order to teach a language support course, one or more of those options has to be selected, and 

ultimately the course has to be submitted for endorsement institutionally and, in the end, 

nationally. A beginning point has to be chosen, and the end goal(s) or outcome(s) have to be 

articulated consciously or at least imagined. The academic year has to be divided into segments 

each of which will deal with an aspect of support. But all ofthose options produce linear lists 

of discrete items to be taught, and endorse the illusion of progress to a goal labelled 

'competence'. Competence will (perforce) be the sum of the (selected) parts. A formalist 

linguist has a more idealised concept of competence, and a functional linguist a more practical 

one. 

The list is the raw material for a software program, but it can provide only the most elementary 

navigable structure; the following chapter will show however, that the list is the structure most 

commonly used. It does not make use of the power of software design· tools, and does not 

provide students with the paradigmatic knowledge which enables understanding as opposed to 

simply remembering. 

Students may acquire paradigmatic understanding of how language works ifthe information they 

acquire in language support courses is contextualised within systemic structures which are clearly 
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understood. The structures are in effect tools or resources, not memory tests. Courses need not 

teach language or linguistics. They can show how, in principle, language is structured, what kind 

oflanguage is appropriate for academic or formal English, and why, and they can do this while 

providing tasks which involve the tools of the trade: computers, the resources of the library, 

reference books, the internet, and structured, goal-oriented team work. In the context of support 

courses and programs, linguistics is for the teacher to use, to help structure courses, not for the 

teacher to teach to the students. But without linguistics, no course will rise above the 

heterogeneous list. 

Generative linguistics and systemic functional linguistics both strive to provide an explanatory 

account of how language works. For many reasons, Halliday's functional approach is more 

useful in the context of language support software programs than is Chomsky's formalist 

approach: 

Perhaps we can look forward to a post-colonial linguistics in which the hegemony of 
American formalism is replaced with a plurality of functionalist discourses. 

Martin (1998:434) 

Formalist linguistics posits an ideal 'Language', to the perfect performance of which L 1 speakers 

aspire (and which by definition L2 speakers will perform only incompletely and imperfectly). 

Functional linguistics begins from the other end of the scale, by observing how language is in 

fact used in different situations, not how, according to theory, it 'should' be used. Functionalist 

discourses are pluralist, surveying the many fields and systems in which language operates as 

'culturally and socially determined behaviour'. They cohere systemically. 

At any given moment, in the environment ofthe selections made up to that time, a certain 
range of further choices is available. It is the system that formalises the notion of choice 
in language. 
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Halliday (1976: 3) 

Functionalism provides language support teachers (not students) with a non-judgmental, 

descriptive terminology which they can use both to understand how language works and to help 

students. The functional model of language incorporates mechanisms to explain 

~ the internal relationships among the sub-systems of which it is composed 
~ evolutionary changes in the subsystems 
II> changes in their disposition relative to each other. 

Because it describes how language is used in real situations, systemic functional linguistics has 

the power to marry language theory with non-discriminatory, democratic, multi-purpose, multi-

level practice. The raw material for the functionalist system is made up from the data-banks of 

lexical sets and grammatical categories or systems from which we choose when we speak or 

write.6 To 'understand', inthis system, means to use in a way which satisfies most Ll speakers, 

and I or L2 in some situations and contexts. 7 Ll speakers and writers of any language have 

access to a wide range oflexical sets and systems, from which they choose items which they feel 

are appropriate to the situation in which they are performing. Sets are lists or groups of words 

which are available as options in specific situations, and in conjunction with other lexical items.8 

6 

The role of corpus linguistics is the collection, recording, tagging and analysis of linguistic 
samples drawn by statistical sampling techniques in specific situations and contexts at specific 
times in specific places. Corpus linguistics provides the data banks which systemic functional 
linguistics draws upon. See further page 101 below. 

7 

I use the term understand in the same pragmatic way in which I have interpreted competence and 
performance. 

s 

Halliday distinguishes between sets (lexis) and systems (grammar). Sets provide open choices, 
because the constituents of lexical sets from which choices are made may vary. Grammar 
operates on a closed system, where choice is made from a 'small fixed set' of possibilities. 
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The definition of a set is that it is the sum of a list of items which can potentially appear in a 

specific context (=in conjunction with elements which mark that context), and it contrasts with 

similar lists in terms of the way the members of that set are used in context. Syntagmatic 

relationships are part of the meaning of a word and define its membership of a list. Systems are 

grammatical or syntactic structures which also form contrastive features from which speakers and 

writers choose. L2 students have access to the same sets and systems within a more restricted 

field of choice than Ll students, because they have less written and spoken experience in the 

learned language (not in their own languages, where exactly the same structures hold good, and 

where as L 1 speakers and writers they have full potential access both to the instances of sets and 

systems, and to their functions). 

Speakers and writers choose between one set or system and another, and from within sets and 

systems, according to the situation in which they speak or write. Some choices are more 

appropriate to the situation than others. Experience teaches what items and systems have 

evolved to be most often used (because most useful) in specific situations. Functionalism 

therefore replaces (within limits) right and wrong with appropriate and inappropriate. 

Systemic functional linguistics observes that out of language divergence from standard written 

English in post-colonial, second language environments, new orders evolve, where the fittest 

(most useful or most numerous) forms will be replicated and the least fit (those which obscure 

meaning or which are no longer appropriate to the current environment) will disappear, replaced 

by more viable options. This does not mean that all one-off aberrations should be accepted -

as Jones (2000: 177)says, evolution is a prodigal system, design without a designer, where most 
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changes are for the worse not the better - but that new systems, defmed as the synchronic 

totalities of accepted usages, are by definition, systems in their own right at that point in time 

and place. Diachronic change may be seen in terms of competition among potential 

representations for general acceptance. In formal written academic contexts standards vary little 

from country to country, though register analysis would certainly turn up national varieties. 

Spoken language does not have a 'standard' in the Hallidayan sense of the word. 

Halliday identifies two main problems of writing about language: 

One is ... the ineffability of linguistic categories. There is no adequate statement of the 
meaning of a grammatical category ... 

The other is that the whole grammatical system hangs together and it is difficult to break 
in at anyone point without presupposing a great deal of what is still to come ... There is 
always a problem when language is turned back on itself. 

Halliday (1985: xxxiii). 

The meaning of a category is not absolute but is defined as 'its use in context'. All levels, from 

the situation in which language is used, through all the levels of language from text and genre 

to phoneme, participate in the creation of meaning. In terms of computer programs for language 

support, this inter-dependence and systematicity and 'turning back on itself is an advantage. It 

makes possible the analogue between the language web and the program web. At the same time 

it disables support courses; if one hoped in the context of the course to explain the corrections 

on the first essay in Appendix 4, to help the writer conform to the patterns of formal written 

academic English, one would have to embark on a chain of explanations, each in terms of the 

levels above and below it, and each of which would amount to a mini-course in itself. But in the 

context of the program web, the explanation takes that specific student into a loop of her own 

choice. 
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In order to grasp 'corrections' in courses, students would need explanations in tenns of each of 

Halliday's three primary 'levels': 'fonn, substance and context' (Halliday 1961: 243). The 

forms of language are the potential choices within all the sets and paradigms which together 

inter-relate at anyone time and in any particular place as the data-banks from which language 

users select, in order to speak or to write. Substance is the actual choice made in anyone spoken 

or written realisation. Context relates a realisation, in tenns of its appropriacy as text, to the real 

social and cultural situation in which it is produced. That is, the discourse of the text (spoken or 

written) varies according to the kind of use to which it is being put within the register appropriate 

to the situation. 

It is misleading to think of the levels as forming a hierarchy. They represent different 
aspects ofthe 'patternness' oflinguistic activity. 

Halliday (1961: 269) 

A better word for 'patternness' with its fonnalist overtones (looking for the pattern in the carpet) 

might be 'weblikeness' and the analogue for a program is not a two-dimensional cartoon fly-

catching web, but the three-dimensional globe-like kind in which some spiders suspend their 

nests. Each item addressed by markers or support courses participates in its own sub-system or 

sub-set, inter-connected in symbiotic balance with all the others at any given point in time and 

within any specific register. All participate in meaning fonnation, and maintain their places 

within the language system. Although there is order among Halliday's levels, he says that 'there 

is no precedence or priority', and his vision (especially in his later articles) is not that of a two-

dimensional hierarchy. This vision of systems interacting with each other within larger systems 

is a useful tool; the system can be represented analogically by a computer support program, 

through which students will choose their own paths to their own goals. 
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Meaning is not a simple concept. It lies somewhere both inside and outside the system of 

language, somewhere among situation, context, register: 

The term 'meaning' will not be used; Meaning [sic] is regarded as a function of the 
description at all levels, so that reference to context in a grammatical statement implies 
the establishment of relations between grammatical and contextual meaning 

Halliday (1956: 179) 

At the edges of the system, certainties about appropriacy become increasingly fugitive. 

Dictionary definitions list varieties of possible contexts, and consensuses about meaning. The 

Standard Englishes of various countries disagree about modals, subjunctives, negatives, lexical 

items, syntactic patterns, phonology, phonetic representation. But intelligibility is rarely 

prejudiced. The systems of formal Englishes have fuzzy edges, but context (function) almost 

invariably determines meaning. Meaning in a functional system is contingent on many factors. 

The aim of any language communication course, support course or program is to enable students 

to acquire meaning from texts, lectures or notes, and to communicate meaning by writing or 

speaking. 

The semantic level in the linguistic system is, among other things, an interface between 
language and the realities of the outside world. 

Halliday and Hassan (1976: 305) 

Iflanguage support courses and programs are to try to provide explanations for what they teach, 

and for the changes or corrections they make, the explanations will reach into levels above and 

below those under discussion. Explanations are digressions for students who have performed 

adequately, another argument for providing independent, asynchronous support. Theparadoxical 

nature oftertiary language support courses is that they cannot maintain coherence and relevance 

while discursing around specific points in order to explain them; at the same time they cannot 
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function effectively without providing explanation. Paradoxes are usually resolved by lateral 

thinking; if a problem seems to be insoluble, the only possible solution will sidestep the problem. 

Software programs sidestep problems which courses cannot solve. 

In relation to course design (not course content) the multifaceted web like paradigm of systemic 

functional linguistics spans on one axis the range from text to 'reality', on another that from 

phoneme to genre, on another that from informal spoken registers to formal written registers, and 

on another that between synchronic and diachronic systems, while additionally allowing at every 

level and within every system, set and subset, explicatory links which cut across systems. The 

unranked list (which has no explanatory power) transforms into a dynamic evolving web

which the program but not the course can exploit. 

Systemic functional linguistics creates a template for language support program design. It relates 

the thematics of the post-colonial, postmodem, global and practical 'reality', in which students 

function, to its esoteric linguistic analogue. By defining the loci of language use, it helps 

teachers and therefore students to focus on the registers which are relevant to their needs, and 

allows explanations to be accessed on other levels, in other paradigms. It removes stigma from 

poor language performance in formal academic English, because poor performance can be 

improved step by step: the words are not a qualitative judgment, but a quantitative one. 

Formal academic English is one register of English, the one with which, by definition, support 

programs are concerned, because the written English used in education, business, the media and 

publishing is formal academic English. Halliday defmes registers in relation to the social 
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functions of language. Formal academic English can be subdivided into the kinds of English 

(discourses) used in different academic contexts and situations - law, physics, chemistry, 

geography, literature and so on. Register is an abstract concept to describe the shared pool of 

resources which speakers or communities of speakers draw on in particular types of situation. 

Conversely, registers can be identified by their linguistic features: 

Types of linguistic situation differ from one another .. .in three respects: first, what is 
actually taking place; secondly, who is taking part; and thirdly, what part the language 
is playing. These three variables, taken together, determine the range within which 
meanings are selected and the forms which are used for their expression. In other words, 
they determine the 'register'. 

The notion of register is at once very simple and very powerful. It refers to the fact that 
the language we speak or write varies according to the type of situation. 

(Halliday 1978: 31-32). 

In terms of this approach to language, 'erro~s' such as those listed f!om Nombuse~o's essay are 

uses which are not appropriate, for various reasons, in that context.9 Most fall into the category 

of 'unfit' uses of English (page 53 above). 

Academic English is no individual's native language, so it should therefore not bring with it 

cultural or national baggage, though for creative writers and post-colonial theorists this is not 

the case. to The forms and functions of formal academic English have to be learned both by L 1 

9 

Within a register or discourse such as formal written academic English, mistakes can be made, 
where students do not communicate what they hope they are communicating. They may use 
inappropriate forms, or be unaware of spelling, grammar, syntactic or lexical conventions. 
Mistakes in this particular context do not necessarily constitute mistakes in contexts in other 
registers. 

to 

Post-colonial theorists feel that formal academic English brings European and Enlightenment 
preconceptions, endorses traditionalist canonicity, and is not a suitable form to reflect their very 
different experience. 
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and L2 users. I I Spoken English in official situations is a spoken version of written fonnal 

English. 

The core of language support therefore needs to impart the abilities to 

.. read fonnal academic English 

.. write fonnal academic English 

.. use or access the tools, strategies and resources which are needed to support it 

.. understand explanations for usages, constitute. 

Other registers of English are not the concern of support programs. 12 

Also by definition, what speakers and writers do with their language in social situations and non-

academic contexts is how the language in those situations 'is'; that is, it has evolved to be 

appropriate to the situations in which it is used (Halliday 1978: 34), and so is not a matter for 

intervention or prescription but for observation. Fonnal academic English is not a national 

variety, or the same as Standard English or British English, or The Queen's English. It is the 

register of English which has evolved to be used in academic or professional situations. Some 

fonnative features are the need for clarity, empirical cognitive practices, and the conservative 

expectations of academics, editors of scientific and literary academic journals and academic 

publishers who prefer certain conventions of tenninology and fonnat. Fonnal academic English 

11 

'Although we both felt that there were significant differences between first- and second
language teaching of English, we felt their division was artificial. We felt that to prepare students 
adequately to teach in a unitary education system in South Africa, they must be able to teach 
English in the diversity of contexts which exist...For these reasons we decided to amalgamate 
our courses, but not to merge them.' Murray and van der Mescht 'Teaching English as Ll and 
L2', 1996: 259-260. 

12 

Students of English literature and oflinguistics do require competence in discourse analysis. 
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can be interpreted as a strong cultural meme. Specific aspects have changed with fashion l 3, and 

are still changing. Global communication changes may turn out to be fitter in the arena of 

academic language change (written) than changes inspired by post-colonial thinking about 

language and national identities. 

To make coherent navigable and useful language support software, it is necessary to analyse 

quantitatively: 

(1) what kind of language support is needed to improve the standard of response in 
mainstream courses for both first and second language students, and to provide the 
professional performance levels employers want 

(2) what language support can realistically be provided 
(3) how to assess the value of support. 

Programs based on systemic linguistics offer a way of seeing language support which might 

encompass conflicting or divergent attitudes (Halliday 1975:42; Webster 2000:159) and which 

can separate levels of practice and explanation while providing access to information at all levels 

from situation to genre in a hyperlinked web. This enables switching between linguistic levels, 

and allows for asynchronous learning. 

Systemic linguistics, as has been mentioned, is based on the evidence of the data of corpus 

13 

Anyone who has studied manuscripts of English texts will be aware that grammar, syntax and 
spelling are conventions or contingencies, not necessary aspects of English. Prescriptive ('do 
this') and proscriptive (' do not do this ') grammars were a corollary to 19th century public school 
classical education.The resulting attachment of 'right' and 'wrong' to language has had several 
unfortunate consequences, among which is the unhelpful notion that there is an ideal Language 
to which we all aspire, with greater or lesser accuracy, and whose rules can and should be 
learned; and that language in the playground should mimic that of the school-room pedant. For 
a full discussion see R. Mesthrie 1993 The Tenth English Academy Lecture in The English 
Academy Review 10: 134-146. 
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linguistics. Computer databases collect and classifY examples of spoken and written English. 

Fonnal academic English is collectable and analysable the registers of scientific journalism 

or of the English essay can be statistically accounted for. The lexical and grammatical usages 

of registers of English can be tagged and linked to situation, participants, contexts, etc. The 

capacity of databases is increasing, as is the power of hypertext markup programs which can be 

used to parse and classify infonnation.14 Collins' Cobuild English Dictionary 15 makes use of 

the principles of systemic functional linguistics and corpus linguistics to show how the meanings 

of words are defined by their use - the syntagmatic grammatical contexts in which they tend 

to appear. Training in lexicography in the tradition of Sir William Craigie and Professor A. J. 

Aitken teaches that the first category for dividing a word into its different 'senses' is functional 

- its correlations, the words which tend to· appear in the immediate context; defining the 

'meaning' is a function ofthis first practical discrimination. [Appendix 3 contains an example 

of the sense divisions ofthe word <out> (B. Jeffery 1974) inA Dictionary a/the Older Scottish 

Tongue] 

This practical point is important because it reflects the principle that meaning operates at all the 

levels in the system of choices which infiltrate the edifices oflanguage, and therefore of English 

Studies as a whole. Software language support programs should not be linear in fonn, but should 

14 

The International Corpus of English (ICE Project) is a major database for Englishes around the 
world. Many countries in which English is the or an official language participate: the South 
African component is based at The University of Port Elizabeth, Director C.DJeffery. Some 
projects have created spin-off projects; for example the South African English project is also 
interested in creating corpora for the other official languages. 

15 

Based on the Cobuild Corpus, at Binningham University, directed by John Sinclair, a fonner 
colleague ofM.A.K.Halliday. The British National Corpus is at Lancaster University. 
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be analogues of this interconnectedness. Language support courses might include cognitive 

units at one end of a continuum and discursive conventions at the other end, but as analogues 

of the book, they cannot escape a simplistic linear interpretation of language and of text: 

There is a concept of a text as a kind of super-sentence, something that is larger than a 
sentence but of the same nature. But this is to misrepresent the essential quality of a text. 
Obviously one cannot quarrel with the use of the term 'text' to refer to a string of 
sentences that realise a text; but it is important to stress that the sentences are, in fact, the 
realization of text rather than constituting the text itself. Text is a semantic concept. 

Halliday (1978: 135) 

The 'errors' made in the work of the students analysed above can be grouped at one level up 

from the level of articulation in which they appear. On one axis there are problems in systems 

below and above the clause. On intersecting axes there are problems relating to context and 

situation, register, logic and cognition. A metaphor from music may explain the simultaneity of 

linguistic levels or systems: 

If one both watches and listens to an orchestra playing 'Peter and the 
Wolf, by Prokoviev, then at one and the same time, one can (1) hear 
music, which makes abstract or mathematical patterns, harmonic and 
thematic (2) see the strings, the bassoon and the flute playing the melodies 
which represent Peter, the grandfather and the little bird (3) imagine Peter, 
his grandfather hobbling along, and the little bird flying and singing (4) 
situate the story in rural, pastoral Russia, where wolves still lurk and 
huntsmen hunt, in a fairy tale with a happy ending and (5) interpret this 
Russia in Prokoviev's own time, 1930, where little Peter might be the 
trusting Russian peasant, and the wolf might be Stalin (and who might the 
duck, the bird and the grandfather represent... 7) 

Language support programs can dispose the linguistic equivalents of all of those systems of 

meaning formation in relation to each other in an interlinked web - just as when we listen to 

the music our brains sort all of this for us simultaneously, not one item after another. The 

systems which follow, defined as fields within which choices have to be made, participate in the 

formation of meaning in the linguistic registers of academic English: 
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form-substance-context 
spoken-written 
formal-informal 

below-above the clause 
paradigmatic-syntagmatic 

synchronic-diachronic 

Not all students need support in every system. 
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Computer programs let students move between levels as they choose. The hyperlink provides this 

access, facilitating access to the systematicity of language (Johnson 1997 Chapter 4 title). It 

encourages students to assess for themselves what they need to know. It allows students to move 

from the syntagmatic level of strings of English (grammar), to the paradigmatic level, in 

computer terms one level up, the level from which choices are made, and which provides the 

explanation for the appropriacy of those choices. It allows students to search for meaning by 

moving from the forms in the text to accounts or explanations in terms of function or situation, 

historically or synchronically. 

The metaphor which best fits both systemic functional linguistics and programs for language 

support is that of genetic evolution, and the analogous notion of cultural evolution (memetics). 

Halliday himself (1976:3) uses Darwinian evolutionary metaphors to explain linguistic 

relationships and linguistic change. Genetic theory, and by analogy, memetic, has implications 

for understanding some of the culturally determined aspects of language and programs which 

support language. The concept of the appropriacy of linguistic usages to different registers 

corresponds to that of genetic fitness in specific environments. Both systems are constantly 

changing and adapting to new social or environmental challenges, in both obsolescence and 
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extinction are built in, and in both new fonus spring up, are tested and survive or die according 

to their adaptation to their environments. Both systems are dynamic and interlock with other 

systems on many levels. 

Students can move through the virtual space ofthe hyperlinked levels of a program, customising 

their routes to their own needs by making choices peculiar to each individual. They are both 

making individual choices and at the same time being guided by what the navigation map ofthe 

program allows them to do. The routes students choose to understand specific problems are 

different from the paths program designers use to structure the raw data. 

When arranged in tenus of paradigms rather than raw data, linguistic items on the lists of 

problems found in one discipline - say law, or history, or geography or physics or sociology 

- overlap with those on the lists for all the others in more ways than they differ, because they 

all share the features of academic written English (Hutchinson and Waters 1987: 31): 

Though the content oflearning may vary there is no reason to suppose that the processes 
of learning should be any different for the ESP learner than for the general English 
learner. There is, in other words, no such thing as an ESP methodology, merely 
methodologies that have been applied in ESP classrooms, but could just as well have 
been used in the learning of any kind of English. 

Hutchinson and Waters (1987: 18-19) 

They add: 'there is little justification for subj ect specific approaches to ESP [ although] .... learners 

will still demand them' (lb. 166-7). 

Yet strangely enough the memes of 'interactive' and 'integrated' learning - that thinking is 

passive (students must 'do' something in order to learn), and that each discipline should have 
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its own built-in support (Englishes for special purposes) - continue to hold the centre of the 

language support stage.16 For further discussion, see Hutchinson and Waters (1987: 13); 

Chitravelu (1980); Orr (1996: 37-42); Van Zyl (1993:57). The notion ofan integrated approach 

to language support courses founders on the twin obstacles of practicality and logic. Economic 

shortages problematise the duplication of facilities and materials which integrated support 

implies. And who will teach all the 'integrated' courses? Lecturers in law or physics know what 

they want but are not prepared or qualified to teach it, and lecturers in English find it difficult to 

provide more than one support course in addition to their own syllabuses. 17 Lecturers in 

English are in any case not always interested in, or qualified to deal with, 'language problems'. 

The word 'integrated' has been used recently in conflicting ways, to mean 'designed for a 

specific discipline' or 'designed to integrate the. needs of all disciplines in one course'. Online 

however, the problem disappears, since learning is asynchronous and learners follow their own 

paths. 

At the core of language support, the centre of the web, are the features of formal academic 

English which all students need. The shared core for all academic subjects intersects all levels, 

16 

The word integrated is used in two conflicting senses: (1) that separate ESP courses should be 
specially tailored to integrate the special linguistic needs of different disciplines with the content 
materials of those disciplines or (2) that support for all the different disciplines should be 
integrated into one foundation or communication course. Most English departments in South 
Africa still agree with the first definition, because the liberalising principles of English for 
Special or Specific Purposes and the philosophy of systemic functional linguistics are only now, 
thirty years after Halliday McIntosh and Strevens published The Linguistic Sciences and 
Language Teaching, and twenty years after Language as Social Semiotic, becoming known in 
South Africa. But later developments have still to trickle up; economics, common sense, and 
linguistics, all suggest that the second is more appropriate. 

17 

Support for science students is discussed in Appendices 4 (examples) and 9 (theory). 
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from phonology and spelling through cognitive understanding and the resources and strategies 

needed to maintain and enhance skills, to register, discourse, text and genre. Some of the 

commonalities belong to systems which can be encompassed in support courses: for example the 

systems of register or discourse in academic formal English. Other systems are too complex to 

be part of a support course: for example the systems of grammar and phonology. They respond 

to learning by immersion in the discourses of academic English, and to the provision of tools, 

strategies and methodologies. 18 In other words the core materials and processes can be applied 

to the discourses of specific disciplines. 

There is general consensus that direct teaching using the metalanguages of linguistics is not 

successful, because then the discourse students are learning is that oflinguistics, not that oftheir 

own disciplines (park 1998: 133; Hutchinson and Waters 1987: 37). The distinction between the 

discourse needs of students and those of lecturers is central: 'the statement of what has to be 

learned' is different from the method the course designer or teacher decides to use to achieve 

what has to be learned ('how the course will be organised' and 'what materials will be used'). 

The teacher's syllabus is not that ofthe students, and what the teacher needs to know, and what 

students need to learn, are different (Hutchinson and Waters 1995:38). As will be discussed 

later, even the metaphors differ by which we may express what students have to learn and how 

designers design what they have to learn. 

18 

Tools include dictionaries, thesaurus, peer reading and group facilitation, the use of first language 
to teach second language, writing as a process, editing skills, search skills, referencing, using the 
library, and the use of word processing programs such as Microsoft Word as writing tools and 
English for Everyone, which was designed for this specific purpose. Students write better when 
using a computer; they notice their language when it is in print, and they use spellcheckers and 
grammar checkers. The ultimate tool is the computer language support program, which can 
encompass all the different systems within its overall plan. 
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From this chosen core, different disciplines may diverge to greater or lesser extent, by preferring 

different lexical features, or by foregrounding specific structures or syntactic features; that is, 

they select from the common pool ofthe register of formal English. The context of situation of 

a discipline is ultimately determined by the market the discipline serves. Courses in one field 

may need to foreground non-verbal communication, in another the ability to analyse and identify 

the steps of a process. Both needs are functions of different levels of the semiotic system of 

language. All students need all the skills to a greater or lesser extent. One core course can 

therefore be adapted to apply to any discipline. 

Choice is 'stylistic foregrounding' (Halliday 1978:138). The discourse conventions which 

tertiary students need to master are part of the wider 'polyphony' of language where 'different 

melodies are kept going side by side'. (Halliday 1978: 31). One task oflanguage support is to 

identify the 'melodies' which are needed, and the 'chords' which make them up (ib. 31) - the 

specific registers of formal academic English. 

Core skills can be assessed and evaluated by success in the different kinds of work which 

students are currently doing in their mainstream courses, in comparison with a control group 

(students of previous years or students without support).19 For online language support, the 

control group is the group of students following a traditional support course. L2 students who 

use English may not have access to 'the wider polyphony' of English, but a tertiary level 

language support course does not require this 

English in the register of their specific subj ects. 

19 

it requires them to learn to write professional 

Assessment as a topic in itself is discussed at the end of Chapter 5. 
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Systemic functional linguistics can help to make theory speak to practice. Theory occupies the 

transitional space between student practice and student remediation. It helps lecturers to see 

form in the list of mistakes students make, and so help students to align the form-substance

content properties of their work with those of formal academic English. 

In the process of writing students will have to transfer skills which they acquire to the specific 

materials of their own work. It is worth stressing the difference between the pedagogies of early 

schooling and tertiary education. The memetic belief that skills cannot be transferred from 

handed-down metalinguistic information and applied in specific tasks is important at primary and 

junior school level, and figures largely in current writings about language acquisition; but at 

tertiary level the ability to transfer skills is the very essence of what tertiary level learning is 

about. Students, especially in the sciences, should be assumed to be capable of bringing their 

own tasks to the course or program, of diagnosing their need, and of finding help to enable them 

to complete the task. One aspect oflanguage support involves showing students how to transfer 

or apply skills, and the ability to do so is the same as the third aspect of 'competence' required 

by the National Qualification Framework (page 57 above). 

If students are not capable of transferring what they learn about academic English to what they 

need to do in their chosen disciplines, then remedial intervention additional to tertiary language 

support is necessary. Students who have difficulty with this kind of task may be misplaced in 

higher education or may have specific difficulties (which can be ironed out). There is no good 

argument for subjecting all tertiary students to the pedagogical practices of early schooling. 
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Students at this level are not 'acquiring' language or English, but 'enhancing' what they already 

acquired, within a specific institutional situation (Halliday 1978: 16-17). They are not making 

up some'deficit' in language ability. 20 As intelligent adults, they can already, in their home 

languages, handle complex concepts. At tertiary level they need what all L1 and L2 students 

need to familiarise themselves with the specific new skills and forms which apply to their 

special subjects. 

Two metaphors or thematic notions appear in educational linguistics to describe approaches to 

language enhancement. The 'nativist' (formalist) view suggests that learners have a uniquely 

human inbuilt and abstract 'blueprint of the structure of Language', with a capital L. The 

'environmentalist' (functionalist) view centres language enhancement in the social situations in 

which language is encountered. Halliday (1978: 17).compares those competing approaches to 

the 'old controversy of nature and nurture, or heredity and environment', reflecting a 

fundamental difference over what language is.21 The first view suggests that language is an 

abstraction (as in generative or formalist linguistics), the second that it is something that human 

beings do (as in systemic functional linguistics): 

20 

For discussions of the ideas of deficit and development, acquisition and enhancement, in 
language see Halliday (1978: 102-107), where he draws on the teachings of Basil Bernstein, Joan 
Baratz and Frederick Williams. 

21 

For a lucid description in quite other terms of the difference between language as an abstract 
system and language as discursive events, see Foucault 'The Unities of Discourse' in Rivkin and 
Ryan (1998: 423) 'A language (langue) is still a system for possible statements, a finite body of 
rules that authorizes an infinite number of performances. The field of discursive events, on the 
other hand, is a grouping that is always finite and limited at any moment to the linguistic 
sequences that have been formulated ... ' As always, in attempting to quote from Foucault, one 
brutalises the text by stopping in the middle of so coherent a discussion. 
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The nativist model reflects the philosophical-logical strand in the history of thinking 
about language, with its sharp distinction between the ideal and the real (which Chomsky 
calls 'competence' and 'performance') and its view oflanguage as rules essentially 
rules of syntax. The environmentalist represents the ethnographic tradition ... which 
defines what is grammatical as, by and large, what is acceptable, and sees language as 
resource resource for meaning, with meaning defined as function. To this extent the 
two interpretations are complementary rather than contradictory. 

Halliday (1978: 17) 

The 'environmentalist' understanding of language as a resource fits programs for language 

support which focus upon the appropriacy of various registers, techniques and formats for 

specific academic purposes, and the development of abilities to use them successfully in the 

social contexts (tertiary education, professional employment) to which they are appropriate. This 

approach makes Chomsky's distinction between performance and competence unnecessary 

(discussed in Chapter 2: 56-7), and the repeated claim for a distinction between competence and 

performance obfuscatory. As Penrose says (1997: 139), just because something is not yet fully 

explicable, it does not follow that it is therefore 'a mystery'. 

The two broad approaches to the philosophical understanding ofwhat language is, how language 

works and how meaning is acquired, translate into two pedagogical approaches to how children 

or students learn: 22 

22 

Throughout the literature of second language development there are consistent tendencies to 
conflate the paradigms of spoken language with those of written, and to conflate the pedagogical 
needs of children with those of tertiary students, and to confuse the very different needs of 
speakers of English as a Second Language, bilingual English speakers, learners of English as a 
Foreign language, and writers of English for Special or Academic Purposes of whatever group. 
All of those need to be disentangled and treated separately, and the last group, the writers of ESP , 
need to focus upon goal-directed strategies rather than origin directed attentions. 
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Learnability theories ... take a nativist approach: language structure is traced to a 
biologically prepared state internal to the learner. Universal grammar is a set of 
specifications on the structure of language that is designed to fit within a learnability 
theory ... Leamability theory assumes that there is a pre-programmed acquisition device 
that is prepared to receive and uncover the structure oflanguage through minimal output. 

Bialystok (1994: 124-5) 

Many linguists accept learnability models. Jean Aitchison writes for example that as children 

grow, a biological mechanism for language acquisition 'kicks in' : 

and 

Children .. .instinctively know in advance what languages are like. As in a spider's web, 
the outline is pre-programmed, and the network is built up in a pre-ordained 
sequence .... Language has a biologically organised schedule. Children everywhere follow 
a similar pattern. 

Aitchison (1997: 42) 

[The] particular sequence of events is typical of biologically scheduled behaviour, as 
pointed out by Eric Lenneberg ... Language is an example of maturationally controlled 
behaviour ... which is pre-programmed to emerge at a particular stage in an individual's 
life. 

(lb. 45-6) 

The word pre-programmed implies that children's capacity to learn is pre-determined, in some 

undefined way by an undefined agency. Experiments in creating robots which can learn from 

experience suggest however that trial-and-error, not fore-seen design builds step by step the 

blueprint for success (Gerrans 1999: 27 Aug.). 

The outlines of the language web are therefore pre-ordained. Acquiring language 
therefore involves weaving in the network details of one's own native tongue, with 
particular portions scheduled to be filled in at particular ages ... Chomsky has suggested 
that children might be innately endowed with advance information on the main ways in 
which languages can vary ... 

Aitchison (1997: 50) 

The pre-programmed linguistic acquisition device corresponds to Chomsky's principles, and the 

target grammar which emerges through the learning process corresponds to his parameters -

this is an almost Romantic theory of childhood learning. 
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On the other hand: 

Connectionist theories ... take an empiricist approach to acquisition: language structure is 
determined by the linguistic environment that exists outside the learner. 

Bialystok (1994: 124) 

In a learnability framework, language use diverges progressively from, and tries to reconform 

to, an ideal model. In a connectionist framework, language use selects from a shared bank of 

options, situation and context determining the choices that are made. 

This environmental approach accepts that human beings are genetically similar, and that our 

social behaviours, including language, have evolved in family groups where mother-child 

relationships differ little from place to place or through time. Because ultimately they are limited 

by the physics of the possible, the universals of human cognition cut across the differentiating 

forces of nation, race or culture.23 Susan Blackmore's account (a development of chapter 13 

of Richard Dawkins's The Selfish Gene) of the co-evolution of language and human brain 

capacity is convincing.24 

Connectionist theories are attractive in the context of creating language support programs, 

because they share the same bank of explanatory metaphors. In describing one particular 

23 

The common genetic origin and shared DNA of all human beings would seem to suggest that 
environment plays the largest part in cultural difference. Support programs have the power to 
reinforce and entrench difference, or they can respect difference by confining their effort to the 
contexts of the language of the disciplines involved. Language use outside the classroom or 
workplace is not their concern. This point has repercussions for the kinds of linguistic 
interventions which are the proper concerns of teachers of language support courses. 

24 

Blackmore (1999) provides a controversial evolutionary explanation for both brain size and 
language: 'The Big Brain' (66-81) and 'The origins ofLanguage'(81-100). 
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connectionist theory [the competition model], Bialystok for example says: 

It is based on associations perceived in linguistic input. It is more functionalist than other 
models, in that it also depends on competitions between form-function mappings in the 
underlying networks. As the competitions are resolved, a network emerges that strives 
for the most parsimonious and efficient solution to the form-function problem. 

Bialystok (1994: 124) 

The two-dimensional becomes three-dimensional: a dynamic network which works by trial and 

error, competition and adaptation, not by attempts to retrieve a perfect model. 

The idea of a core language support course or program for all students is more in tune with 

connectionist language development theories and functional linguistics, than with learnability 

theories and generative grammar. In an academic learning situation and in the contexts of 

different kinds of academic writing, connectionist theories enable teachers and students to agree 

on the contingencies of English usage in particular contexts, and to concentrate on examples of 

what happens to be done at the present time, in the present place and under the present 

conditions, rather than on explanations of rightness or error based upon the authority ofprecedent 

or the grammar book. Synchronic study of the register of a particular discipline as it is used will 

then be enough. Diachronic studies of the evolution of usages can be made available for their 

explanatory power equivalent to the history of science as opposed to 'doing' science. 

Software programs like E4E can include historical information, even though it may never be 

accessed by most students. 

Connectionist language acquisition models integrate with changing webs of structured and 

organised learning: 

they have their origin in the computer modelling of behaviour and are almost always 
implemented as computer programs. They are built up out of simple processing 
units ... Connectionist models can carry out a wide variety of tasks, not just language 
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processmg 
Gamham (1994: 101) 

Other names for connectionist models are 'parallel distributed processing' and 'neural network 

modelling'. 'In one interpretation ofthis approach, linguistic rules are epiphenomena' (lb. 101). 

Connectionist models can carry out a wide variety of tasks, not just language processing. 
The trick is to come up with a scheme for coding the input as a set of activation levels 
ofthe input units, and another scheme for interpreting activation in the output units as the 
result of processing the input. The network then has to be 'set up' ... so that with the same 
configuration of the network, a wide variety of inputs can be transformed into the 
appropriate outputs. 

lb. (101-2) 

1994 was the jurassic of software evolution. But Garnham's 'input units, hidden units, and 

output units' adequately describe the principle behind language software programs. The input 

units are 'what the teacher knows'. The hidden units are the complexities of the program 

algorithm (the hyperlink or navigation view of English for Everyone, for example). 25 The output 

units are the interface between program and user. Once more a distinction is made between how 

courses and programs are designed, and how they are used. 

On the other hand, according to Garnham: 

Connectionist models are unable to represent the systematicity of mental representations. 
F or example, if a person can understand the sentence' John loves Mary' , they will be able 
to understand the sentence 'Mary loves John'. A connectionist model in which this link 
is broken is just as easy to set up as one in which it holds. Related to this problem is the 
suspicion that connectionist models are unable to learn highly structured tasks. In 
language, structure and systematicity tend to go hand in hand, so connectionist machines 
may be unable to carry out many of the complex processes which comprise language 
understanding. 

lb. (1 04) 

25 

See Appendix 2 
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Recent research in artificial intelligence suggests that machines can be made to appear to 

understand and respond to language: the question is what is meant by understanding. In science, 

and in systemic functional linguistics, understanding seems to mean doing successfully, 

following step by step the processes of a Popperian (1978) falsification theory. 26 Success means 

that the meme in question transmits itself without ambiguity. 'John loves Mary' is not at all the 

same as 'Mary loves John' as any married couple will know. Generative grammar and 

learnability theory assume unconsciously a Platonic 'meaning' in the sense that there is a vision 

of an imagined form which the specific item represents. Garnham then describes the strength 

of connectionist theory that it allows for continuous reassessment of situations and solutions: 

The notion of a local minimum - a non-optimal solution to a problem for which all 
'neighbouring' solutions are worse. 

Garnham (1994: 105) 

From a dynamic model oflanguage as an evolving, problem solving, responding, nexus, it is a 

short step to the current metaphors of mind and language which draw parallels between brains 

and computers. 

The connectionist approach ... assumes that linguistic symbols and rules are not 
represented directly in the brain, but are categories invented to describe the complex 
structure of the 'fall-out' from processes which are themselves much simpler and more 
basic. These fundamental processes are conceived of in terms of neural networks, where 
the suggestion is that these resemble, or at least symbolise, what is known about the 
physical behaviour of the brain. These neural networks have to be modelled on 
computers since there are far too many simple operations happening at once for a human 
being to be able to calculate them .... From the point of view of modelling human learning 
and human understanding, the connectionist approach has many attractive features ... [One 
of those features is] the explicit appeal to context at all levels oflanguage teaching, not 
only because different levels of skills appear to need to be integrated during language 
comprehension, but also because the learner can use information from one level to 

26 

K.R.Popper (1979) It is interesting that the competing ideologies which have influenced English 
for Special Purposes have all evolved from ideas expressed in the years 1976-9: Ngugi, Achebe, 
Halliday, Bruner, Popper, Dawkins all put pen to paper in those years. 
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compensate for lack of competence at another. 
Brown et al. (1994: 97-98) 

The empirical, evolutionary approach to language traced from Halliday predicts even the most 

recent models of how human minds work (see for example Pemose 1997: passim). It removes 

the notion of a necessary relationship between Language and Culture, because language (in 

academic situations) corresponds to, and is constantly re-made by, what is being done with it. 

It does not come clothed in a ready-made 'Meaning'. 

Since language evolves out of the impact between the material and conscious modes of 
being, it follows that as material conditions change, the forms given by language to 
consciousness also change. 

Halliday (1992: 65) 

Language support in English is qualitatively the same as language support in French, Xhosa or 

Chinese, its meaning being determined by situation, form and context. For most academic 

disciplines, situation, form and context overlap to such an extent that a core English language 

support course can serve all; for practical and economic reasons this is the rational approach. The 

fact that the support is in English should have no necessary bearing on the cultural impact of the 

course; its meanings are constantly remade and redefined in many systems within systems, the 

edges of which are fuzzy until speakers and writers make them precise, for themselves. 

Computer support. finally, can enhance and complement functionalist language support. If. 

linguistically. disciplines share more than they differ. it is possible to create a core course which 

can be applied to materials specifically related to the disciplines which want support. Computer 

programs can be shown to assist in this process. The value of computer programs is that they do 

not have to espouse anyone approach or theme or ideology: one program can contain many 
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choices or routes, and conflicting approaches, which the linear nature of courses or syllabuses 

cannot cope with. 
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Some interim conclusions 

Systemic functional linguistics can provide the first steps towards the core oflanguage support 

programs. One can begin to visualise language support, and the outcomes oflanguage support 

as one and the same thing. The forms which language support needs to provide, and the content 

which students need to master, are also two aspects of the same thing. Teachers need to think 

three-dimensionally, in terms of core operations, and, at one level up, of explanations for or 

discussion of the operations. Language support should be dynamic, creative, three-dimensional 

and provide the opportunity to master and understand professional skills. 

The core will be 

.. by definition the primary set of materials in a support course, with applications which are 
subsets. Some subsets foreground certain features 
from the learners' point of view composed of four major categories: reading, writing, 
general skills, and advanced skills 

.. from the teachers' point of view concerned with form, substance and context 

.. designed to be used with and applied to the materials of different disciplines, or run in 
tandem with short subject-specific courses 

.. made up of what tertiary students need to know about or do with the language of their 
special subj ects 

.. able to provide what students, as professionals, will need in their chosen careers 

.. not so much English for Special Purposes, or English for Academic Purposes, or 
Communication, but English for professional purposes. 

Computer support programs can provide: 

.. for students of all disciplines by sorting information into core information required by 
all (the systems which support academic written English), from which paths may diverge 
in many (guided) directions, and to which subsidiary loops may be added 
navigation through learning support programs by guided choice (students do not follow 
random routes) 

.. a core of academic English for students which will include reading, writing, practical and 
general skills; those categories will subdivide in every direction to create interlinked 
systems and subsystems 

.. access to all levels of language support, including metalanguage, in a structured way. 

.. flexibility, and asynchronicity 

.. knowledge and information, as a resource. 
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An example of methodology for part one of an online course: 

As the core from which to begin online language support we chose: 

.. Reading 

.. Writing 

.. General Skills 

.. Advanced Skills 

Note that the method combines content (subject, genre) with wordprocessing (form) at one and 

the same time: the one is the medium for the other. Paper and pen is no longer a professional 

way to write. Students should have access to a wordprocessing program, library resources, and 

online resources, and learn to use them as they proceed. 

If Writing is chosen for the beginning point of a course, then what kind of writing? Students 

need not work alone - groups of between 2 and 4 members are successful. Assign aspects of 

the task to group members. If for example a report is expected from student writers, then they 

need to learn to: 

.. use a wordprocessor (if they have not already done so): if they have not done so, the 
content materials for learning will be the task in hand 

.. create a folder, name files, save to a disk, plan lab access if need be 

.. plan their work, based on the topic [E4E explains planning methods, using key words 
to determine the appropriate kind of plan] 

.. do research, make notes 

.. move from generic program to support software and back 

.. gather data 

.. make tables, record and organise data 

.. make bulleted or numbered lists 

.. learn the format of a report 

.. decide on headings 

.. plan sections 

.. take turns to type and save, edit and proofread, peer read 

.. print 

Research includes both content research and method research: all of the bold words above are 
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part of the learning process ofwriting a report. Both content and method can be provided online 

while students are writing, if they use E4E combined with a wordprocessing program. 

Systemically structured software like E4E can provide explanation at every step of each kind of 

writing process; students can click on links to move one level up to the explanation for the level 

below. For example, in the list of Parts ofa Report, if students click on Abstract, they will find 

How to write an Abstract. They can then proceed back to the Report, or they can proceed to 

further explanation: What kind of English to use: What is formal English: What is a complete 

sentence: Grammar problems ... and so on. They can reach Examples, at any level, from A 

Complete Report, to parts of reports, to Grammar or Syntax, and they can reach Practice 

Exercises for any topic. At any stage, they can return to the report they are writing, and carry on. 

In this way, content and method and online practice are mutually supportive. 
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CHAPTER 4 

A survey of models for language support courses and software programs 

New technology transforms the way we create and communicate 
Steven Johnson 1997 Interface Culture Title. 

There are many models for, and examples of, language support courses, and there are many 

academic web sites on the Internet on which language materials are posted. There are now, also, 

two models for software programs, the only systemic one being E4E. This chapter evaluates the 

body of current courses, online materials and programs, against the linguistic, pedagogic and 

institutional parameters already discussed. Specific courses, online materials and web sites are 

listed and discussed in Appendices 6 and 7. 

Because language problems have been identified as a major factor in failure rates, universities 

in South Africa are in haste to transform their curricula, and also in haste to provide language 

support. One consequence is that the certain voice, the available option, the ready opinion, the 

impromptu department workshop is sometimes clutched like a proverbial straw to save the day. 

Groups and individuals are being tasked, in conflict with one another, and even within the same 

institutions, to investigate language support models; and models for new courses are being 

institutionalised on the basis ofperceptions oflanguage need or memetic assumptions which may 

or may not be usefuL 

Current options, in print and on line, can be evaluated according to whether they conform with 

preferred paradigms and I or themes, produce desirable outcomes, or result in improved 
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perfonnance. Chapter 3 has shown that to be effective, support courses or online programs 

should: 

.. be constructed systemically round core needs 

.. focus on fonnal academic English 

.. serve market-oriented needs 

.. provide tools, resources, strategies and explanations 

.. take account of current perceptions and institutional dynamics 
~ make use of modem multimedia resources 
~ allow independent progress (asynchronous learning) 

and they should not 

~ primarily teach language or linguistics or communication theory 
.. be heterogeneous lists of items for remediation, or exercises 
.. teach fonnats which are no longer relevant 
~ be created around uninterrogated ornaYve perceptions about 'good English' or the social 

role of support courses 
.. be enforced, or taught by conscripted lecturers 
.. target specific groups of students 

In the hands of a good teacher unpromising material (a list of things to be done) can kindle 

sparks, and in the hands of a less able teacher good materials (paradigmatically structured) can 

cast a smoke screen and die. Courses which are accepted by the National Qualifications 

Authority are, debatably, to be considered to be objectively viable and deliverable by any 

teacher.l They will be legally endorsed and therefore inheritable, despite the truth that 'teaching 

can never be merely the 'delivery' of someone else's 'given' curriculum' (Woolnough 1992: ix): 

[Teaching] is essentially a personal and professional business in which lively, thinking, 
enthusiastic teachers continue to analyse their own activities and mediate the curriculum 
framework to their students. Ifteachers ever cease to be critical of what they are doing, 
then their teaching, and their students' learning, will become sterile. 

(lb.) 

For a useful discussion ofSAQA see Homer (1998: 121-128). 
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Good teaching depends on the teacher, but this is not an argument for allowing teachers to teach 

with minimal facilities and on a minuscule budget or for forcing them to teach poorly 

conceptualised courses, while administrations have money for less worthy purposes. If courses 

and programs must be fossilised as though they were 'divine writ' (Hutchinson and Waters 1987: 

94), then they should have a sound theoretical linguistic and pedagogic base, which has been 

evaluated, tested, and shown to be successful. They should be templates, not lists of things to 

do. They should do more than conform with currently approved memes and themes. There is a 

bottom line for all English language support, namely the core of methods and information 

pertaining to the paradigm of academic English which all students need in order to perform 

successfully in tertiary education and in the workplace. Support courses provide appropriate 

toolkits. 

Outcomes-based definitions frame what language support courses should do. Wendy Kilfoil 

cites 'essential' and 'specific' outcomes from 'Understanding the National Qualifications 

Framework' (Morris 1996:4): 

Essential 

Specific 

General things you can do and understand which matter in all areas of 
learning, like communication and problem-solving. These are sometimes 
known as generic competencies or fundamental abilities. 
Special skills, knowledge and understanding in a particular context, like 
job or school subject or broader areas of experience, like community 
development. 

Kilfoil (1998: 49) 

Differences between the parameters for course design set by the NQF, and those set by the 

UNISA Study Guide for Communication for Science Students to which Kilfoil has applied them 

are significant. Here 'communication' is a generic 'competency' or fundamental ability, to be 

distinguished from 'specific skills' in 'particular contexts'. It should be clear by this point that 
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for a systemic functional linguist this distinction cannot be meaningful. In the NQF paradigm, 

'essential skills' like 'communication' and 'problem-solving' are deliberately abstract 

'competences', while 'specific skills' are particular. Abstraction may be thought to define 

concepts on a 'higher level' in some philosophical contexts, but not in a functional, materialist 

system where the realms beyond the functional are not quantifiable or definable and therefore 

not discussable. Those abstract 'competences' are not on a higher level in an organigram ofthe 

sets and subsets of support course planning. Nor can one be sure that they will be outcomes 

since they can only be measured by analogy from their practical realisations. The theoretical 

side of language is an input to the system, not an outcome. 

In a performance-oriented system, abstractions are nothing more than the sum of as many 

instances as possible, and so a distinction between kinds of abilities is fictive. It may rather be 

the ability to cross boundaries among as many kinds of skills as possible which qualifies 

intelligent and educated students to be high achievers. The core skills which students need to 

acquire are not abstract or general proofs of 'competence' but specific and applied 

demonstrations of reliable performance in more than one area. Communication has to 

communicate something, and problem-solving has to solve something. Communicative and 

problem-solving abilities may be results (outcomes) of a learning process. But they are 

probably not even then general, or universally applicable abilities. 

A good communicator in media studies or academic development may not be seen as such by 

a physics lecturer, and a good science student may be taught the 'wrong' sort of 'tricks' in 

communication lectures 'paragraphs with topic sentences' are out of line for the physics 
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student or the computer scientist. But in truth all students need the resources, strategies and 

skills which form the core of language support in all the different systems by which language 

produces meaning. 

The NQF Report includes 'language' as one of a list of eight learning areas, as though language 

support were qualitatively the same as other 'learning areas' and could be taught as a subject, 

and evaluated as an outcome, rather than as the medium through which the others are expressed. 

The current haste to transform and standardise conceals the lessons of language support history 

already discussed. 

New language support courses, intranet materials and software programs all need to be conceived 

in the context of what has already been done. Although software programs for language support, 

rather than courses, are the subject of this work, the kinds of courses which lecturers use and 

publishers print predict what is expected ofthe 'right' software program. The institutional aspect 

oflanguage support is fraught with conflicting memetic theories and practices as departments, 

students and managements speak past one another. Because courses represent student numbers, 

which represent funding, which represents viability, memetic popularity may be more important 

than theoretical consistency and practical application. Courses and programs therefore compete 

as though they were commodities on the open market and in the academic market-place.2 This 

point becomes important when lecturers produce text books and software programs which are 

then commodities. Value, whether monetary or intellectual, is estimated, Marx says, 'in a 

2 

As with commodities, a more modem approach would be to complement, share the niche or 
market, rather than compete and try to 'kill' the opposition. Complementary relationships are 
advantageous to both sides. 
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fetishistic manner' (1867 Capital Vol. 1: 45), and not according to the 'physical properties of the 

commodities', Applying this perception to language support, courses and therefore programs 

are valued formemetic reasons. Finally, the way to evaluate a software program should in fact 

be very different from the way to evaluate a course; it is a new medium with new methods and 

new goals. At the same time, the paradigmatic power of systemic functional linguistics should 

be stable. 

Marx (1867 :41) said 'when ideas fail, a word will help you out at the right moment '. Ideas fail 

in the absence of paradigms or structure. Some memetic words used to evaluate language 

support courses (,interactive', 'authentic', 'integrated', 'discourse-based' ... ) are now transferred 

to software. Few approaches to course design are ideologically neutral. It should be possible 

to deconstruct the themes and paradigms of available courses and software programs. 

Lecturers tasked with providing language support need to define their own ideologies and 

agendas, those ofthe institution, against the core of what students as potential professionals need 

to know, do or understand. The functions oflanguage and oflanguage support are circumscribed 

and defined by the realities of the world in which students and teachers live and work, not by our 

attitude to it. The fact, for example, that in the past students of one race or class have been 

educationally disadvantaged does not affect the outcomes which a course needs to achieve, the 

core of skills and knowledge which have to be developed. There may be additional desirable 

aims, such as increasing the self-esteem ofL2 students, or making up for inadequate second level 

education. But the primary aim is the goal not where the students are coming from, but 

where they are going to. Any language support course or program needs to be capable of 
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providing real assistance for the L2 student who wrote the essay on 'Snake', and for her peers. 

Wendy Kilfoil notes 

While OBE moves away from a focus on the rote learning of content, it would be a 
misinterpretation of such education to say that content is not important. It would be sheer 
lunacy to construct contentless syllabuses, as we cannot teach skills in a conceptual 
vacuum. 

Kilfoil (1998: 49) 

Paradoxically, and particularly in relation to the weblike structure of support software, the core 

and the goal, content and the ability to express or realise it, need not be imagined as at separate 

ends of a line. In a functionalist way of 'looking', the one is the realisation of the other. 

The centrality of the professional needs of students acts as a guide through the diffuse demands 

represented by syllabuses. There are many syllabus types for language support courses and 

textbooks. Types are thematic; choices of syllabus seem to be made according to type rather to 

the informing paradigm (with applied thematics). 

Syllabuses may be ways (Hutchinson and Waters 1987: 84) of: 

.. breaking down the complexities oflanguage into manageable units 

.. . satisfying sponsors and students 

.. making route maps towards a goal, defined as outcomes 

.. making implicit statements of views on the nature oflanguage and learning 

.. collecting materials. 

.. equalling standards and levelling playing fields 

.. setting standards, assessing students, evaluating courses for sponsors, promotions 
committees, transformation 

and they may: 

.. have hidden agendas - cosmetic courses for sponsors or transformation should not 
become the basis for selection of materials 
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... not guarantee that what is stated will be learnt 

... not take account of intangibles 'emotions, personalities, subjective Views, 
motivations' 

The relationship between syllabus-type and final learning outcome is contingent on external 

factors, even when the syllabus is designed with specified outcomes in mind. In South Africa 

the principles of outcomes-based education have so far been formulated without IT vision, 

despite the growing move towards computer language support and the obvious centring ofthe 

digital and global world. In most cases, even where the computer forms part ofthe new system 

the methodology and mind set is linear and course-based, a direct transfer ofthe methods ofthe 

old medium to the new. 

Examples and analyses of current language support approaches (courses, syllabuses, online 

materials and online discussions), listed and discussed in full in Appendices 6 (traditional) and 

7 (online), image the 21 st century South African language support Zeitgeist which informs, 

consciously or not, the choices we make. They are a synchronic cross-section of the 2001 

moment, but they are also the product of the diachronic history of language support described 

in Chapter 2. Their masquerade as a list of equally viable choices is illusory. 

But, while from the list, only one course can be chosen, on line one can make use of many and 

competing kinds oflanguage support. A software program can contain many paths, and one can 

surf from program to program, or site to site. The potential for diversity in online language 

support makes it attractive. Cooperation replaces competition. Chapter 5 will show how English 

for Everyone was made and how it resists, and also how it conforms with, expectations brought 

to bear on it from language support course preconceptions. 
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The tables of contents for courses and textbooks (Appendix 6) are analogues for the kind of 

approach to language support each reveals. There is no obvious historical sequence to the 

ideologies of support course materials in print; older approaches, and even approaches which 

have been elsewhere superceded, may reappear. Few syllabuses are based on functional 

linguistics, and few explicitly address lecturers as well as, and differently from, learners. Some 

even confuse the discourse of pedagogics with that of learners, or address indiscriminately as 

target audience in one sentence the lecturer, and in the next, the student. (Examples of all of 

those are in Appendix 6). 

When comparing courses with their online equivalents or replacements, or innovation with 

control group, one has to take into account the 'what '8 the difference' factor: 

I've got two pieces of bad news about the experimental English composition course 
where students used computer conferencing. The first bad news is that, over the course 
of the semester, the experimental group showed no progress in their ability to compose 
an essay. The second piece of bad news is that the control group, taught by traditional 
methods, showed no progress either. 

Ehrmann (1995: 20) 

Personal experience suggests that one of the values of online learning is that it is a powerful tool 

which brings with it by default new understanding, and that it forces new paradigms for teaching 

and learning and for the process ofthinking about language support. 'Software beats hardware' 

(Mitchell 1995: 48) for many reasons, not least of which is simply 'because it is there'. 

What then are the advantages? First, although software programs may seem to be eclectic in 

approach, they must also of necessity be designed as coherent entities. To make a program using 
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hyperlinks, you need to think clearly and analytically, or the program will not be navigable. The 

technology ofthe hyperlink lends itselfto logic and clarity, and to systematicity. The computer 

interface does not respond well to verbosity, or to confused screen design. Wordiness is probably 

the biggest single factor in the obfuscation of learning in traditional formats. 

Acquiring computer skills is attractive to ESL students. Language support programs can enhance 

literacy by default (Walton and Clark 2000) while providing new, marketable skills which 

students want. Students who are already computer literate also benefit because, computer 

literacy being the indicator of a more privileged all-round education, they are not constrained to 

sit through a year-long linear foundation course, but are still provided with the new skil1(s) they 

need, including the acquisition ofthe register of academic English. Software programs are large 

enough to provide scope for students at varying stages of development and with varying needs. 

Online support is the simplest route to asynchronous learning. In any case, the attention 

demanded by generic word-processing programs in comparison with pen and paper in effect 

produces better English (one finding of the 'Writing with Computers' Project). 

Online support encourages holistic learning, because explanatory levels are integrated into the 

whole system. The design constraints of a new medium and a new approach to language support 

encourages us to rethink the old lists of disarticulated memes which had to be included in 

language enhancement courses. English for Everyone is, so far, however, the only program 

which provides a complete language support system for tertiary students. There are programs 

and web sites which give grammar practice, or list grammar rules, or discuss writing techniques 

and processes; there are intranets in some institutions where language materials can be posted; 
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but there is no other purpose-designed software program (as yet) which tries to create a navigable 

web which allows access to 'English', the academic discipline as a whole. The closest approach 

is probably The Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary on CDRom, which is a magnificent 

systemically developed learning tool. English as a discipline is not usually conceived of 

holistically, and English for second language support for other disciplines is not usually 

considered in relationship to the other parts of academic English. 

Because support software introduces students to an Internet browser, there is a secondary 

advantage in the accompanying access to the wide range of materials, discussions, experience 

and information freely offered round the virtual world by learners and teachers. The name e

learning is replacing the previous generation CALL (Computer Assisted Language Learning). 

The ethos and methods are different. E-Iearning is variously perceived as a gimmick, as a way 

of creating a niche in an uncertain academic world, as the new discriminator, or as the route to 

the future. As a pedagogic practice it re-invents itself so rapidly that by the time words are 

written about it the topography has changed. The changes are both spatial and conceptual, despite 

preconceptions brought to programs from the linear ideology and from the thematics ofthe book 

and of the course. 

Language support online may therefore be in the form of materials posted on web sites on the 

World Wide Web, on Intranets, or created (more recently) on CD and CDRom. The current 

memetic requirements ofinteractive learning, integration with specific discourses and disciplines, 

and online assessment may be met and problems solved, in a variety of ways, which the 

following two chapters explore. 
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Appendix 7 lists and assesses various language support web sites, with web discussions of 

various aspects of online language support. This list is useful for many reasons: it takes a long 

time for a beginner to find sites, and even longer to use and assess them. Most sites provide 

more links than one has time to explore, so it is easy to lose one's way in the virtual wilderness. 

It is possible to grasp an overview of what is and is not being done and what can and cannot be 

done at this point (March 2001). One needs to note at the same time how it is being done a 

new medium brings a new message: 

The link is the first significant new form of punctuation to emerge in 
centuries ... Hypertext, in fact, suggests a whole new grammar of possibilities, a new way 
of writing. 

Johnson (1997: 111) 

In addition to the textual dimension of the shift from print to digital medium, the vision of what 

the World Wide Web is, and of ways of representing virtual spaces( s), is evolving, creating a new 

theoretical field. The change from analogue to digital medium is qualitatively similar to 

changing ways of representing 'reality' in art - symbolist, 'realist', pointillist, Fauvist, 

impressionist, graphic, and so on, where the medium is a technology which brings with it a way 

of seeing, and so of interpreting, the world.3 In this sense, software programs differ qualitatively 

from print or course as etchings differ from sculpture, and as both differ from the 'reality' they 

represent. (In a materialist context, the software language support program does not of course 

'represent' but is part of the continuum of 'reality'). 

So at one and the same time, computer language support introduces 

3 

For interest: both David Lodge (2001) and Salman Rushdie (2001) have in their latest novels 
tried to capture the essence of the change from analogue to digital world. 
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for the makers and teachers oflanguage support, the potential for a new systemic vision 
of what it is, and how it works, in meta-systemic and analogical terms 
for students, a practical means of understanding better the world in which they will 
function as professionals, by enabling them to understand the discourses of their 
academic disciplines through the medium in which they will work. 

The enormity ofthe task of software design, and the stricture that programs have to work, focuses 

program makers in a way that rarely affects course designers (where ad-hoc-ery can rule). 

Making programs is labour-intensive; navigation systems have to be both systemic and 

intuitively usable, as is explained in the next chapter. 

Support software differs from courses in another, more problematic way. Software programs 

are products useful to the education or multimedia industries. In this view there is a conflict of 

interest between the goals ofthe software industry and those of the participants in the learning 

process. The fact that software programs are commodities may be thought to be detrimental. 

Noble (1998a, band c: see Appendix 7 for a full account) draws attention to the fact that the Web 

is big business, and multimedia and hypermedia authoring is part of an industry which takes 

learning out of the hands of the teachers and places it in the business arena, where it can be 

manipulated by the ideologies of sponsors. One might however, having seen the track record 

of language interference in Africa in the 19th and 20th centuries, say' so what's new?' . 

Commercialisation may in fact perform a double role as quality control in a very competitive 

market: before the introduction of the SAQA framework, courses for language support were 

problematic because there was no standard against which they were evaluated. From the 

humanist point of view, courses which attract industrial sponsors or seem to fit the current 

memes of usefulness may appear to be privileged over the esoteric courses which, in the 
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humanities, have been the traditional stuff of scholarship -the medieval Latin lyric, Elizabethan 

emblematology, the Oxford Movement, the African novel, and so on. Internet scholarship 

intensifies the focus on cracks which already exist in the fabric of academia, fissures between 

elitism and marketability, humanities and sciences. (Should the 'value' of an arts degree be 

commercially quantifiable?) The World Wide Web however, does supply interstices, niches, 

where strange web sites and nodes for like-minded individualists survive, without endorsing any 

canonical environment. On the one hand, for most students education is no more (and no less) 

than a right, and provides the route to a job. In this view, students must be provided with the 

skills which computers deliver (and so the liberal dream of understanding, John Muir's 'life-long 

journey' of discovery, is institutionally irrelevant). On the other hand, the gate-keeping power 

ofthe institution to determine what is to be learned, and who shall be permitted to learn it, and 

who shall be deemed to have succeeded and who failed, has been undermined by the freedom 

oftheWWW. 

Members of the same Faculty Seminar of the University of Illinois in which Noble aired his 

suspicions of the world online (1999: discussion in Appendix 7) suggest that web design brings 

arts and sciences together as teams more closely than ever, because in this field each needs the 

skills ofthe other. Managing HTML files is not yet a general humanities skill. The theoretical 

component of web writing is one ofthe rare points where humanities and sciences, design and 

technology, converge, as c.P.Snow dreamed of. Change, as Huxley said, is constant. It need 

no more be for the worse than it is necessarily for the better.4 

4 

fNature] is ever shaping new forms: what is, has never been; what has been, comes not again. 
Everything is new, and yet nought but the old .. .Incessant life, development, and movement are 
in her, but she advances not. She changes for ever and ever, and rests not a moment. Quietude 
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The humanist idea that learning is not about running to some goal, and not about trying to get 

there faster than someone else, in effect, and paradoxically, produced the ivory tower model of 

exclusivity and elitism, because only those who had leisure and income could afford to explore 

Knowledge, as opposed to going straight to a purpose-focussed career qualification. Now, the 

non-linear nature of programs allows a new formulation of the ideal of self-paced exploration and 

self-assessment. Each path may be goal-directed and specific, but at the same time students may 

be tempted, in ways which courses and textbooks do not encourage, to cultivate their personal 

gardens, as Voltaire advised (Candide 1759: Chapter 30). That need has not changed, just 

because the need for access to knowledge is both more urgent and more democratic. 

Program makers, like course designers, can deconstruct and be aware of the motives and 

ideologies which inform their work, because the final shape of the program will image their 

motives and ideologies just as surely as courses do. 

What is the difference between materials for computer language support on sites on the World 

Wide Web, and software programs on CD Rom? Web sites put information on the World Wide 

Web, which can be read using an Internet browser, or can be downloaded to disk and used (and 

changed - at the expense of the hyperlinks) off-line. In their active form, HTML (hypertext 

markup language) materials ne~d to be read using an Internet browser (which comes with 

Windows 98 in any case). File extensions may be, for example, htm., html., pdf. (If pdf., 

portable document file read it using the Adobe Acrobat Reader). HTML files can also be read 

is inconceivable to her, and she has laid her curse upon rest. She is firm. Her steps are 
measured, her exceptions rare, her laws unchangeable. (Huxley 1869 at http://www.nature.com) 
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as nonnal text files, and can be printed out. But the hyperlinks disappear and the files become 

sequential, so of course the medium changes to text, and the structure enabled by Johnson's 

'grammar of the hyperlink' (1997: 111) disappears. 

Materials on CD and CDRom are more likely than those posted on language support web sites 

to be constructed in a systemically designed fonn, since they will be purchased to work as a 

complete course. The restricted space on networks forces most posted materials to be simply 

prose on line. Materials on the Web or on Intranets may be posted and replaced, by one or by 

many individuals, with or without systematicity, and can be 'surfed', and used either in 

conjunction with other web sites, or as the need arises. There are many sites and search engines 

from which one can link one's own web site to similar sites. 

Copyright and intellectual property rights laws apply to web sites, CDs and to CDRoms. Site 

licenses for specified numbers of users are bought from publishers. Online materials of all kinds 

become part of the World Wide Web, joining a vast network of sites devoted to language and 

language support. But the ownership of materials which are posted on the web is not clearly 

defined. It seems to be generally accepted that they are common property for the purpose of 

teaching and learning, but that copyright law applies to reproduction, and the laws governing 

plagiarism certainly apply online as in print. 

Web sites for language support do many different things. Some are for teachers, some for 

students, some unspecified. They may be 

~ discussion sites 
~ institutional sites which provide materials and / or discussion 
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• institutional sites which restrict access to course materials for logged-on students using 
an intranet, and which sometimes add materials and discussion for general use. 

• conference sites, and their online Proceedings 
• sites made by individuals 
• generic support sites 
• demonstration sites for CD and CD Roms, for books and publishers and online journals 
• linguistic theory sites and sites for teachers 
• commercial sites, including those of publishers 
• sites which act as portals to second language learning of all kinds 

There are international discussion groups for teachers and lecturers on different aspects of online 

learning how to do it as well as what to include; examples are the Canadian site The Node 

Online at URL http://node.on.ca, the H-Net MultiMedia list, and the Australian Unilearn list. 

There are sites where papers and articles can be downloaded. There are bibliographies of 

computer assisted learning texts and websites, and there are sites which generously gather related 

sites to make access easy (called vortals = vertical portals). There are sites hosted by publishers 

oftertiary language support text books, dictionaries such as the Oxford English Dictionary, and 

academic journals which provide learning and discussion online; some provide access to 

abstracts and / or articles in their journals. Then there are the support sites of different authoring 

or web writing packages. Microsoft offers tuition on the use ofMSWord as a writing support 

program. Some sites combine several functions. All of those sites and many more provide a 

wealth of the most up-to-date information about computer language support across a wide 

spectrum of interests and approaches, and in terms of content, program design and use. 

No one web site provides a complete language support resource for students, or for lecturers, 

because space does not permit it, and access times and cost would both be prohibitive. Graphics 

restrict access because of their size. 
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CDRoms and CDs are used in institutions by buying from the publisher site licenses which 

provide the right to use the disk for 1-10, or 10-20, or 20- student users. Language support 

programs and resources on CDRom or CD are potentially complete resources. They can be 

created as a coherent whole, to perform a defined job for a defined market. That potential has 

not been realised - yet. CDRom programs are usually made by teams. They can be published 

by traditional publishers just like books, or bye-publishers, a new breed. Because they can be 

installed on a pc or an intranet or server, they do not have the restrictions on size that apply to 

web sites, and are instantly accessible. There are only two examples of English tertiary language 

support CDs, a small Australian one from the University of New England, called tUNEup (very 

limited), and English for Everyone. 

Some web sites are useful, some cosmetic; some are all interface with no substance, or 'under 

construction' or out of date. It is a good plan to bookmark the most useful ones ('Add to 

favourites' if using Internet Explorer), explore them, and download to disk only the files one 

might wish to use. Articles or information can then be opened later using the browser, a saving 

of time and money. They can be adapted to fit specific needs, bearing in mind that they are no 

more than exercises and information online. Some sites which contain graphics or long articles 

take too long to download, and 'time out' before they are completed. South Africans should try 

again very early in the morning: South Africa has a band-width problem. 5 This means in effect 

5 

Bandwith is a measure of the available range of frequencies. The greater the bandwidth, the 
greater the amount of information that can pass through the circuit. There are programs which 
speed up downloading: Gozilla.com 
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that down-loading, and access, are relatively slow. 6 

Different countries exhibit different styles of language support and of site design. The 

differences are discussed with the sites, in Appendix 6. The different styles and designs are 

analogues of different mind sets and approaches to language support. One may imagine oneself 

travelling the academic globe as one surfs the sites, sampling language support tastes. 

Cyberspace, of course, does not exist. It is, to paraphrase novelist William Gibson, a 
consensual hallucination of space and surface ... what we perceive as space is actually 
binary code, buried in vast world-wide corridors of information. 

Forde (2000: 40) 

Web sites and software programs are visualisations of metaphors and analogues, in order to 

realise a concept, or a group of related concepts. Most are simply linked pages - the book 

analogue for knowledge has still the strongest hold, and sites reflect this by remaining chained 

to linear modes.7 A frequently used metaphor in web and program design is drawn from 

architecture; the words web design are beginning to be replaced by web architecture. Web 

design as a concept may seem to foreground (for the user, not for the designer) a flat interface 

between designer and user, as though web sites were built two-dimensionally. The architectural 

image lends itselfto notions of structure, and of process, but is 'undynamic' and flat, and does 

not represent in any visual sense the power of the hyperlink to construct system. It is therefore 

6 

The question oftime and use oflanguage support materials in the lab is central to whether online 
language support works. For a discussion and some solutions see Chapter 6. 

7 

Great novels of course transcend linearity through a texture or web of images and cross
references and reinterpretations which set up the tension between the linear drive of narrative and 
the self-reflexivity of the whole text which 'turns back on itself (Halliday 1985: xxxiii). 
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not a useful mind set for the language support software maker. The difference is analogous to 

that between 'grammar' imagined as a system or as a collection of rules, and the three

dimensional vision by which systemic functional linguistics creates a dynamic depth model of 

the system oflanguage. It is the enormous power of metaphor and analogue (despite the fact that 

the analogue represents the 'merely' digital) which makes possible new kinds of program design, 

and which allows language support software to mirror the multi-dimensional systematicity of 

content which systemic functional linguistics allows one to see. Metaphor and program shape 

will be discussed in the next chapter, in relation to the making oflanguage support programs. 

Metaphor and analogue are therefore both powers for good and for ill in course and program 

design. They hold memetic power when we are unaware of their influence on the ideology of 

the courses we teach, and they hold imaginative and constructive power when they are 

consciously used as the tool by which to image courses, and most especially, programs. 

The following chapter shows some ways to escape from two-dimensionality, linearity and goal

directedness, and to enter the imaginative worlds, and the 'imagined communities' (apologies 

to Benedict Anderson) of linked sites, which the World Wide Web offers. The potential for 

imagining programs in virtual three-dimensional spaces will be seen by looking at some of the 

ways discussed in the following chapter in which web analysers visualise both programs and the 

structures of the Web itself. 

Finally, there are some terms used in language support sites on the World Wide Web which need 

explication. (Technical terms relating to the making of programs and web sites will be defined 
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in the next chapter). North American Universities have been providing language support online 

for many years. Their sites are sometimes called OWLS [OnLine Writing Labs], and their web 

site names reflect this: one of the best-known examples is Purdue University's Online Writing 

Lab at URL http://ow1.english.purdue.ed . 

In the 1970s, following the lead ofM.I. T., American Universities treated language and linguistics 

as sciences, and remediation therefore seemed to be a practical procedure like any other that 

could be performed in a laboratory.8 The various generations of user systems for OWLS are 

MUDS, MOOS and MUSHES: 

MUD = 

MOO = 

MUSH= 

Multi-User Domain - a small network with its own server, also called 
a Multi-User Dimension. In South Africa, this is an Intranet. 

Mud, Object Oriented - specially designed program to suit a particular 
local purpose, for example language support on campus. 

Multi -User Shared Hallucination - appropriate to virtual writing centres. 
The perception that the World Wide Web occupies physical space and 
that users are located spatially is a 'shared hallucination'. An example is 
the Little Rock, Arkansas, language support site. 

All of those kinds of sites can be found on the World Wide Web. Interestingly, although the 

sites themselves may be technically interesting, the content is often traditional, and not systemic. 

By traditional, I mean that it focusses on grammar and syntax, error correction and raising grades 

by looking at model essays. OWLS are 'interactive' within limits, for students of their 

institutions who have registered online (not for those using the site on the WWW). These 

systems use an intranet or local area network, and they require the backup of media departments 

8 

Paradoxically, at the same time, American universities espoused Chomsky'S generative 
linguistics, which necessitates the postulation of an abstract perfect 'Language' , as was discussed 
above. 
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and web writing teams. They incorporate built-in email link-ups, lists of frequently-asked 

questions, bulletin boards, hyperlinks to other related sites, frequently updated entries and graded 

responses. A CDRom language software program can provide some of those interactive 

elements, and loaded on an Intranet it could provide all of them, with the added bonus that it is 

systemic.9 The medium responds best to asynchronous learning rather than traditional large 

groups, because login access will then be staggered and not simultaneous. 

In contrast to language support sites, computer games, frowned upon by educators who map a 

frontier between learning and pleasure, explore the 'shared hallucination' of virtual spaces in 

a conceptually more sophisticated way than most educational sites. The navigation maps of 

programs are also maps of virtual spaces. Since language support is made up of systems of 

systems there is all the more reason to conceptualise the navigation three-dimensionally, in order 

to help students to explore the support they need on various levels. A one-dimensional approach 

simply moves from Exercise 1 to Exercise 2 until Exercise 10. This will not enable 

'competency', or relatively good performance (except in the specific exercises). 

Word processing programs such as Microsoft Word and Corel Word Perfect have a role to play 

in language support. Microsoft provides help online at www.microsoft.comJeducation. Technet 

is the site for Microsoft in Higher Education 'a new way ofteaching for a new millennium'. 

The word processing package was developed as a writing support program, so can be used to 

teach students how to write clearly and more quickly, draft, rewrite and edit, use a spellchecker 

9 

A possible program to use to create this kind of material is WebCT. The Mark IT version of 
English for Everyone is also choosing this route. 
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and grammarchecker, produce professional layouts and understand the relationship between 

layout and content, incorporate infonnation, use notes, insert diagrams, tables, graphs and 

graphics, and proceed to more sophisticated processes, such as using templates and hyperlinks 

and the browser. If anyone item on the language support list enhances writing skills 

exponentially, especially for second language students from fonnerly disadvantaged universities, 

it is the word-processing package. 

One must make clear to students and colleagues that teaching writing skills with generic 

programs does not compete with end-user computing or computer literacy or computer science. 

The desired outcome is different. Language is enhanced, while students acquire computer 

literacy skills by default, even though from the student perspective it may appear that computer 

literacy is being acquired, while language is improved by default. The materials used when 

teaching those word processing skills can be those of the discipline for which support is offered, 

so that discourse enhancement is integrated with the fonns and layouts which students wi11leam 

using the computer. For students who come from schools where computer literacy is taken for 

granted, enhancement is still possible. The scale of support is on a continuum and at any point 

there is something to add.tO 

As the use of word processing becomes general, the focus of research in this area is 
shifting from comparisons of achievement and attitudes in computing and non-computing 
environments and towards description and analysis ofthe ways in which technology can 
support writing development. 

Collett (1996: 51) 

10 

Chapter 6 describes the four module program 'Writing with Computers' which uses generic 
computer applications as well as e-leaming software to improve the writing of students of all 
kinds. 
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Collett discusses the use of generic computing applications in language teaching, pointing out 

that since they are designed to facilitate the mechanics of writing, this is one of their obvious 

applications. He remarks that it has already (1991) been demonstrated that 

writing quality can be improved by using word processing, that higher grades tend to be 
achieved for word processed assignments, that affective factors such as motivation and 
attitudes towards writing can be improved, and that willingness to write multiple drafts 
is higher when word processing is used. 

Collett (1996: 51) 
He concludes 

Language teachers who intend to implement computer assisted language learning, either 
as part of a language curriculum or as part of a self-access learning centre should consider 
the use of generic programmes, as outlined in this paper, as a basis for their innovation. 
This approach is likely to be more realistic and cost-effective than purchasing a range of 
language instruction programmes. It is also likely to engage the teacher to a greater 
extent in materials development and the learning process - a desirable consequence in 
itself .. 

lb. 57 

Word-processing packages incorporate all of the following facilities, which are in effect editing 
tools and invaluable for L2 learners: 
~ dictionaries, spellchecker, grammar-checker, thesaurus, style checks 
~ writing process using cut and paste 
~ layout design, templates, columns, tables 
~ re-use and save, to incorporate other materials 
~ windows, so students can move from support to task and back 
~ cross-referencing and indexing 
~ hyper-text and a new view of the non-linear text 
~ linked facilities such a spread sheets 
~ teacher-student correspondence processes for example using shared folders, which 

allow lecturers to post tasks and materials, and students to return their work. 

Nevertheless, in my experience there were many problems to be solved before our generic 

writing program ran smoothly, not the least being IT problems such as logins, and administrative 

problems. 

Of the small group of pioneers who were among the first to visualise the academic potential of 

the online environment, many are still among the innovators. Tim Johns, Andreas Lund, Keith 
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Cameron, Dave Sperling, Tim Newfield, Linda Harasim are names which reappear in journals, 

textbooks and online. North American universities and institutions provide on average, more 

online language help for students than British universities, perhaps reflecting the demographics 

of second language students, but also reflecting differences of mind-set, and of economic 

resources. Technical discussions on line are theoretically sophisticated and participative and 

wide ranging. 

On-line learning does not save teacher time, or replace teaching with machines, and it does not 

cut costs. It does not provide a magic instant entry to knowledge and materials, and many 

different skills both technical and pedagogical are needed to create and provide on-line language 

support. The associated technologies have developed so recently and are changing so rapidly, 

that it is difficult to make an objective assessment of online solutions to language support in 

comparison with traditional courses or with each other. Some of the most recent comparative 

statistics seem to show tl;lat whatever method one uses to provide language support, or indeed 

any online support in comparison with traditionally-taught control groups, it makes no 

perceptible difference to the end result. The 'rapture of the technologies' (Noble, 1998) also 

comes into play on the part of the assessor and the students, and so does a component of the 

response where novelty itself contributes (at first) to better performance. So comparative 

assessments will probably not reflect a real distinction. But each course or program or CDRom 

can be assessed individually in itself, as providing useful or theoretically good support or 

practical results, and as exploiting or ignoring the technologies and their logical consequences. 

A benchmark by which programs might be assessed applies to their treatment of the memetic 
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notions of integration and interactivity The key words or memes of the day which tend to be 

used to endorse courses and books need to be recontextualised when inserted into a new medium. 

They distort expectations of what programs can do, and conceal the truth of the potential of 

programs to reinvent language support. Sites may be interpreted as 'interactive', because of 

email link-ups, incorporation of sounds or voices, assessment tests and graphics, and so on. But 

those 'bells and whistles' are to an extent' cosmetic' interactivity- attractive, but not interactive 

in any sense in which learners can make choices in a virtual world. Incorporating sound is not 

practical, on an intranet, even if all the workstations have sound cards, because the students need 

earphones, and 'earphones' then become yet another item on the list of lab management tasks. 

For a CDRom like E4E, the labour involved is inversely proportional to the need, but we have 

embarked on this phase. On the other hand The Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary CDRom 

provides pronunciation guides and phonology. The two programs complement one another. 

One needs to redefine what the word 'interactive' means online. A linear program will take 

learners along paths like courses, following 'next' buttons. A truly interactive program for 

language support is less about sounds, and totting up 'corrects' and 'wrongs' than about allowing 

students to make chQices, diagnosing what they need to know and finding the paths to their own 

solutions. The structure of this kind of program is inevitably complex, while that ofthe first is 

the analogue ofthe book. Interactivity in any constructive sense is the corollary of systematicity. 

Intelligent responses are difficult to achieve, 11 and to an extent illusory - cloze exercises 

which do not teach but offer right / wrong options as though there is one correct answer to a 

11 

See Horton, Ellis and Black 'The design and development of an intelligent tutoring system' in 
Williams, N. (1990) CALL: Special Issue on Computers and Composition. June, Oxford Intellect. 
Basil Blackwell, Ablex. 
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writing problem, and as though differences of register or discourse type, and differences between 

written and spoken, formal and informal, language did not exist. Even the most recent update 

of Natal University's CAMESE site (Geslin and Wade 2000: 5) discusses a 'systemic and 

holistic' approach, and presents a well-designed interface, but resorts of necessity to the usual 

grammar practice and c10ze exercises (Geslin and Wade 2000: 6-7) which are assumed to signifY 

'interactivity' and an 'integrated approach'. Their approach to program-creation misses the point: 

We decided to combine the traditional linear programmed-learning approach of certain 
CALL systems (criticised by many) with the discovery / explorative learning approach 
made possible particularly by hypermedia technology. A middle course between the two 
was seen to suit our students' needs ... The majority of our L2 first-year students have no 
prior experience of using computers, and they are not used to engaging in self study ... To 
throw them in at the deep end, so to speak, with complete freedom of navigation in a 
web like hypermedia environment would, we believe, be counterproductive. Thus, after 
students have entered a lesson, progress is linear, and necessarily so, as we take them 
through a carefully worked our progression from simple to more complex. They can go 
back at any time, but they can't jump ahead. An element of (guided discovery) 
explorative learning comes in the form of frequent interactive tasks, and resource, and 
glossary buttons. 

Geslinand Wade (2000: 5) 

This description both rejects hypermedia design principles and demands exactly what a well-

designed fully navigable program does by definition. Paths within the system are linear, and 

processes within the program do allow students to proceed step by step, to retrace their steps if 

they wish, and they can stop students from jumping steps, where this is appropriate. They can 

provide guided choice. Programs like English for Everyone, however, also provide the infinitely 

great advantage that there are other ways out of the linear process for those who feel they are 

wasting their time that is what navigation menus are for. There is no advantage in demanding 

that all users complete the path they chose to embark on. Such a demand does not comply with 

the spirit of asynchronous learning by dis-allowing good students the option of completing 
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quickly and being promoted out of the foundation or support course system. The truth is 

however that it takes much more thought and effort by the programmer, not the student, to 

provide those extra options and facilities. 

The desire to produce one's 'own' online materials in effect commits the materials writer to 

linearity, and occludes explorative learning and systematicity. It allows the memes' offthe shelf 

to dismiss systemic programs. Equality of educational provision can be achieved only if there 

is something for everyone in the program. It is not a good idea to reduce a powerful medium to 

a course translated into frames. 

In terms of engaging students in meaningful tasks, true interactivity may require the student to 

do something outside the program, therefore forcing paper and pencil marking. An example of 

this, described above, is the International English Language Testing System IELTS at URL 

http://www.ielts.org/sample.html. Interactive response at a higher level (which migbtinclude 

assessment of students within the program through different kinds of tests) requires a large 

hidden component to the program, as in computer games which are genuinely interactive. A 

balance needs to be struck between the huge amount of programming in HTML, the pay-off in 

perceived student activity, and the actual enhancement oflearning or oflanguage ability (whether 

measured as competence or as good performance). Mark II ofE4E is about to contain a wide 

range of tests and assessments. 

[The] demand ... that the computer should interact 'intelligently' with the learner ... is a 
stance which I have always found rather baffling, since none of the other common 
teaching aids, from reference book to film library, has been burdened with the 
prerequisite requirement of intelligence. The computer is no more innately intelligent 
than any other learning media .... The arguments for the intelligent tutor ... demand that the 
machine be somehow 'customised' to meet the needs of individual learners at given 
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stages in their study of a language. Beyond the very simplest level of knowing that 
student A has completed the first unit of a computer-based study program with a 40% 
accuracy in response ... the complexities of designing a system that will function properly 
completely outweigh the cost-effectiveness of such a system. 

Last (1992: 231) 

Programs raise frustration levels if students cannot proceed on a linear path until they have 

answered questions correctly (lb.232). Resentment is in any case a feature of student attitudes 

to language support. In many courses unnecessary complexity (time-filling, memetically 

inherited tasks) already clouds the issues. Real learning allows students to control their own 

learning in highly intensive interactive modes (lb. 235). 

Because new programs are both more complex, and at the same time have more user-friendly 

interfaces, there is no longer a need either to fear the technology of language support programs, 

or to feel that it may be exploited for its own sake. It is still true, however, that many effects 

need complex programming. Programming has to work, infallibly, every time, if programs are 

to be navigable. One undone link, or effect which does not work, can disable the whole program. 

Several routes to online interactivity are described in Appendix 7. They may be critiqued as 

follows. 

1. 

The question-and-answer group comprises 

• doze exercises (filling in selected gaps in continuous prose) 
• multiple choice questions 
• choice boxes in sentences where learners can choose options from offered menus 
• things to do drag and drop items from the 'wrong' place, or from a list, to the 'right' 

place 
• highlighted text puzzles. 
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A facility can be built in to allow students to select from pre-programmed choices (usually up 

to four or five one-word options) and to provide, in response, hints, explanations and the 'correct' 

answer, with links to related materials and explanations on other levels. If the computer is to 

assess the rightness or otherwise of student choices, then the options are in effect answers to 

closed questions. Correct responses do not indicate that students understand general principles; 

correct performance does not indicate that unmeasurable quality, understanding. One correct 

performance does not enable future correct performances in the same set or subset. Those 

options therefore are less able to enhance tertiary literacy than teaching students how and where 

to find answers on an ongoing basis, by following program paths. The tests can measure prior 

ability. The smaller the sample of questions, the larger the role chance plays in determining 

success. The art of multiple choice sampling is a field on its own. Students whose testing career 

is through multiple choice questioning (and sometimes this means their whole university career 

in some disciplines), never have an opportunity to write continuous prose. 

If the computer is simply programmed to print 'Wrong' on the screen to an incorrect 
response, this is pedagogically a far from sound procedure, particularly when the learner 
is baffled as to why he or she is wrong. Even worse were the programs which allowed 
for one answer, and one answer only, when a number of answers might justifiably be 
regarded as equally correct. .. The learner is simply on the receiving end of how not to 
program a tutorial CALL package. 

Last (1992: 230) 

These test methods cannot respond intelligently to continuous prose the word processing 

package spell- and grammar-checker does this job better than 'interactive' tests. Interactivity 

means, in effect, testing (either self-, or official). Tests demand results. Using a word processing 

method shifts the mind set of what the student is doing from competitive testing to the concept 

of editing one's own work, enhances academic literacy, and instils self-reliance. It may be 

argued that spell- and grammarchecks are not reliable - they do not recognise names and cannot 
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distinguish homophones, for example - but using them competently is another lesson in the 

process of providing students with tools and resources. It is possible to show learners how to 

accommodate the inadequacies of spelling and grammar checkers. 

Cloze exercises, comprehension questions, reading tests and the like are often culture-specific 

South African students find British cloze exercises cryptic. Lists of grammar categories and 

kinds of syntax, where the user can 'interactively' click on each to find its definition, and click 

again to find examples, appear in some web sites in Appendix 7. This satisfies the current 

perception of interactivity, but does not satisfy the requirement that students should learn from 

what they do; in this case the skills are not transferrable. The only advantage over the grammar 

book is that students who would not read grammar books may look at the site, though it is 

debatable whether they will transfer what they see there to their own writing. 

All of those fonnats frustrate the need for open thought-provoking searches, which is what one 

might expect interactivity to mean: learning by diagnosing one's own learning needs, as opposed 

to learning by being told, and applying what one learns to one's own work. 

2. 

There are online packages on local networks (intranets): course materials, email and discussion 

forums. These are often protected by a firewall as defence against outside intrusion. Internally, 

the students who are given access to specific course materials use login systems, and access one 

of the servers, perhaps using a folder which they share with the lecturer concerned. If they have 

access to email, students and lecturers can respond to each other. The materials provided on this 

system can in theory be integrated with mainstream courses as they proceed through the year, to 
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provide specific language support matched to the needs of the discourses of specific disciplines. 

Institutions are beginning to provide posts in a media department for their own web writers and 

materials creators. If those ideals were practised email link-ups with tutors, asynchronous 

learning, materials matched and updated to fit individual courses, and created in a format which 

allowed for interactive responses from each student, then students would receive' fully interactive 

integrated' language support. It would not necessarily be also systemic, and therefore not 

necessarily helpful. In South Africa the University of Cape Town's Media Support web at URL 

http://www.megweb.uct.ac.zais working towards the standards and methods which are current 

in some American universities (for example Washington, Seattle). This site is discussed in 

Appendix 7 . This is an ideal scenario, expensive, logistically complex, and presupposing a high 

level of expertise and speed of constructing materials. It also presupposes either experts for each 

discipline who will provide materials on an ongoing basis, or templates through which lecturers 

can provide text files. The process requires access to computers and a level of IT support and 

lab management infrastructure which is not often compatible with the still traditional practices 

of many South African campuses. The members ofthe UCT team find IT support a problematic 

aspect of managing the system (Walton and Clark 2000: 1). Secondly, they provide as yet (2000) 

for a very limited range of students. They have an extensive project in preparation. 

Disadvantages of this approach might be: 

... there may be no overview or systematicity informing the materials posted 

... quality of materials may be uneven 

... materials writer and HTML writer are different people, so format (medium) may not 
evolve in tandem with content 
logistical and management problems which have to be solved - challenging and time
consummg 

... cost 

... integration with departments in effect few departments manage to use this facility. 
The University of Washington' s Catalyst web site includes templates for faculty members 
who wish to post materials. They say the facility is not yet widely used (meeting, 
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University of Port Elizabeth, August 2000). They also say that without the support of 
graduate students they would be unable to continue. 

Where institutions have chosen this route, it still does not preclude, and in fact would be 

enhanced by, the concurrent installation of resources in the fonn of a suite of support programs. 

Useful ones are The Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary, The Oxford Interactive Wordpower 

Dictionary, Encarta, and English for Everyone by means of paying for site licenses, with Internet 

connections to Encyclopaedia Britannica online at http://www.britannica.com (initially, free, 

but now by subscription) and down-loaded materials from other sites. 

3. 

There are many useful Internet sites with infonnation and links, some personal and others 

institutional; the OWLS, MOOS, MUSHES and MUDS discussed in the preceding chapter all 

limit access to outside users with firewalls, and other sites request SUbscriptions or logins. Some 

personal web sites, for example those of Tim Johns, Dave Sperling, Andreas Lund, Linda 

Harrasim and others (see Appendix 7), provide valuable L2 and EFL help for students, for special 

subjects or as general academic support. They do not aim for completeness, but are thought-

provoking and act as 'vortals' for a wide range of other sites with different presentation styles, 

and different sorts of content. The sites are too slow of access to be used as active student 

support in a lab situation. They are best used for source materials and teacher support. These 

sites presuppose intelligent and motivated students, and infonned lecturers. Some North 

American sites (Purdue being the best known) provide a great deal of online support in the shape 

of grammar and exercises in down-loadable fonn. 

4. 
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Programs on CD and CDRom have the capacity to incorporate structured interactivity and 

integration with different disciplines; so far the only program which meets the requirements for 

systemic interactive and structured online language support is Englishfor Everyone (discussed 

in Chapter 5). This software program expects students to diagnose actively and consciously their 

language needs of the moment, find the route through the program for that specific help and 

apply it to their personal needs by moving from browser to generic program and back. Students 

should bring to the program their own current work in their own disciplines, and solve their own 

problems. In order to use it, they have to engage with the program and their work in a sort of 

continuous self assessment. Students begin by choosing from the four core categories, then 

narrow the search, in no more than three or at most four clicks of the mouse, to reach the 

information or methodology or process or practice or explanation they need. In principle, it is 

like using an identification guide. 

It is a commonplace that learning is enhanced by active engagement rather than by passive 

reception of information. At the same time, at tertiary level the quantity of information to be 

processed is too great to allow all of it to be 'drawn out' of the student or built up from 'where 

the student is af. By taking responsibility for their own learning students become interactively 

involved with the disciplines oftheir choice. One can provide links to structured and utilisable 

content materials relevant to the discourse oftheir discipline. In every discourse at tertiary level, 

information is as necessary as practice; students need to learn methods, how to perform 

information searches and what tools to use. 

Until now, interactivity online and intelligent response programs were only a dream (Last 
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1992:231, and above). Programming input was inversely proportional to any interactive 

advantage gained. One can now provide a variety of testing and assessment techniques, with 

hints and answers and further links, and with estimation of students' scores. The complexity of 

a program which responds' intelligently' to right or wrong answers at tertiary level is formidable. 

Two attractions ofleaming on-line are asynchronous learning, allowing students to follow their 

own pace, and distance learning. In a world where knowledge should no longer be the possession 

of the rich or the mobile, computer assisted learning would seem to be part ofthe solution. It is 

difficult to manage large numbers ofleamers at different paces and in different places - there 

still has to be at least one specialist lecturer or materials designer at the end of the emails, a web 

designer, IT support, supervisors and tutors, an administrator (and even a financial manager) to 

run this labour intensive operation. The problem ofIT sustainability has implications for distance 

leaming by computer an intranet can now provide programs for outreach communities, but 

they cannot be sustained without the presence of IT support on the spot. Teleleaming and 

videoconferencing also provide useful technologies, with the same reservations. A CDRom can 

however be loaded anywhere. 

For many reasons, therefore, a mixed media package, of CD programs, intranet with email 

linkup, video cassettes and attentive tutors, together with administrative and teaching support and 

IT management would provide online and distance learning infrastructures but at a high cost 

per full time equivalent student, both financially and labour-intensively. 

The virtue of computer support lies less in dream scenarios rather than in the shared, team effort 
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of using programs as an integral part of normal tertiary education, interlinked with lectures and 

tutorials. Part of the attraction lies in the practical nature of working with computers, in the 

quality of program design, in the added educational rush which students get when they feel the 

sense of achievement that any sort of computer support provides, and in the multi-directional 

exploratory non-competitive environment ofthe computer lab. It replaces the figure (and voice) 

of the lecturer with a range of activities to be performed, and it replaces the linear syllabus 

(timetabled and paced) with self-directed, self-paced practices. 

Evaluation of courses or programs in part depends upon the logic and coherence of the course 

orprogram, and in part upon the assessment of student performance in them, and student attitudes 

to them, using course assessment questionnaires. The value of support courses and programs 

should be measured, not by pass / fail/improvement in that course, but by quantifiable 

improvement in supported disciplines. It has been shown that students who master the discourse 

of their subjects perform best overall in that subject. 

Most software for writing is built around the traditional pattern of writing teaching, that 
of plan - draft - revise. Although much research in the 1980s questioned this as a model 
of what writers really do ... this straightforward linear model nevertheless remains the 
prevalent one in training and education. This is true whether writing training is explicitly 
or implicitly linked to a sense of how writing is done. 

Williams (1992: 247) 

This comment by Williams still describes most online language support, where the traditional 

model is transposed to a new format. English for Everyone both includes and steps outside this 

model by providing the means to explore on the one hand, and directed choice on the other. It 

embeds communication within the systemic systems of 'English'. 'English' is conceived of as 

layers of navigable maps, both of language as representation of the real world, and of the 
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interwoven systems which make up language support. 

Finally, it is important not to promise what cannot be delivered. To put it very simply: written 

texts embody a distinction between the writer, the narrator and the reader - the writer creates 

meaning, genre bears meaning, the reader creates meaning, but all lie within the parameters of 

the possibilities in the initial set up. The computer program is the same. Someone makes it, and 

someone else uses it. Software does not 'teach grammar' so that at the end of a 'course' students 

will now 'know' grammar. It teaches students how to monitor their own work, not a one-off job, 

but a life-long job. The user can also not step beyond the bounds of the initial set-up, and for 

many practical and legal reasons cannot 'annotate, edit or delete portions of texts' or 'embod[y] 

Barthes's 'reader-as-consumer', as suggested by Thomas (1997: 114). 

This sort of imagined interactivity relocates the physical hard work (performance) of making 

language support software, tying and undoirig links and making the whole thing work, into the 

rarified atmosphere ofliterary theory, to the extent that the imagined replaces the reaL Users can 

down-load pages, and edit or change them or delete them to suit themselves. But they can't then 

slot them back into their hypertext context. The links are gone, and they are left with an un

hypertext page, a puppet with its strings cut. In interactive environments such as intranets where 

internal email links or teleconferencing systems are set up for students to use materials and 

respond, they too cannot 're-write' the materials, unless a space in a folder or directory is made 

for them to do so. The operative words here are 'is made'. By the program maker. 

The idea of distance learning is subject to the same illusion that miracles can be accomplished. 

Thomas is by no means alone when he says 
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Learners who have difficulty getting on to campus to meet and engage with their peers, 
for instance, are provided [my emphasis] valuable opportunities otherwise lost for 
interaction and peer support in problem-solving. 

Thomas (1997: 119) 

The memes of the interactive education discourse surface here, in the faith that 'peer support' is 

valuable for higher learning, that 'interaction' is necessary, and that the name of the game is 

'problem-solving' rather than information gathering, editing or plain learning. In contrast, the 

makers of the SuperJANET network system 12 about which Thomas writes promise quite specific 

results 'being able to provide students in the UK ... with access to native-language 

speakers ... from France, Germany, etc.' (Thomas 1997: 119). The truth is that email will do this 

job, without any extra exotic programming. The world of real technology intervenes between 

what theorists like Baudrillard envision, and what can be done. The gap is as wide as that 

between H.G.Wells' vision of 1984, and that year as we experienced it. 

The World Wide Web is a democratic and diverse environment which 'transforms the way we 

create and communicate' (Johnson 1997 Title). The Web passes judgment through evolutionary 

processes. If the design is good and the navigation works and the product is acceptable, then the 

site or the program may be fit to survive (Mitchell 1995 : 4). As Dawkins suggested, evolutionary 

selection processes do not lead to a goal: 

Natural selection has no vision, no foresight, no sight at all. Ifit can be said to play the 
role of watchmaker in nature, it is the blind watchmaker. 

Dawkins (1986: 1) 

All processes are in the end subject to entropy. There is no one right program for language 

12 

A multimedia conferencing system created at the University of HulL See Matthews, E., Watson, 
A., Buckett, J. and Watson, T.J. 1996 'Multimedia Conferencing for Remote Language Teaching 
over SuperJANET' in Computer Assisted Language Learning Journal Vol. 9 No.2-3:96-106. 
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support. There are many, and none. 
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CHAPTER 5 

A case study: designing the program English for Everyone 

'If you want to have something that's genuinely unstructured, you have to plan it carefully' 
Bradbury The History Man (1975: 6-7) 

The idea for English for Everyone [E4E]. the concept of a hyperlinked web of information about 

English in which students could explore for themselves their own routes to their own language 

needs, arrived in a flash of momentary inspiration. But at every stage ofthe design process there 

were technical problems to solve. (And now, 2001, we see new, and interesting, technical 

problems). It took more than two years to make the program; for the final six months, January 

to June 1999, my colleague and I worked an eight or ten hour day on it, at linked computers. We 

found a publisher almost immediately. But it then took the publisher another two years to market 

the product. At every stage ideas were modified or developed by the restraints and the power of 

what was possible. What is possible is determined by the software one uses, by ingenuity, and 

by the vision of the problems one wishes to solve. 

Making a software program is labour intensive and demands extreme concentration, since one 

false link disables it. Initial problems involved navigation design, creating systems and 

subsystems, screen design which ideally mirrors or clarifies content, template creation for form 

and colour and layout, image types, copyright permission ... the list is long. Navigation design 

was the major primary task. Once templates are set up, changes to them can be made 

systemically; each aspect of the template can be changed throughout a program in a single 

operation. The template itself, however, has first to be created. There are programs for making 

programs. Some are easier to use than others, but at the same time, one has more options with 
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more complex interfaces. One can use~ for example~ WebCT~ or Macromedia Dreamweaver~ or 

FrontPage 2000: they offer different capabilities. Or one can customise the whole setup. My 

colleague Jano Jonker must be given credit here for his unique expertise. 

We used questions as the means to design the program. There were three different ways in which 

questions played a part in shaping E4E. 

(1) We asked questions of ourselves in relation to the needs of learners, similar to those 

suggested by Hutchinson and Waters (1987: 21-22) : 

What will students need to learn? 
How will they learn? 
Who is going to be involved ... (stakeholders)? 
Where is the learning going to take place? 
When? How much time will be needed? 
How will the program be used? 
What are the goals, outcomes, content? 
What learning theories? 
What methodologies? 
What linguistic theory? 

(2)We asked questions of ourselves while making the progr~, in order to design and rank the 

information we wanted to include: 

What are the main sets and subsets? 
What do students need to know to understand this (what level explains this level)? 
What prior learning or understanding do they need? 
What topics are related on the same level? 
How do students get back to the previous step / their own previous position? 
What could all the possible previous steps have been? 
What routes or paths would we prefer students to follow? 
What counts as background knowledge in this case, and what as necessary? 
Where should students be free to explore? 
How do we prevent students from getting lost? 
How do we integrate screen design with content? 
How do we make sure that screen design and Internet protocol and design mesh? 
How do we accommodate learners with disabilities? 
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(3) We hardwired (metaphorically speaking) a new kind of inter activity which forces students, 

in order to use the software, to ask questions of themselves. We did this by formulating the 

program itself in the shape of frequently asked, or most likely to be asked, questions: 

How do I ... ? 
What is ... ? 
Where will I find ... ? 

In this way we made students interact with the program to diagnose for themselves where to go 

and what to do. We made some routes deliberately direct however, so that choice was free, but 

at the same time guided. We did this by foregrounding some options as more attractive or 

obvious, by conspicuously positioning leads and cues in the design of the frame, and leaving 

other options open but in the background, for example offered in the navigation bar only. 

We used the navigation organigram as it developed under those question- and- answer conditions 

to create the intemallogic of the program, and by analogy, the logic of an evolving conception 

ofthe shape of English studies, which gradually meshed with the systems of systemic functional 

linguistics. 

It is clear, on the basis of systemic functional linguistics, that there is a central core oflanguage 

needs within the register of formal academic English, with which all students need to be familiar 

if they are to perform professionally. I The central core of the program therefore had to be the 

shared skills, knowledge and processes which characterise the practices of academic writing. 

From the central bank of choices (reading, writing, general skills, advanced skills and 

It does not matter whether the core is the traditionally high register, or whether it is lowered to 
conform with more' democratic' English. Once a whole program is created, the registers can be 
adjusted to need, and options can be accommodated. 
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knowledge), the program branches in every direction through the systems and sub-systems which 

make up the systematicity oflanguage as a whole. Each level becomes more specifically applied 

as it does so; as was made clear by M.A.K.Halliday, the explanation for anyone level is on the 

next level: 

The essential feature of a functional theory is ... that it provides a basis for explaining the 
nature of the language system, since the system itself reflects the functions that it has 
evolved to serve. 

Halliday (1971: 65-6) 

This is the essential aspect of the linguistic systems which makes navigation of a software 

program for language support possible. 

The core is best not chosen from among the levels or systems which create the paradigm of 

academic English, because as Halliday says, no one point is a source on which the linguistic 

hierarchy is built, but all participate in meaning formation with all the others. At the same time, 

there are probably other possible starting points besides the one which is chosen above. 

The organigram of the navigation view of the software program is a two dimensional, flattened, 

image of the program, because the dynamic cross-relationships which the hyperlink view adds 

to it are invisible. Making language software programs involves a learning process on three inter-

related levels: the linguistic, the design and the technicaL 

For navigation to be practical, hyperlinks need to be used sparingly, deliberately, and with 

conscious attention both to whether they move up or down one level, and to how students will 

retrace their steps. At first it is very tempting to link everything to everything else - this doesn't 

work! Better practice allows the menu bars at the top (which remain constant for each group 
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within a tree), and the navigation bars at the side ofthe screen, to provide links forward and back 

and to home, and to show users where they are in relation to their point of departure (see 

Appendix 5 for an example). 

Several software design elements played specific roles in making English for Everyone. One 

might begin with screens,/rames and windows. Other terms will be discussed in turn. From 

the point of view of the maker of a program, each screen represents one HTML file, a fact 

invisible and irrelevant to the user ofthe software. Each file deals with a discrete topic. Web 

sites are made up of several screens hyperlinked together in a logical form. But software 

programs can be made of several hundred hyperlinked screens; E4E Mark I contains about 400 

screens. The essence of the topic should be visible when that window is opened. From the point 

of view of users of a program, each screen contains all the information they can read by scrolling 

up and down without clicking on a link to move to a new screen (the terms screen or page orfile 

depend on the point of view from which the information is considered). 

Some screens may require scrolling down rather more than one might wish. Ideally, in a web site, 

the monitor screen should contain the whole file without scrolling, but in a language support 

software program this is not practical and less necessary than covering fully the subject ofthe 

screen. Screens can however also be printed out. Screen design should be minimalist, so that 

it does not interfere with the message in principle, as few words as possible. Colours and 

fonts should be used systemically and with restraint, so that each colour or font has a specific 

application throughout the program. Graphics should be structural, not decorative. Heavy 

graphics add to the size of the program and distract from the content. Screen design and layout 
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should reinforce content. Continuous paragraphs of prose obscure the message and slow down 

the process of scan-reading which has become an Internet characteristic.2 At the same time, a 

textual revolution is increasing the amount of solid content on the World Wide Web. 

When making a program, it becomes clear, with hindsight and experience, that the place to begin 

is not at the beginning, with what one might conceive of initially as screen 1. Screen 1 from the 

point of view of a student user (the core or central point of the system, from which all others can 

be reached) is not the same as screen 1 from the point of view of the program maker (which 

might be anywhere: the screen from which the others are logically derived). One can begin from 

the core, by mapping out a potential shape for the program, an algorithm or simply a map which 

holds it together as a coherent whole. This plan should not simply be 'an electrified table of 

contents' (Johnson 1997: 133); the power ofhypertext is such that it creates a systemic paradigm 

for text in space. To ignore program architecture by simply making hyperlinked lists of screens 

is the conceptual equivalent of writing a linguistics text-book alphabetically, beginning with a, 

adjective, adverb ... through to verb and at the same time also handwriting the book. 

A screen can contain more than one frame. Frames are separate files whicli look as though they 

are all part of the same screen. They may be linked together as subsystems. All the parts are 

'separate or discrete regions of the infosphere' (Johnson 1997: 93-4). As can be seen in the 

2 

Research in 1997 by Sun Microsystems into how people read on the Web shows that the new 
reading experience consists of 'highlighted keywords, bulleted lists, frequent subheadings, and 
paragraphs containing exactly one idea. Nothing sticky .... '. Web readers, they say, 'scan, 
sampling words and phrases ... because anyone page ... competes for attention with millions 
more ... A respondent in upper management said: If it doesn't come right out at me, I'm going 
to give up on it' (Gleick 1999: 87). 
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screen printout in Appendix 5, some frames contain banners (headings which do not change 

within a set of related screens). Different frames can be scrolled through independently while 

others may be visible. While scrolling through one, the others stay in place, and provide 

information on a different level. The disposition of frames and screens is determined by the 

structure of the program or web site envisaged by the program-maker(s), and is shown in the 

navigation view. One can manipulate the disposition of screens in the navigation view by 'drag 

and drop' or cut and paste, until the optimal disposition is arrived at. 

Frames may contain menus and navigation information which apply to a whole set of screens. 

The frames are organised to change only when the set changes. They can also indicate by 

highlighting or by font and/or colour changes where users are in relation to home and to the 

paths they are following. 

Graphic interface packages provide templates which make using banners as navigation guides 

less complex. But creating and disposing frames is complex and time consuming, and requires 

expertise. Some programs, such as The Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary on CDRom, by 

Oxford University Press, are made by large research, web-writing and graphics teams. 

Hyperlinks convert linear text to a three-dimensional depth model. Users can recognise links by: 

.. their colour often blue, underlined, changing colour after they have been followed 

.. the fact that the cursor changes to a hand or other image as it passes over them 

.. highlighting as the cursor passes 

.. images or selected parts of images (called hotspots) where the cursor changes (to a hand) 
as it passes over them 

Links can be made from words, buttons, icons, lines, images or parts of images. When a 
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hyperlink has been followed by a user, it is usually programmed to change colour, perhaps from 

blue to purple or red. 

Program makers make hyperlinks to allow users to navigate from file to file by clicking on them. 

Hyperlinks perform many functions. They are the tool by which the navigation system is made 

and used. 

They can link: 

... groups of web sites within a subject area 

... one web site to another 

... screens within web sites 

... concepts within screens to new screens which contain more detailed or intensive 
exploration or explanation (one level up or down) 

... explanations to illustrations and examples 

... examples to practice 

... practice to answers 

... screen bottoms to tops 

... items on a screen to items further down, or notes to footnotes (bookmarks) 

... index entries to content 

... navigation bars and menus relative to each other and to horne 

Essentially, they create immediate electronic links between webs, files, folders, documents, or 

parts of documents. When users click on a link with the mouse, they invoke a command to the 

web browser to take them to the new position. The effect of links is to lead users off on new or 

secondary paths or down or up through levels of explanation within a system - either a 

temporary diversion, from where they will want to return to the former position when they have 

found a particular piece of information, or a choice of a completely new direction. 

-
The shape of a program is controlled first by screen relationships, and second, by links among 

selected screens 
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Levels and design models: in terms ofE4E as a language support program, a level refers to all 

the sets or categories which are equivalent in rank. For example, one might say that report 

writing and essay writing are equivalent in rank, as subsets ofthe category writing; and verbs and 

nouns, as subsets of grammar. Neither would be selected as part of the other; you would not 

expect to find verbs by choosing to search under the category nouns. Each can be broken up into 

subordinate parts or subsets which form a new level. 

The essence of hyper links within text is that they allow users to move one level up or down, or 

to move sideways on the same level. Moving one level up or down means moving to or from 

the general to the specific, statement to explanation, or explanation to example, or example to 

practice, or practice to answers. Moving on the same level might involve moving within a 

particular category, for example from verbs to nouns to adjectives within the category grammar 

which is one level up; or from Old English to the Romantics to the Victorians within the category 

literary history of English, within the category background information, within the category 

advanced skills; or from epic poetry to oral literature, from allegory to postmodernism, or from 

reading to writing to general information to advanced information. 

It is clear that the items listed above are not equivalent or on the same level: Old English is 

qualitatively different from epic poetry, and epic poetry different from allegory. They belong 

in other words to different sets, within different paradigms. If users are to find what they are 

looking for in a windows format they can simply flip down the index or use alphabetic entries, 

and the program allows for this option. But for hyperlinks to work and navigation to be intuitive, 
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and for explanation to be built in to the system, to allow students to explore a topic to the full, 

or solve a problem, every item has to be located within the scheme of the program in relation to 

every other item, in a structured series of hierarchies and levels. 

The major categories at the core, the first choices which confront students when they open the 

program, have to be chosen carefully. All the routes from the most peripheral level back to the 

core, or back to the previous position, or back home, need to be retraceable if users are not to be 

lost in a virtual world where control-a It-delete is the only way out. 3 Users need not be computer 

literate to use the program they simply follow their own needs by clicking on what they want 

with the mouse. Disciplines can find paths, or areas, applicable to their needs. Lecturers can 

select and print paths on transparencies for an overhead projector or a slate. Students can 

explore, and enhance their understanding in diverse ways. 

Paradoxically, then, programs which select core needs which apply to all disciplines are the only 

programs which can provide integrated support for each discipline. Interactivity is translated 

in the program as self-paced learning, self-diagnosis of needs, exploration, and transfer of, or 

application of, information to one's own work. 

HTML stands for Hypertext Mark-up Language. This is the computer language or Web code 

in which materials for the World Wide Web are written. It is read using an Internet browser. 

Windows 98 has a built-in browser, and so even if your pc does not have an Internet connection, 

3 

In programs the exitless trap is also a problem with cloze exercises, where it is difficult to make 
sure that there is only one answer, and that the answer is obvious, or the user is stuck. If the 
answer is obvious, there is not much learning value attached to getting it right. 
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information downloaded from the web, or on CDRom can be read by opening the file or 

document using the browser. 

All documents on the Web have to be translated into HTML. Many pro grams translate text into 

HTML; FrontPage 2000, Web CT and Macromedia Dreamweaver, mentioned above, are 

perhaps best known. One can work with the language directly. You can have direct access 

through your Internet browser's HTML editor (Internet Explorer FrontPage Express, or Netscape 

Navigator Composer). All of those programs enable the creation of an interface 'the zone 

between the medium and the message' (Johnson 1997: 41) between HTML and people who 

want to make programs or web sites but who do not have the expertise to manipulate raw 

information using HTML tags, and between HTML and users. HTML itself manipUlates the 

digital codes. 

For the illusion of information-space to work, you had to be able to ... move things 
around, make things happen. That's where direct manipulation came in .... There was a 
strangely paradoxical quality to direct manipulation: in reality the graphic interface had 
added another layer separating the user from his or her information. But the tactile 
immediacy of the illusion made it seem as though the information was now closer at 
hand, rather than farther away. You felt as though you were doing something directly 
with your data, rather than telling the computer to do it for you. 

Johnson (1997: 21) 

The graphic interface links function and form. It has the power to bring new messages, which 

challenge the memes of English studies and of language support. 

Hyperlinks reduce the complexity of text on the screen, because explanations or expansions need 

only be accessed if they are required. They spell the death, on the web, of the period sentence. 

They make it possible to prune sentences and show structure clearly while at the same time 
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allowing infinite expansion to a very large program which is invisible to the users until they 

choose to explore any bit of it. 

Use hypertext to condense prose, not expand it. Links aren't the optional extras on the 
menu 'further reading' and they aren't constructing an 'environment' ... hypertext is an 
opportunity to withhold information, to keep the reader at bay ... move faster, leave trails 
to do the work, point to allusions and leave it to the reader to choose or not choose to 
follow ... Links are like modifiers, like punctuation, something hardwired into the 
sentence ... the grammar oflinks ... hypertext follows a centrifugal path, forcing its readers 
outwards. 

Johnson (1997: 133) 

Johnson's style, incidentally, is a good example ofthe way in which formal academic English 

may be moving towards a lower register. 

Balance needs to be struck between the number of links per screen, the amount of extra 

information which might be needed, where to store that information, and clarity oflayout. Too 

many links leads to chaos in navigation. The optimum number oflinks gives the program maker 

the power to guide (behind the scenes) the choices made by users. 

Since Internet reading is in effect scanning, depth and density are provided by hyperlinks. The 

hyperlink creates: 

II> simplicity, because subordinate ideas or explanations are relegated to subordinate screens 
II> depth, because it enables many dimensions to be added to a screen without clutter 
II> order, because links are less about 'surfing' or random information-gathering or 

'mindless channel switching' than about wanting to know more. 

Johnson imbues the search for 'more' with his own inimitable sense ofthe mystery ofthe virtual 

world: 
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The link should usually be understood as a synthetic device, a tool that brings 
multifarious elements together into some kind of orderly unit. The most compelling 
cultural analogy for the hypertext webs of today's interfaces turns out to be not the 
splintered universe of channel surfing [or of postmodem disassociation] but rather the 
damp, fog-shrouded streets of Victorian London, and the mysterious resemblances of 
Charles Dickens. 'Links of association' was actually a favourite phrase of Dickens. 

Johnson (1997: 111-2) 

Mitchell expresses the magic of the Web as a 'space to enter and explore', where the mouse 

becomes the alter ego of the explorer: 

Technology has traditionally been represented as prosthetic, an extension of the human 
body - after the mouse and the windows environment, it becomes an environment, a 
'city of bits " a space to enter and explore, and the arrow of the mouse pointer becomes 
a doppelganger ... 

Mitchell (1996: 24) 

This new kind of perspective on the role oftechnology has repercussions for the sort oflearning 

process which happens when using programs: personal, private, self-paced, internalised: 

The more you know about the site on the other end of the link, the more meaningful the 
sentence becomes. 

Johnson (1997: 144) 

Links provide the illusion of choice, where students analyse their own needs, and the program 

anticipates their analysis by showing them where to go next and also showing them the way 

back. Thus choice is controlled and guided. 

Creating a navigable program where every link works and where every step is retraceable is a 

major task. And even at this point, the end of the process is far in the future. It is tempting to add 

links because they can be added, creating what Johnson (1997: 133) calls 'mindless hypertext' 

linear prose with links to sponsors, alphabetical lists with bookmarks, links to sites which 

have gone or not yet been set up, links from which there is no return, or which bear no relevance 
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to the path users are following, links which simply form a list of items ... Lewis Carroll mocked 

the list as paradigm: 'shoes and ships and sealing wax, And cabbages and kings'. 

Copyright and web ethics: it is as important to remember copyright law when making programs, 

as it is when using Internet materials. It is tempting to use diagrams, music and images to 

enhance the product. The copyright for paintings - even old masters - belongs to the text in 

which you found the reproduction or the website from which you downloaded it, and the rights 

for music belong to the record or tape or CD producers who published that particular recording. 

One cannot accompany a program with a sound track or images unless one requests permission 

or makes them oneself. Web ethics and intellectual property rights are defined at 

http://wiseJau.edu/netiquette/netlten.html and also at http://the Node.org/lt report, in a 

document called 'The Rights stuff; Ownership in the Digital Academy' . 

Text, graphics and interface design: although images or graphics can he distracting, and slow 

down access to programs, making them difficult to download, at the same time, a good image 

is worth a thousand words. On a CDRom, the size of images does not matter. It may be best to 

avoid temptation and take the straightforward route, letting navigation and clarity take 

precedence over decoration. Johnson (1997: 138) points to 'the renewed importance of text in 

interface design'. The graphic interface is seductive, because it prioritises images over text; but, 

'the textual revolution may be the Great Leap Forward of interface design circa 2000' (lb. 149). 

At the same time, lecturers, publishers and users who have not made programs or used them to 

teach with, tend to judge programs by the presence or absence of those very images and tricks 

which disable learning in the program. The publisher ofE4E suggested incorporating 'speaking 
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practice for foreign students such as Korean learners of English', despite the fact that the 

program was designed for ESP, not for EFL. Colleagues say they would like 'more graphics'. 

Academic Development practitioners have said that it is not 'interactive' or 'integrated'. We have 

been told that it should focus on HIV/Aids. We have also been told that lecturers do not want 

an 'off the shelf' program; alternatively, that they want a program which will assess their 

students. 

Visual effects do reinforce meaning in this medium: space and colour and font size and style can 

be used effectively to make points clearly. It is tempting to overuse favourite effects. The 

important thing is to be consistent. 

Mark II of E4E will incorporate key strokes to accommodate disabled users. A colour blind 

colleague points out that colour blind users cannot read screens where the print colour is of the 

same intensity as the background; however contrastive the two colours seem to the average 

person, those screens are illegible to them. A second problem with colour is that monocolour 

printers translate some colour qualities in HTML as shades of grey, which are invisible when 

printed. Several web sites have used olive green to produce long bibliographies or lists oflinks 

to other sites which would be very useful, if they could be printed. If you encounter this 

problem, try downloading the screen to a disk and copy and paste the section you want to Word 

Perfect or Microsoft Word, edit the text colour (using reveal codes to see hidden commands) then 

print. 

It is useful to define up front what a software program can deliver and what it can not. Programs 
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can generate enthusiasm which communication courses lack; they are non-discriminatory and 

will not be perceived as directed at black or second language students. On the contrary, they are 

seen as one way to escape from a disadvantaged education system. They do not replace teachers, 

but provide online continuous help and guidance. They are tools and resources, not courses. 

Many of the early grand promises of artificial intelligence have gone unfulfilled and will 
continue to be unfulfilled unless there are some spectacular breakthroughs of a kind that 
do not seem imminent. 

Mitchell (1995: 178) 

No program (or course) can promise to the individuals who use it: 

II> an increase in marks 
II> good grammar 

No program can promise to departments whose students use it 

.. improved grammar, or 'good English' 

.. less work for department members 

.. interactive engagement with the program in the sense that lecturers expect 

.. realistic assessment of student performances in the discourses of their disciplines 

If program materials are well designed, completion of the tasks successfully is a measure of 

mastery of the materials. If students complete the tasks in groups, they are still learning, and are 

also learning team work. 

Memes such as 'interactive engagement' suggest, without offering evidence, that an 'interactive 

program' (however one defines and designs such a thing) will make learning easier, or even save 

learners the trouble of engaging with or taking responsibility for learning. There is in fact no 

escape from the hard work of actually learning things (Maddison 1987: 23). For this reason, the 

program E4E recommends strategies for students. It cannot make students increase their 

vocabulary or learn more words - it can only show them how to do it. It is possible (though 

unnecessary when a wordprocessing program is available) to incorporate notepads to which 
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students can transfer their own notes and ideas, or customise the software. 

The memetic idea of interactivity online, as has been discussed above, brings with it 

uninterrogated expectations. Interactivity which leads to learning is not primarily accessed 

through answering multiple choice practice questions online. It is possible to refine the process 

by adding hints, and links to further information. Closed questions with one-word right or wrong 

answers is not in the ethos of tertiary education: Personal experience shows that filling in one-

word answers is either too easy to be useful, or complex enough to prevent intelligent people 

from guessing the 'right' word. 

I therefore prefer to suggest that the term 'interactivity' should be redefined in the context of 

tertiary language support software: a new concept of interactivity is essential. It may include 

several functions. Interactivity will not mean typing in answers to multiple choice questions 

while the program tots up scores. It will rather involve some or all of the following processes: 

In order to use language support software students need to: 

~ bring to the program the materials and assigmnents which they are engaged with in 
mainstream courses that is, use integrated learning 

~ diagnose for themselves what they need to know or find out 
~ seek their own paths through the program, and therefore their own goals 
~ become responsible for their own learning processes 
~ learn asynchronously - at their own speed 
~ support each other and work in teams 
~ browse and explore for interest, pleasure or to fill in time 
~ practice examples and access answers 
~ learn to move freely between word processing program and support software 
~ become familiar with the Internet environment 
~ acquire marketable skills 
~ acquire a self-access resource and learn to expect to find other similar resources 
~ interact with lab assistants and lecturers outside the program and in other languages 
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.. work in a non-competitive environment 

.. work in a continuous-assessment environment 

Language support software which begins from the concept of core needs can, paradoxically, 

provide integrated support methods and materials for different disciplines, and can be extended 

and expanded to include more materials. E4E, for example, should be used in conjunction with 

generic word-processing programs such as Microsoft Word or Word Perfect for Windows. 

E4E developed outwards into a large edifice in order to provide systemically the knowledge 

which students may need, to understand why, as well as what and how. The program grew from 

systemic functional linguistics as the foundation philosophy, through the systems of grammar, 

lexis and syntax, registers and texts, genre, writing and editing processes, cognition, skills, 

resources and background infotn1ation, to cover the systems of English studies in general. In this 

way, both the core needs and many of the divergent or specialist needs of different disciplines 

can be satisfied. The program has the power to do this, and can still be expanded to embrace 

more specific particularised needs, or to provide whole new loops, and activities. 

'Beginning at the core' can be understood, depending on point of view, in more than one way, 

as: 

(1) deciding on the core concepts that all students need; in our case we choose reading, writing, 
general skills and advanced skills and knowledge (the edifice does not rise, from the user's point 
of view, from phoneme to genre). 
(2) looking at the navigation view of the program, and deciding on the number and disposition 
of the core screens from which all others will be derived, placing them, and beginning the 
development ofthe trees which will grow in parallel into the program. 
(3) making the template( s) - colour codes, fonts, tables, graphic images which will be consistent 
throughout (this need not be done first) 
(4) listing the screens as files and deciding on their content I topics 
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(5) grouping them hierarchically 
(6) moulding the two-dimensional list into a solid form with hyperlinks, banners, menus, 
navigation systems 
(7) beginning on a long process of manipulation. 

The Mark II version of English for Everyone will include 

~ a new design template 
~ a bigger exercise and practical component 
~ more specific materials for specialist disciplines and discourses 
~ more multilingual information and materials 
~ a workbook, and a user handbook 
~ a screen printout 
~ more explicit guidance for students 
~ teacher and lab assistant guidance - an entirely new section 

Some conclusions drawn from making a program are, first, that making programs is best done 

as a team effort. It requires more than one kind of mind, and the energy 0 f more than one person. 

Secondly, programs are not just courses put on a computer. They are qualitatively and 

quantitatively different. English for Everyone is not a course, but a resource, structured and built 

as an image or analogue of 'English'. Most current online solutions are in effect digitised 

courses, and for that reason it is impossible to use them as reference works. They embody the 

inbuilt ideologies which inevitably accompany linearity. Software programs have the potential 

to be fully realised constructions which represent analogically all the linguistic systems and 

subsystems. They differ from courses because in theory they embrace many courses and many 

conflicting or supplementary approaches, so long as the navigation system through the whole 

edifice is clear. Courses can be selected from within one software program, for many different 

specific purposes and to fit many different disciplines, and to satisfy different needs. Programs 

need also not reinforce a first language or second language binary. They can allow own-pace 

(asynchronous) learning, and democratic choice. They can also sidestep the political associations 
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which have dogged second language support. They can provide flexibility. Programs for 

language support can represent both the linguistic paradigmatic structure of 'English' and the 

thematic approaches to remediation. A language support program made using systemic 

functional linguistics might then be visualised as fixing the systemic model as it is in 2001 seen 

from the perspective of South Africa. 

Using a program is easy. Students need only click on what they see on the screen. They can run 

the program while writing, if they want to follow a process like writing a report, or they can open 

the program, find out how to use a past participle or what Old English is, and close again. 

English for Everyone is innovative because it: 

.. creates an organigram for English studies 

.. uses systemic functional linguistics to allow for divergent types of need, beginning from 
a core of needs which are shared among all users of academic English. 
allows for perceptions of need as well as for the sorts of need which linguists, lecturers 
and students might identify 

.. uses a new and different idea of interactivity 

.. is user-friendly 

.. provides a complete resource, which is extendable in every direction 

.. serves many purposes - it can be used to ~olve a single problem, or to follow a process 

.. is inexpensive 

.. is flexible - it can be used for courses or by individuals 

When a program is 'finished' - or appears to be finished - there is still a long process to 

follow. The tasks oftest-driving, evaluating, publishing, launching demo web sites, adding links 

on other web sites, persuading colleagues, managing the use of the program and other programs 

in a computer lab, all wait. As Chapter 6 shows, the original developers of programs or web 

materials are not usually the people who eventually benefit from the innovation. 
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Program Models 

One can make a program which works, without worrying about theoretical aspects of program 

design. But at the same time, as a new medium, the computer interface invites speculation about 

how the virtual and real worlds correspond / collide. Just as language or text can be seen through 

the eyes of functionalists or idealists, linguists or creative writers, so the virtual world can be 

seen as connected stretches of binary code or bits, their disposition in space only a 'shared 

hallucination', or as linked sites, disposed in space on analogy with the real world. Many ways 

have been postulated for modelling or representing or visualising or imaging or mapping or 

building virtual spaces. 

Images for language support are not new. Hutchinson and Waters provide the two commonest: 

the tree and the map [the 'English language teaching tree' (1987: 17) and the map of the English 

language support landscape (1987: 49)]. The map is interesting because it already prefigures the 

evolution of a web-type model to represent mind, language and English for Special Purposes 

courses: 

First, picture the mind as a network of connections, rather like a road map. The individual 
houses, towns and villages represent items or bundles of knowledge. These various 
settlements, however, are only useful if they are connected to the main network by roads. 
The mind of the learner is like a development agency. It wants to bring the settlements 
into the network and so develop their potential. To achieve this, communication links 
must be established .... There is no limit to the number oflinks possible. Indeed the more 
links a place already has the more it is likely to attract. 

Why have we pictured the mind as operating like this? 

a) Individual items of knowledge, like the towns, have little significance on their own .... 
b) It is the existing network that makes it possible to construct new connections .. .it is the 
learner's existing knowledge that makes it possible to acquire new items ... 
c) Items of knowledge are not of equal significance. Some items are harder to acquire, 
but may open up wide possibilities for further learning ... 
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d) Roads and railways are not built haphazardly. They require planning ... 
e) .. .Ifthe roadbuilder can see the whole system, the planning and construction of the 
roads will be a lot easier ... 
f) ... before anyone builds a road they must have some kind of motivation to do so ... 

Hutchinson and Waters (1987: 49-51) 

The map, chart ofthe virtual territory ofthe land ofinfonnation, is one ofthe essential metaphors 

which make the World Wide Web work. It is not difficult to see the genesis of a dynamic three-

dimensional model by extending the local map off the edges at every side like lines of 

latitude and longitude this will complete a sphere and make the two-dimensional into a solid 

figure. Add the concept of evolving change through the dimension of time and the dynamic 

model is complete. 

This extended analogy prefigures program structure and program navigation, the roads and 

railways the hyperlinks which connect items of knowledge contained on different screens (cities, 

towns and villages) of the program. Building routes, and using them, are different skills - the 

one needs an infrastructure, the other a map. This model both discriminates between making and 

using, teaching and learning, and appropriately links the idea of mapping neural paths in the 

brain to that of mapping hyperlinked ideas in a program. Ways in which the mind is represented 

as working, language as evolving, program design and artificial intelligence, are mutually 

infonnative. 

The idea of mapping has provided metaphors or analogues to represent mind, the acquisition of 

knowledge and the relationships among systems of knowledge. Web search engines are 

essentially tools which both create (image) and navigate (make routes through) maps of the 

World Wide Web. Different search engines represent the map of the Web in different ways, for 
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different purposes (compare for example, Yahoo or AltaVista with WebBrain). Every program 

which is read using a web browser can also be represented as a map of the disposition of its 

contents, and those maps can themselves be integrated into the wider map of related fields on the 

Web, or of the Web itself. 

There are many overlapping ways ofrepresenting the same topography, in a palimpsest of maps 

of climate, industry, biomes, cultures, languages, population, rainfall depending on the 

lenses one looks through. Each represents a system of its own; there are relationships and 

dependencies among both the parts of a map, and among maps. In The Online Cyberatlas, URL 

http://www.cybergeography.org/atlas Martin Dodge (2000) provides visualisations ofthree

dimensional mapping and illustrating techniques for the World Wide Web. Conceptualisation 

oflanguage support through images which can be represented three-dimensionally is, I think, an 

exciting project which has not yet been explored. This is a new area for multi-disciplinary 

research spanning design and content and navigability. 

I initially (intuitively) imagined E4E, for example, as a three-dimensional transparent sphere 

composed of many points all over the surface (screens that is, topics contained in files), 

joined by many straight lines or paths (hyperlinks that is explanations or examples), which 

connect points both round the surface and intersecting through the centre ofthe sphere (the image 

was not a conscious design; it arrived spontaneously). My co-writer sees, in the same program, 

hierarchies among interlinking tree diagrams, and blocks ofHTML code. I can also see his view, 

and he can appreciate mine. Each view is like a register which has its own meaning-creating 

context and situation. 
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An architecture for English Studies: Language support consists of systems for the teacher and 

systems for the learner. Programs also present one view to the maker and another to the user. 

An English language support software program must enable navigation through both views. A 

program can cover as much or as little information as one wishes. But ifit selects only one field 

from the whole language map (using field in any of its metonymic senses) it cuts out potential 

for explanation and for exploration, or movement between systems; it will not use the design 

potential of the hyperlink, and will exploit only a part of the power and range that is available. 

Special fields can continually be added as new loops with new links to the core. They may be 

visualised as new levels of the systemic linguistic systems; as new suburbs on new link roads; 

or as new types of map superimposed on the existing palimpsest, with corresponding coordinates, 

or as new trees to be fitted into the navigation plan; or as new wings in an architectural 

construction, where the plumbing and wiring systems are integrated with the original; or as new 

chunks of code, some of which is copied and pasted over and over, and some of which is 

umque ... 

The act of creating a navigation plan for a language support program provides a feedback effect 

which reinvents the way one understands English as an academic subject.4 A structure for 

English evolves out of the disposing of the screens. Halliday's linguistics has already made the 

most useful sort of structure. Programs are at one and the same time collections of bits and 

linked sites in hyperspace and connected files in a web folder and screens placed in relation to 

each other on a navigation map and an image of structure created by hyperlinks. The task of 

making the program is therefore more than producing a flat hyperlinked list of screens with 

4 

The navigation plan for English for Everyone (E4E) is in Appendix 2 
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back/next navigation. The whole should articulate the systematicity of both program and 

language. Bits of it should not lean unsupported, or be unreachable, or act as traps with no exit. 

In essence, design architecture allows users to move from space to space, unlock doors, or be led 

by the hand or guided unobtrusively, and to easily retrace their steps, or leave. It is the images 

of design structure such as the landscape map, or the architectural edifice which liberate language 

support program designers from simply making lists of things to do. Lists are the antithesis of 

free navigation. 

In order to respond to needs, program design still has to begin from the list of things which 

students must know or do, which in tum was derived from what students could not do, the list 

of 'errors' derived from real student submissions. Despite the web sites and programs which 

simply answer the list, it is only the first outline for the first blueprint. Linguistically and 

conceptually each item on the list also functions as part of a system. With reference to the topic 

of every screen, the question 'what do students have to know or understand before they can do 

this?' may be used to determine sets and subsets, in order to create the systemic relationships 

which become in the end the language support program, and which, crucially, provide the 

explanations which lead to understanding as opposed to correction. 

Navigation paths move from the known to the unknown. Not all information operates on the 

same level. Some concepts or kinds of information belong to different categories or paradigms 

or themes, from others. Some ideas or facts have to be known or understood before others can 

be grasped - some belong to the same set, others belong to parallel sets or to sets one level up 

or down in the hierarchy ofknowledge about 'English'. All ofthose have to be disentangled and 
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unpacked before a navigation system works. 

The design ofthe program is the totality of possible navigation systems. Without the algorithm, 

and the Gantt chart, without Boolean algebra, which are the architectural tools ofthe World Wide 

Web, 'English' cannot be represented on the Web. 

English language and English literature are subsets of the same system. 

The idea that there has to be a hierarchy of knowledge, and specifically that English itself is 

structured in any way, is inimical to most non-linguist English teachers; 'English' is perceived 

as a loose collection of fuzzy areas, speculation, exploration, subjective concepts, boundaries and 

frontiers which can be pushed or pulled, tested or broken, according to the will or whim or 

personal perception of individuals. The concept of 'Englishes' bears with it the concepts of 

'other', formerly 'othered', ways of thinking, which the Enlightenment rejected as naIve or 

marginal. Current perception is that outsider thinking, freed from the Enlightenment straitjacket, 

has reclaimed the centre, and in doing so has refreshed traditional thinking. The supposedly 

restraining European boundaries are in fact infinitely extensible, in terms of the themes through 

which the paradigmatic core can be represented. 

Enlightenment thinking in the English empirical tradition, represented now by Karl Popper's 

falsification theory, tends to be dismissed as Eurocentric and irrelevant by post-colonial and 

cultural studies thinkers, who have colonised the high ground of English Studies. The 

Eurocentricity memes has therefore competed successfully in the academic environment against 
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the memes of the age of reason. The gradual extinction of the modernist, liberal, and canonical 

memes with which the Eurocentric memes competes has a chain of repercussions, weakening all 

memes in the humanities which depend on the laws oflogic or science for their survival. This 

is the gap which Alan Sokal exploited when he published his spoof literary theory article in 

1996.5 

On the other hand, the same teachers who in the literature classroom subscribe to the memes of 

diversity and flexibility, paradoxically list 'errors' and insist on specified processes for writing, 

and specified methods for teaching writing in the communication or language support classroom. 

The language support program can in fact accommodate both mindsets, that of the path and that 

of the web, as the CAMESE project writers say they wish it could do (Geslin and Wade 2000: 

5), and as hypertext has the power to do. 

Confusion stems from the perception that freedom from former restraints, inclusivity as opposed 

to exclusivity, must mean the death of ordered hierarchy. It may even be interpreted as implying 

that, for example, geme or period studies or New Critical practices are unacceptable restraints 

imposed upon English Studies; in fact they all simply belong to subsets of thinking about 

English, and as such have their place on the appropriate level of the program, corresponding to 

5 

'ill May 1996 New York University physicist Alan Sokal revealed that he had tricked the editors 
of the fashionable academic journal Social Text into publishing a sham essay titled 
'Transgressing the Boundaries: Toward a Transformative Hermeneutics of Quantum Gravity'. 
The essay was a parody of postmodemist thought intended to demonstrate how little 
contemporary theorists and philosophers like Jacques Derrida understand the science they 
invoke and, at times, criticize. The Sokal Hoax, as the event has come to be called, instigated 
a scandal both inside and outside the academy that has had an enormous impact on scholarship 
and is still debated today.' Ian Pitchford, H-NetMultiMedia Listserve. 
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their place and location in the situations and contexts of the 'real' world. Genre exists by 

definition. It is not an ideology or theme. Anti-genre is a genre too. 

In order to construct a computer program through which students can navigate without having 

to open every step in tum to find information or to exit, and without reaching information they 

do not understand because it presupposes understanding of other concepts, information has to 

be structured logically, in correspondence with the image or map or blueprint in the mind of the 

maker of the program. There is no one 'right' image, but there are better and worse ones. Wrong 

ones are ones where the navigation for users does not work. 

Every course or syllabus or program is a structuralist entity. As postmodern chance or random 

selection subjects variation to the laws of probability, so fractals and chaos are part of a pattern 

predictable in its whole, even ifnot for individual entities.6 English Studies has a shape whether 

the studier is a post-structuralist or not, and programs have functional design. Design is limited 

by the possible - that is, by what works. The software used to make a learning program 

imposes design which of necessity shapes both language theory and perceived needs. Good 

program design allows function to continually call up and adjust responses - a 'less demanding' 

way of programming than creating a master-plan which tries to allow for all possibilities 

(Gerrans 1999: 27 Aug.). Computer design may be initially be followed up in Horton, J., Ellis 

D. and Black, P. (1990), but this is a rapidly expanding and mutating area, and it is impossible 

here to provide an authoritative account. The new intellectual vision brought about by the 

6 

If you are interested in chaos theory, read Nina Hall (ed.) The New Scientist Guide to Chaos, 
John Griffin Schrodinger 's Cat, Marshall and Zohar Who's Afraid of Schrodinger 's Cat? Roger 
Penrose The Emperor's New Mind, and The Large, The Small And The Human Mind. 
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'digital revolution' is the 21 st century equivalent of the invention of perspective in painting 

(Johnson 1997: 214). 

So, what shape is English? To make a software program, function moves up front, because the 

functional problems which have to be solved step by step are unfamiliar. They must be solved, 

or the program will not work. The same functional problems come into play when writing a 

poem or a novel, but the memes of functionality are invisible except to those who have tried to 

write one. Johnson (1997: 145) claims that 'the translation oftext into digital form can produce 

extraordinary and unpredictable - secondary effects'. The shape of English in a program is 

probably best expressed as 'the shape which works', is navigable. Navigation has to be intuitive 

to the average user of the program; what learners need has to be accessible to them, without their 

knowing anything ofthe metalinguistic description or analysis of their needs.' Users who bring 

to the program highly personalised taxonomic expectations need to be able to find what they 

want within their own paradigms - or even blinkers - as do those who approach it both from 

the perspective of National Curriculum Englishes, and from its opposers.7 

Who should be at the controls of the CALL process? Should the teacher determine the 
path which the learner must take, or was this an opportunity to introduce an electronic 
dimension to learner-directed education? 

Last (1992: 231) 

[My emphasis]. Choice is of the essence in systemic functional linguistics; it is also of the 

essence in tertiary education where students are clients paying for a service which should be 

delivered, and which should provide them with a marketable commodity, or in any education 

7 

A lucid article which unpacks conflicting concepts within the National Curriculum Englishes 
documents is Homer (1998: 121-128). 
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system which accepts that students are adults and that they can interactively diagnose their own 

learning needs. 

Last (1992: 232-3) said that programs 'should not be too complex', because they are labour

intensive to make, and the maker(s) should bear in mind the ratio of cost-effectiveness to 

usefulness. It is possible now however to create extremely complex programs with clear useable 

user-friendly interfaces. 

The role of metaphors and analogues in language support. 

It is perhaps interesting to draw attention to some useful, and less useful, metaphors by which 

we think, teach, create courses or make programs. Pedagogical disagreements sometimes grow 

from allegiances to conflicting metaphors (Sutton 1992: 113-4). Metaphors influence how we 

think about what we teach. One of the commonest and most enduring has been the metaphor of 

life or education as a journey (perpetuated in the latest memes - life-long learning) which 

carries with it a range of unquestioned assumptions. Journeys go from A to B - they are 

linear, and the straighter the line the better. B is a goal or end point. It represents an advance 

on A. Those who have reached B are better than those who have not. Those who have not have 

therefore failed in some way. The very concept of A to B builds in the concept of succeeding 

or failing. The association of journeys with the journey oflife towards the goal of heaven, brings 

a moral element into education, the association of work and success with virtue and reward. 

John Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress is a prototype which recurs through and through English 

literature and education. Straight lines presuppose their opposite - diversions which do not 

take learners from A to B. Learning is focussed upon tasks which are goal-directed, and 
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diversions are for relaxation, if there is time, and not an integral part of the process. 

'Exploration', it is said, may divert students from the purposes to which to the lecturer wishes 

to direct them. But without exploration, the magic of the virtual world is lost. 

The growth of the Internet and the World Wide Web coincided with the new mindsets of team 

work, group work, cooperation and networking, consultation and positive and negative feedback, 

self-sustaining systems, intertextuality. Weblike metaphors for narrative, language and learning 

and human relationships have a long history, from the classical 'voice of the shuttle'S, to the 

modernist notion of form as 'the pattern in the carpet', to Jean Aitchison's 1996 Reith Lectures 

The Language Web. All ofthose images, however, are essentially two-dimensional or flat. 

Some language support teachers fear the open-ended web of the software program if students 

explore they will get lost (CAMESE 2000: 5). Good programs are not mazes, in which students 

will get lost, or oceans, over which they will carelessly surf Program designers design both what 

may look like a maze, and the routes through the maze, at one and the same time. There are 

fuzzy areas, subjective concepts, boundaries and frontiers which can be pushed or pulled, tested 

or broken; the current memes of English studies encourage academics to contest boundaries and 

hierarchies, and to look for free associations and fluid movements among areas of interest. But 

the ball of string tied to the starting point, the core, is always there, in the shape of navigation 

menus which show 

8 

The story of Philomela, who when she was raped by Tereus swore not to be silent. Tereus cut 
out her tongue, so she wove her story into a tapestry on her 100m. The Voice of the Shuttle forms 
a vibrant metaphor for the website of the University of California Santa Barbara, where pages 
are 'woven' into an intricate tapestry at http://vos.ucsb.edu/shuttle/ 
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~ where the user is 
~ where the user has just been 
~ where the user can go next 
~ how to get home 
~ how to get out 
~ how to choose a completely new path 

The three dimensional web provides a metaphor by means ofwhich one can immediately see that 

there are many goals and many routes, organised in such a way that students can choose for 

themselves useful routes, at different levels and in different linked areas of the field they are 

interested in. In this sense of analysing their own needs and choosing for themselves, 

interactivity is built in to the new medium. This is how English for Everyone works. 

Ways of imaging language is an interesting subject of study. Since language is a representation 

of social 'reality', ways of interpreting language, in exegesis, grammar texts, language courses 

or language software reflect cultural assumptions. Ideological images which lie behind language 

study and language teaching are often borrowed from contemporary technologies or cosmologies. 

For example, to oversimplify radically, pre-Newtonian thinking can be represented by a system 

for which the astrolabe is a metaphor. The concentric orbits ofthe planets represented at one and 

the same time the empirically observed courses of the planets, and their roles in relation to 

astrological and philosophical interpretations of human destiny, of which language is an 

analogue. The eighth or outermost sphere (level) gave meaning to all the others. It was an 

abstract, Platonic heaven where existed the ideal Forms of which the objects of the world of 

sense experience were only representations9
• Words or names stood for both obj ects experienced 

9 

Read for example Chaucer's Translation ofBoethius or Boece, and his Treatise on the Astrolabe 
in Benson, L.D. (ed.) 1987 The Riverside Chaucer Oxford:Oxford University Press, pp.395- 470 
and 661- 684. 
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on earth and for their moral, allegorical and tropological ('real') counterparts in the realm of the 

Ideal. So one word or one situation bore meaning at various levels of abstraction. This 

cosmology provided the linguistic system which enabled the meaning-layers of allegorical 

exegesis. It still survives in the notion of Language as a perfect system, perpetuating the 

Nominalist / Realist debate which divided the early Middle Ages. 

The Newtonian universe, which evolved from the British Nominalist (empiricist) position, 

worked like clockwork; this part moves the next part, which transfers motion to the next part, 

step by step. The clock as an analogue of the procession of time is also an analogue of the 

algorithm, and oflogical reasoning. Predictions in the realm of sense experience could be made 

on the basis of other events on the same plane. Explanations were no longer (or not solely) in 

terms of an Ideal realm which gave meaning to the world of sense experience, but in terms of 

cause and effect. In this scientific discourse, God is less the force which gives breath and 

therefore meaning to everything, but the maker and winder of the clock. The interpretation of 

how language works consequently changed from mystical to algorithmic. Text proceeded from 

premises to conclusions. In tune with this universe is the growth of science writing in an 

empirical tradition. Meaning is the sum ofthe premises. The meaning of a word is defined by 

the surrounding context, which in turn has to be accurate. This view still informs the academic 

essay and report. 

The common man's vision of Einstein's universe is enabled by the famous example of the 

stationary observer and the two observed trains travelling at different speeds in opposite 

directions; three different systems interact within a larger system. This provides a dynamic image 
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where explanations are relative to other explanations. Chaos theory and fuzzy logic provide us 

with metaphors 1o for order within apparent disorder, order where neural networks pick up 

connections subliminally at such speed that we are unaware that they are there, connections 

which may not overtly make sense to us. These take us into the realms of dynamic three-

dimensional complex systems. Language is a complex system, an analogue of our complex 

experience. The multiplicity of experienced language can either be interpreted as being generated 

by a deeper kind of order (Chomsky), or as a system of choices which evolves and redefines 

itself constantly as time passes and in different places, in response to different social and cultural 

needs (Malinowski, Firth and Halliday). 

Malinowski's anthropological research (1923) associated language with culture, and suggested 

the untranslatability of the texts of one culture into the language of another. Learning the 

grammar is not enough; to 'understand', one has to 'live the life' as well: the beginning of the 

distinction between competence and performance. The logical conclusion was the abandoning 

of' grammar' in the seventies, and the integration oflanguage support with mainstream courses. 

This approach has conflicted with the cultural beliefthat knowledge should be 'handed on' like 

the Olympic flame. The over-determined nature of outcomes-based education leads to 

comparison with the film 'The Matrix': information is slotted into brains like sound or graphics 

cards, and for purposes of equity (and control?) all brains must have the same information. 

Linguistically sophisticated courses can be shot down with one arrow by administrators who 

flourish the words 'integrated' or 'multidisciplinary', with their overtones ofliberation from pre-

10 

Metaphors, because the Images stand for mathematic realities which cannot be directly 
experienced. 
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1994 'authority'. 

Language support has been infonned by other, less systemic, metaphors; for example, sporting 

notions produce language 'drill' and 'total immersion', and Romantic education theories 

(Rousseau) produced the child as a 'clean slate' waiting to be inscribed with knowledge. Higgins 

(1999) provides an online account: 

The next stage ('80s to early '90s) is communicative CALL, in which CALL activities 
are designed to make learners communicate with each other and work with meaningful 
texts. This includes most of the games activities and simulations that emerged at that 
time. Finally they label as integrative CALL all uses of networks for email, web 
searches, chat, MOOs, in other words, real communication ... 
All ofthese classifications ... [try] to impose some system on diversity. None ofthem is 
perfect; any of them might have relevance to some point you might want to make. 

http://www.stir.ac.uklceltlCALL99/CALclass.htm 

. He nQtes an important point, which is that different visions of language, and therefore of 

language support, are not progressions towards the perfect system, but may each be viable in 

different situations or at different times. 

Architectural images appear more and more frequently in texts and on the World Wide Web as 

metonyms, taking on the functions that were once filled by the organigram, with the 

enhancement that they represent the construction of a system (or systems), all of the parts of 

which support other parts. Architectural images are favoured both by Internet theorists (Minoli 

and Schmidt, 1999) and language teachers 11. Images of classical fa9ades in particular represent 

11 

Architecture is itself a metaphor for interlocking or articulated systems and subsystems, each 
with its own structure, each in itself an analogue for a view of 'reality' (a life-style) and each 
structure within which can be represented analogically with diagrams, maps, charts, organigrams, 
and so on. 
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immediately intuitive images for structure, because we recognise the supportive functions ofthe 

parts foundations, base, pillars and pediment. This image is used to represent the cognitive 

aspects oflanguage support by Deacon, Walton and Wilson ofthe Multimedia Education Group 

at VCT, http://www.meg.uct.ac.za/olwritng.htm: 

An important part of our content design process consisted of designing a visual metaphor 
which would help students to conceptualise these abstract concepts. We settled on a 
visual metaphor which equates the parts of an essay's logical structure (argument, 
supporting evidence and referencing) to the parts of a classical fayade. The classical 
fayade was chosen because it allowed us to illustrate the architectural phenomena of 
structure and support clearly and simply. 'Argument as a building' is a common 
metaphor by which people understand evidence as providing architectural 'support' for 
academic arguments, without which the arguments 'collapse'. In addition, the fayade 
resembles many academic buildings, both at VCT and UWC, which students 
consequently associate with academic endeavour. 

(Deacon, Walton and Wilson 1997: n.p) 

This is the first image provided to help students, as opposed to defining the role ofthe lecturer. 

It is attractive as a way of helping them to visualise academic writing. On the one hand it brings 

with it an almost formalist conception of language as edifice, with concomitant notions of 

academic language as imposing, and composed oflogically placed pre-formed bits. But on the 

other, it is probable that it is a useful catalyst to academic performance. Although it may at first 

glance seem to be a long way from Jean Aitchison's language web, and even further from a 

three-dimensional model of hypertext design, the writers include the following comment by 

Laurel on design : 

[The computer's] interesting potentiallay not in its ability to perform calculations but in 
its capacity to represent action in which humans could participate. 

Laurel (1991 :1) 

Deacon, Walton and Wilson move language support into a space where the image presented to 

students as metaphor for their learning is different from the image used by the designers to 
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inform the creation of the course or program. It is easy to forget that what students learn, and 

how they are induced to learn it, are two different things. The linguistics needed to produce 

language support programs is sophisticated even though the knowledge of the students in this 

field is elementary ,12 

Di Kilpert (1998: 55-60) exammes 'texts written by amateur language enthusiasts and 

professional linguists' to 'discover the conceptual basis for disagreements' between these two 

groups. She discloses a mismatch between language support course providers (language 

enthusiasts) and designers (language professionals); non-linguists tend to espouse the 

architectural metaphor: 'language as the Parthenon' , while linguists prefer to engage with organic 

and natural metaphors, for which the 'purple loosestrife' metaphor is her chosen image. Both of 

those metaphors can be exploitea in all their ramifications - from the need to protect for 

posterity the face of a crumbling but venerable edifice (a historic, cultural, monument) to the 

propensity of invasive plants to undermine and crowd out more fragile native blooms. 

The two factions are, as Reddy (1993: 166) puts it 'speaking across the chasm of frame 
conflict. This distance has profound implications for the gap between the professional 
linguist and the language enthusiast. Metaphors only serve to widen it. 

Kilpert (1998: 59) 

Ifwe are unaware ofthe metaphorical nature of the paradigms by which we understand language, 

mismatches between expectation and delivery in language support are inevitable. If we are 

unaware, too, of the difference between metaphors for students and users, on the one hand, and 

metaphors for designers on the other, we fall into the trap of using the discourse of the one to 

12 

As Corder (1973) says: 'There is no logical connection between a particular psychological theory 
of how grammar is learned and any particular theory oflanguage structure ... there is, however, 
an undoubted historical connection between them', 
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speak to the other. 

Learning systems in artificial intelligence at first used, as does Halliday, the model or analogue 

of the learning child; new information, gained by trial and error and by experience, is 

continuously incorporated into memory banks, which update themselves through continuous 

feedback processes. Systems and subsystems inform each other and upgrade each other. A 

system need not be finite, but open, and can respond to feedback. 

Halliday himself, in his most recent writing, seems to avoid allowing himself to become locked 

into the modes of either complete homogeneity or complete heterogeneity; there is no need to 

lock in to one mode. Programs allow for this kind of flexibility more readily than courses do. 

In his introduction to The Extended Phenotype, Dawkins says: 

The extended phenotype may not constitute a testable hypothesis in itself, but it so far 
changes the way we see animals and plants that it may cause us to think of testable 
hypotheses that we would otherwise never have dreamed of. 

Dawkins (1999:2) 

The first new concept is that language systems are only closed systems at one specific synchronic 

instant of time; as soon as a moment of time passes, and the systems become diachronic, they 

also become open systems, and redefine themselves in interactive relation to each other. The 

second is that whatever linguistic system one might choose to use as a base on which to create 

support courses, there is no way to prove that it is 'better' than any other. A system which is 

dynamic rather than static, and three dimensional rather than linear and goal-directed, inclusive 

rather than exclusive, engages better with recent kinds of program design which create 

hyperlinked and carefully structured webs of information, the textual counterpart of a virtual 
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three-dimensional, evolving learning space. 

The evolutionary metaphors introduced by Dawkins to the realm of culture and social behaviour, 

and by Halliday to the realm of social semiotics are appealing because they introduce for the first 

time a dynamic, living and changing model for the study oflife, culture and language. Language 

is what we do, in different places and at different times, and the laws oflanguage are contingent 

upon the network of relationships among all the parts of a self-sustaining system, which responds 

constantly in terms of feedback to changes in the disposition or construction of its elements. 

Language is part of human social behaviour, on a continuum with other parts of our behaviour. 

In a materialist universe it does not stand for or represent our behaviour on some higher level of 

abstraction. As Halliday says: 

Any account of language which fails to build in the situation as an essential ingredient 
is likely to be artificial and unrewarding. 

(Halliday 1978:29) 

Finally, learning and communicating brains can be interpreted as functioning by means of neural 

networks which criss-cross the landscape of the brain in complex pathways (Christie 2000: 23-

33). These networks are analogues of navigation paths though the virtual landscapes of computer 

programs The happy combination of computing power with evolutionary theory, and mapping, 

imaging, building, growing or other metaphors provides new ways oflooking at brains, language 

and computer programs, and each field by analogy mutually illuminates processes in the circuitry 

ofthe others. Computing power means that recalculation replaces attempts to make completely 

coherent master programs. Each system can be represented in terms of maps of its jimctions, in 
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various ways (for example a navigation view such as FrontPage 2000 allows, a Gantt Chart13 or 

a dynamic and beautiful image like that used by the new search engine WebBrain.com). This 

new way of making use of shared attributes oflanguage, computers and brains has features which 

are 'counterintuitive' (Watts 2000: 36-37); certain actions work and are useful but not readily 

explainable. 

The computer is a medium! I had always thought of it as a tool, perhaps a vehicle a 
much weaker conception ... .If the personal computer [was] a truly new medium then the 
very use of it would change the thought patterns of an entire generation. 

McLuhan 1996 Understanding Media,n.p. 

McLuhan was right. The computer does change not our thought patterns, since they continue 

on their own evolving path - but our ways of interpreting our thought patterns, and the language 

with which they are realised. Inspiring Images of interpretations of program design can be seen 

at the web site of the Atlas of Cyberspace at www.cybergeography.org mentioned on page 

176 above. Language support software can only try to keep pace. 

13 

A Gantt Chart 'is a horizontal bar chart that graphically displays the time relationships between 
the different tasks in a project': http://www.sil.org/lingualinks. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Managing computer learning: towards a poor computer lab. 

You may think that by now I have left language behind, and am talking simply of social 
and political issues. But I don't think I have ... we have to learn to educate 5 billion 
children (and that is an applied linguistic task if ever there was one!} ... The things which 
may rule out this possibility ... are not just problems for the biologists and the physicists. 
They are problems for the applied linguistic community as well. I do not suggest for one 
moment that we hold the key. But we ought to be able to write the instructions for its use. 

Halliday (1992:91) 

Van der Merwe (2000) discusses a 'diffusion of innovations theory' promulgated by Rogers 

(1995) who observes a pattern in the reception of innovation of any kind. Vander Merwe applies 

the theory to online teaching, distinguishing between 'innovators' who make a large expenditure 

of energy at the cutting edge of software design and use, for low returns in promotion or funding, 

and their colleagues, among whom are 'early adopters', who invest in the process too early to 

profit by it. Those who profit most from innovation, in terms of career moves, are the 

'pragmatists' and their followers, who are not creative and cannily do not buy into the project 

until they see how it is being received by others. By this point, the 'innovators' will have moved 

on, unrecognised, to other projects, and the 'early adopters' will have striven to assess the project 

and make it work. 

This principle certainly applies so far to the introduction, reception and use of English 

for Everyone. The principles of me me tic adaptation outlined in Chapter 1 show their power. The 

program itself will survive and its use will be propagated if, and probably only if, it piggybacks 

on institutionally favoured ideologies and practices. The program has to prove itself 'fit' or 

'well adapted to its environment', in competition with established preconceptions and methods, 

in addition to being, per se, a 'good' program. The hidden innovations in the program are 
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invisible, so that it has to speak to its potential market through the memetic language of 

publisher's blurb and the medium of the surface paths and interface appearance. 

Program specifications for E4E are: resolution: 800 x 600 Hi-colour (16 bit) or better; Win 95 

and 486 processor are entry-level. It can be used on Apple Mac or pc. The software can be used 

at home or on a network. It does not as yet use any anti-copying device or strategy. Site licenses 

can be purchased initially from the publisher, and from the copyright holders. The software can 

be used to teach traditional courses by using a slate, or by making overhead slides from screens. 

It can be used asynchronously by large numbers of students, in conjunction with word 

processing. Screens can be printed, and parts or the whole can be used as though they were a 

book, re-created in whatever order the teacher wishes. It makes possible accelerated learning, 

distance learning, outreach programs, and asynchronous learning. The software has been used 

in lab conditions by L2 students for two years. It is used at Rhodes University by L I and L2 

students. Feedback from Rhodes has not yet been provided. The only available feedback in 2001 

is from my own use of the software with L2 students. 

Initial evaluation of English for Everyone in 1999 was both external to the institution and 

internal. External assessment of the program provided a measure ofthe learning environment 

in South Africa into which online learning is interpellated, and by which it is judged. Our 

experience has been that our innovative program, published by a major publisher, was judged, 

predictably, according to the bench-marks of currently-held meme of language support. 

Academics who have not looked at E4E or at any other language support software, have 

suggested that it cannot be 'interactive' or 'integrated' because it is a program, making the 
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assumption that online materials should (and even, in these stringent times, may) be made by 

each institution, and each department, to fit their own needs. This assumption is impractical for 

many reasons, not least the intensive nature of the creating process, as I hope the foregoing 

chapters have shown. Another assumption is that formerly black universities have different and 

special academic needs from formerly white, even though ten years ago the specification of such 

difference was unacceptable. Other suggestions have been, also without investigating the 

program, that it needs more' graphics' to be more 'friendly'. The systematicity ofthe interface 

is invisible, and probably requires introductory guidance. An honest assessment, on my own 

part, ofthe reception of English for Everyone as a language support program, before it was used 

in the lab, is that it intimidates lecturers, though it does not intimidate L2 students, who are 

enthusiastic. Colleagues believe both that using it is someone else's problem field, and that 

English for communication can be taught by anyone. Lecturers at other institutions tell Pearson 

Higher Education representatives that they are' going to make their own materials', or that they 

do not want an 'off the shelf program. 

There is more interest in Australia in the program, where more lecturers are familiar with 

systemic functional linguistics, probably because M.A.K.Halliday was Professor of Linguistics 

at Sydney University. The publisher's representatives have not responded to Australian requests 

for information. Their catalogue entry, which they did not consult us about, travesties the content 

of the program. Having been through the making process, one can see that the road ahead for new 

software is a long one, and that many wheels are going to be re-invented. We have now decided 

(2001) to market Mark II of the program ourselves. 
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Halliday and Martin noted resistance to change even in terms of courses: 

But as soon as syllabuses are designed, modules framed, teachers impressed and 
conscripted, there is a vested interest in retaining one course, where the needs and 
outcomes can be manipulated - often in all honesty - to fit the available materials and 
frameworks. 

Halliday and Martin (1996: xii) 

By this point (marketing) in the life of a software program, the 'innovators' will have moved on, 

unrecognised, to other projects, and the 'early adopters' be striving to evaluate the project and 

make it work. Pre-evaluation is affected by the preconceptions of academic staff and university 

management, and is often unhelpfuL Post-evaluation reviews the process of initiating online 

language support, to analyse the successes and failures of specific practice. Post-evaluation 

therefore follows here. 

I must here, of necessity, take a personal approach to the processes of making and introducing, 

using and managing software for language support, because practising online language support 

has been a learning experience from which others may benefit I have, unwittingly, played the 

roles of all three of Rogers' types, and am now working within the pragmatic part of the cycle, 

trying to make online language support work, on the ground. English for Everyone is innovative. 

Now, having been through a process as both 'early adopter' and 'pragmatist', I find that 

managing learning in lab conditions has a positive feedback effect on the processes of innovation 

and early use, enabling the evolution of a Mark II E4E. 

The pragmatic part of making the system work has two disadvantages, however. The first is that 

although it raises new ideas for revision and improvement, start-up problems and management 

are time-consuming, and so it is difficult to work on the innovative side of program creation. 
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The second is that one does not 'profit' from it, except in an altruistic sense. 

In order to test-drive E4E, I changed my role, from program collaborator and 'innovator', to 

'early adopter'. Now, two years down the line, the pragmatists who have been waiting in the 

. . 
wmgs are appeanng. 

Our institution had, in 1998, a potential infrastructure for online learning, in the shape of a lab 

served by an NT server, set up as long ago as 1992 by private funding raised by the Physics 

Department for Science Outreach. Some of the pc's in the lab had no more than 8 meg ram. By 

1998, they were too old to be useful to computer science or general sciences, and were used only 

by individual students for their own work. This is where our language students worked from 

1998 through 1999. 

Between 1998 and 2001 we have used a variety of different systems for online language support. 

We have now just discarded (2001) the original 30 old pc's, run from an NT server. We use 

.. 40 Pentium pc's with CDRom drives, which were inherited from Computer Science when 
they upgraded; they are attached to the central server on the university system 
a new lab with 20 pc's but no cabling 1 

(1) The 30 pc's had one login code common to all. They ran Windows 98 and Microsoft Office 

97, originally from the NT server, then with a 'boot image'. They were slow, but not impossible, 

An update on this lab, June 2001, shows that the cabling is still not available, because the 
university has not honoured its debts with local suppliers, who now refuse to provide materials. 
The uncertainty caused by the proposed changes in higher education may contribute to the 
problem. 
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for new learners who work slowly in any case. They were easily disabled. 

(2)The 40 new pc's have a 'ghost' image (using Ghost software) and run several programs 

including Office, some CIT software, a statistics program, E4E, the Oxford Advanced Learner's 

Dictionary, [not, as yet, the Oxford Interactive WordpowerDictionary]2, and they have Internet 

connection. They are served by the student server. Students are assigned individual login codes 

and passwords. It is difficult to be assigned enough network space to accommodate the number 

oflogin codes we need. We have at present 300. Because these computers are linked to a central 

system, access can be very slow at some times ofthe day (+1-20 minutes). Adding software has 

to be done after hours, and each time the whole image has to be remade. We get round the access 

problem by allowing students to work in groups of between 2 and 5, and by staggering the 

practice times so that they do not all log in at once. This practice incidentally reflects the 

principles of asynchronous learning - another example of practical need driving learning 

practice. 

(3) The cost of cabling for the new lab is 'in dispute', between university management and the 

installation company. It cannot be used. See footnote 1 above. 

(4) We have an office with two computers, used for administration of our project, called 'Writing 

with Computers' . 

(5) We have no printer or copying facility. Project administration materials and learning 

2 

I ordered site licenses for the Oxford software in July 2000, received the licenses and software 
by November 2000, and have (June 2001) now managed to instal the OALD on the network. 
The Cape Town supplier insisted on advance payment, sent the wrong CDRoms (not network 
versions), and offered no backup. The Interactive Wordpower Dictionary is still not successfully 
installed. To install either, one needs codes to be personally supplied by the publisher in Oxford 
to the installer. 
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materials are printed by me under my 'other hat', using the English department printer, my own 

pc and a special account number for Project costs. I cannot print students' work. Although I 

have funding for printers, and campus permission to buy them, there is no linkup between 

campus accounts and the warehouse, without which 'nothing can be done'. 

I manage the project on a voluntary basis, in addition to full-time English department lecturing. 

This is demanding, but is rewarding for several reasons. It is a way to : 

.. find out first-hand what the management problems in online language support are 

.. find out what the software needs are 

.. find out what the hardware needs are 

.. overcome obstacles 

.. use the salary ofthe former Writing Centre Coordinator to pay teams of student assistants 

Next to lack of expertise and technophobia, the main problem which derails online learning is 

cost. Some universities have fully-funded multi-media departments (Universities of Cape Town 

and Natal), and some are in the process of creating them (Wits, UNISA). Some plan to begin 

(University of Port Elizabeth). In each case, university management has made a policy decision, 

and then found staff and means to implement it. Some universities are investigating 

(pragmatically, at great cost) intranets and tele-Iearning systems worldwide before investing. 

Without institutional backing, computer lab time, workstations, site licenses even for one's own 

program, lab assistants, and coordinator's time, are prohibitively expensive. Making online 

language support work is also labour intensive. If assistance is not forthcoming from upper 

management, who are not generally to be seen as 'early adopters', then one has to have faith and 

energy, and frod ways to solve the cost problems. Language support memes which demand that 

every department integrate its own support throughout its learning program, disable online 
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support. This approach endorses uninterrogated memes which do not in fact apply to online 

learning. 

Berthold Brecht wrote an essay called 'Towards a Poor Theatre', in which he pointed out that 

the practices of European theatre presupposed several unquestioned ideas. Many ofthose ideas 

related to the economics of theatre performance: the costs of splendid settings and comfortable 

opera houses, the concept of the night at the theatre which involved dinner, wine and evening 

dress, the cost of lavish sets, rich costumes and many performers. It followed that theatre 

productions served the rich with what the rich wanted to see. He drew attention to the fact that 

if drama were to perform any sort of social function, then that function was precluded by the 

generally accepted norms of performance. Beckett's play Waitingfor Godot, for example, can 

be performed anywhere, and its bleakly universal message is not undermined by sumptuous 

settings. This concept of a 'poor theatre' made possible the evolution of African protest theatre 

out of township drama. 

I would like to suggest that similarly one can - and must - question the accepted memes of 

computer language support: the shining lab, the expensive workstations and customised 

programs, the hidden IT team maintaining an intranet, the computer-literate students from good 

schools, the lecturers with time for a one-on-one relationship with smiling students who self

access and self-manage their own learning, the university funding for systems and materials for 

each student, and finally the multi-media materials development team who quietly post HTML 

lecture support materials on the intranet, manage the internal email system and respond at once 

to student questions. This system involves further hidden costs: the system which selects the 
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students, the firewall which protects the specially made HTML materials, the low lecturer

student ratio which allows time for this sort of operation. 

Few South African universities have such resources. And having the resources does not 

guarantee quality in the delivery of learning - though one has to concede that it is better to be 

over-resourced than under-resourced. In effect, even in highly resourced universities, the quality 

of online delivery is, so far, dependent upon the initiative and resourcefulness of a very few 

individuals (Washington University, Seattle, is a case in point: seminar and presentation at the 

University of Port Elizabeth, 2000). 

The expenditure which is most needed is an expenditure of energy, ingenuity, good will, team 

work and time. So with gratitude to Brecht, and to Darwin, Dawkins and Dennett, we may 

question the expectations raised in us by advertising and glossy computer magazines and the 

wired-up learning systems of the first world, and get on with the job of getting our students 

online. 

How does one start? Using programs to teach with is labour intensive, as is making software. 

Contrary to the expectations which its power raised in the 1980s, the computer does not make 

life easier, only different. But the difference is qualitative, and worth striving for. Computer 

language support can be implemented without institutional support andlor state-of-the-art 

facilities. It involves team work among IT departments, student assistants, lecturers, software 

managers, funders and administrators - and it includes networking to integrate learning methods 

with the discourses of client subjects, to assess student performance online, and to put in place 
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models for evaluation of the process and the programs. Evaluation feeds back into both the 

future development ofthe process and revision of one's own software and other posted materials. 

In 1998-9 we did not have resources to buy site licenses for expensive programs like the Oxford 

Advanced Learners' Dictionary. Our own CD had to have site licenses, to be loaded for multi

users in our own computer lab. I used E4E, adapted materials from the Internet, but decided to 

begin with Microsoft Word as a generic writing program since it was already on the institutional 

pc's and therefore free to us. If there are no funds available, but the institution has a computer 

lab, it may be that time can be booked in two hours a day, or even two hours a week, quite a 

large number of students can be helped. 

I wrote proj ect proposals and reports on the work of the previous year (1997), and sent 137 

requests for funding to business and industry, both local and national, selecting companies which 

had previously funded language projects, by choosing names and addresses from conference 

reports where they advertised as sponsors. 

Some institutions have departments which deal with corporate funding. Different businesses and 

industries and municipalities will fund specific items: one may fund materials, or secondary 

education, another may fund computers, another research. Some may not fund salaries, or may 

want proof of the sustainability of the project. One can match proposals to the mission 

statements ofthe funding arms of companies or institutions. It is also important to comply with 

the memes or discourses ofthe day. In 1997, it was necessary to demonstrate that projects would 

contribute to transformation, and that they were bottom- up, grass-roots movements. In 1998, 
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the notions of outreach, community uplift and community development were important. In 1999, 

projects were best represented as sustainable. For 2000, one needed to show that one was 

producing a marketable product in line with outcomes based education and that language support 

was integrated, interactive, used authentic materials and was job-related. At present, 2001, 

professionalism needs to be combined with a proj ect track record of responsible financial control 

and audited accounting. 

Fund raising is time consuming, and not normally part of a lecturer's job description. We do not 

have training or experience in this field, or time to spend on proposals and funding and creating 

resources for projects outside the area of our normal expertise in mainstream English. On the 

other hand, it is success in fund-raising which has given our online-learning complete autonomy.3 

We are supported by five major corporations; our financial independence makes it possible for 

us to set up systems which work. I produce project proposals and reports at regular intervals. 

At the same time, our financial management requires constant vigilance, and entails some 

conflict with the institution. Because our funds, though earmarked for this project, are held and 

dispensed centrally by the institution, we have a cash-flow problem. Recording and managing 

the payment system every month for lab assistants is another time-consuming task. The project 

has even been faced, for months at a time, with no forthcoming funds to pay lab assistants despite 

a high credit surplus, because of institutional management's internal problems. 

3 

We cannot of course use donor funds for the deVelopment of English for Everyone, which is a 
commercial product, or for running the language support project for students, which I do on a 
voluntary basis, since I am employed by the University in the capacity oflecturer in the English 
department. The University does not contribute to the language support project at all, though 
morally it ought to provide for a project which is essential and which serves the needs of its 
students. 
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In 1999, we spent approximately R3000 per 5 x week course, which came to a total ofR12 000 

per annum. In 2000, we paid salaries for 20 student assistants, materials, site licenses, 

conferences, visits, photocopying, phone and printing, and our costs were R50 000. Our 

projected costs for 2001 are R90 000. We have an income from sponsorships of +/- R200 000 

for 2001. Standard Bank has proposed entering into a sustainable relationship with us, which 

allows us for the first time some security. We are also supported by Billiton, AngloGold 

Education Trust Fund, Port Elizabeth Municipality and the Caxton Group. Two other companies 

have promised support for 2002. Our institution does not fund us. 

It is essential to have the support of the Information Technology [IT] department. Technical 

difficulties are the major factor which disables online teaching. It is a truism that IT 

professionals are over-stretched and, at times of urgent need, unavailable. Discussing their first 

'not very successful' attempt to integrate their program into mainstream teaching syllabuses, the 

CAMESE writers (University ofNatal), commented that the process was 'bedevilled by technical 

problems' (Geslin and Wade 2000: 8). Their experience coincides with the experiences of 

'unexpected technical and administrative difficulties' reported by the UCT project: 

Botched arrangements for student logins .. .inefficiencies, illogicality, miscommunication 
and passing the buck. .. UCT's support services ... seem to be wholly inadequate for a large 
organisation on the brink of going hi-tech. 

Walton and Clark (2000: 6) 

It is tempting to imagine that it will be easy to provide online help for students because one is 

using the 'right' ideology, but opinions about online teaching are only untried hypotheses until 

one has striven to solve the very real IT, design and management problems, for web sites, 
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intranets, lab time, supervision, troubleshooting and teaching methods. 

Part of my solution to the gap between concept and implementation has been to employ 25 third 

year and honours students in four teams to help with the project. There are 2 IT teams (computer 

science and physics students), a team of writing consultants (mostly arts or management 

students), and a lab teaching team (mixture of computer science and arts students). They are paid 

R12 per hour, for a maximum of 40 hours per month; they also gain work experience for their 

cv's. The IT teams are given workshops by a member ofthe IT department, to whom they are 

'apprenticed'; she can also call on them when she needs help. I also provide them with 

workshops on what language support means, and with instructions and materials. 

One needs to create two sets of materials for every course, one for the assistants and for the 

students who attend the writing lab. The assistants provide lab supervision for the project, 

according to a timetable, and also teaching assistance. They clean mouses, (re)install software, 

format disks, check for viruses, enable disabled machines by re-instating icons and removing 

screen-saver passwords and other bits of mischief that have been set up to thwart the next user, 

manage the computer disk storage and checking system, manage the lab timetables, allocate 

logins, store materials, check when students have completed the work of a course and provide 

certificates, open and lock the lab. Without them the system could not function. 

This is not the whole solution. Spares are needed all the time, and machines have to be 

constantly checked, especially when used by either new users, or worse, by bored CIT students 

who like to experiment. Institutional politics have to be managed on an ongoing basis, especially 
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now that our success has attracted other groups to the lab. A working system enables other 

groups to get started. 

In 1998 viruses forced us to close the lab for several weeks. We now provide clean disks free 

of charge (paid for by the Project), and retain them in the lab, so that they cannot be 

contaminated; we classify, store and issue disks (catalogued by date, time, and student name for 

individual users, and by course for groups). We re-use disks each year. When students want to 

print, they have to book the disks in and out. We now have fewer virus problems, although the 

other labs on campus are constantly affected. 

We are trying to move away from the course mind set, towards true asynchronous learning, by 

providing materials to be worked through, with assistance, when asked for, from the student 

assistants. Given that the labs are always fully utilised, the system will therefore always have 

the same number of users logged on, but they will not all attempt to log on at the same time, at 

exactly 8.1 0 or 9 AOam. Most institutional systems do not seem to be ready, yet, to accommodate 

the intensive use which is already required of them. I post tasks in read-only format in a shared 

folder. Students can access the tasks, save them under their own names, and complete them. In 

order to complete them, they have to also use E4E and other software. 

All of our English Communication course students are (2001) now logged in, and are 

extraordinarily enthusiastic. Where in 2000 they were compelled to attend the traditional course 

by our assigning marks for attendance, and marks for up-to-date cardboard files, in 2001 they 

work on long after the lecture period is finished, and have turned in high quality reports. 
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Language support can be the task of the English department, or of the departments which need 

the support, or of a separate cross- or trans-disciplinary department or groUp.4 The 'Writing with 

Computers' project grew out of the work of the Writing Centre, but is now moving towards 

mainstream use in the English department. The Centre began with voluntary writing respondents 

who as staff members of arts faculty departments (English, Sociology and History) provided a 

one-to-one consultation service for student writing problems. There are many flaws in such a 

system. Lack oflinguistic knowledge, an ad hoc approach, lack of time on the part oflecturers, 

problems about content of work where lecturers were non-specialists, the impossibility of 

providing guidance about the process of drafting and editing, and student hopes for a quick fix 

were only some of the problems. The Centre acquired a full-time coordinator in 1996. I began 

English for Everyone to make materials for the Writing Centre computer, to help students to help 

themselves. The program took on a life of its own, and collaboration with a colleague became 

a fruitful association. When the coordinator left, we decided to pay student assistants instead. 

Students now accommodated with online language support are 

.. 'Writing with Computers' students (from all faculties) : 200 per 5-week course, 3 courses 
a year = 600 a year 

... English Communication students : 100 a year 

... Business Communication students: 50 groups with 1 user in each. 

4 

There are several possible models. It has been suggested (Orr 1996:37-42) that the ideal location 
for language support courses is outside both the client departments and the English department, 
in a separate department where the language practitioners have dual expertise: linguistics or 
English and science, or history, or social sciences. It has generally been the expected role of the 
English department to provide all language support courses, despite unwillingness and lack of 
specific training. Gill Sturtridge (1997) suggests that 'the success ofa self-access centre lies in 
the successful management of its introduction into the institution or educational 
system' .Sturtridge (1997: 68) 
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Total per year = 700 students 
English for Everyone students, in small groups, who learn to access the available 
software for themselves. 

We try to group students according to their discourse needs, and provide materials using 

Microsoft Word to support them. All students follow the same process however, to achieve core 

skills. At the same time, almost all of the students we help would not otherwise be computer 

literate, even on graduation. They voluntarily choose free computer literacy help, and receive 

English language support by default. 

Successful performance in terms of writing and thinking capacity is enhanced by computer 

literacy (Walton and Clark 1997: 2). Word processing programs are, by definition, designed to 

support and improve the performance of writers, even though, as Walton and Clark point out 

(and this parallels 01:lr experience): 

students did not make specific connections between the computers and their writing 
(other than general references to 'typing' and 'communication'). In 1998 we aim to 
organise the course so that students will connect the experience of using computers to a 
deepening of their understanding of academic discourse and to a new consciousness of 
how the computer can be a part of their own writing processes. 

Walton and Clark (1997: 13). 

It is perhaps useful to emphasise the obvious (because it took two years before I thought of it 

myself): that in order to run online language support helped by student assistants, using a generic 

word processing program, one has to provide double sets of materials and instructions, one set 

for the student learners, and a different set for the student lab assistants and consultants. It is not 

enough to provide the lab assistants with the same handouts as one gives to the students, and 

expect them to be able to help students. They also need theoretical workshops. 
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II> Set 1, for learners, takes students through a task related to their major course needs: for 
example, the second lesson might contain: how to retrieve their work from the previous 
lesson, make tables and enter data, write a paragraph summing up what the information 
means: how to make sure that the paragraph appears at the right point in their reports, 
how to save their work with a useful file name, in the shared folder. 
Set 2, for lab assistants, tells them to: check login codes: assist with file names: check 
disk labels: make sure students can retrieve their work from the folder, trouble shoot if 
they cannot, make sure they save again at the start of this practice period: work through 
the content assigned to this lesson: know how to help with report format: make sure that 
5 minutes before time is up everyone has saved: store the disks in the right boxes, record 
hardware or software problems ... 

Each practice time needs a new set of materials. But the materials can be stored and refined. 

The program E4E can be used 

II> in conjunction with MSWord 
II> for consultation: to provide a course called 'How to use E4E' 
II> to make separate courses such as 'Report Writing', 'Solve your Own Language 

Problems', 'Syntax', 'History of English " 'What is Linguistics', 'Planning and Writing' , 
'Literature and the Canon', 'Editing', 'Layout', 'How to read Poems' - there are series 
of materials for all of those, and many more, and each provides links to explanatory 
levels and associated topics. 

E4E can be used asa resource for many different specific courses; lecturers can select particular 

fields or paths or even single screens, and use them to provide integrated writing support in their 

own courses. It can be used as a resource, along with, for example, The Oxford Advanced 

Learners' Dictionary and Encarta. It is important to stress that online language support does not 

compete with courses such as End-User Computing, or Computer Science and Computer 

Literacy, particularly since our courses are free. Certificates for short courses should also 

specify that the achievement is in writing with Microsoft Word, not in using Microsoft Word. 

We do not teach using a typing tutor, although the tutor is available, because practice using it will 

fill up all the time we have. We teach basic user skills, such as opening and closing work, saving 

on a disk with a file name, using tools to create clear layouts which enhance the subject the 
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students are learning. We help students to be aware of the roles played by fonts and layouts in 

producing 'good English', of the appropriacy or inappropriacy oflayout styles and sizes, fonts, 

planning, research, editing, proof-reading, re-writing using cut and paste, spell- and grammar

checking, spacing, and so forth. We train students that their writing presents themselves, and that 

care matters. 

Students learn extremely quickly in a non-hostile, non-competitive environment, and after 5 

hour-long practice lessons, produce competent work and willingly return to practice and extend 

their knowledge by themselves. Students teach each other naturally. While students prioritise 

the computer skills they gain, they are in fact enhancing their English and communication skills 

- the primary objective of the course is not the ostensible objective. The exercises they type 

use the discourses of their own disciplines, so that they connect the computer with the subject, 

and also learn by immersion, by helping each other and by being assisted by their peers. 

Enhancing literacy in the computer lab distances professional English from its association with 

the old communication course. 

This beginning is stage one in a process towards full online language support. We do not use 

grammar exercises or syntax or cloze exercises, though we show students where to find them in 

the program. Students learn by doing the work they need to do for their courses. I substitute the 

spell-checker and grammar checker, editing, proof-reading and peer-assistance, for the traditional 

idea of 'practice exercises'. In my opinion (and see Collett 1996: 50; Milton 1997: 237; Menck 

2000: 224-237) the necessary first steps to language enhancement can be accomplished in this 

practical way. Good layout and clear thinking and ready resources enhance 'writing', which is, 
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for me, the same as saying they improve 'English'. 

It has been said (Last 1992: 239) that one ofthe 'dangers' of computer-assisted language learning 

software is that they divert learners 'away from language acquisition into other skill areas like 

learning how to type. Many packages have attempted to overcome the typing bottleneck'. The 

emphasis is mine, drawing attention to the implicit and unquestioned ranking of 'language 

acquisition' (a high level activity) over 'typing' (a low level activity); the choice of the word 

belittles the cognitive aspects of input and layout which go in to writing with computers, and it 

also sets up a false distinction between form and content. It is difficult for students to learn to 

type for the first time, but do it they must, as all of us have had to. The word 'acquisition' is 

itself patronising. At tertiary level students are developing and enhancing, rather than acquiring, 

special discourses and strategies. 

All students need to be computer-literate, and there is a sense in which learners can not be said 

to be linguistically competent, or competent in English, if they can only present their thoughts 

on hand-written sheets of paper. The mouse has changed the nature ofthe problem. In English 

for Everyone, to which students progress in Course 2, any answer is but a click or two away, and 

the 'typing bottleneck' no longer exists. 

Test-driving English for Everyone showed that I had made assumptions about the intuitive nature 

of how to use the program, and about how students would apply the program to their work. 

Before most novice students can use the software, they in fact have to be helped to 

II> maximise and minimise windows, or use the window menu: so that they can move from 
their word-processing document to English for Everyone, consult E4E, and move back. 
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use the Window menu to select from among open files, to move freely from one to 
another, and to copy and paste from one to another. 

~ access E4 E. 
II> use Internet Explorer toolbars and commands 
II> understand special vocabulary and concepts: browser, web site, menu, navigation, URL, 

www, http:// 
.. understand E4E menus, navigation and icons 
~ navigate through the program and understand the shape (map) of the program 
II> use the program to find answers to questions. 
~ work in groups (this alone needs very taut management) 

Students had to be taught things which I took for granted; for example some expected to be able 

to type within the English for Everyone program (this option is not available on Mark I), and 

they confused 'home' within Englishfor Everyone with 'home' for Internet Explorer or Netscape 

Navigator. The first group of L2 students struggled initially to understand the function of 

English for Everyone as a resource. The assumption I made in making the program, and in 

introducing it to colleagues and students, that the use of English for Everyone itself is self-

evident and intuitive, was shaken by the frequency of uncomprehending responses. Introductory 

help and tutorials are important. On the other hand the student assistants grasp intuitively how 

to use the program, and use it for themselves with enthusiasm. 

A positive development which has grown over the first three years is that I have now evolved an 

infrastructure to teach computer language support on various levels from simple layout and 

editing processes, to the core academic needs of all tertiary disciplines and fmally to exploration 

of other systems oflanguage, discourse-specific and resource-based, integrated with disciplines 

and interactive in most of the expected senses ofthe word. My colleague has to be thanked for 

his work in producing the computing innovations which make possible the interactive and 

integrated components. 
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We now use a shared folder on the internal network, where students with specific login codes 

will be able to use materials posted in the folder which I can also access and edit. I teach 

communication students in this way; the lab assistants manage the support of resources by their 

presence in the lab. A second group of communication students, selected alphabetically before 

this part of the project became possible, and assigned to another lecturer, continue to be taught 

by him in the traditional way and so act as a control group. The computer science department 

is interested in this and in distance learning, and potentially fruitful cooperation is possible for 

the future. 

The assistants teach by doing, not by lecturing; their role is facilitative, not authoritative. Our 

teaching style has been allowed to evolve in response to student attitudes to the courses and also 

to the maturing ofthe assistants. Although I provided workshops and instruction for assistants, 

they evolved a group ethos and bonding of their own about what they were doing and why they 

were doing it. This phenomenon also occurs in the learning processes ofL2 students in English 

literature, particularly in second and third years; students reproduce not what they have learned 

in lectures or from learned articles or even set texts, but what they have made ofthose resources 

while studying in groups. A shared perception of 'what the English department looks for' carries 

more weight in the study group than individual readings. Facts themselves get lost. The result 

is a statistically improbable resemblance among answers from up to one hundred students, when 

the materials provided in lectures have been diverse and wide-ranging, and when the questions 

asked have not been predictable. 

This phenomenon has reappeared in the lab, but in contrast, in this new situation it can be 
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exploited to the advantage of all of the participants. Assistants pay lip service to my 'English' 

and systemic functional linguistics workshops, but persist in perceiving the courses primarily as 

computer literacy or end-user computing, as do the learners. They also persist in teaching 

'unpacking the topic' and 'topic sentences' and other passe memes oflanguage support, despite 

my overtly systemic approach. They are fully convinced that some words (nice, very) are just 

'bad English'. I accept this, and take a secondary role, imparting ideas about the integrating of 

content with layout to individualleamers as I assist them personally. I do this because my 

apparently secondary role in the process of teaching and learning is, I suspect, central to the 

success of the system. My role is not in fact a secondary one, but a primary one, because the 

materials, the software, the infrastructure and course direction are provided by me, from behind 

as it were. I suspect that what students perceive themselves to be doing when writing is as 

important as what they do. When students produce competent work, and make use of resources, 

I have no objective means (and as Halliday says, there is no need) to determine whether or not 

an abstract process of 'understanding' has also taken place. 

One major revelation for me- has been in relation to multilingualism in the lab. Lab 

assistants teach in the language they feel most at home, or the language the learners initiate with. 

Code-switching is seamless. Teaching is on a one-on-one basis. I make no comment either about 

the appropriacy of English or of a multilingual environment in the lab. If! have announcements 

I wish to be made to the class as a whole, then the student who makes the announcement (never 

myself) most frequently uses Xhosa. The language selection is their own. 5 When I asked the 

5 

The assistants are 23 male, 2 female, both in the computer lab and in the writing centre. I do not 
know why women have not volunteered to assist, and have not succeeded in finding an 
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same assistants in a workshop what language they wish to teach and learn in, they were adamant 

that English, and only English, is appropriate. They then continued to use Xhosa in the lab. 

Students help and teach each other unselfconsciously. Materials are in English, students write 

(mostly) in English6
, but converse with lab assistants and with each other is in Xhosa, with 

seamless code switching. This is an area in which research might be interesting. In 2001 some 

teaching will I hope be tape-recorded for further research. 

The needs ofLl and L2 students in the courses differ in degree rather than qualitatively. All 

students need to acquire professional skills and develop the vocabulary and technicalities oftheir 

specific discourses, but some more than others. First language computer-sophisticates are just 

as innocent of editing and layout, format and structuring techniques as are their disadvantaged 

peers. Computer literate students also tend to reproduce information from the web without 

digestion or editing or even thought, replacing understanding with layout and microsoft clips. 

Computer support offers the amount of back-up students choose to seek, or are advised to seek, 

for themselves; asynchronous courses allow us to match teaching to the stage at which individual 

students perform. 

Another interesting development is in spin-off projects, initiated by student assistants. They 

explanation. Of online learners, the sexes are evenly divided, and learning progress is equally 
fast. 

6 

I have been surprised to find students who have completed their tasks filling in time by writing 
in Xhosa with extreme absorption: poems, autobiography, church notices, prayers, and in one 
instance an account of a dream by a female students who was in training as an inyanga in Xhosa. 
They always select capitals (caps lock). 
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have visited other universities Rhodes, Fort Hare, University of Port Elizabeth, and the Port 

Elizabeth Technicon (September and October 2000). They have initiated relationships with those 

institutions, without my intervention, and plan exchanges of information and personnel. They 

have begun schools outreach workshops, also without my intervention. The assistants are writing 

a group project article on their learning experiences to date, which I hope they will be able to 

publish. They have also initiated a Saturday School for matric students in local schools. The 

practice oflanguage support is moving towards a concept of shared tools, resources, skills and 

support. We see ourselves now as instruments to send students out, equipped with skills which 

can spread. 

But although in theory new technology might seem to offer the potential for rural outreach 

programs and a capacity for distance education as an immediate consequence of technological 

innovations in the lab on campus, in practice the dream of computers-in-the-rural-areas is 

unrealistic. Security, manpower, sustainability and technology are all against it. Students and 

schools will have to come to the centre to learn. 

A corollary of online learning is the expectation among lecturers that it will provide online 

assessment as part ofthe package. Assessment and interactivity are used as though synonymous, 

and the genuinely interactive learning aspect of online learning usmg software 

asynchronously, diagnosing one's own needs, self-access learning and exploration is rarely 

noted. Assessing prior learning is not the same as teaching. Computers cannot yet respond 

intelligently to student input. Artificial intelligence can provide 'intelligent' programs to solve 

one particular problem. It is not possible to program responses to the quality of continuous 
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prose, or grammar-checkers would be more sophisticated than they are. Online assessment is 

of necessity pre-programmed and simplistic, involving closed, not open questions, and simple 

tasks. This is clearly not a valuable pedagogic procedure for tertiary language assessment, 

although it is invariably used to assess the level of 'interactivity' of a program. It can be used 

to provide students themselves with a measure of self-assessment, however, or to assess prior 

learning. 

Assessment online needs to be scrambled or randomised, if students are not to learn the correct 

results very quickly. Test templates may perhaps be better than set tests. Assessment of students 

in support courses has also been problematic. Assessment presupposes correction, that is, telling 

students that they are wrong, rather than providing the means to allow students to diagnose their 

own problems (parkerson 2000: 118; Naidoo, Langenhoven and Felix, 2000). Courses do not 

justify their levels of interactivity. The success or failure of support courses could in part be 

determined subjectively: by whether teachers taught such courses willingly or as conscripts, 

whether students attended willingly or as conscripts, and whether any improvement of 'language 

use' could be noticed in the mainstream disciplines which support courses supported.7 

'Improvement' itself is a subj ective term. It cannot be easily measured by performance (marks), 

because marking of 'English' is subjective, even with a marking grid. Ifthe course is perceived 

by students to be too easy, or to be aimed at students from disadvantaged backgrounds, the 

7 

I am using the word support course at this point to refer to both special purposes courses and 
modules designed to improve language skills, whether integrated with mainstream courses or 
not, and whether taught by English lecturers or not. The term does not here refer to foundation 
or bridging courses, which I understand to include wider issues of university adjustment and 
preparedness and not simply language issues. 
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course itself may even be the cause of failure. I would like to suggest that improvement 

correlates with whether students are motivated (attend without threats or penalties), seem to 

know what they are doing and why they are doing it, hand in work which is laid out proficiently 

and clearly (not just 'coloured in'), cover the ground work of the course, use referencing and 

editing techniques, use the library, and so on. This is an oblique way of defining language 

improvement, based on the negative observation that support courses which teach grammar or 

syntax or 'language's to mass conscript audiences have on the tenns above not been successful. 

There are several ways to test factual learning about English online. Two major assessment 

procedures, the TOEFL system (American) and IELTS (British), are sophisticated, and both try 

to incorporate checks and balances to compensate for culture-bound usage and to allow cognitive 

and linguistic ability to emerge. Assessment in online language support can be made on the basis 

of the final work produced by students from disks which have never left the lab. If students 

complete the work of the course, and print a professionally laid out task (hidden commands are 

taken into account), they receive a certificate of competence. There is no test. Not completing 

the course is equivalent to not passing the course. True assessment takes place in the supported 

discipline. 

L2 proficiency in this area can be equated with perfonning the task well. The distinction 

8 

I am using the word language here as a non-technical tenn, to refer to the layman's 
differentiation between overt teaching of the surface structures of texts and of techniques of 
'writing', and the teaching ofthe content of texts (literature). 
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between competence and performance becomes a matter of semantics. The mathematician Roger 

Penrose suggests the same approach to understanding as a systemic functional linguist: 

'Understanding has as much to do with patterns as with individual words' (1989: 24). Students 

who use clear layout techniques, and perform spelling and grammar checks and low-level 

editing, pass. At this stage, clear layout is taken as an indicator of planning and 

conceptualisation. Headings and numbering will make sense and the work will form a coherent 

and cohesive whole. Disconnected headings and absence of coherence / cohesion indicators 

(numbering systems, conjunctions and adverbs) indicate absence of planning and structure; it is 

usually the case that editing and proof-reading are then also inadequate. Peer evaluation and 

group projects, where the competence of each participant affects the final evaluation of the 

project, also enable acceptable performance. 

Cognition is more difficult to assess. Intelligent use of headings and numbering systems, 

abstracts which really do sum up the whole work, conclusions which have been thought about, 

and so on, are indicators or markers of cognitive understanding o/the task in hand. It would be 

unfair to read those specifics as also analogues of the intellectual ability of the student. If the 

correspondence were so simplistic, IQ testing would be easy. 

Once novice writers demonstrate their willingness to engage with their writing at 'the 
idea level, not the word level' (Kellogg 1993: 10) then they have crossed the divide 
between the lower order and the higher order thinking skills. 

Naidoo et al. (2000 Conference paper) 

The division between 'lower' and 'higher order' thinking skills is chimeric: the word level is the 

manifestation of the idea level. Naidoo et al., the designers of ADAM, a writing 'self-assessment 

tool', are rightly quite clear that they wish to devolve responsibility for assessment from the 
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authority-figure to the learner. How, is still not fully answered. For further discussion of 

assessment and feedback methods see Parkerson (2000: 118) and Sue Starfield (2000: 102), both 

of whom argue for flexibility, and for providing students with opportunities for self -

improvement and self-diagnosis. Alderson, Clapham and Wall (1995) provide a thorough 

analysis oflanguage test construction and evaluation. When students decide for themselves what 

sort of help or support they need at any given point, they are in effect assessing interactively their 

own learning progress. E4E also tries to enable self-assessment. 

Evaluation is undergoing changes ... away from psychometric testing and into educational 
assessment (Gipps,C. 1994 Beyond Testing London: The Falmer Press) ... Leaming and 
Teaching are no longer viewed as two separate processes, but as an interactive process. 
Assessment functions as a link between learning and teaching. Formative assessment is 
ongoing feedback during the learning process, whereas summative assessment 
summarises the process at the end. Hence assessment oflearning is ... an ongoing process 
from the very beginning ofthe course .... Thus testing is only one instrument out of several 
(including portfolio assessment, exhibitions, performances, group proj ects, self- and peer
assessment, etc.) 

Smith (1999: 220) 

Smith also draws attention, when measuring second language performance, to the 'strong' and 

'weak' senses of 'performance tasks'. She asks for 

a distinction between an emphasis on the completion ofthe vocational task in real life of 
which language is a means, and the emphasis on the quality of the language used, the 
linguistic side of the task. In the former there is a variety of professional and personal 
variables to be taken into consideration, whereas in the latter, the isolated language 
performance is being judged. The strong and the weak sense of performance tasks is a 
major issue in ESP testing for vocational placement and certification. 

/b.(l999: 222) 

On balance I prefer testing which evaluates knowledge of how to do things. In place of language 

practice, I prefer practical actions like peer correction, using spellcheckers and other tools, for 

example Hurford's useful Students' Handbook of English Grammar, and various web sites (for 

example John Eastwood's 'Grammar Forum' at URL http://www.oup.co.uk/elt) to help with 

immediate grammar needs, and students might rather be shown how to consult them than taught 
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the basics oflinguistics. We should also agree about the standard and kind of English which is 

being tested or assessed as one of the goals of the course. Decisions have to be made (and our 

methodology has to be accordingly adapted), about whether we want our language support 

courses to produce 

~ second language writers and speakers who appear to be of first language standard? 
~ students who are not spontaneously perfect speakers and writers of English but who 

know how to follow a process to achieve competence in specific projects, by consulting, 
team work, using the best tools and technological aids. 

Uncertainty and ambivalence about standards has repercussions both below tertiary level, in 

schools, and above, in academic publishing, journalism and other formal written English 

contexts. 

There are online assessment methods in operation. Daly (1997) for example, produced 'an 

interactive learning environment' called RoboProf: 

a program that attempts to encourage and monitor a student's progress throughout a 
course. Progress is controlled by dynamically generated online tests. 

Daly (1997: 1) 

Daly suggests that students are encouraged and motivated by assessment. His program allows 

student users to select only tests available to each, based on previous performance. It is 

manifestly more difficult, however, to apply this system usefully to discursive subjects like 

English than to Daly's field of computer science, as Alderson et. al make very clear. 

Evaluation of Courses 1998-2001 at Vista University 

Because online learning is new and exciting, it is tempting to believe that it must therefore be 

best: 
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In a recent end of semester survey, 90% of the students ... reported that they preferred a 
course taught using the web to one using print sources. Certainly, student satisfaction is 
not the same as student leaming,but such resounding endorsements are difficult to ignore 
altogether. 

Kelly (2000: 3) 

Walton and Clark (2000: 4) note the temptation to 'computerise the entire EAP curriculum', and 

they suggest that a corollary to the syndrome is a new binary between the programmers and the 

programmed, the knowledge receivers and the knowledge providers. There will surely always 

be this binaric division. 

It is perhaps too soon to expect genuine assessment of computer programs for language support 

in South Africa. Walton and Clark (2000) also provide a useful online discussion of procedures 

for educational courseware evaluations: 

Evaluation... is critical both for good design and development and for directing 
modifications to projects. In order to show that interactive multimedia can deliver high
quality and cost-effective teaching to students, we wish to have both qualitative and 
quantitative measures of its impact within courses. 

Walton and Clark (2000:1) 

The Multimedia department team at UCT have installed an admirably wide evaluation model on 

a sound theoretical base. Part of the model specifies the testing phase which the Vista courses 

are at present undergoing: 

Software programs traditionally go through several phases oftesting-usually, a period 
of alpha testing by the programmers themselves and then beta testing by a select group 
of users. 

Walton (2000: 1) 

'Formative' evaluations are those which take place as the program develops, 'summative' those 

which evaluate end-user experience of the program in the classroom. With hindsight, we see that 
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fonnative evaluation is important; nevertheless, it was not a practical project for E4E. It is wise 

to assess needs, canvas support and funding, adapt the product to fit the perceived niche(s), and 

introduce it for feedback to stake-holders before embarking on the creative process of making 

a language support program. This process is being followed for tlJNEup, the program from 

academic development at the University of New England, Australia. They have however barely 

begun, and have ignored E4E in their calculations. In our case inspiration followed by the 

creative process preceded the practical affair of needs analysis, testing, evaluating or selling the 

product; indeed, it was so exciting that work began the next day and continued for two years, 

with a final spurt as publication became certain. The syndrome is apparently a common one: 

I had been so intent on the creation of my site, posting my online syllabi, scanning and 
marking up texts, inserting useful URLs into assignments - in other words, focussed 
entirely on changing my pedagogy - that I had given little thought to what these 
changes meant for my students' learning. Badly afflicted with FDS (Field of Dreams 
syndrome- "if you build it, they will come"), I had lost sight of one of the most 
essential goals of the teacher, namely, designing my courses in ways that improved 
student understanding, rather than making the course simply more interesting, fun, or 
easier to teach. 

Kelly (2000: 3) 

We did not market or promote the program ourselves. It was based on years of traditional 

teaching experience and research, and was designed both to dovetail with the mainstream 

teaching needs of a particular institution, and to provide asynchronous, resource-based learning 

for tertiary students at various levels oflanguage competence. It also made use of the most recent 

computer technology and screen design methods. 

The program was also completed without being demonstrated to colleagues, to protect copyright 

of the concept. In a field where change is rapid and intellectual property rights difficult to 

defend, we decided to finish the project and gain copyright before sharing it. It is now clear that 
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obsolescence will not catch up with this program too quickly, because of its inner complexity and 

outer simplicity, and its wide range. It is also simply too labour-intensive a job to copy the 

concept. It is unfortunately easy, however, to copy the product. 

In our work on Mark II, we are in a position to evaluate separately different aspects of the 

project. Again Walton (2000: 2) provides useful guidelines. She outlines 'Instructional 

Adequacy, Curriculum Adequacy, Cosmetic Adequacy, Te~hnical Adequacy, the Adequacy of 

the development process' as areas which require separate evaluation. She mentions the 

'Adequacy Chart' provided b y Cronje a t 

http://hagar.up.ac.za/catts/learner/eel/Conc/conceot.htm.This chart is more readily 

applicable to online materials posted for different courses than to a large program like E4E where 

structure is its strength. 

Sturtridge (1997: 68) suggests that online language support succeeds or fails on the strength of 

the following ideas: 

II> there is a need for development programmes to help teachers become aware oftheir new 
role as facilitators when working in the centre; teachers need to be trained to stop 
teaching students 
learners must be helped to consider their own working styles and strategies and to relate 
these to the work they are doing. 
centres are accepted or rejected by learners on the relevance of the materials they have 
on offer 
different cultural backgrounds ... foster different strengths and weaknesses in 
learners ... Ignoring traditional learning styles completely can make learners feel ill at ease. 
One example of this would be not making allowance for learners to work in groups in a 
country where learners work well together but feel threatened when working alone. 

II> there is a need to provide for 'the student explorer' as well as 'the student practicer' ... the 
self-access centre which provides only language practice is one where the materials are 
largely graded grammar exercises 
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It is clear that her conclusions, in an environment different from ours, serving different students, 

for a different purpose, are very similar to ours. 

An advantage of a program on CD or CDRom is that tests can be formulated in the program in 

such a way that learners can be directed to further information or to exploration in response to 

their test answers. In other words, the program is learning process, assessment site and resource. 

Tests produced internally by institutions using their own materials on intranets, on the other 

hand, can only have this advantage if the lecturer concerned is prepared to do the work. 

Lwanga-Lumu (1998: 126-7), in an article full of archived 'memes', which purports to discuss 

the present state of the art, makes exorbitant claims for and assumptions about online support 

and assessment, betraying incomprehension, and also lack of awareness that materials written 

in 1989 and 1990 will no longer be relevant. She says: 

Furthermore, Butler (1990.iii) states that unlike human beings, the computer does not 
suffer from fatigue, boredom or lapses of memory. The computer and its secondary 
storage devices can hold large amounts of data whereas the minds ofhuman beings have 
much humbler capacities. The computer therefore gains, to a certain extent, over the 
human language teacher in its extremely high speed of operations, its relentless accuracy 
and its huge capacity for storing information. 
Furthermore, the computer can easily generate learner-centred, self-pacing activity and 
the proportion of teacher-led to learner-controlled activity can change. Above all, the 
computer offers choice: programs can be called up by the adult learner at will, so that he 
can assume mastery of his own language learning experience .... 
Wyatt (1982 :4) has summarised the following advantages of computerisation: interactive 
learning, with the student receiving immediate feedback on answers; highly 
individualised instruction, with the shape of the lesson adapting automatically to the 
student's demonstrated ability so far .... computers ... have an interactiveness which gives 
them occasional value as makeshift teacher substitutes ... 

Lwanga-Lumu (1998: 127) 

While attributing superhuman powers to computers, she throws in the word 'easily' as though 
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the programming were done by the computer and not the programmer. She suggests that 

'programs can be called up ... at will' - which programs? And which programs provide lessons 

which 'adapt automatically to the student's demonstrated ability' with 'immediate feedback' 

which is more than 'right / wrong'? 

Another concern which has been expressed is that online learning will dispense with the 'human 

touch'. The nature of the learning process may change, but fears (Last 1992: 244) that human 

interaction will be lost are unfounded, because, at least in our experience, the role of the lecturer 

is more complex and demanding than ever before. The teacher, and two or even three student 

assistants, have to be physically present in the lab for every lesson. Materials for both students 

and assistants are needed for every lab period, either posted online or printed. Those who feel 

that the formal lecture in some institutions still nearly two hours long - is an expense of 

effort in a waste oftime, may prefer the new medium in order to see students gain a more holistic 

approach to their own learning and their marketability. Last's discourse is self-revelatory: 'The 

computer ... can never replace humanity. If it does, we are all doomed.' (1992: 244). He wants 

a 'dedicated, live, human teacher motivating a class of eager learners', as though computer 

learning is not provided by 'dedicated live human teachers', as ifprograms write themselves, 

and workshops and timetables and tuition and lab management do not require much more 

dedication than turning up to give a two hour monologue and then going home. 'Motivating' and 

learning are not the same thing, and the word 'doomed' carries with it apocalyptic connotations 

inappropriate to a professional, inclusive, unemotive view of education. The top 2% of students 

for whom European universities have traditionally catered will find something for them in 

language support programs, something less Amoldian in the sense ofloss of a glorious past, and 
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more practical as a way into the future, than Last believes. The risk ofthe 'hollow and alienating 

verbosity' abhorred by Freire (1972: 45) lurks in the lecture hall, not the computer lab. 

Results and analysis 

I have been criticised by academic development because I did not extend help at first to all 

students; at the same time, academic development, and the education department, are the leaders 

in the call for 'integrated' learning. Neither has constructed a strategy by which integrated 

learning, either online or in the lecture hall, can be implemented without major staff 

redeployment. The innovative structures in place at VeT were applied in 1998 only to 

Archeology, History and English (Walton 2000: 1). In 2000 and 2001, we have accepted all 

comers. This makes integration of the process with specific disciplines more complex, but we 

are beginning to gather a bank of materials specific to different groups and with the same core 

learning plan. 

The 2001 project provides materials online, as phase 2 of English for Everyone, so that 

discipline-specific testing and practice is now possible. This project has been made possible by 

innovative and exciting programming by the co-producer of English for Everyone. 

The only control group up until 2000 was the non-computer-literate students of third-year 

English in 1999 and 2000, who study the same literature course under the same conditions, with 

the same lecturers as those who have followed online language support. In 2000, assignments 

by the newly computer-literate group gave evidence of an over-all increase in thought about 

planning and stucture, and were also, for the first time, proof-corrected and clear to read. The 
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atmosphere of enthusiasm which has been evident in the computer courses carried over into the 

third-year English classroom. The marks were 10% higher than in 1999. This year (2001) 

communication students have been divided into an online group and a control group. 

The courses were successful in achieving: 

~ the ground work for full online language support 
~ computer literacy for those who had never used a pc 
~ professional competence in presentation, which in tum enhanced cognitive skills 
~ report writing skills online, with better data presentation in tables, lists, etc. 
~ better work in third year English 
~ upgraded marketability of potential graduates 
... faster learning 
~ work experience for assistants 
... financial support for assistants 
... independent initiative and resourcefulness by assistants in addition to our program 

(Workshops, networking, outreach) 
~ multilingual language support 
~ research and data by assistants which provides benchmarks for 2002 
... work by a group of assistants which may be publishable 
~ enthusiasm 
... bonding 

The courses are unsuccessful, in that they have not: 

... found a formal place or niche in the institutional structure 
~ involved colleagues, who express willingness to support online learning but 'not yet' 
... achieved independence from bureaucratic restrictions of the budget 
~ propounded their theoretical base, either linguistic or pedagogic, to colleagues. 
... exploited their potential as short certificate course money earners, serving local business 

and institutions 

Analysis of results 

The learning process disrupted some certainties about language, about teaching and about 

computer assisted learning processes. In the computer lab, theory met practice with 

unpredictable consequences. What students, programs and computers 'should' do is not the 

same as what they actually do. Computers can be time-consuming and troublesome, programs 
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have gremlins, and students learn much faster than expected. The self-evident status of English 

becomes less apparent the further from the academy one moves. The process of online support 

is, in our experience, enormously democratic. 

An important result of this learning process is that the firmly held belief that the language of 

instruction should be the same as the target language has been disrupted. I have allowed student 

perceptions and student motivation to over-ride theoretical positions, and have allowed the 

linguistic dynamic in the lab to evolve rather than impose my own preconceived ideas about the 

necessary role of English as global communicator. One consequence is that I have tentatively 

reversed linguistic positions I would have sincerely defended two years ago. 

I have not managed, yet, to introduce into the courses materials which enhance cognition, 

although English for Everyone encompasses this. The reasons are both practical and logistic. 

Phase 2 (2002) should increase the scope of the learning we can offer. 
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CONCLUSION 

What ... gives language ... the Jacility Jor constantly adapting .. .its semantic potential? The 
answer lies ... in its stratal pattern: a language is an orchestration oj interrelated levels 
oj semiosis. 

Halliday (2000: 229-230) 

In his most recent work, quoted above, Halliday sums up more concisely than I have succeeded 

in doing in this whole project the understanding of the evolving dynamic of the inter-related 

systems oflanguage, and the relationship between those systems and life itself-. 'the human 

condition'. The power of mental maps such as Halliday's enables the transformation of a holistic 

vision into its analogue, a holistic program. The virtual world is, after all, an image or surrogate 

for the real one, in which language and life play equal parts. 

It is this kind of conceptual map which the grammar of the hyperlink has made possible, so that 

a world of phonemes can be transformed into Mitchell's 'City of Bits'. Programs which list 

things to do, or list mistakes, or itemise language entities, do disservice to the power the new 

medium offers, and represent language only to the same extent that a pocket dictionary represents 

either language or life. 

In the year 2001 we have just set foot on the coast of the digital world. The learning process in 

making programs for language support is just beginning. In this project, I have tried to 

encompass the variety of fields which need to be explored and absorbed by the makers of 

language support programs: linguistics, sociolinguistics, psycholinguistics, memetics, computer, 

pragmatics, management and economics all need to be considered. 
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The major debt is to Halliday's systemic functional linguistics, because his rigorous account of 

the systematicity ofthe human-linguistic interface enables ways of making language programs 

which other linguistic theories do not. The second debt, a related one, is to Dawkin's perception 

that units of culture evolve analogously and within the same paradigms as genetic evolution. 

Systemic functional linguistics is itself essentially an evolutionary account of language. The 

evolution of language and of cultural units allows understanding of the relative and contingent 

nature of academic Englishes. We need therefore not 'lock in', as Sunter expresses it, to one 

mode, one standard, one English or even one language, in educational language support. 

Webb made a reasoned plea for regional approaches to language use. His attitude meshes with 

Halliday's descriptive, as opposed to prescriptive, linguistics. It has until recently been the case 

in South Africa that models oflanguage support have been authoritarian and prescriptive, and 

that corpus linguistics and lexicographic principles have been relatively unknown. It is still the 

case that prescriptivism rules, in terms of a judgmental attitude towards language support models 

which do not 'cast the memes' of 'integration', 'interactivity', 'learner-centredness', 

'authenticity' and so on, even though those terms do not transfer readily or naturally from 

courses to programs. 

Language support programs need to be considered in tandem with teaching rather than as an 

autonomous substitute for teaching. They do not pose a threat to the human touch in teaching. 

Rather, our experience has shown that they reinforce teacher-student contact on a closer, one-to

one basis. Using computers for language support also does not 'free up' lecturers to do other 

things - the process is intensely labour intensive and demands hours and energy whic~ support 
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courses have never required. There are problems: students, and student assistants, tend to 

perceive online support as end-user computing and as a skill to add to their cv, while language 

problems are absorbed only secondarily or subliminally. Support programs need to mesh with 

the established institutional infrastructures. Power vacuums created by transformation and by 

the move to outcomes-based education have destabilised the systems within which online 

learning should be sited. IT professionals are willing but always overstretched, and without their 

support online projects cannot succeed. The World Wide Web and online learning are, however, 

here to stay, and there is no longer any point in asking wrong questions such as whether courses 

are 'better' than programs or what the difference is between surfing and exploring the web. 

The bench-marks for a good course do not transfer automatically to the new medium, because, 

as in any creative act, the medium itself enables design principles and parameters which must 

by definition be different in the new environment. Design is both enabled and restricted by the 

possible. The pleasure in creating something new is a challenge to extend the horizon of the 

possible in every direction. 

New programs may be requisitioned by publishers or universities from specialist teams, and may 

be used in new computer labs, with specialised work stations. But programs can be made as the 

result of a flash of inspiration, and online learning can be achieved in labs with minimal facilities 

using old computers. The new have-nots need not be those who are denied access to the 

information ecosystem. Making good programs costs time and energy, not money, and using 

good programs is possible, as we have demonstrated at Vista University, on old 486s with only 

8 or 16 meg ram. It would seem to be the case, on the basis of the evidence, that technical 
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problems and management difficulties are similar whatever the economic level ofthe operation. 

Student learning difficulties are also similar. New modes of student assessment and course 

evaluation need to evolve with the new methodologies. 

Finally, at tertiary level, the needs of both first and second language students can be satisfied by 

online asynchronous learning and an exploratory self-access approach to language support, which 

side-steps the problems associated with compulsory foundation courses. A large program, or a 

variety or suite of programs, can be tailored to integrate with most academic disciplines, since 

all participate in the shared core of formal academic language, the language which, for the 

immediate future, all tertiary students need, regardless of ideology or post-colonial desire. The 

core may be seen as the methods, themes, and tools which may be applied to specific, discipline

indexed materials. 

It is in the interests oflanguage support teaching to prepare students, not towards an abstract goal 

oflinguistic competence, but towards what they will be paid to perform in the job market of the 

region in which they find themselves. Language support programs should therefore enable 

students to diagnose and find solutions for themselves, for specific problems for which they will 

need answers. A well-designed program should allow students to navigate their way easily, 

without special assistance, through the systems of language use and tools, skills and resources 

which a program can offer them. A program used at tertiary level can in fact accompany students 

as a resource for the rest of their working lives. 
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APPENDIX 2 

The navigation view of English for Everyone 

The following pages fonn a complete chain, with 2 attached to the right of 1,3 attached to the right 
of2 ... The centre of the navigation view is on page 5, the Home Page of the program. 

In this \·iew, the hyperlinks which connect screens and topics to each other are invisible. This view 
is supplemented by the core image in Appendix 5, and also by a hyperlink view, which is not readily 
printable . 
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Appendix 3 

.4 DiclionOli' ollhe Older Scollish Tongue (ongoing) ed Sir W Craigie, Prof A. J. Aitken. 
Chicago and Edinburgh: Chicago University Press. 

The articles for Olll \ .. adv ., adj. , prep., interj ., written by B. Jeffery (1974) . This anicle illustrates 
sense di\'isions made according to collocations, not primarily according to 'meaning'. As 
systemic functional linguistics states, the meaning of a word is its use in context. 
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OU'RTWINCKLE 

i~:\ ~ (pJi1;l wald <: h(,I1 ':: <' ,::" d .~"Id ii' k id " I' 1"11 : 1I1·: ."J~ . rill>. 
1307 (Ballll .) . Brcall ;; tllc \, " pill w;, r "~ I Ih ""~' r ;;1ll : II I '\ '; ,·i l h 
it war f"r till o llirturn thame :111, ST L \\· ."~T 1"-1 .'. Tile ,"0-
sc: ry \'<:in g uf the l":ing 's C ( ,\ · (" n ~lnt .. beG lnl (' th e :-;r J\"c..'Llignl' 

ingync t o O\'nturne <'piscopaci (' . 1 bj '} Il .\I 1.1 . 1 L I . I IS . 

b. To turn a round . Il· \· crse . change C"llljd CI(·I\· 

(a judgement , inlentiull , un<l(rt~ll.:in g ). 
Irous en tent Our·twrn~ · s skilful jugcllll'nl. NllIi .• N. -15-1. 

Giitis .. o\lrt\lrJlls t he wordi s q l f\Thttllis llH' n\ .. : h' (f r(f ll}/ i .~ 
Lawis fol. 100. . 
Ou'rtwlnckle, v" r. of On: RT\\"I:< KLE , ' . Ourty-rf. \·ar. of 

Ot:RTIRYE I'. Ourule, va r. uf OeRLE >1. 

(Ourvolt-,) Oureyoltit, p.p. Vaulted u\·er. - :\nu :dl the 
greis ourevoltit war and s\"l it: .-lIe;:. (Ta \·nl.) I I 1-1!. 
Ourvolve, Ourevolve, -wolve, ". (' On' adl·. ! :1nd L. 

l!olvere to roll. turn . hence 'to turn o \·er . !a,. ;l si(i<" , ullk s~ tile 
uriginal read ollJ'n·oh·il ' !lot turned V\"l'r " (0 "'{>I'oi .r :l11d 1.. 
revolt'ere to turn uver) and the 1 is an ('rru r. ) -- For l"'ss\"Iw s 
quhilk occurrit on .:ace Ourvolu\"t I f:.". Ollre \Voluit I: Nul}, ;'. 
Ourevolvit ofJ this \'olllme la\' a sp:.Ct> . \)()L'G. \'11. 1'rlll. 15-1. 
Ourwade, v. [lIIE. (once) OI'CI,wad )J . p . (\\"ydif), ()E . o/er

u'adall.) Ir. To wade across. - That .. he sliid mak that rn'"r 
sa Iytill that a wyf passand the c(>lllree ,; ,dd noch 1 W("le hir 
kneis till ourwade it; HAY I. 37 : 1(1. 
Ourwelt, Overwelt, v. Also' oure-. P. t. and p.p. -welt it, 

-weltyt, -welt. [OIJR adv. 2, On:n .Ia'; ' 2 : WELT V. : cf. :\IE. 
over-u'alt p.p. (14th c). pres. t. (14th c.;. and mod . Yorksh. 
dial. ower-. oc·c,·u·c!I. Onh' in Do ugl;:)s.· a. :1'. '1'" tllrn I)\' cr, 
throw over or down . b. i 1lIY. To tll m blc (. , ·cr. - . a . Olll', 
weltyt [Ruddim. oller welti!: e\"k with " r,'S Fr"ill thar ior· 
stammys the bullyr brays ::Jnd raris: DOl"(;. \'. iii. 7,. 1&. \'1)1. 
xii. 37 . With hys left fut hes he P:1lla s ded curps omwelt: 
lb. x. viii. 137 . To hungyn in ballanc\! .. tJlIlIa!ll the I' o.s:1 11(1 

wecht ourwelt [v.rr . oure welti( to de: Ii<. XII. xii. S(). -- b. 
Oul'weltis Rethus in ded thrawys atan\" s .'\nd with In's l1<'h '5 
smayt the RlItiJian plany,; Dove. x. \:ii. 105. . . 
Our-, Overwelter, Ourwalter, , '. 1'[,' s . p. also ourweltrand. 

[OUR adt'o 2, O\'ER ad;' . 2 ; \\·L1.TI-:I< ;" . II' . and iii / I' . '1',', [ull 
over. - The l'ageand storm Ollr\\·('\tral1d SII' . ""rw;!Itcrand . 
Ruddim. ouerwelter and . walh' se, 's: \) V l · .. ; . \ ' 11. l'r,,1. I .~. 
Woddis he\'rdis Hokkis c";ltait-- ~11<1 'nll'n <')"r w\!ltl'r;!"d " 'it!, 
hym [Sc. a boulder] in the deip glen: lb. XIl. xi. II",. 
Ourwend, Var. of OVEHW£ ?' D ,' . 
Ourwomen, 'I. [After Ot:RMA:" J/ . ~. Abo Ov('ri s wOln:.l" .~ 

A female chief arbiter or jlldge. ha\'ing th(, casting \'otC'. _ .. . 
Certane honorable jugeis .. and \"!llll"hile the I.J'h' ne . . ;ts 
odwoman or oul'women; 1507 Art .• III 469/2. 
Our-, Owr-, Ovir-, Owerword, 11. ' OL' H adl·. ') "I' tJ .. -\Iso 

in the mod. dial. as ouoerword etc . j Th~ bmden or refrain of a 
poem. - Ay is the owr yord [v.r. ouir wordi off the gest Ciff 
thame the pelfI [etc.); DU!'B. I\"iii. 4 (:\1). Gif 3c h'ke to pllt 
ane owerword to any of thamc as making thc la5t h 'ne of the 
first verse to be the last h'ne of cllcrie "ther verse; J A~lES VI 
Poems I. 83/3. Each . . t o make a extcmporor\" sonnet .. the 
ourword being Uti cucou ",e?le "'I {(ulre; 160.') LA lJ DEl< .I )''111 . 10 :;. 

Ouryhoude, -yhud, -3eia, p.t of OlJRGA v. Ourys, var. of 
OURIS possess. pr011. 
Our-3e1l', Oweryere, a . lCt. l;tter Sc. (r70 ~) and north. 

Eng. dial. over-. oweryear (uf all animal) kept U\'er frum the 
preceding year.j Left over from the preceding \·C'<lr. <If old 
stock; superannllated. antiquated. -. ix ('Ine o{ the I,ingis 
:lIIin taffeti quhilk remanit <lur "lL·ir. '5 " "; Fr, ·,' '' ' .~(( . 1\' ! ,i . 
No more into [sc. songs) oweryer,· I·. (t •.• jaiAr .• . </11''' 'ii" ''' .•. 
Ires delyte ; ] AMES VI Poems J. 33 i 2,"'1. 

Our3ude, -3hu(y}de, p.t. of ClURG.' i'. 

Ous, val'. of Us pron. 
Ousett. (Appar. the same as e.J11.E. .. . <cd (qti2). v.\cl. ,,-,seli 

. some kind 01 woven material. app. of \\"0(,1 ' (0. E. n.). \\'h"reas 
it is easy to connect ouset/ with north . :'IJ E. and Sc. wvrs,'1 
worsted. a similar derivation of oscl. 0.<-,(11 does lI(,t seem 
possible.} - 30ur bairieit and 30ur ""s('lt e,"dl "f gr,I\ ' : 
HENR. Fab. 679 (Bann.). 
~ush, vaL of USCHE n. 
Ouschewing, var. of ESCHEWI;>;G vbl . >I . (a,·o iding) . ... - yllr 

ouscbewing [of innocent bloodJ; I .')()() Cal. 5,. P. lJI. I .'i. 
Ouss1n(g, pI. of Ox n. Oustage, var. of OSTAGI': 11.' 

Ouster, val'. of woster WESTER (/. - Un the wcst end uf the 
kirk befoir the cl'aftis loft the first ouster pew: 10.50.-1)')' Chari . 
196. The ouster pewes; lb. 

I 
h _' l Lc c ( r,)", : (Lc. o'{--<-
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Oustler, \';) r "f t") ~ TL.-'I~(E II . Ouswaill, v"r. of USUAL a . 

Out, ,.. :\ I~{) : oute , owt. P. t. :1l1d p. p. out(t)it, -ed, 
owtit. )IE "iflc(ll (I-lth c.), (Jii'/e (11 , e.m.E. ()ut(e, oid, 
f. the ;1(1\' .' cr. OLlltial/ to expeL ] 

1. Ir . 'I'll eject , expel, get rid of. 
likane (,f thir 'the hart . the Ie\'er & the harm's; has his 

c!cng\' ing plas quhar he m:t\" Ollt his superflllces & clenge him; 
c 14~ 0 Llbey Ca/(hul< II. 44~ . 

b. To expel or dismiss (a person) from (of) an office, 
minist erial charge , etc. 

Cv tllmon in t he later 17th c. esp. as applied. freq. without 
comvlemcnt. to clergy turned out o f their charge: sec also 
OL'TIT ppl. a. 3. 

(I) SO far a s th(' ~' c<ln impede it by outing and discounten· 
:Jncing hi,; ministers [" iz. c(H"enanting ministersJ; DURHAM 
COIll>?1alldmelll S (1Ij73) -1 S. To show that the bishops have not 
been ollted b\' law: SHARPE in \Vodro\\" Hisl . (1828) I. 50. 
J. GORDO:-; H isi. 1 I I . 65. The prelates are now busied to fill 
the places of 011 t ed ministers, especially in the west where 
ma niest were outed; \\'. Row Blair 437. Upon designe to 
alit them [the clerks] that there may be ane vaeancie for some 
freind; 1678 Edll1b. B. Rec. X. 348. COLVIL Whig's Suppl . 
(1751) 99. SHIELDS Hi"d Lei Loose (1797) 219. PITCAIRI>E 
Assembly (1766) 31. ;l10re than 300 [of the episcopal clergy] 
\\"ho were outed b\' the rabble: SAGE Fundanz. Chari. Presb. 
(II,,);) Pref. . 

(2) That act", : of I <>-lyj .. b~' wich he was outted of hes office 
anti place of lo rd the,allrcr of the kingdome; BALFOUR Aml. 
Ill. 435 . Since I was outed of mv ministry; CARSTAIRS in 
\\ 'odrow Hisl. (Iti!S) 1. 405. Some .. stood out (against their 
diocesan bishoP! and were ollted of their livings; FRASER 
Polichroll. 445 . 

2. To put out or issue for sale; to release for sale; to 
sell. 

And gif he outtit nocht the said ~etc.) .. betuix this & [etc.J; 
153'~ .·lbnd. B. Rer, MS . XV1. (Jam.). Frencheclaith and silks 
.. 1,Jllhilks for to out with dow bill met and mesure; I 57~ 
Sal . P. xxxiii . 343 . Twa duso lln off symmer scheip skinnis 
to hawe bene owtit and sit\Jld be him in siclyk . . maner as he 
suld happin to sell and owt his itwin guidis; 1590-1 Crail B. 
Ct. :\1S. 9 Feb. 1601 Edi'lb. H . Rec. V . 280. Nor to oute the 
same :.It ane higher rait nor the trew uorth; 1627 Reg. Privy C . 
2 SeT. I I. 162. A calling .. to out Christ and his wares to 
co untre\' buyers; 1637 HUTHERFORD Lett. (1671) 55. Mair 
lossit be turnowr lying besvd him and not outit; 1640 Glasgow 
Trades Hou se 208. This Farquhar outit his myttie meill upone 
the honest peo ple of the toun at aile heighc price ; 1642 
SI'ALDIl>G II. 101. 

b. To spend (money). 
The said Jhon conwoyit .. the pcrsewaris gold siluer and 

wtheris guidis .. to Queinsbrig and ow tit and wairit the 
samin thair; 1590-1 Crm/ lJ. CI. ;\IS. 9 Feb. You will find 
hands abllndance where to Ollt itt : I hy) BelheL·ius Rediviv1<s 
oil in Fugitive Poelry 2 SeT. 

c. To issue , utter or circulate (counterfeit money) . 
Prentit within the duelling houssis .. and tressonablie outit 

the samin amangis our souerane lord is Iiegis; 1598 Crim . 
Trials II. 75. Of the quhilkis tha\' tressonablie outit ane to 
the s:1id l>allid HaHis ",die: I('(~ I lb. 353. Hc .. coft ane 
brLlllne mcir for the CJ uhilk he tressonablie outit and payit 
xxiiij poundis of the said fals gold; lb. 52. False and counter
foote copper penneis weI' brought .. and outted among his 
majcsteis subjects as good coyne; 1°34 Cochran-Patrick 
Coinage J L 40. 
3. In non-material applications; To exhibit, display; 

to utter, express; to vent. 
To 0111 one's heart UPOll (another) . )·to pour out one's heart to' . 

to confide in. 
(I) His bryd , hir bewty sett asyd . Had littil than to owt hir 

pryd; Rob Stene 3. His majeste promesis that hir majeste sail 
be satesffeyitt to hir honowre . . quharin his majeste owtis na 
dowt; C 1596 Milne-Home MSS . 63 . He knew .. how to gyde 
his turne with the gritest of Scotland and had outit his tumis 
aganisthame; 1010SC. N.6-Q. 2 Ser.l. I. Thisoneinvent
eth a lye, another venteth and outeth it. and a third resetteth 
it, like coyners, spreaders and resettel's of false money; 
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Out. (/(/; '. i(lti l . j .\bc): oute. owt(e, outt ie, owtt(e, 
ouit \ t ;\lHI L·T · \II ·: . ; \11(\ (' .mY. n,t/ V (I;lI (t' et c .. ()\~ . 

1(.t ; ; ti St ) \1 E litt' . {' Ii/c' . (JF '1/" . () llt\\·;lro ~ . o\lt ,; iti l'. !ll 

eX Is te nce. (JI\ t. 
T he pre'p . (() Ill b . (h: T or ;,; sep" r:1 Ie '" t rca ted . h ,r 01 her 

con s trll ( t i ( ,, ~ ~ wit h pr (' p~ . . as with {.f n o t jllllll(' rliate l ~ ' fu Il. n\' · 
ing the ~ d\' (,r lI·ilh .ira. sec bel()w. C.g . 2 d . I ,) k . e t( . 

( hie l'" in c losc ( )!) jllnc tion \\·it h H' rlos (i ncllid illJ.: t he \'t'rb 
10 /or where its lI~e rese' mbks t ha t () f ~ p rell ie. :ltlj .). 

J. E :\ prl' ~ s ing mo tion or direc tio n o ll\\\'arck hI . :1nrl 

tr.n:s/ 
1. a . From \\ 'ithin a n enclosed space or irolll its 

norma l position ill "'()melhin~; :lbo . so ~ I " to occupy 
'a positio ii l )('~ 'onrl or outsio(' of th:lt pre\'iously 
occupied . 
\\' ith Ir . \'e rb" . : IS I,,·i ll {; . {a .' I. d i ll~. dra w, lal .. ,el. ICl ke ('tc .. 

and with i l:lr . \·crbs. ~s brisi . ( 1Il11 . i s( I!. n(.« h et c.' for man \' 
further examples scc' thesc and other \ ' ('rbs of c:<pIIIs ion. 
withd ra w:d . r(;l('a~c o r movement. 

( I) Th~ t .. alle of his e\'nc suld be p ll t nu t : 11.", I . ~ 9S ! 2 5· 
He .. tuke O\!t a bll ke' r,f his bosum a nd bcga ll t o rcd C' : l b. II. 
0 1.~ 3 . O f an I' sc hip sc he wald stryk 1I11t the svd(': . ~/ex . (Ta\m .) 
29 (; I . Be th a i \' ntr~\·. pili out a nd m a k a l q\l~ · te : Re~i,,1. Prin e . 
I I. Ollt with suerdis thai swang fra t.,air schalk side : Col . &
Gau·. :; () 2. Than with ane stew stcrt out the stoppcll of my 
hals : DU:'<B . Tlla .~Jar . 11'. 339. H e h a d assa\·t .. Hvd (~rekis 
covert with irnc to halle rent owt : DOl'G . II. i. 7/. The assys 
deip . . DOlin dyd thai cast and scrap is owt a tam's The hait 
amYfris ; Jb . XI. v. 63 . Owte: LY :'<TI S at. Proc la m . 173. Bot 
wordes past ou t cllm m is not a gainc : :1/a ill . !!. I."\' ii . ~. 159 2 
BI<rl/l islaud B . Ct . 2; Scpt. (sce OlJTS": TTI:'<(; v"'. 11.2 a ) . 

b . Infif. a nd spccial phrascs. 
Ou te be thai tane of the bukc of Id e: 14 .. S latut . S r . CI! . G. 

Cast Ollt all cair; Duub. App . x . 3S. The m a ll'd ictione o f thc 
pure Sail on 30W and 30m seid indurc Vntdl th a t 3e be rlltit 
oute : LA L' DER Off. J.:i,lg s 48 1. 0 th ow preis!. . graif owt the 
prec iou s st anis of godlie doctrinc ; WI~3ET II. 57/9. To study 
to take out this lesson of self-denial ; DURHAM Subtile Self 4· 
His wyfe haweing brocht Ollt thric childrein ; 1053 Gla sguw B , 
Re(. II. 270. Ye may even greet Ollt vOllr e \'en hols : \\' . 
GUTHRIE Leiters Horning 6. 

c. With ellipsis of the verb. 
I n imperative passing into interj: see OUT interj . 
The men than owt on full gret h y ; BARIl. XVII. 099 (E). 

Joh a nnes oute with thc sword apud J)ere ; 1406 Aberd. B. Ru. 
(S.H .S .) 22 8. Thav schup to a rmes thair was bot vp and out ; 
Alex . (Tavm .) 21(1). Out with 30llr hOliling~ ; "lolnG . /IIi $(. P. 
xlvii i. 14 I . 
2. Out from a building or encloseo place . 
See also C.~ST v" IscH 1'. 1 ana '2. ISC HE\\' t· . 1. LEPE I'. I and 

RUSCH v . for examples. 
The basare than ,. so n ll\'nt hyrr owt ; Lp~ . S. xx ~:i. 90 2. 

Qllh a sa c\· ir . . sellis his lande .. he sa il be innouth and sail pas 
out ; A cl; 1. 30/ 2. \\'itl1 that Will Swane come sueitand out; 
Pebli s to Plav 191. Stam's and spyrngaldis th a i cast out so 
fast; 11',,11. VIII. i7i. Certaine of the castell mcn wsehit out; 
PITSC. II. 1 1/16. 

h. (To go or comc) out of doors or into the opcn. 
F or .. ga ing out with the bellyuilcll the corpis is liftit ; 1()55 

Lanark B . Hec. 150, \Vhat ails our lairds that they come not 
out to hear the gospel preachcd' R E!>:WICK Srrm. '299 . 

C. Const. at (a door, gate, window) . 
Pietie .. privelie out at the dUTe is gone; K. Hart 360. The 
compleaner . , is forced to beg his meat out at the yrnehous 
windowes; 1628 Reg. Privy C. 2 Ser. II. 215 . 1638 Dumbarto?l 
B . Rec . 55 . The doug was amissing having imediatlie gone out 
at doores ; 1061 Black Sc. Wilches 43 . 

d. From captivity or danger, lit. and fig. 
See also BREK v . 2 a and 9 and LAT v. lac for further examples . 
The bischope .. Iniungit hyr heileful pennance & of wane

hope put hire oute; Leg. S . xxxiv. 207 . Quhair thair apperit 

.~ rt ' a l d ~lll g(' r :1 1HI d tilit . I.n\" ill g t tl Lt,d , it " " \\".tll fn,: ht \\"t"ill 
(J Ilt ; STI ,: W .\"':T :)t l! ) ~-1 . . \RHC T H .'\:OT .1/ ,1111 . r ', \: .'I X . 11..). I wish 
C(dl () nC'11 \l( ' il1,ie :, \\ '\'r g'llti])I ' 'lIlt I IP'1I1 Ilak. \1> 7 1 h'l'p . 
.111'1I 0 ; f ; .\lSS . " . 
3. a . :\\\' J~ ' (r<lIll a pl:icc . 
Sec' ;1\ , 1) I> Nl\ ' E , '. I d (2). Ill'~J) I, . 1. .\'1' ; '. In r. and Pl ' T 1'. 

(n r fur ther ('~;.J lnpl cs . Abo t" ifll "Jut " ,, / : ::-: I ~ ,'" H ot:~ )) I' . sand 
Hl'~ J) ;'. a alld ()l'Tlll'~ J) ; ' . 

\\ ' ;rhdru w )ow IHlt marc lla st C' lh" .'L (· " II .. 15<) " .-\nd therc
fo re . . 1 b ro ltght o wt nulhillgc wit h lilt b it t t he' c\nthrs was {Jilt 

Ill e; 15 ; .~ 1 '111' Q . . H a n · ,\1'1' . elii . Till' Hn th erfoordswith grit 
reno w lI COII \'o \'ed the t own o f j (' dbfl<;; h lint . Hri d S ri ·ire 24 . 
In th e .. intcrtei n n ing e,f a ll im b ,, ",i t nr is Se~ nt ont tlr (liming in : 
( I (JOo A berd. Ca ll1l (i t Lrlt . I. '10. 

b , ,\\\'a\' from the shore , to se<l. 
So th a t th e G rekes schippcs ilkollc .. Tiel. " ;tli thc dOl \' con

tinued owt : 'f ro l·-bie . II. 17~1) . The re bc ·lli s wsllit o w't in a 
h ',a t ; 161 5 Hl g)dal/(l P. III I~.'i . S I(JlJ .. il'n ( hit owt thair 
boa tis; Ih . 

c. from o ne's homC' . 
I v iII pray \'OW ~cnd all the siluer vc can ge tt . . ovit \'yth the 

hors; 1590 Wall s Can . 463. 
4 , \\'ith "crbs C':\pressing ('mission of bre:lth , wind 

or the like. 
See. e.g .. BL.\\\· 1' . a nd L.n 1' . 10 C . 

5. (T o direct) Ulit (a writ ) from a central authority . 
It sa lbe I('sum t o t he indge t o direc t on t inh ibition is "pollt 

th e inrrolTIC'tt our is : / lI sl;l. Ct . Sf ; S. 2; a . Tha ireftcr din:ct 
ou t lcttres th a iruponn ; 1588 Gle1larl1le), D oc. 
o. From oneself to another or others. 
With verbs of giving. sharing . spending or owing. as au'. 

dispelld. give. lat. Itn·. mele. Ii'are. qq.\'. for examples. 
7_ from possession or t'njoyment of something. 
For examplcs see L~y 1'.42 d. PAS t ·. 43. PUT 11. 

8. a. T o labour or ri; ·c out (land, into cultivation), 
sr. from llntill ed land : sec L.-\!30l;R ,I. I (:2), I~J\,E " . :llld 
cf . Ol'TBREKE ; .. Z h. Tn 1£'/11 out (:l ' room' in a coal
pit) ; see WJ~ , '. 
9, To buk , ca st, dinf'. . strike (lilt (a door , window or 

the like). Sf. through a wall : to bring into existence in 
this \\'ay. 
See BREI' v . 4 and DI!>:G v . 8 (5) for further examples. 
That na lv'chtis durris nor windois Eal be castin owt to the 

eist; 1502 Grey Friars II. 90. For striking out adore betuix 
the new chalmers and the Queens kiching ; 1618 M. Work s A cc . 
(ed.) I I. 110. 

10. With verbs of looking or seeing. 
As 10 keke. luke, se out, 10 luke straight 01// . ta 11Ike out blitlc . 

for which see thesc verbs. 
Cf. also sense 19. 

h. \Vith verbs of shining or the like : sec SCIIJ:\E , . 
and 29 (5) below. 

11. a. So as to project or pro trude 011 t \\':1 rds : sce 
also OVITIlROL'CH , THROUCHOL'T, THROW-OllT. 

To lat 011/ one' s hand (in enmity) agai11 .<1 another : s('e L.<T 1' . 
10 C (a). 
That, a s ane hyrch ollne . all his rout (;crt set owt speris all 

abllut ; BARL! . XIl. 354 (E). Haith heid and feit and taill 3e man 
streik out ; HENR . Fob. 2135 (H) . He .. so him raife all throuch 
the bodie out; Clar. Ill. 393. That wan farthest out; BUCH. 
COnllll.011 Virgil lEn . \'. 271. Strukin in at the knie with ane 
lanse and out at the buttok ; Hisl. Ke1lnedy 48 . 

h. So as to be opened or spread. 
See LAY v. 42 a (2) for further examplcs . 
Bot lawchis on Phebus lowsing owt his leivis; Bam!. MS. I. 

p. 52/10. By laying out linen cloath; 1671 CuI/en Kirk S. 18 
June. 

12. With to breke or brist : Into existence or activity 
of various kinds . Also said of flames or fire . 

See, for further examples, BREK v . 9 a and BRIST II . 2 band 
ct. OUTBREKING IIbl. n . 
The fyr owt syne in bles brast; BARD. IV. 129. Als sone as 

ever the warld was created, this wisdome brak out and was 
reveiled ; ROLLOCK W ks. r. 370. But pride & breaking out 
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but drnilll c,;;!1"i. Tllld:I!ll LId ... 1H',!!ill the 1]1 1;1)'1' \·11. 'll(id S,~'in' 
159, 

II. Of ),{"itiun () \l\~i <.k, 
13. a. In ;\ l,,)~i liun rl'sultin;: frtll1\ 11\{J\','nh'lll ()r 

expulsion from a l'i:ICC prc\'iou~h' ()('(.\\ l'il'd , ,\ Iso Ii'!!" 
I herd '\'IHlir mcn flit 5:1 \ '" Ih:lt his ;lll e C \' t ' S "'I:, 11,'1<1; , 'v, 

So" He 1:;ISC "lbnc i r,\ it \;'CS, ",'te, \\'y :\ 'r, \' Ili. 'i! .tl , Th" recic 
reiffar. . Held Ollt a g lnft in t a k \'n O(ll he l'rcw ;' Wu /l, 1:\ , II,,), 
Thocht nighb()lIris ai>II lItt wis IJir t ll llll g- C) "lt It o ()i;; th:lllH' Illit 
availl; Dlln; IFI:i I; 3 (Hcidpeth). 
Jig, \\'hell "'.\'11 is in wit is Ollt: Ferg, }'''''''. ~IS, '\<.l , 14.\3 . 

b. Outside :\ h(III~C , out of rionrs, c. \lut ;; itie an 
enclosed place, 
See also B .H D t', I ,~ ( 10) :lI1d Ly t' , 4 (2) for example" 
Also .tn' '" a lii , frum anuti1er place, from \)e\'oncl, 
(I) In ilke s\'d th«1 g"d n '\ I,wt To mel thal sallCt", Lt',!.', S. 

xxi\", 515, .-\ b la ke 11l~1l with hlak cloathc~, ,:Ipl'circd t o hl'r 
out among a whin hreir; 1647 Dllrh. (J1Ii,' , j , XXXIX . 1'4 ' 

(2) The sessio l1ne \'pelll sieJa " f signes ;It hame and report o f 
the taikines o f repentance from (lilt granti;; ;etc.:: IIJI 5 
Fraserbltrgh },·i,.k S. 2, June. 

d. At a distance from th e land; at a distance from 
the shore. 
Out-upoun-the- yle, 4 d . terre, uthall; 159.'i Orkue,1' Nmtals 

II. 105, It was a great pro\'idence that sc llo :a ship~ did Iv 
out at the fardes t ke\', C'JlIhairas gi f seh" haid Ivne ill , :(·tc, ; : 
1654 1\ICOLL Diary I !3. ' 

e. Out of posse~s i on of prOpfrl~' or OCClIjl :1 tl ()n of 
an office: see Ly ". 9 a (2) . 

f. Projecting , g. Extended, spread, 
Quhajr tltir twa rill{'ris meiti s !l ings o llir a gr"l c raig and 

stan des far out; DAI.R, I. 30/1 S. I , pring-I ~prollt; :VI\' 
leivis h' out; :-'10:<TG . . 11i.«. p, x\' .. 'i0. 

h. Around, 
All out the ches [F. T01l' eutaw' I'esche<]uicr ', b y Thl' knichtis 

of Grece to se the pl;l\'; .4lrx. II. 3,1>9. 
i. To leve out, to omit; see LEVI: ;'. 3 h . 
j. ? Out of favour. 

He spcikis na thing o f thame that is (llI t, Ilollthn gllllt' no r 
euiU, but /leis that p oi nt; BuclI. Deteel, (Ill , ) 14 2. 

k. Out . . off, = OCT OF prep , 8 a. 
Thathewasoutthatt~'mofiCummyrnauld: I·Fall. IX , 1(,,1. 

III. In the following senses the notions of motion 
and position are treated together, or are not con
sidered . 
14. a. To fall out, to happen: see FALL ,', 5 c. 
b. To fall out ill, to 'go off', 'launch', into (an 

activity or speech): see a lso FALL 1' . 4 g. 
Paul in. ,the auchtenth versc, considering that deirll(,~ f;Jllis 

out in thir wordis; 1599 HOLLacK Wk s. I. 382 .. -\nd th;Jirfoir 
the apostle . . fallis out in anc admiration of the dcipnes .. of 
the wisdom .. of God : lb. 

c. (To cas/Jail or be) 01lt (with someone), at \'ariance, 
at odds, at enmitv. 

Iff they shonld fa ll owt again. ,thcy should b ot h stand in 
the jugges: 11'54 SIII'lin!, .·1u/. II. II,. lk "aOIl" great mind 
to be owt with mc; 1657 ,11isr. Hi st. Sur. VII. J4 . Therc is 
nothing in Christ to bc C;Jsten out with ; HE:<WICK SemI. 445 , 

15. Of a fire or light : Extinguished. In to f!, 1I , to Pllt 
or to blaw, and to be, out. 

(I) And ay it [the firc] 3cdc q\\,~·t out away; Troy-bl.-. II. 4~8. 
(2) The Iichtis that wcr scne .. all the nicht lang wcr .. pllt 

out; BUCH. Delecl. (I i 2 7) 09 . 
fig. The bisschoppis Llastis bcing blawne Ollt and calmit ; 

MELVILL 718. 
(3) Quhen Iicht wes owt and durris wcs Lard; ])UI'H . xxxii . 

46. A fyre that is all out is cvil! to kc>ndle; C. ... HMICHAEL Prov, 
No. 106. 
16. To tak out, to untie (a lace). 
Na of his schone the laise tak oute [Vulgatc solvere] ; Leg, S. 

xxxvi, 1207. 
17. a. Aloud. Also out pla1le, To speke out, to speak 

one's mind; see SPEKE v . 
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ror f'lrther <.:x;Jmplt's st:e ilL'''' t'. 5, BlUST t'. 2 b, CHY V. (, ' I. 
This sang a hird "'itlI "flec nllt plant' .-\ll eirdlie jov rcturnis ill 

panc; DU:<R. x ii . 3 (~I ), Cil lhat 3,,"r graee n l' illit vpon Ille 

call . 3c micht g;n en' Ollt Ollir the cast ell wall : ROI.L .':-;O 
Srvell S. (, () () ~. j' ,.orli';l/{/( cn'ctlI out, 13\,;CH. Co",,,,, OJI Virgil 
.i~n. \'. 345. That n,,,,' mischiclIUIIS I'crs()\\lIcs feir nathillg to) 
rail out ag;linst that estai! : ]).'LR. I. 109/ 15 . 

b, To open Of puhlic know ledge, publicly pro
ciaimed, 

Sec also Gin, ". alllllsCHE\\' P . 2 for furtlIer examples. 
Scho wes cristinc bl,t fore d o \\t c To that t\'me scho leit 

nocht owte; LeI' . S , xxxviii. 104 . O\lt gais ane j)foc\amatiCoIl: 
BL'CH . D eleel. (1727) 25. (Th e Go\'Crnor] scndis messingeris .. 
with the fyre crosc .. :who; snIde shaw it out to al man: D .'LR. 
11. '297/18, That.. n:!ll be gi\'in out npone the Iyittes of th e 
de\'kins o f eraftis bot :et c .1; 1( ' 34 Edi'lb , n. Re( , VII. 153, 

1'8. a. With \'crbs of selec tion : from among a 
number of the persons and things concerned. 

See CIlESI': 1', I band \VALI': v. for furth (' r exa1l1pks and cf. 
OVTWALE v. 

Thall art scho that exam\']lis al hartis &,' ehesis out the 
f"nit hartis ; Porlcous Noblell'es 183/34, Tuclect and choose out 
a' discreit man; 1600 13k. Uuiv. Kiril III. q()O, 

b. With verbs of separation: see 2~ (II). 
19. \\,ith verbs of inquiry , sea rch , rii:ico\'ery or thc' 

lik e, intensifying or t:xpres,;ing- persistence. 
As 10 fiud, hlllll , Irnl, lu/.-r, " rill' , .'perl' (lut (ste these \'erl,s) , 

also 10 luke or sc 0/11 (nr (see 1.1..1KE 1'. 2 h ;,nd SI ': 1',). 

20. Expressing ~ompletion of t Ill? act ion of t he verb: 
To completion, to the end, entirely. 

(To lows , mak, gllil, red) alii. sec l.ow~ v. I! a, d, LOWSISG 
vbl. 11. 1. ?v!AK t' . 3(,:1 , (ll'!'!' ,' " I\En t , , ;wc\ cf. OL'TQVIT 1'., 

OUTRED v, 
Quh\'11 th;Jt he suld{' all the 1I 0 u! on that n'dyll t ell hyr owt 

And to tlwmc seh" sn Ide \(:l1e it ha],': \\' Y:<T. Ill. 18(,. 
Resoivit. esplicllvil red out: Bl'c/I, (Oil"';. (III l'irgil.-'En, \'1. ~g. 
I desire of the omnipotent (;"d tll;lt he would weave out the 
rest of the web o f my lift,: I~, BRUCE Sum. 230. lb. '24°. That 
even' man .. run O\lt the rink that thc Lo rd has sct before 
him: lb , 382. & encourage 1l1l' t Ll tile (,lIding Ollt uf the rest ; 
JAMES VI POfms 1. 101/3 2. A person found .. who taketh the 
broken cause of sinners,. and pleads it out and makes out 
justice; BII'I'II'G Wh, 343. Til build owt and perfyte the 
samyn [house]; 16/i }\'irk(1,dbr, B. J?rr, MS. 3 Jan . Have 
ye gotten yOllr wills out) There a rc' SOIl\C folk who must have 
alit their wills, cost what it will : CA HGI 1. 1. La/w'e lind Srrmo11 15, 

b. To fill nut . to complete. 
Giffin for vij t c lnc well us to fill ont xxij ! elne wellus bocht 

be the thesaurar .. to aile gret gOllne to the l<ing; I.'i0l Trws . 
.'Icc. II. 22. 

c. To mali o/(t, ill varil\\l s ;;ense,:: see 1\1.-\1-; 1'. 36. 
d. To reke (= equip, lit) (llIt, ,:ee I-{E}-;E ". e. To cast, 
furnis, lay out: see C.\ST ;', I:i, F\'I{:\ls ". I b, Lw v. 42. 

f. ?J n weakened ;;ense. 
The first course , ,wcs thoght meete to be full owed oute ; I (, I ,~ 

Higlt/and p, Ill. 136. Cod helpit me out m~' sel' tu save; 
G. STUAHT loco,Sf)" /) i,<c. ()4' 

g, To mark tlul: :-;<' t' \I.\Hh ;'. I (3) . h. To mrt Ollt: 
see ?llET 1', I b. 
21. a. (To drillk etc.) (lilt, so that the cup or vcssel 

is emptied. To play (o/> Ollt, see Cop II. h . b. Of :1 

container: Emptied. 
a. Gif any of the said "'yne be drllnkin Ollt or spendit; 1483 

Acla .'Iud. °123/1. 30llr muwth war lIleit c"in to drink owt a 
jurdanc; LYI'D. Sat. 2474 (B.) . lVI/ AI/chi . 3 , 

b . And :lIs the wattcr th a t ban; It awav was lore. The dam 
was out and it was lang to fill; Alex. (Ta~·m.) 3001. 

22. To the end of a period of timc stated or implied 
in the context, through; over, past. 

I sal be able to beir it out; BucH . Com",. on Virgil }En. IV. 419. 
That he Iingerit out his lyfc; Id. Deleel. (1727) 16. Bot ira he 
fand the tyme ryn out; 1584 SEMPILL SM. P. xlv. 226. Quhen 
the coronatioune was out; DALR. I I. 209/21. (That she] saIl. . 
remane thair wnWI the third bell be rung out; 1625 Fraser-
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burgh h'i,/, S. 12 U ( t. F:li : !J :-;il.n!ld llid(' ~rt.! I.'l1 ~~ :-\;\PI) ., ' :ll the 
root .. and stand (JIlt :tg;lill~t :ill :-:t,'''/l1t·~: IIqj HCTIIEI,;FOHD 

Lell, ((6,1) 1.'\1. () :'a ,\" ."t' , J \\ ' ,Hl birll' I t (111\' :111<1 I \.;,'1}\ ll!)\\" 

long it would ,'>lI1tilllll'. \\ '1. 1. :-:' 11 ( ' /,' 10,,. 11,', I),H ;I(/".r 1.'-' . (;iff I 
had stand it O\lt (1Il(, d~ ,' 1,,"(!C'r. thfli it ha d h"('11 \\,,·11. ('""Id 
ye not stay it li ut nne d ';I~ ' ll)'n~l'r ~ ,'h. 

b. To /1'. sland nlli. to 1)(' in ()pp()~iti()n or a rebl'l , 
to stand firm in a cont('~t til ha t t Ie: see Ly " q I> :mo 
STASO lJ. 

!'\one stoutlier stood ali t f') r t hC'ir hini :-';"r dio Ih(' laos o f 
Liddisdail: Reid Su .. i,., 1~ .1. 

23. 'following :1 nOlln phr:1~e " t:1ting a peliod of 
time : To the end, full\' . 
This were ci\'ile ten ,'herC' ,.,,,,te (Ollt\'ll\\"'oe \\' l'S: \\·":'CT. I". 

2 153 . Twa dayis owt as a d~pe tlwde ·(hrni·,' :t!1 the t(l\,'n th a re 
ran rede blude: lb. \'Til. I ~4.'\. W,,/I . , '1 11. 93 1 .. \nC' mOllcth 
out tha~' sojornit in that land : Cia,'. , '. 2(1<-1.1, Ib , 3027. Aile 
30ung COW of tUJ 3cir auld out price " j Ii .. 1.')qS B,.cchi" Te.'t. 
I. 164 b. 

24. Qualifying an adj . or ad\' , : l·tterly. thorough!.". 
(I) And for thi that thai dred me noucht ;\0\' thaim fer out 

the mar I mouch t : B.~RB . "1. (,f, r, (E), Th a i sllid fer out th e 
traister be: Jb . X\'II. 273 . 

(2) 3e sail wele owte mar pr isn lie: B.~RJl. \'1 1. 442 (E). Fer 
out: lb . X'·II. 273. He wanted na marc th :ln a schowI' For till 
hawe made h\'Jll bra\'ne·wode owt : \\· ' ·!' T. \'III. 2l>(,Z . 

25. All 0111 , completeh' : see ALL C. band ALLon 
adv. 
26. To take ill 01lt. to resent. 
\Vhich refusal Beatie Laing takcs so ill O llt . that ~h(' \'O\"S to 

be revenged: Acc. Bcltv Laill,!! (I ;01) /. 

27. In (u'ilhin) and nlli. nlll (l1/d ill . qlllll'lc 1'/1 quhile 
out, be in and oul , etc. 

a. Of motion: inwards and o utwards. alternateh' out Jnd 
in . in the scnses of I abo\·e. b . Of posi tion : both {nside and 
outside: also all o'·cr. throughout . entireh·. c. Irml s/- (om 
pletely, entirely. 

For further examples see h adl' . ~. 
a. Qwhar for thai hafe dn'nk in and ou te: Ship Laws c. 9 (B). 

Bringand .. ony gudis in or out at thc port of Leith: 1482 
Edinb . Chart. 167. [The burghs o f the westj pay thair haill 
custumes and impoistis of all thair wairis out a.nd in: 1615 
Highland P. Ill. 219. To Robert Home that sen' it thair [a t 
the castell) that day and caryit out and in the powder: 1622 
M. Works Ace. (ed .) II. 147. The dimension of the said [race-) 
course is tw)'ce abont the who le stowps and thereftir out and 
in : 1665 Edinb. B . Rec. X. 4. 

b. As catell lesuris in and ou t : " ·Y :"T . I. 112 (E). Euir thc 
formost in the feild was he Quhyle in qllhyle (lute as him list 
heir and thair: A lex. (Ta\'m .) 13 33. Traist men . . To reule 
thy kinrik all quhair out and in: Rtgim . Prine. 48 (Mait!.) . 
L"ke as the Rowand se\' . . with his iawpys coverys in and owt 
The far sandis our the bay abowt: J)OUG. XI. xii. (,7. First of 
my bowellis clenge my bodie clene Within & out: L\,I'D . 
Test. Meldrum 51. ~oyis arke .. Quh ilk wes .. Off p\'ne tre 
maid . . Laid oner with pik. within and Oll t: Id. /11011. 1370 . 
Sa 3e will rowll .. all the h 011S baith in and out: lFy! AlJ.'cizI . 13 . 

c. I .. That ar [sic) sa fuie bc in & ow t : Ler:. S. xviii. 645. 

IV. comb. 
28. Prefixed to nouns, quasi -attr£b. or adj. 
a. That is outside: that is far out or far forward: outer. 

outermost; 'advance'. 
See also OUTB1GGI~G, Ot:TllOUSDIS. ()UTlIOUS, OUTRIDER. 

etc. 
Gyf the schyp bc of Ingland or ony oute kynr)'kc; Ship Laws 

c . I (B). GylmychalJ. . Maid qnyt off him .. The out spy thus 
was lost fra Makfad3hane: Wall . VII. 802. On a out part the 
Scottis set in that tyd: lb. IX . 175i . Off the out wach thus 
chapyt thai wnseyn; lb. x. 626. And that for in and out coill 
at Elsonure and in and out coill in Danskin payit be the said 
Donald; 1578-9 Perth Guildry 389 (5 Feb.). [The crop sown 
by Kellie upon) the cruikit myris and outfaldeis of Gilcolm
stone; 1608 Aberd. Sheriff Ct . II. 137 . The teynds of the 
inkirk of Lanerk set to the ErIc of Angus .. , the teynd schewes 
of the outkirk of Lanerk; c 1620 Liber Dryburgh 370. That 
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(,"0ri<, C:'lldiIIlL ,k" r pro""dc tilC'm s,' lfls ill houssis for that 
(,lid II I o llt pi:l(,·s. an" illllld rc tile ",'<lrO, aff al\ , ' dwelling hO\l ss is 
within l,)WIlI' , 1 1'S-l (;I{/ . .;,.r:I);~' 11. N,.,' , 11. .~ C)O. Four pair of 
<1li t",,·:t llwcI cilltfrill<'s filr \\'onlt'll . , (d .. 1 l:di"I" Test . LXX. 162 . 
'1' " oeli""r I" , .!Iis t'i ·;teT illcraft bUll . :Ino lile said \\,illialll 
tn deli'·c r . ,lilt' "'<,Sler butt in tl1<' out e nd thero f : 1062 
.\fdyu,;{ Nc.:;. /I". II . 10. \\'ili(h :Shcllf'fo hj they gather in 
grea t :!bLl nd :lll(' . LL)K\1l nlltr'Jcks. ,a nd 50\\' them upon rocks 
thc\' ca n rea ch t". dn' font. at I(,\\, \\'~ter: I ('S3 Call. Abcrd. 6-
Umll! 100. 

b : Bclonging to. coming fro m . " r takin g place in . a place 
other than that in question. 

Freq . with reference to persons from. or activi ties taking 
placC'. ou tsid e a particular bllfgh : see also OUTBURGES, 
-D WELI .. ' R. ('tc. 
That Ila nichtbu<lr of tile: t (J ulle take (11)' owtc marrow and 

spccia lli (' " f thame o"'clland in Leyth : 1490 (c 1580) Edillb . H. 
fife. I . ()O . Tllat thairfor ilk ont walkar or schcrar of claith to 
Iand"' ;lId cumano within this tovne .. sall pay ilk oulk a ne 
penl\\' : 1500 lb . S I .. ~nd that the t en nentis of .. Ketheik rna 
nocht remon hyrne bot at the a bbot to put in and owt ten - ' 
nent thaire: 1542 Reg. Cupar A . I I. 183. That the peple sail 
conVe \'ll e t o the exhorta ti oun sa mom' as ar nocht occupeit 
in out labo llli s: 1.,;63-4 IJZ vfrl1c .<s n. Rer . J. 113. ;\Iy dykis 
rna kin cost s me . . in the 3eir to out sernan dis vi s. : 1564-75 
Hamiltcm C- Call/psic Te st. I. 25 . 

29 . Prefixed to "('rbs and \'erba l nouns, in variolls 
above senses. 

In some of the verse instances perh. merely to be regarded 
as a verse variation on the normal word-order in which the 
adv. follows the verb. 

Also OUTBIRST. Ol'TBRI~G. etc. 
(I) He gert oppyn hyr and owte ta Hyr bowellys: \V"'I'T. \' . 

5~7. Throuch the chokkis thi tong sail be out schorn: Wall . "1. 

40H. Olltsent: 1<' Hart 178 . Ollt raschi t : Jb. 434 . Behald . . 
harm's tharon owtsmyte : DOUG. \' . , ·ii. 92. And tha within 
hcs .. greit stonis outslani: Attouir the wall: STEWART 20546 . 
Pa~' it for nnc tyrleis of irne to the portell of the counsal 
hous dure ou tschering thairof: 1553-4 Edinb. B. Rec. II. 285. 
The dountramping of \'dolatrie to the outruiting of the 
quhilk (etc. l: WIl'3ET I. 11/30. Except .. that the said man 
owt lattin wer owthcr convict or fu gitive : 1564 Crim. Trials 
I. II. 444 . For .. casting of the dyce for thair places in out
leiding : 1620 Misc. 111 aitl. C. I. 199. These eyes .. Their 
traitrous blacke before thee heere out-weepe: DRUMMOl'D I I. 
J 2/4 . And outsteilling furthe therof of the guidis .. mention at : 
1637 Hanff Ann. 1. 78. Unless there were .. a more general 
outcalling of the body of the people; v. .. . Row Blair 250. 

(2) Blude and harnis baith out rushit [F. la cervelle boU/ir): 
Alex. II. 9564 . \'\' ith that ane vthe,r Rycht thai leit out staill: 
Alex. (Taym.) 1373 . Strenth is away outstolling lyk ane theif: 
]{. Hart 825 . Quhill quyte owt chapit was the knycht ; Seven S. 
2004. The blllde outbulh'rand [Ruddim . outbullerand] on 
the nakyt swcrd : DOUG. IV. xii. 41 . Sa. lolarts. 30ur hypocrisy 
. .3e se .. dois pc icc and peice ()wt slyde : 1571 Sat. P. xxix. 44 . 
Outrottit vas hir toung be canker keine : J. STEWART II. 240 
§ 102. He low pis in the watter and out sowmis to the land: 
Chr01I. j(i>rgs 169 . 

(3) At thai mak larelnar in gret and it Ollt tavern is in smallis ; 
Acts r. 333/2. 

(4) As . . forcit fyris .. out glemis : a 1586 Sat. P . xxxvii . 20. 
(5) \Ve curs wan'is and condamnes and owtstekys fra the 

fredome of hal)' 'j{yrk al conspiratouris that [etc.); 14 . . 
Statuto Sc. Ch. 5. Thc loss quhilk ye may hawe be outkiping 
of your cornes; C 1010 Laing !llSS. J. 123 . 

(6) And ther masters to satisfle thame .. according to ther 
outbyding [on military service) long or schort; 1640 Misc. 
Spaid. C. V . 228. 

(7) Siclike the first the sam in [rumour) gart out spred; ROL
LAI'D Seven S . 6736 . His coistly goun with taill so wyd owt
spred: Bann . MS . 64 b/34 . The firmament And heauens 
out-stent Thy handywork .. proclaim: MONTG. Mindes Mel . 
252 / 2 . 

(8) Sum play is the fule and all out clattiris; DUNB. Ivii. 10. 
Out letting siches sair; Clar . Ill. 1I4. Vith organs great all in 
His potent praise, And vith 30ur blissit mouths the sam out
blaise; J . STEWART II. 259 § 234. 

(9) For knychthede . . suld . . outsched the wikkit ira the gude 
peple pesable; HAy II. 33/22. 
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._--- - - _._-_.-----_ . . __ . __ . 
,~IO : .SO~I~(' ,;P':tti'.'.n rhe 11,).":<;(' n' Illall ,,"I SI'I': 11-'1/ .4u}(.hl. 
-' (hI. 1,) tIll 11l\ L.l ltlll.!..! , sLkln~. IlH t:-';P \- IIl ,'.!. ;Ll1d dh({J"l'nll~ 
\)( tht~ saJllt.~ ~ Jlljlh.: r<1l s ; J 5/',-.) N(~~ . 1)l'i;''1' C . I I.}' 

b. In ,'ariO!1'; perf~cti\'(' ;1'11<1 Illt('n ~ii i\'l'- ' ;IJ)plic;I' 
tions: d. sense~ 20-22. 
Th e thik preis he (H It thirlit ,;;l :Th;,; . ,-: ( .. . l1n. I . 23 'q. 

That he Ollt coft n~)Cht the hor,; bot had h;'mc in prening: 
1537 - 3 Srlklrk IJ. U. (ed.) I S.~. F'lr pittillc I'oemis prcttilie 
Ollt paintis 1\11- seereit sighis: .\I O:<TG . SOI/I/.liii. 3. ,\ nd oeealls 
\'e gat her not. I'e outse oldit him ~nd wer \'eric angrie: 1644 
Hibbert Shetland Islallds 597. If the bOllct be mnrc then IS 
ollnc working. ~he is to reseo\\'c splln 1';lrn to) IIllI " '('ad it; 
16S3 DUlIdee B. LIl[('s 45 6. 

30. Prefixed to ad ,·s. and preps. 
Also OUTBY , OUTOliR. Ol:TTHROlCH. etc. 
And forthir out forth that the said princc:; had .. \'arn' 

witting of trouth and lea ute that was a;,d is in the forsaid 
Schir Ale.xander [etc .] ; 1439 '-/e/.' II . 54/2. Ylk freman sa l 
cast bot IlIJ dawork of pettis in the 3cre & that viij da\'s to bc 
o\\'trownd the fyrst IJ dall'ork 8: the n('~t : ij' da\\'ork; 1547 
Prestwlck }j. Rec. 60. 

V. 31. Elliptically in Ollt the gait, 011 1 the u'n\, , on or 
along one's (its) way. 

Passan d . . south\\'art Oll·t til e ;,:.;i t t , ·. de . 1147 l'rol . ilil. 
Sir W. Corbet 8. As I was pa ss" nd .. "\l I tile \\'a\:; I =,67 S ill. P. 
iii. 2. l Ane] purt> blind \\'oman that hes nall C to g\:de hir Oll t 
the way; 1621 Perth Kirk S. :'lIS. 30 Juh·. Or in the chamber 
at night or r~'ding ou t the \l'al'; { J 660 j. J_ivillgs/olle in Sel. 
BIOg. I. 269. 

Out, prep . [ME. ul (r 1250). ~lE. Jnd e.m. E. oll/(e, 
f. the ad\'.: d. Germ. all$, Du. ilil. id.J Ot'T OF 
prep . a. From within. b, From (;\ crrtain sO\lfce). 
c, (From) outside (of) . d. \\·ithout. 

a. Blood That stre\'malld ou t 11\', bod\' "hood: Tro\'·l-k . II. 
824 (C). Or lout th'is \l'arld PJ~: Fillec,, ' ()is 50. \-' ntn the 
place the quhilk he first come owt; Hk. Ches; 2123. 

b, Out quich landis that therdoir the magistratis .. mOll' 
use their endevoirs to proclIrc a localitie for the samen; 1658 
Butler Leighton 297. The haill tennentis . . to pev .. tuelf 
peckis out of Lundies and the maYlles of Arga tic and the 
vther tuelf peek is out the rest of the barron ,. ; 1693 .4 rgaty 
Baron CI. 16 Dec. 

c. & it hapnyt h\'f in Ill' Ollte the house to her gret cn'; 
Leg. S. xxvii. 174. 

d . Poore decayed widowes .. that have Icved Ollt publict 
scandall; 1633 A berd. Coullc.1 Lett . I. 380. 

Out, interj . [OFT ad,'., with ellipsis of the "erb: see 
OL'T adv . I c.] An imperative exclamation. 

a. \Vith harrou', hay, (f'al/ate'a,'. as a call to rtttract 
attention while at the same time expressing indigna
tion, reproach or lamentation. b. Out (J1/ or lIpnl1 
(someone or something); expressing indignation. 
reproach or abhorrence. 

II. 'Out, harro I Taik and sla,'" The hOlls is wone witholltin 
brag or schoir; K. Ha,'! 375. Schrell'itly ",aid schu clcpe and 
cry. 'O\\'t harro 1 matron\'s. quharso evir 3e be , All Latyn 
wytis harkis now to me' ; DOUG. I'll. vi. 135- O\l't wallaway 
this is the New Test'ment; LVKD. Sat. 1145 (Bann.). Out hal' . 
quod schoo my ioy, latt be; Ban?!. MS. 14 I a/20. 

b. Owte I owt! oute apon yhone wyff' HI'[ b rr th sail brew 
ws mekyll bale; WVNT. \'. 1920. Out on sic gram 1 DOUG. Pal. 
HOt!. 990. Than on the wall ane garitoul' .. Proclamand loud .. 
Out on falsheid, the mother of euerie viee; lb. 17SI. Out on 
the, auld trat . agit wyfe or dame; Id . :1:.'" . I\' . Pro!. 106. lb. VI. 

Pro!. 19. Out! out ! 1 schaut , apon th~t snowt that snevillis; 
KEKNEDY Fly! . 550. 
Outak, var. of OUT·TAR prep. and conj. Outakand, pres. p . 

of OUT-TAR v. Outakand(e, varr. of OUT-TARAND pt'ep. and 
conj. Outaken, -in(e, varr. of OUT·T."'RIN. Outaking, var. 
of OUT-TAKING fn'ep . Outakyne, var. of OUT-TARIN. Outan(e, 
varT. of OUT-TANE. 
Outawlng, Owtauand, Outauchtand, -aughten(e, pres. p. 

[AWING pres. p . 2, AWAND fn'es. p. 2, AUCHTAND pres. p . 1.] Of 
a debt: That one owes (10 another). (Cf. the (generally con
verse) INAWIN(G 2. INAVCHTlNG.) - He .. commits to thame 

fllll pUII'er to i;i\'c IIp all delltes both in ·a ll'ing and out·awing 
to him and b(' him to uthcrs. lil4" l"rkcudbr. Jli". Bk. 171. 
Folio,,·, d('bts (>lI't;1\'and t ,) II'thers: 1667 !,·irkeudiJr. Te st. 
(Eeg . H. ) 10 :'larch. Debts outauchtand; lb. 20 June. Out· 
<IlI'ing .. t,) Th omas \Iaxwell .. for his rent and ferme thric 
great laids of ferme meill; 11'7'} 11-. 28 March. Debts out· 
<Iughtcn b\' me to others; 1680Ib. 27 Oct. Outawing .. to John 
Shinnan a legid dollar; 10S2 lb . (, ?llay . 
(Outbering,) Outbeiring, .bearing, vbl. 11. [BERE V.I 2, 4' ] 

a. Bearing or carrying out. b. fig. Bearing till the end, en· 
durance. - Pa\'it for redding of the buith of quarrell & out· 
beiring the same. xxviij 5.; 1605 Tailor's Ace. Bk . MS. 34. If 
there be not new strength and furniture there will be no out· 
bearing; DICRSO:-; IFr. 1. 69. 
(Out-bigging,) Out-byggyng, 11. lBIGGll'(G.I,: d . e.m .E. 

ow/bwyldi1lg (1626).J An outbuilding. - On out byggyngis 
full gret maistre thai maid; Wall. XI. 17. 
Outbirst, v. [BIRST v .. and d. ME. oulberste (c 1430), mod. 

Eng . oulburst. : = OUTBRIST v. a . ill/r. To burst out. b. Ir. 
To give forth. emit. - Hir trublit toung outbirsts vith grayt 
lament; J. STEVo'ART II. 34/154' Quhair birds outbirstit 
doulcest verblis rair; lb. 76/116. Bot furiuslie outbirstit but 
remeed Sobs from his mouth and teiris from his eine; lb. 
90 /365. 
Outblawing, vul. ll. [BLA\\' L'. 3 b.] Public denunciation of a 

person by or after blowing a horn. - For the outbIawing on 
Schir Hichard Chamle~' ; 1503 Treas. A cc. II. 385. And in· 
continent efter the out blawing Schir George and Schir Wil
lam tuke away Schir Jhon Fosteris gudis; Asl. MS.!' 218/10. 
(Outblede,) Outbleid, v. [OUT adv. 1. BLEDE v., and ME. 

oul bleede (Lydgate). e.m.E. oulblead (1580).1 Ir. To bleed out. 
- A \'ane thairfor cuttit in his body, al the blude of his 
b()dy is laUne outbleid at the samyn; DALR. II. 95/3 . 
Outbok, v. To issue in belches. - Chrislis K. 177 (see BOK u. 

I b) . 
(Outborch,) Outburch, Vteborche, Huteboruche, n. [Cf. 

;\lE.inborewe a.,d ulborewe (1210-12). in-borwe and ul·boYewe 
(12,8---<)).; J nborch ll1!d lIleborch. smety in and out : see INBORCH 
11. 

Out-bordouris, n. pl. = OUT'BOUNDIS n. pl. - The wiffis . . 
were set in ca rtis on the out bordDuris of the campe; BELL. 
Boece I. 126. 
Outborn(e, p.p. and ppl. a . Also: owt- . [Late ME. (Coventry 
Pla~'s) and e.m .E . ou/born; and d . IKBoRN p.p. and ppl . a. x.J 
Born out of an estate, burgh or country, of extraneous or 
foreign birth. - And we .. sall mak [no) empediment . . no 
distourbance .. till our forsaide sistres thrid .. no to hir ten· 
andes tharof in born no outborn; 13S1 Doug. Chari. 30. That 
all extra near beggaris owtborne of this towne be remowit 
thairfra; 1562 A berd. Eccl. Rec. 9. For among the Germanes 
it signifieth ane stranger, ane aliene. ane outborne or strange 
man. that is such ane one that hath ane contrarie language 
from theris; PlTsc . (1814) I. xxv . 
Out-boundis, n. -pl. [Bol'KD n.' I; e.m.E. oul-bountks 

(15<J6).J The outl "ing areas or parts of a place or district; also. 
the precincts of a building. - The out boundis of Nidisdail; 
BELL. Boece l. xxvii. Seruius .. comperit haistelie in the out· 
boundi~ afore the court [A. in the porchis of the court; L. a 
vestibula cul'iaeJ; Id. Liv)' 11 . 278. That their haill guidis sall 
pastour wpone the lIlounth and out boundis as thaj have 
beine in vse befor; 1 ()! 8 Urie BaroH CI. 26. 
Outbrag, v. [OUT adv . 19, BRAG v. 2: and d . e .m .E . outbrag 

(1565).] Ir. To overawe with threats. - The diet approaching 
of Lethington's trial .. the Regent disliking such convocations. 
and for that he would not have justice out-bragged, did 
prorogate the same for four months; SPOTSW. Hist. (1677) 233· 
(Out-braid,) Owt-brade, v. P .t. and p .p. out-braid, -bred, 

-braided. [ef. e.m.E. oUlbrayd (1509) to upbraid, reproach, and 
BRAID v.J Ir . and inlr. a, To break out into speech. to blurt out. 
b. ? To upbraid, reproach. - a. He demand it my answer, 
quhat. I said .. Sair abaisit beliue I thus out braid; DOUG. Pal. 
Hon. 685. Id. !.En. IV. x. 20 (see BRAID v. 2 b). Hir wofull 
voice no soner had out bred Thais wofull word is quhairwith 
scho sorrowed so; Maitl. Q. lxv. 137. - b. Nor. . have lover 
disdanefullie detracted .. laked or outbraided in ony wayis; 
BISSET 1. 77/25 . 
(Outbraldlng,) Outbreadlng, ppl. a, [OUT-BRAID v. b.] 

Upbraiding. reproachful. - For hir out-breading and scauld
ing wordis; 1655 Rec. Old Aberd. 1. 92. 



APPENDIX 4 

Appendix 4 contains examples and analyses or 
~ an English essay by an L2, third year student 
~ cogniti\"e problems in science tasks in science communication courses 
~ writing by L2 tel1iary institution union secretary 

EXA;\IPLE 1: the L2 humanities student 

The question: 
.-il/olne rhe poem 'Snake ' br D.H. LC/1Irence, ill remlS ofro l1'flOr extem [sic] the poell1 
COl1lwns e\'idel/ce rhar Modernist poers explore rh eir o\\'n personal f eelings and 
e.\periences and of hOl1' r heir 111 ind [sic] and elJ10r iOlls l1'ork ill the private realm of 
rhollghrll1ell101Y and desire. 

The topic is discussed in Chapter 3. The student's problems (in relation to an ideal perfom1ance 
of standard academic English at third year level) are noted here , in the order in which they 
occured (as they manifest themselves to a marker). Third year English literature courses do not 
usually timetable space for language support. 

I . Introduction, conclusion and essay structure. The student does not know how to 
\\Tite a conventional introduction (she repeats the question) or conclusion (she ignores 
the question). Her essay is structured round a linear reading of the poem, rather than 
round ideas she might choose to discuss to suppol1 her response to the topic . She is 
insensitive to the conventions of essay \\Titing, and has simplistic notions of the genre 
and register in which she is wri ting. 

2. Accuracy and editing. She writes <Lon-ence> throughout. The name D.H. Lawrence 
has been part of her course, and was printed on the question paper. Her spelling <trough> 
is standard when she quotes the poem, but she writes <druf> when writing freely. In other 
\yords she is unaware of the systemic nature even of spelling. 

3. Direct and indirect questions: I \\'ill alla~1'Se the poem inrerms of to what extent does 
{he poem cOl/tains evidence that .. . This paragraph is influenced by the structure of the 
original question . The student knows that she should change the syntactic structure, and 
mistakenly adds does, perhaps on analogy with exercises of this kind: 

Challge {he following indirect questions to direct questions: 
1.Q. : She asked whether the bus lefifrol1l {here. 
D.Q.: 'Does the bus leavefrom here?' 

The lecturer who wrote the question, a first language educated speaker of English, also 
got this wrong. Strange formulations of indirect questions can be found even in the work 
of professional linguists , One would expect that those syntactic conventions of academic 
registers would be known to both lecturers and students, but in a (perceptive) formal 
article on systemic functional linguistics in a professional American linguistics 
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publication we find: 

Accepting that there is indeed probabilistic behavior in language, Royal Skousen 
poses the question of holV sholild \\'e[sic] account for this behavior. 

(Webster 2000: 163) 

Does it matter that structures are not as we \vould wish them to be? The student's 
wording reflects her spoken English, and may also reflect possible change-in-progress. 
Where does one draw a line betv,'een cultural changes, and changes which interfere with 
semiotic understanding? 

4. Verbs . Lorrence point olltth{/t; Lorrence perceh 'e sllClkes (IS; Th e poet mCinage to give 
liS. Consistent representation of third person sing. present tense with unmarked ending. 
She uses a verb system which students whose L 1 is Afrikaans often LIse 1, suggesting that 
her school learning may have been provided by an Afrikaans-speaking teacher of English 
rather than a teacher whose L I was English, isiXhosa or seSotho . 

5. Lexis Modernism deliberately moped from the obviolls and e.\pected, Towards 
experiell1entation and their l1 'ork is full shock to the reader and audience. How does one 
teach second language students to select from appropriate lexical sets? How does the 
student learn to choose Their work was a complete shock and reject Their work was a full 
shock? Ful! and complete might seem to be interchangeable members of the same lexical 
set. They happen not to be. Second , the marker corrects Their \\'ork is fill! shock to Their 
work is meant to shock. This cOlTection (a) brings in a new idea not intended by the 
student (b) moves the cOlTection from the system of q L1alifiers (in which the mistake was 
made) to the verb system. 

6. Spelling. She writes strine of cOllsciollsness, \"iI -illy, ex::.otic (p.l); revalgen, glaller, 
dmf (pA). These spellings suggest that she has no visual memory of the word as gestalt, 
but an aural memory of the spoken word. Strine of consciousness suggests that she is 
remembering learned ideas from a lecture, not from research or reading. She is therefore 
attempting to reproduce fornlal written academic English from a knowledge base of 
spoken, fornlal or semi-fornlal English. The metaphor which informs the concept has as 
a result been lost to her - can one understand the technique of stream of consciousness 
without access to the analogue of a stream? And what does she see as a referent when she 
hears /strarnJ? Perhaps she 'sees' string, perhaps nothing - learning has not made 
sense in the past, and is perhaps not expected to make sense now either, but is something 
you do in order to pass. 

This problem has consequences for the semiotics of learning. For example for L2 
students 'the sea as image or topos' or 'the river as an image' will mean what a lecturer 
immersed unconsciously in the tropology of Christian education says they mean, not 
what students whose ancestors inhabit the rivers of the region know about their rivers. 

1 Features of this system are I s" 2nd
, 3'd sg. ,1 st

, 2nd plur. present pOint, 3'd p)ur. (only 
after noun, not pron., and after relati ve clause interposed between subj. and vb.) points. 
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Values associated \>"'i th the cu Iture of a speaker's nati ve language are carried over 
into the foreign language and culture. 

Brown el al. (1994: 81) 

We condemn our students to silence by cultural and linguistic assumptions. How can 
they decide which levels of the linguistic system of English should make sense to them, 
and which levels they must simply memorise? 

7. \Vords and reality . Literal)' metaphors are culture-bound, having different resonances 
in different languages . Lecturers in English interpret words in written contexts as topoi 
participating in universal religious and moral contexts. The writer of this essay tries to 
place the snake as symbol into this leamed context, but she calIDot distinguish between 
words \\hich functien as images or symbols, and words which simply represent 'reality'. 
She writes lhe image oflhe tree can evoke a sellce of smell and coolness ... (p.l). For her 
(or for the critic \vhose work she has read) this is an image because tree is not a 'real' tree 
but a word, which represents a tree. One might suggest, to both student and critic, that 
sllake is a symbol in this poem, but lree is not. Tree is a symbol however, in Paradise 
Lost. Why? The whole context of situation of the poem, in terms of domain tenor and 
mode, would bave to be understood - an excursion into the intertextualities of English 
literary history - before the strange case of the difference bet\:veen tree and snake in 
Lawrence and Milton could be explained. 

At the other extreme, students and teachers may fail to see the words on the page at all, 
and look straight through them, unanalytically, to the ideas behind, ideas suggested by 
the cultural situation of the reader not the cultural context of situation of the poem. This 
equally leads to semiotic distortion. 

8.Syntax. On page 3, the lecturer has written ·confused' . If one tries to translate the 
meaning or intention behind the student's effort into standard English, her sentence might 
read something like the following : 

* D. H. LO).1. ·rellce is all lhe poillt of directing questioning of the underlying 
foulldarion alld propositions [oj] lhe structure of Western sociely and culture. He 
is challenging the accepted and cOl1\'enliollaltruth about Western society and 
cllllllre. Accordillg 10 lhe beliefs of the Weslern CU/lure the snake must be killed. 

The idea expressed here would be acceptable at this level. Throughout her essay the 
student handles complex stmctures and concepts, which are marred by the fact that she 
is drawing upon auml rather than verbal resources. The resources which are accessible 
to her as a second language student are more restricted than those available to a first 
language student. 

9. Articles. She uses the and a more successfully than most English second language 
students, although she writes the Western CU/lure. Her success in this system would 
reinforce the notion suggested by her verbal agreements that she has had an Afrikaans 
school teacher rather than a Xhosa or Sotho teacher, since Nguni languages use a 
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different deictic system. 

10. Or. Where a first language reader expects or to join nominal groups, she uses or to 
join clauses, with the sense of 'putting it another \\'ay', rather than 'either...or'. Xhosa 
speakers interviewed in English on television, or when making speeches, use or in this 
way to redefine or add precision with an accretion of differently phrased explanations for 
the same thought. 
For example; 

He is againsr rhe ullocking (/nd killing of (tnill1ols by hU/I/(/n being or hllm(tn 
dOll/inoTion on creaTures like snake is noT accepTed by Lorrence. 

Here a first language speaker of English would anticipate some other predator in a list of 
possible predators, but is presented \vith a periphrasis instead . The anticipation is based 
on past experience in similar contexts in similar registers - not on knowledge of the 
rules or meta language of linguistics. 

1] . TransitiYity. The speaker billerly regreT aTliis C/crion (Page 4) 
Possible constructions are: is full of regret at / is aghast at / winces at - but not regrets 
al. This is a question of selecting from what a first language speaker of English would 
(unconsciously or instinctively) feel was the wrong verb group (groups which take direct 
or indirect objects, and groups which can or cannot correlate with aT). 

12 . Presen tation (mode). Neither the student, nor, judging by the question, the lecturer, 
has considered the roles played in meaning construction by syntax, eye design (layout), 
metrical concems. 

13. Description and explanation. Discourse style and register in Lawrence's poem are 
described but not explained as a slyle \I'hich is ordinOlY and evelyda.v langllage, a 
language \I 'lIicll is 1I0r difficult fO underSTand (page 2). The difference between 
description and explanation is difficult to teach to large mixed-ability groups. It is just 
as importnat for humanities students as for science 1 

The difference between description and explanation defeats many students. For example, student 
writers misuse the word because, following it with a description from the same level instead of 
an explanation from one level up. This problem is important for students in both the humanities 
and the sciences. In literary criticism, the request 'Discuss Prufrock's uncertainty' can be 
answered in tenns of the surface of the poem 'The Love Song of] Alfred Prufrock' : 'lAlfred 
Prufrock is uncertain because he does not know where to go' or in terms of the context of 
situation of the poem: 'J.Alfred Prufrock is uncertain because he represents the common man 
whose faith has been subverted by .. . ' The student who CaIillOt distinguish between the first level 
and the second is at a disadvantage. In a science foundation course the question (based on an 
Open University film about lightning) 'Explain how lightning strikes the church tower' was 
answered by several students as 'Lightning strikes the tower because you can see the tower 
break' instead of' lightning strikes the tower because the build-up of negative ions on the lower 
side of the cloud induces a build up of positive ions on the ground, which ... ' Description 
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14 . Discourse and register . Other students in the same group also attempt 
unsuccessfully to pick up the register of academic writing about novels or poems. One 
\\Tites (on E.M.Forster's A Passllge 10 Illdia, July 2000): 

Briwill acted herself as Partellal [patemalist] and a father and India as a child 
1\ho is lessened by her father alld India is inferior. British is interested ill Ihe 
eCOI/OIIIY of India whilest India H'Cll1led to free themselves from the British 
Empire. Friendship across cllllllral and culluralfrontiers is impossible because 
India is not happy abollt the standard of living H'ith the II·hites. The Anglo-Bitish 
ol'e/poll'ered Indians alld treared them as 'olhers '. British \I'hiles said Ihat 
Indians are barbaric corrupt alld 1c1l1 'less. 

The student uses the notion ofpatemalism from the discourse of post-colonial studies. 
She sees no confict between patemalisl11, and her use of she to refer to Britain .. She 
impons tenns fr0111 the discourse of late 20th century South African politics - standard 
of lil'illg, Ihe H'hires - which are not part of the discourse of \"'riting about modemist 
liberal humanist nO\'els, and she does not have the sophistication to recontextualise her 
tem1S in a new discourse, for example that of deconstruction. She too confuses 
description and explanation, in reverse this time, when she draws upon explanations 
from postcolonial studies to describe Ihe ll'hiles in A Passage to India. The word said 
implies that in the context of the novel some character said the words Indians are 
barbaric corrupt (lnt! 1([1\ l ess when in fact those words belong to another discourse. They 
function in her text as description when in fact they belong to the level of explanation and 
analysis - one le'.' eJ up. This student is using (and abusing) discourses which are 
inappropriate to the situations in which she \\'ill function as a a competei1t professional 
woman in 2001 . 

In addition to these individual problems, the English of L2 students of English is influenced by 

the phonological and grammatical systems of their L 1. For this reason regional variations in 

language support needs are important. The help an Afrikaans student will need is not quite the 

same as that \\hich a Xhosa student needs . But there is still ajillite number of specific problem 

areas, very small in relation to the commonalities of fom1al academic English. The examples 

\\hich follow are from third year exams, July 2000, unless otherwise stated . 

1. Pronouns. Students whose L1 is isiXhosa [henceforth Anglicised to Xhosa] have 
difficulty remembering the rules goveming masculine and feminine pronouns in English, 
which work differently from those of Xhosa, so that students write The young l11an 

operates on the same level as the question . Explanation operates at one level up. 
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spoke 10 her mOlha, The ,Gillig \I'OlJ/all spoke 10 his father, Ronllie Heaslop is sillillg 
\I'illl her 1II00ller, Gerardo lHllltS Robeno to be IIlllie [sic] by her Hife where the sex of 
the speaker and of the pronoun is clearly the same. 

2. This / these: Xhosa does not distinguish, as English does, between long and short 
vowels, and so Xhosa speakers of English find it difficult to distinguish between the 
pronunciation of Ithisl [OIS] and Ithesel [oi:z] - the two words are both pronounced 
Ilhese/[oiz] or [ois], and as a consequence, hyperconection takes place in the spoken and 
written English of educated students leading to usages, both spoken and written, like Ihis 
politicialls (spoken, Tim Modise Show, July 2000), or Gerardo could not accept this 
accusOliolls. The phenomenon is complicated also by the fact that Xhosa speakers of 
English use rhis as a marker of disapproval, as in rhis DP Alliance , Ihis cOlI/munication 
courses (Spoken, lb. June and July 2000). 

3. Articles. rhe, o. 
3.1 The distinction does not exist in Xhosa, and is complex in English, so confusion 
arises bet\"een count and non-cOllnt nouns . 
3.2 Xhosa u is sometimes translated into English as the, which is not used in Standard 
English before proper names. Its use in English by Xhosa speakers, and recently by 
student writers, is growing in frequency. For example, lIMandela, or the Njoroge 
(Ngugi's Weep nOI Child) , or the OkOIl/"'lI 'O (Achebe's Things Foll Apart). This usage 
extends to appro\'ed-of male figures \\'ho are not Xhosa, for example lIDorfmann , 
IIAchebe, but nenr *uForster, and it is not (so far as I know) used for \vomen even when 
approved of. But one hears iTondl1orrison, iBessie Head. In July 2000 on Radio SAfm, 
a spokesperson (male, first language Xhosa speaker) spoke of the Yasser Arafat. 

4. Lexis: Spellings based on aural rather than visual knowledge of English are frequent. 
The Eastern people ill C/wndropore lil'ed ill SCOflercamps (Third year exam, July 2000). 
The word also reveals incomprehension of the historical context of Anglo-India in 
Forster's A Passage 10 India. ]n addition, students create words and phrases of their own, 
much as children do \·"hen leaming to speak; but the students do not have access to 
parents gently repeating the standard fOn1lUlations . Some recent examples (from third 
year exam, July 2000) are: 
Here Paulina gUllpoillts Roberto . 
The rural farmers \I'ere left barelanded (by analogy with barehanded, bareheaded) 
People like Paulilla alld others 11110 H'ere human rights l'ioIOled. 

Problems specific to Afrikaans students: 

5. Verb agreements. Particularly when the verb is separated from a plural subject, 
agreement tends to match the nearest noun, even \vhen it is not part of the same clause. 
(See also point 4 of the essay analysis above). English speakers however also find this 
a problem. It is possible that a new, variable, rule of concord is evolving - or that the 
laws governing concord are more complex than most lecturers are willing to accept. 
There is no obvious argument for insisting on correct concord agreements, except the one 
put forward by Quirk (1990:9) that 'it is a travesty ofliberalism to tolerate low standards 
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which will lock the least fortunate into the least rewarding careers'. It is clear that 
concord uncertainty does not affect intelligibility, and should probably be interpreted as 
part of the natural evolution of English. Jeffery (1993:14-25) offers a full discussion of 
standards. 

6. Register. A second problem Afrikaans students of English present (and share with 
other L2 students of English) is an inability to distinguish between the registers 
appropriate to popular magazines and to academic essays, perhaps because they do not 
read academic writing, or produce nearly enough original writing in their academic 
careers. Although levels of fonnality are dropping, academic disciplines tend to the 
consef\'ative, and e\en to the latinate, to the extent of correcting 'nice' and 'very'. 

Problems presented by students who use English as a second language, regardless of the first 
language: 

7. Been I Being. These two words come together as been for many Ll and L2 South 
Africans, as in Pal/lilla IS heen tortI/red (lnd raped. 

8. Past Participles. Many LJ and L2 speakers and writers of South African English are 
unaware that past participles end in -ed. This development is perhaps also to be 
interpreted as part of natural linguistic evolution? 

9. Modals and subjunctives. Students wrote If A:i: was someone 1\110 is superior like 
Heaslop that case 111 liSt not be taken to prison and Roberto would hm'e protected Paulina 
from being "ictimised, bl/t instead he rapes her. Verbs are used here unsystemically and 
inconsistently, and so should be considered as 'errors' and not as symptomatic of 
language change. It would be difficult, though not impossible, to include a useful 
account of verb systems in a support course. Is the meaning distorted by the anomalies? 
If these students were ever in a position to publish work, where those verbs would matter, 
and the scenario is not an impossible one, they would have access to readers or editors. 

10. Syntactic structures. Many students struggle with sentence stuctures, \vithout the 
resources of grammar to help them understand the composition of acceptable and non
acceptable) clauses. Syntax and sentence structure cause problems for almost all students 
who do not read . There are several typical problems: (1 )incomplete sentences (2)two 
sentences joined into one (3) ramblingly incoherent sentences (4) other, where word 

By acceptable, I mean the kind ofEngJish with which educated speakers in an English speaking 
community feel comfortable. 'Acceptable' English usage is usage, in a country in which English 
is (one of) the official language(s), which conforms with English spoken or written by users who 
have reached a post-secondary schooling level of education in that country. This definition is 
used by The International Corpus of English Project (Greenbaum, London University) as the 
criterion according to which texts are accepted in the various categories of the various corpora. 
The definition begs many questions which are under discussion, but confornls to the reality of 
the situation in which language support courses must be provided. 
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order expectations, or the logic of conjunctions, are disrupted . The first two problems 
can be remedied more easily than the latter. Here is a typical example written by a 
Xhosa-speaking L2 student at third year level: 

Paulina was silent for many years bllt at rhe end she manages to speak because 
she 1HIS raped or rorrured by this guyfor many years, ar the end she breaks rhe 
silence because she overpowered him whereas she was using rhe power of a gun 
bur she manage fa dehumanise her Vicfill1i:er, she made him to become silent, 
bringing his dignify down, alld 1rhen he 1vanted to go to the toilet he takes him 
{here. 

There are of course seyeral problems here, but only the mis-used conjunctions have been 
underlined: lack of understanding of their semanfic force has produced cognitive 
incoherence. 

The theme [ofa conjunction] has to be interpreted as a meaning, rather than as 
this or that panicular item that realizes the meaning; the theme of a clause 
beginning with blll is not so much the word but as the meaning 'contrary to the 
expectation just set up' ... some part of the total thematic potential in the message 
is as it were 'used up'when we assign a clause a particular status as co-ordinate 
or subordinate to another one. 

Halliday (1985: 52) 

Because is not followed by an explanation; whereas is not followed by a contrasting 
idea; bUI is used instead of as a result ! in consequence; and is not followed by a similar 
construction to the one before it, and it is also not followed by a clause which intensifies 
the effect of the preceding one, but one which provides bathos instead. 

11. Logic and "lord order. The next example, also from an essay on A Passage to 
India, expects meaning to be produced by a structure which does not provide it: 
If Aziz was someone who is superior like Heaslop that case ml/st 110t be lakel1lo prison. 
The impossible prospect of a case being taken to prison does not disturb the writer. 

Word order creates problems for L2 students. In some examples of misplacement the 
sense is clear even when logic is abused: 
The governmenr is undermining the benefits of hard won public servants 

(spoken, SAfm, June 2000, Tim Modise Show). 

In examples of complex word order, the order of qualifiers in a nominal group is opaque 
for a second language learner. Take for example Dickens's description of Rider hood as 
the Plashwater Weir Mill lock keeper (Our Mutual Friend, Book IV, Chapter 1, line 1). 
In order to know why those words fonn that sequence and no olher, one has to know the 
'meaning' of all the elements in the chain. One needs to possess a mental image, 
probably not available to second language students, of the spatial relationships in the real 
world and the real situation, among what is represented by the words weir, mill and 
lock: the lock in question is the one beside the mill as distinct from others up or down 
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river, the mill in question is the one beside Plashwater Weir, and so on. You would not 
find the right lock if you looked beside other mills, or the right mill if you looked beside 
other weirs, and you also would not find (necessarily, but only contingently) a mill beside 
a lock - mi lis need weirs but they do not need locks. Second language students can read 
GilI' Mlltllol Friend without knowing anything about this, but when they write about the 
book they then have to remember by rote the sequence of the qualifiers. 

Finally, language cannot mean without cognitive understanding of 'reality'. Language can give 

the illusion of being grammatically conect. It may (1) offend the possibilities of collocation (2) 

be unplanned and therefore unstructured and random (3) be structured, but Jack pointers to 

indicate the process of an 1rgument (4) be logically flav,;ed, using premisses which do not 

provide the conclusion which is asserted. These aspects of writing are also part of academic 

f0l111al English and need to be mastered by all students. 

EXA:\lPLE 2: l\lixed Ll and L2 science students.1 

Task 1 

Imagine that .1'011 are the director of Koeberg Power Station, and YOIi have been asked 
to defend the production ofnuclear power to a group of people from a 'green' party, who 
wil! also put their point of vie"'. Choose the side that )'OU wish to support and write The 
speech you H'ould make to persuade an audience. 

The task ignores 
~ the fact that the language used by the director of a nuclear power station when speaking 

to non-scientists will not be the same as the language he would use when interacting with 
colleagues or thinking about his work 

~ the differences between written language and spoken, between motivational speech and 
reading a text 

The task involved 
~ reading and analysing the articles 
~ sorting the points of each argument, and tabulating them (taught in lectures) 

.1The language of science is discussed in Appendix 5 
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• translating the ideas into their own words 
• choosing the position they would argue from 
• understanding speech type as a register 
• writing a \yell-constructed speech 

Results : 
Students \\:ho play advanced computer games did not seem to understand what they were being 
asked to do. 

The assessment method ignored grammar or spelling or syntax, except where etTors clouded the 
communication of meaning completely. Only one student managed to write a convincing speech, 
in the fom1 and language of a speech . Some listed points - first, second, third .. in a routine but 
unstructured manner. Some claimed that the task was impossible because they were students of 
geography or chemistry, not physics, even though they had access to factual materials. Several 
students listed the advantages and disadvantages of nuclear po\ver or of renewable or non
renewable sources of energy, because that \vas what had been discussed in lectures, without 
transfetTing what they had leamed to the new context. 

Diagnosis 

Students are unaware of who they are writing for . It is apparently difficult for them to imagine 
an appropriate audience and construct appropriate language - they write for the lecturer, and 
even miss out steps and explanations which they know from lectures that the lecturer knows 
already. In general, students tJied to remember and regurgitate what they had heard in lectures 
rather than apply the infolll1ation to the new task . Some students tried to hand in a summary of 
one of the artciles , despite explicit instructions, because that was what the students in the 
previous year had been asked to do . 

Students did not seem to feel personal involvement with the topic. I felt that this topic, and topics 
such as water affairs, and ozone depletion, 'matter', although I did not privilege my own 
ecological positions. Perhaps the debate had no relevance to the jobs the students saw as their 
future, working at Dulux Paints, or Algorax or Carbon Black. They appeared not to connect one 
environmental argument with another, or with their future jobs, or to make connections between 
their own Jives and the South African environment, or the South African energy supply. 

Three years later, some of those same students have reached honours level in physics, and are 
working in the field of renewable energy. It may be the case that arguments which are not 
understood at early stages lie dom1ant and mature later. 

Task 2 

In an exam situation the same students of science communication were given a more complex 
task. They were provided with referenced copies of source materials (which they had already 
used in lectures). The task was: 

Write a report in which you assess the advantages and disadvantages o/nuclear power. 
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The task involves 
• re-reading and analy')ing the articles 
• organising the points of each argument 
• translating into their own words 
• tabulating the points of both arguments in parallel 
• sorting the inforn1ation to fit the forn1at of a report 
• writing a well-constructed report 
• adding a bibliography 

This second task built on the first , and the first bui It upon materials already discussed in lectures. 
Students had been taught to plan a debate-type argument by creating a table with one column for 
each side of the argument. The rows of the table contain each step in the argument. Each row will 
be expanded to fill in two paragraphs, one for each side of the debate. The report forn1at \vill be 
built round this core. 

Analysis of results: Very fe\v students remembered in exam conditions to create a table as a plan . 
Most wrote garbled and disorganised recollections of the speech they had produced as Task 1. 
More female students than male created a plan and used it to write from. Most students began 
writing at line 1 of the abstract of the report, and continued through in order till they reached the 
last section, recommendations, despite having been taught to plan the investigation section first 
and write the abstract only after all the rest was complete. English grammar and syntax was 
adequate, but communicative abilities and organisation and cognitive abilities were poor. Most 
students nevel1heless passed the course because their English was grammatically acceptable. 

Students were perhaps tacit ly aware that they would not be failed in this low prestige course, if 
they passed chemistry and physics. They knev·" that even if their report was unplanned and 
disorganised, their English grammar and spelling were good enough to pass them. Both they and 
the science lecturers who asked for the course had a different perception of the purpose of the 
course compared with my OV,']1 : while I crossed the boundary into what I hoped was 'their' 
territory by providing background knowledge using film, journalism and text, the science faculty 
contradictorily, crossed the boundary into what they perceived as my territory, wanting their 
students to leal11 ' to express themselves' with grammar and syntax . They feared humanities 
'waffle' and academic development theory (without knowing \vhat my position on these was) . 
The two sides did not discllss perceptions of the course. At first, neither side recognised that 
there was any mismatch. 

There was no point failing students in this compulsory communication course unless they 
demonstrated that they could not \\/rite English at all , because they would be promoted in science, 
would not repeat the communication course, and would thereby demonstrate to the next intake 
that the course was futile. 

Conclusion: the course added value 

Students were exposed to information they did not know, and should have known, such as 
environmental topics, evolution, astronomy and cosmology, writing strategies and skills, and 
learning methods. Knowledge cannot be wasted. The fact that they did not seem to be capable 
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of analysing the info1111ation did not mean that they had not absorbed any of it. The fact that 
many graduated as physicists and chemists would suggest that the discursive practices which 
they could not perf 01111 did not impact on their success or failure . Their mathematical 
perf01111anCeS at first year level, however, did correlate with their later perf01111anCeS in physics. 

This course could have been successful if the goals and methods had been discussed, if the 
science faculty had provided or endorsed content, and if the course had not been used as a 
weapon in tranSf0l111ation stnlggJes. 

EXA;\lPLE 3: Poster created by an L2 academic union member 

A poster circulated by a tel1iary union is reproduced below. The points raised already - lack 

of edili ng, of coherence, of sense oLiudience emu sometimes refers to management , sometimes 

to acaden'lic staff) ; lack of understanding of the difference betv\'een spoken and written English; 

lack of knowledge of how to check on grammatical, syntactic or spelling points; lack of 

understanding that presentation, layoLlt, coherence, design affect the efficacy of the message; lack 

ofa\\areness that the source of the poster should be acknowledged, that writing should be signed. 
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TO ALL STAFF MEMBERS 

WHY ARE THEY CONSULTING WITH STAFF WHILST THEY ARE 
NEGOTIATING WITH UNIONS? 

CAN THE MESSAGE WhAT THEY WANT TO TELL STAFF NOT WAIT FOR THE I 
2'th April 2001. 

THEY ARE GOING TO MEET UNIONS OR WHY THIEY DON'T PUT IT ON THE 
NOTICE BOA RD AS THEY USE TO DO. 

AS THE UNIONS WE SAY: 
WE ARE NOT PART OF THESE MEETIINGS 

ANY EVENTUALITY THAT MIGHT OCCUR WILL BE 
MANAGEMENTS OWN BABY 

OUR PEOPLE HAVE UNIONS AND AS SUCH THERE ARE 
NEGOATIONS GOING ON 

START RETRENCHING TOP MANAGEMENT TO SAVE MILLIONS 

TELL US ABOUT THE RENEWD CONTRACTS OF SENIOR MANAGEMENT. 

HOW MUCH IS WAISTED ON DENEL (IT 001 SOURCED) ? 
WHAP HAPPENED TO THE SENIOR MANAGEMENT INCREAMENT. CAN YOU 
BE TRUSTED. 

TO ALL STAFF 

DON'T ATTEND THIS MEETING CAUSE THE DIRECTOR WON'T ANSWER ANY 
QUESTIONS. 
INSTEAD, AFTER TELLING YOU WHO IS GOING SHE WILL THEN FLY AWAY 
LIKE PETER THE BIRD TO PRETORIA 

BOYCOT .BOYCOT .BOYCOT 



The Department of Sport, Recreation, Arts and Culture In partnership with 
the Western District Council, the Port Elizabeth Municipality, PE Tourism 
and SA Breweries will be hosting Heritage Day Celebrations. These 
celebrations will be held at the Wolfsons Stadium on the 24th September 2000, 
commencing 3t 09hOO am. The Theme for this year 's celebrations is Promoting 
Multilingualism in South Africa. 

On Friday, 22nd September 2000, a Pre Heritage Tour will begin from the 
Edward Hotel, at 10hOO, finishing at 13h30 at the same venue (enclosed' 
please find the tour route) . The aim of this tour is to advertise Heritage Day 
Celebrations and to highlight and promote some of our Heritage Sites in 
Port Elizabeth. 

On Saturday. 23rd September 2000, a Launch of the Heritage Day 
Celebrations will take place at the City Hall , commencing at 18hOO. 

24th September 2000. The programme of the day will be packed and 
exciting, starting off with a parade at 8hOO from the Centenary Hall, taking 
the Moduka and Maqanda Streets route. There will be stalls operating 
parallel and complementing the activities on the central stage, in these 
stalls different communities will be showing off their heritage, in the form 
of dress, cuisine, etc. Mr Stompie Mavi who was born in Queenstown, and 
is now a National celebrity will also be performing, backing him will be a 
conspicuous Jazz Group from Port Elizabeth called the 4x4 (enclosed 
please find a detailed programme) . 

On the 24th of September, South Africans will get an opportunity to view and 
appreciate their inheritance and as a Department we firmly believe that 
Heritage Day::::elebrations will lend practical dimensions to the concept of 
multilingualism, instilling in the minds of our people a notion that South Africa 
is a truly linguistic diverse country. 

HERITAGE DAY CELEBRATIONS 2000 

PROMOTING MULTILINGUALISM IN 
SOUTH AFRICA 

DATE: 24 SEPTEMBER 2000 

VENUE: WOLFSONS STADIUM 

FEATURING: STOMPIE MAYI 
& 

THE 414 JAZZ BAND 

TIME: 09hOO 

{~ JL~,d 
I 

M ~Jp 6aJth~a.fl 
/~d~ 
~t4iU (DIY'); 

~. or;' 

-V6 a v:b~ 
e)<~& ot 8/ttti 
s~f~ A(1I{~ 
i~lJn, ? 





APPENDIX 5 

I, Screens from Jonker and Jeffery 2000 English/or En.'lyol1e Cape TO'vvn: Pearson 
Higher Education. 

:--1enu and Na\'igation are on the left of each screen .. and status or position in the 
o\erall scheme is on the banner at the top. User location is marked by colour change. 

The demonstration web site is http://v,'\v\v.e4e.co .za 

L:amples of images ohveb design and internet architecture. The attributions are on 
each screen. See Dodge, M. The AlIas ofC)·berspace. Addison-Wesley. forthcoming. 
and http::'!\\\\·w.cybergeography.org/atlas/ 
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TUTORIAL 
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filc :llfClfProgram Files/E4 E!tutorial.htm 

This image of the core of 
E4 E shows its web-like 
structure through which 
users can select many 
different destinations and 
choose their own paths . 

E4E is designed to make 
navigation easy, as you will 
see when you look at the 
tutorial 
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i Help 

HOME MENU 

Writing 
Reading 
General topics 
Advanced topics 

~ , 
f. 

)Jage I ot I 

WRITING 

We write differently for different purposes. and we also speak diHerently from the way that 
we write. so first decide what kind of writing you want to do 

tr 
:(): '. ' NOTE 

If you want to use this program to help you with your writmg, use your last 
essay or report. or have ready the topic of your new one You can't write 
without having something to write aboutl 

~ I k b .. () want to now a out writing 

" an essay 
write an essay 
find out what went wrong with my last essay 

• a research reoort 
write a research report 
find out what went wrong with my last report 

• a CV 

• a business letter .. 
TOP 

ENGLISH FOR EVERYONE Version 1.0 

Copyrig~t ©pearson Higher Education 1999 
"\oVE B 

fiJe://C:\Program FiJes\E4E\scr3.r.tm 5/6/01 
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RESEARCH 
REPORT 

Format 
Writing process 
Problems 
Example 

WRITING 

Essay 
Researchreport 
Business lener 
CY 

~ 

lJage J ot 1. 

WRITING A RESEARCH REPORT 

, ~~, 
-}.:., ,- NOTE: 

'" Before you start writing, first look at the format of a research report 
'" As you prepare your report , follow the writing process though step by step (use the 

Back and Next buttons) 

Here are the steps of the writing process for research reports . 

1. Find out what to write about by looking for the key words 
2, Get the information 
3, Take notes 
4. Write the theoretical background 
5. Choose a plan 

6 . Ma~.e a plan 
7 , VVrite."p_a.la-9r~pbs from your plan 
8 . Use ?jgQPo~Lw.Qrds to link paragraphs 
9. Use num.beringsystem? I headings to make separate sections 

1 D. Write and discuss the results 
11. Write the ~onc;lusions 
12. Write the rec.9mm~nd.~tiqns 
13, Write the iDtrp_eJlJ.clion 
14. Write the ~PReQ.cil~~'ppendices 
15. Write the ~b.§t[C?:ct 
16, Give lef~ence.s 
17, ~(Ht your work 
18. Compile the list of.conte.nts 

~r Start the writing process ... 

~ If you want, have a look at an example of a complete report . To see a complete thesis 
or mini-thesis, ask your librarian or lecturer . 

... 
TOP 

ENGLISH fOR EVERYONE Version 1.0 
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u~neral (OPICS 

GENERAL TOPICS 

,..:r-=:=:H::orr:::,::e :::="1:'., ~ 
i 8,),;.ks ! Film : r 0 I want to know about 
I Index 

HOME MENU 

Writing 
Rea_ding 
General topics 
Advanced (opics 

(; logical thinking 
(; writing skills 

paragraphs 
writing footnotes I endnotes 
making a summary 
taking notes 

- taking minutes 
giving ref~rences 

- qIJ91iQ9 from sources 
, avoiding pl~gi(3rism 

• reading skills 
v textrn-1lpping 
- figlJraJive language 

• oral skills 
,- iOl~Jyi~~S 
~ presentatior)1) 
~ OQd.:t.l(3..ng\.l<;l.ge 

• practical skills 
-. using L~~r~[lG~_ pool<s 
-, using the liQra.ry 
~ n:le.~Jlng$.PIQcJ~9Jlre 
~ tirD~_ managelIl.ent 

• grammar 
~ checklist 
w a.QQstro-Ptle 
• ~oncord 
- Rassive 
'" RarticiRle~ 
.. sentenG~s 
<= v~rbs 
• practice 

• \,fQ@01l1C!ry 
• !)peJli[1g 
• busine!)s English 
• background theory 

.• formal EDgli$h 
English for Special Purposes 

v logical English 
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RMapuccino Map (search string was: clinton) 

File 
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~ 

Layout View 
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1J;iJJ Java Apple! Window 

Operations Help 
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Walrus Visualization by Young Hyun at C/\JD/\ - \1appa.Mundl MagazlIlc - Map ot tile.. Page 1 ot 1. 
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CO~VERS.A TJON MAP/What is it? 

What is it? 

Quick start 

Browse messages 

Questions 

Publications 
, ... _- . ..-

Acknowledgments 

Contact us 

http: //Vv\\w.sims.berkeley.edul- sackJCM/ 

Page 1 of2 

CONVERSATION MAP version 0.01 
AN INTERFACE FOR VERY LARGE-SCALE 
CONVERSATIONS 

Warren Sack 
MIT Media Laboratory 

VERY LARGE-SCALE CONVERSATIONS 
On the Internet there are now very 
large-scale conversations (VLSCs) 
in which hundreds, even thousands, 
of people exchange messages. 
These messages are exchanged daily 
-- and even more frequently -
across international borders. 
Unlike older, one-to-many media 
(for example, television or radio) 
where a small group of people 
broadcast to a larger number of 
people, VLSCs are a many-to-many 
communications medium. Also, 
unlike older, one-to-one media 
(e.g., the telephone), the people 
engaged in VLSCs do not 
necessarily know the electronic 
addresses of the other 
participants before the start of 
the conversation. For these 
reasons, VLSCs are creating new 
connections between people who 
might otherwise not even have 
imagined the other's existence. 

CONVERSATION MAP 
Conversation Map is a newsgroup 
browser that is designed to make 
it easier for participants to 
understand and reflect on very 
large-scale conversations like 
large, electronic-mail lists or 
busy, Usenet newsgroups. 

6/25101 
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Outline . ("'</:"j.> 

Press the Help button for brief information about using MAPA 
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.:n~ Java Applel v/ indow 
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'''ap of the Month February 2001 Netscan's Cross post visualization 
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Appendix 6 

Examples of course types for language support 

The following discussion is designed , not to critique specific texts, but to use texts chosen from 

a \\ide range of language suppon materials. O\'er a period of time, as analogues by which to 

illustrate different approaches to language SUpp011 teaching. 

The contents lists of books, courses and syllabuses can be treated as analogues of the ideology 

(themes) and structure of courses. Some texts conflate or confuse their target market (teachers, 

or students?). Du Toit, Heese and On' made the leap, with their Practical Gllide to Reading 

Wriling {{nd Th inking Skills, of providing a book in two pans, one for the students, and one, with 

adyice, theory and materials, for the teacher. Some examples of different textual approaches 

follow. ~ 

Example 1 

Ewer and LatolTe, 1969 A Course ill Basic Scientific English London: Longman. 

This is the son of book which problematises science communication. Although it claims to 

address 'scientific' English, the contents list is a grammar course, and ignores the discourses the 

students need . Produced for L2 commonwealth students of science, it is unhelpful. Example of 

contents : 

It is not possible to group the following texts and courses according to target market (science 
students, communication courses, and so forth) because some cross boundaries among groups, 
while others do not address the target group one might expect. Yet others are appropriate for any 
group. They are treated as models, as warnings and as instances where practice and effect cannot 
be predicted. Examples 3; 4.3; 8 and 10 are all different and yet all are useful models. 

Course types for language support 
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I. Simple present acti\'e 
2. Simple present passive 
3. Simple present acti\'e and passi\'e 
4. -ing fonTIs 
5. Present perfect; Present continuous 
6. Infinitives 
7. Anomalous infiniti\'es 
8. Past perfect: Conditionals 

Grammar and syntax courses like this one from 1969 are still pa11 of English SUpp0!1 in South 

:\frica. Some client departments still have the mistaken beliefs that the English department 

should supply grammar teaching, in the belief that teaching grammar improves grammar. 

Example 2 

Steinberg Illtroduction to Communication 1994 Cape Town: .luta. 

A serious flaw is its conflation of the language of the teacher and that of the leamer. The 

contents illustrate the ideology of this 'structuralist' textbook: 

Unit 1 
Unit 2 
Unit 3 
Unit 4 

Unit 5 
Unit 6 
Unit 7 
Unit II 

Human Communication (Introduction-stages in- discipline) 
The Communication process (Introduction-components- models-settings) 
Functions of Communication ( Introduction-purposes-effects-theories) 
Communication and perception (Introduction-the perception process
improving ... -Gombrich's theory of...) 
Language and communication 
Nonverbal communication 
Listening ........... to 
Mass Communication ... 

It assumes that knowing about is the same as lmowing how to. The foreword (ix) states that 'An 

attempt has been made to produce an interactive text by adopting an infom1al style of writing.' 

What 'interactive' means here, and how infom1ality leads to interactivity is not clear. An 

example of the 'infom1al style of writing' : 

The one-to-one transactional model is a basic model of communication. We can, 

Course types for language support 
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however, apply its principles to communication situations that involve more than two 
people. Take note that in a group situation .... ( 19) 

Interacti\'ity amounts to asking closed questions like ' Did your pal1ner's non-yerbal signs help 

you to understand him/her more easily?'(17) . The answers can only be yes Ihey did / 110 they 

didn'l . .' don 'I k1l01\, which reflects back on the inadequate fomlat of the question. The text 

claims infornlality but speaks from above ('Take note thaL .. '). It is directed at the theory of 

communication rather than the practice ('and then to relate this knowledge to experiences which 

are familiar to South African students' (ix) ), and so is apparently intended for teachers rather 

than those who wish to be communicators in media or politics or entertainment. But in 

contradicition to this, the activities are addressed to ),011, using the forn1Ula imagine that you ... 

or choose a sport Ihal inlerests YOll- where clearly the you who wants to talk about sport and 

the you \\ho is a teacher or student of communication theory are probably not the same people. 

The stated objectives of each unit are that students should be able to describe or explain one or 

other part of the theory of communication - not that they should be able to do anything. 

Content and infonnation play no part in this course. 

Getting learners to learn structural sentence pattems does not enable the learner to use these 

pattems in communication; equally making Jeamers aware of the patterns in discourse may not 

enable them to use those discourse pattems in communication. Descriptions oflanguage use are 

mistaken for providing language learning. 

Symptomatically, a section called Improving La/1guage Skills follows an account of the Sapir 

-WhorfHypothesis, the explanatory language (of the teacher) is abstract and distant from the 

Course types for language support 
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son of use a learner would be required to put into practice, and is full of space-filling memes: 

For instance, because meaning is affected by denotation and connotation you can never 
be completely sure that your use of a word will create a meaning in the minds of others 
that is exactly the meaning you intend. (53-4) [my underlining]. 

T\\'o pages of this advice are followed by Act;, ,;t)": 

Make the following statements clearer by using more precise / concrete / appropriate 
\\ords: 

' You know how much] love soccer. Well , I'm practising a lot because I really want to 
get better' 
'That concel1 I went to the other day was real cool , man .' 
'The government's attempt to cover up Inkathagate was a total fiasco. ' 
And so on ... 

Criticisms of this 'activity ' are: 

I . ~one of the examples belong to discourses relevant to the students' needs 

2. 'lv/ore precise' is not defined : why and to whom and in what circumstances. there are no 
' answers '. It is not clear what students would be expected to do here or \\'hat purpose it would 
serYe in either the shOJ1 or the long ternl . 

3. All of the sentences in this exercise are in direct speech. By asking students to 'correct' them, 
it implies that 'better ' speech is more like written language. There is no awareness ofappropriacy 
to the spoken and infornlal contexts . 

4. Students are usually critical of\\:hat they see as attempts by lecturers to ingratiate themselves, 
by sho\ving that they know about rap and soccer, are against the government, and use words like 
cool. In effect those attempts widen an already unbridgeable gap. 

5. An unquestioned assumption is made that slang is less precise or 'good' than forn1al English . 

6. Later in the book, under 'Organisational Techniques for Specific Purposes' (121) students are 
asked to provide evidence for the accident rates of women drivers, or the success of Maroko 
Swallows, again using material outside the scope of academic communication, which is said to 
be the topic of the textbook (ix). The topics are not gender-sensitive. 

Example 3 

Stewart, G., de Kock, c., Smit, M., Sproat, B., Storrie, G. 1996 Communicating for the 

Course types for language support 
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Professiolls Cape Town: ]uta, 

Its stated aims of this excellent book , published t\\O years later by the same publisher,are : 

to include all key syllabus elements, with ample practical examples of communication 
in the workplace, P:1rticular care was taken in the plaruling of the book to make the 
content clear and intelligible to students for whom English is a second language, while 
ensuring that the needs of English first-language students were not neglected , 
... Readings are provided as links, to direct the student beyond the chapter content and 
into the world of business ... 

The book is divided into 10 Chapters, each broken into pal1s: 

1. Effective study skills 
How to plan ... lectures and note-taking .. . Reading and study techniques 
How to study .. (and so on) 

2 Communication theory ... 
3. Writing style : Memos, letters , reports .... 
4. Meetings ... 
5. Speaking and listenilg ... 
6. Negotiation ... 
7. Media literacy ... 
8. Screen language .. . 
9. Communication and the computer .. . 
10. Life skills for your profession .... 

This book consistently 

~ discusses what to do and how to do it 
~ addresses students directly. 
~ solves problems that students will need to solve 
~ acts as a preparation for professional Communication 
~ never confuses the roles or discourses of the lecturer and the learner 

Preface, v. 

~ provides the core ofa communication course with relevant examples and application and 
a wide range 

~ contains a wealth of materials and infornlation 
~ includes media literacy and computers 
~ is not discourse-specific (,integrated'), or ' interactive', though as discussed earlier, the 

first is unnecessary and the second, in a textbook, illusory. 

It has two inevitable flaws : 

~ it cannot provide access to the computers it mentions, or show how to get access (this is 
the difficult bit, not talking about it, and additionally, the practice changes one's ideas 

Course types for language support 
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about what is needed and how 10 do it) . 
the illusion that the linear process from Chapter I to the end is process up a hierarchy to 
the top, or along a path to a goal , at which point all has been achieved . The book 
inevitably cannot analogue Halliday 's vision of inter-related meaning producing fields, 
or provide the experience for students of choosing their own directions among options, 
at their own pace. 

Example 4.1 

J. Eastwood 1980 English for Trm'el Oxford: Oxford Uniyersity Press. (Discussed In 
Hutchinson and Waters 1987: 32). 

Example 4.2 

P.L.Sandler 1980 Th e Perro/elllll progralll : English for rhe Oil Jndusfly BBC Publications 

Functional, content based courses. Functional syllabuses focus on specific discourse types as 

appropriate to different situations. Language then will be taught (if at all) within the contexts 

in which it will be used, and metalanguage will be avoided . These are attempts to provide 

discipline-specific 'integrated ' language support. 

Eastwood 's chapter headings are of the type: 

I. Asking about travel 
2. Making travel arrangements 
3. Ordering a meal 
4. Asking the way 
5. Hiring a car ... . (and so on) 

and Sandler's: 

1. The Rig 
2. Fishing Jobs 
3. Traps and Geology 
4. Reservoir Fluids 
5. Natural Flow 
6. Blowout Control 
7. Drives and Stimulations 
8. Directional Wells 
9. Jobs on the Rig. 

Course types for language support 
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Books of this kind are a little too like a series of comprehension exercises, and are aimed at a 

\ery specific market. Is the market the men who \vork on the rigs? Engineers? Interested 

amateurs? It is difficult to envisage how the content will help out on the North Sea, and tempting 

to think that the books havefi ll ed market niches, piggy-backing on general interest in travel, and 

in :\01111 Sea Oil in the 1980s. 

Example 4.3 

Kotecha, P. and A. du Plessis 1994 COlli III unic(I[ion jor Ellgineers: on !ntegrared Approach to 
Academic and Language Skills Cape Town: ~1askew Millar Longman. 

This is one of the most useful textbooks for practical language and cognitive support . Although 

addressed to 'engineers', and written by 1994, it is still useful. The title makes unabashed appeal 

to the memes of the moment (Illfegrared, approach, academic, langllage, skills). But it addresses 

students and tutors separately, defines the required outcomes, explains the background to the 

course and the context in \\'hich leaming will take place, and allows for group leaming. It begins 

with an address to the student: 'all your leaming will be task-based and leamer-centred ... '(page 

vii) and carefully defines the different language spaces - reading, writing, speaking or 

listening. It is open about hew assessment and self-assessment will take place. 'This book is 

designed to help you develop the problem-solving and cOl1ll11unication skills \\ 'hich you need in 

order to sllcceed in your chosen career' (page vi). 

Each chapter considers a topic which is part of the students' course, but which is also appropriate 

for all cOnU11Unication students. They provide well-defined materials and tasks for each section, 

all of which involve skills all students will need. The Appendix contains suggested answers, and 
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guidelines on assessment. The book uses flow chm1s, diagrams, illustrations, sample arguments. 

A model book' The topics are interesting and genreal and practical enough to be used for any 

tertiary student, and strategies for engaging with each text are clearly shown. 

Sample Chapters: 

Section C: Mining and Industrial Safety 
Unit 7 The Accident at Samed: Report-writing 
Unit 8 Explosion at the New Age Factory: Writing an Abstract 
Unit 9 A Mining Accident: Cause and effect arguments. 

Section D: Aspects of Mining in South Africa 
Unit 10 Gold recovery and production 

Transfer of infomlation 
Unit 11 The Tsese Gold Mine: Writing a joumal article 
Unit 12 The closure of mines: 

Group decision-making and fomlal letters 
Unit 13 Gold Mining: Description and classification 

Section E: Generation of Electricity 
Unit 14 Comparing methods of electricity generation 

Advantages and disadvantages 
Unit 15 Coal-fired power generation: Persuasive argument. ... (and so on) 

It concentrates on the cogniti\'e level of writing, in tellllS of genre (reports) and planning and 

structure. 

Example 5 

Dalmas and Hackett 1987 Practical English: ({ COlllplete Course - a Reproducable Book, 
Portland, Maine: 1. Weston Walch. 

Providing a 'holistic' approach to 'writing', it takes students and teacher through a genre-based 

process of writing towards professional 'competence' . The authors say: 'There is no way to leam 

writing other than by writing' (vii). But it does not relate writing to content and to thinking, 

defining language use in its own tenns, not in temlS of its Junction - as though one could write 

without having something to say. This is an example ofKilfoil's 'syllabus in a vacuum'. Some 

of the lessons in this long book may rub off, but the experience of working through it must be 
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monotonous and meaningless. 

Example 6 

C. Van der Walt English for LOll' Students 

A South African, discourse specific textbook, but not systemically based .. 

Example 7 

MJ .Wallace 1980 Stlldy Skills in English Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 

The ' skills syllabus': the table of contents reveals a typical foundation course : 

1. Organising your studies 
2. Improving your reading ability 
3. Taking notes 
4. Taking part in seminars 
5. Writing an essay (1) research and using the library 
6. Writing an essay (2) organisation 
7. Writing an essay (3) presentation 
8. Assessment , study techniques and examinations. 

This very conservati\'e type 0f course might be useful to top students who wish to understand the 

requirements of tertiary stuey. ]t locks into the essay as its goal, and assumes without question 

that the skills it discusses are both desirable and transferable. 

Example 8 

An 'English Communication' course, registered 1999 and taught at present. It looks on paper 

like the course from hell , but it has out-performed many more planned and controlled 

experiments. It has no content , no relationship to mainstream courses, no textbooks, no materials 

- only an outline which moves from 'grammar' through items such as 'note-taking and 

'emotive language' to 'report-writing' over four modules. It is a good example of what Wendy 

Kilfoil called a 'course in a vacuum'. This 'non-course' which does everything wrong is about 
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to be submitted to SAQA for acceptance. It begins from 'where the students are coming from' 

and acknowledges ' impro\ement' as the criterion for passing. It is intended to address the 

communicative ability of L2 ieamers, ""ith focus 011 what students bring to the courses 

linguistically and practically; 'bring a magazine al1icle of your choice'. Passed by Senate, it has 

been taught for two years, by dedicated teachers who have created from the outline a course 

which seems to \\ork. Assessment is based on group projects, interviev.'s, portfolios, attendance. 

Since the course is empty, there is timetable space to provide online leaming to a captive group 

to whatever extent the lecturer may wish, ifhe or she can do it and iffacilities are available. 

This course provides no paradigm or framework or structure: not the same as the eclecticism 

recommended by Hutchinson and Waters, who assume all academic standard . Its strength is that 

it could be filled with tasks which enhance professional perfolll1ance. 'The fossilisation of 

lealllers' interlanguage can indeed be typical of such programs' (Mitchell 1996: 6). What looks 

like a worst-case scenario has proved to be effective in the opinions of stUdents and staff and to 

produce enthusiastic results and high quality perfom1ances. In fact the course is as good or as 

bad as the teacher who teaches it. 

Example 9 

Widdowson 1979 Reading ([nd Thinking ill English: Exploring Functions Oxford: Oxford 
University Press. 

A course based on cognition . Although it is reasonable to assume that tertiary students can 

transfer skills acquired in support courses to their mainstream subjects, this book, though 

interesting in itself, is perhaps remote from either main disciplines or marketable skills to be 

useful as support - as the contents list shows: 
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Unit 2 : Generalisations 
Part 1 The nature of generalisations 
Part 2 General and specific infornlation (paragraphs containing a single generalisation) 
Pal1 2 Levels of generality .. etc . 

Example 10.1 

On, \1 .H and C.J.H.Schutte 1992 The Language 0.( Science Durban: Butterworths. 

Example 10.2 

11 

Toit , Heese, On 1995 A PracTical Guide The Teacher's A10nual Southern Book Publishers. And 
Reading FVriTing Clnd Thinking Skills - the student manual. 

10.1 \Vhile avoiding metalanguage, the book moves through the various levels of systemic 

linguistics, providing 'the rr::ader \'v'ith a basic 'tool kit' for tackling the reading of science text 

books. Chapter 1 starts on the micro level of words and their functions ... Chapter 8 provides some 

sophisticated apparatus for the 'toolkit' in the fornl of thinking skills - strategies for managing 

and manipulating infornlation.' (Preface,v). This book is one of the more useful of its kind. It 

does not teach science, but limits itself nevertheless to the discourses of science; one of the 

authors is a scientist, the other a linguist. It builds the language of science out of its elementary 

paI1ic1es, words, sentences, ideas, paragraphs, connectors, logical thinking, speci fic registers, and 

visual infornlation in science. To do this, the writers use scientific examples, a good example of 

integrated learning procedures. This book is lucid and full of infornlation, and logically 

structured. Compared with a program, its format is (inevitably) linear and goal directed, leaving 

students with the understanding that if they finish the book they will have mastered everything, 

10.2 This is one of the few ~xamples where the writers acknowledge overtly that the discourse 

of the teacher and the discourse of the learner are different, and act upon that insight. 
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Example 11 

L .\1. Rooney 1999 /v'el\' Perceptions: An integrated language, Communications alld Academic 
Skills Course Maskew Millar Longman. 

An example of the inherited course - some else's course: a 'complete package' containing 

'lecturer's guide and a 180 minute video master tape'. The price is prohibitive: R2280.00. The 

publisher's account of it says it 'offers a fresh, innovative approach to language, communication 

and academic skills' and 'interactive engagement' - what does that mean in practice? 

~ 'A generic language, communication and academic skills coursebook' 
~ . A completely integrated leamer-centred course' 
Language skills 
~ presents an introductory grammar course which becomes progressively more complex 
~ 14 di fferent structures are authentically presented, practised and produced 
Communication skills 
~ all four skills - reading, writing, listening and speaking are extensively covered 
Academic skills 
~ tiJl1e management, dictionaries ... repoI1 writing 
Leaming tips, etc 

Contents 10 units: 

Introduction to academic skills 
Lets Talk human rights 
Crime and Punishment 
HIV and Aids - everyone's concem 
The world around us 
Our country of many languages 
Communicating to win 
Choosing how to die 
Women in society - the struggle for equality 
The Working World 

The important meme-word is 'authentic' - meaning perhaps, sociologically relevant. Students 

will not find the discourses of their subjects here. 

Example 12 
COLISA Science Access Course: 
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Contents 15 Units: 
Independent learning 
Communication with the Institution 
Increasing reading speed 
Vocabulary building Strategies 
Key words 
Academic and Scientific English 
Typical sentence structures 
The language of Mathematics 
Solving word problems in Mathe!llatics 
The discourse of Mathemallcs 
Ideas in sentences, paragraphs and longer texts 
Reading longer texts 
Basic notemaking strategies 
Notes to suit text structures 
l'nderstanding infonnation 

This course conf1ates the di scourses of the teacher with those of the learner. 

Example 13 

13 

Kilfoil. W. 1997 Comprehensioll Skills for Sciellce The reading module iv-v Pretoria: UNISA 

Sometimes the speci fication of skills might detern1ine the selection of content. In other 
cases, such as with CSS. where the context of a reading course for the faculty of science 
predetennines the content, the specific skills identified by the NQF should be interpreted 
in the light of the content. 

Kilfoil (1998:51) 
This UNISA course is excellent, and one would imagine that it should be successful. Kilfoil 
comments on the negative perception of it among students and among science lecturers. It is 
possible that if the same course were organised around the headings given to the components of 
the science modules, using their textbook in the same order as in the main course, the same 
materials might find approval. The book addresses students clearly and unpatronisingly, and 
specifies outcomes: 

Content 

~ your subject and the organisation of its discourse (responsibility of subject specialists) 
~ grammar and effective language use 
~ the language of your own discipline (tern1inology) 
~ reading strategies 
~ analytical strategies 
~ recording and summarising strategies (writing to learn) 

Essential Outcomes 

~ learn from texts 
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~ use language, both general and subject specific, effectively 
~ think within an academic, scientific, tertiary context 

Specific Outcomes 

~ use language to access and process infolll1ation effectively 
~ use understanding oflanguage (both general and subject specific) to maintain coherence 

in long and complex sentences 
use recognisable features, familiar concepts, and some understanding of the construction 
of scientific discourse to construct meaning from long, complex texts 
identify, gather and analyse infolll1ation for investigative purposes and use effective 
means to organise, record and summaraize the infolmation 
use a variety of textmapping techniques to highlight and record important words and 
ideas 
extend your knowledge of how to read texts for infolll1ation or for specific purposes 
(skim, scan, study read; identify key words and phrases, topic sentences, main ideas) 
draw infollllation from a variety of written and non-linguistic sources to complete tasks 
such as mind-mapping, segmenting and labelling, drawing flow charts and classification 
trees, making linear notes and writing short summaries in paragraph f01ll1. 
analyse definitions into tellll, class and differences to avoid confusing mutually exclusive 
concepts 

~ apply some strategies for reaching logical conclusions 
~ identify, pose and solve problems using critical and creative thinking 

Example 14 

A Science Communication Course 1994-1998 

Multimedia, using film, computers, texts, excursions, guest speakers, group projects, for a large 

mixed group of L2 science students. The course introduced students to a range of background 

issues which the mainstream courses could not include, such as evolution, cosmology, 

anthropology, geology. Writing was planned round trees, tables and flow charts, and the goals 

were a fOllllal repoJ1, team work, using resources for professional results, editing and computer 

literacy. This course was a casualty of transformation, and has not yet been replaced with any 

support. For further discussion of the language of science see Appendix 5. 
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Example 15 
The Post Hoc approach (Hutchinson and Waters 1987: 94, Fig.24) 

Example 16 

Write materials on 
undefined criteria 

1 
\vrite cosmetic syllabus to satisfy 

demand 

Clive Sutton 1992 Words Science and Learning Buckingham: The Open University Press. 

15 

Sutton was one of the first to show how courses and syllabuses are influenced by metaphor and 

(lnaloglle. It is addressed to teachers, not leamers: for science support it was ahead of its time. 

The contents: 

Chapter I In praise of Words 
Chapter 2 Fossi Is of Old Thoughts 
Chapter 3 Figuring Things Out with Words 
Chapter 4 Delightful Deceits in Words? 
Chapter 5 Words, seeing, and seeing as .. . 
Chapter 6 Ways of seeing and ways of talking 
Chapter 7 Internretations and labels 
Chapter 8 Variation and change in meaning 
Chapter 9 Well, Mary, what are they saying here? 
Chapter 10 Questions of style 
Chapter 11 'Discoveries', theories, and 'facts' 
Chapter 12 Public know ledge and pri vate understandings 

Afterword: How we talk about school learning 

Sutton wams against 'assuming that one system is the only possible one' and demonstrates that 

conflicts 'can often be traced to different metaphors which the protagonists are using to guide 
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what they do ' (Sutton 1992 : 113-4). He advises that responsibility for leaming is in the hands 

of the leamer not the lecturer (ib . J 15). 

Example 17 

Hutchinson and \Vaters J 987 English for Special Plirposes Cambridge University Press. 

This book begins to approximate to the vision of a computer language support program, despite 

having been published as long ago as 1987. It addresses teachers not leamers, providing a 

sophisticated understanding of the complexities of language SLlpp0l1. ]t is interesting to notice 

how all the quotations which the authors have, rightly, chosen to support their 'learning-centred 

approach' (1987: 74) to English for Special Purposes, apply all the more aptly to program design. 

They also provide (J 987: J) a topographical metaphor for language support which foreshadows 

analogical images for programs, such as are explored in chapter 5. Their comments (1987: 128) 

on the basic principles of language SUpp0l1 sum up an open and practical approach, rooted in 

common sense. 

Examples 18-20 are cUlTent attempts (2000) in one institution to provide remediation for L2 

students of English. They also show how the apparently unsystemic nature of the problem 

prompts unsystemic and linguistically untheorised responses . The first is a grammar workbook, 

the second two types of workshop on 'writing'. 

Example 18 The Grammar '''orkbook 

The direct teaching of' grammar' has been out offavour for several years (replaced by preferred 

memes which involved learning by absorption, and integration with mainstream courses, rather 

than by explicit teaching of metalanguage), but it is again accepted, justified by the need for a 

'back to basics' approach, or (particularly on-line) re-visioned or reinvented as the 'interactive' 
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solution for language problems. Interactivity means in effect working through exercIses; 

' interacti\e' language suppOJ1 programs typicall y contain grammar and syntax exercises, and the 

means to assess perf01111ance by clocking up rights and wrongs. 

There is a con-elation betv,'een doing well in multiple choice or grammar exercises and being 

proficient in English grammar and syntax, but there cannot be a direct con-elation between doing 

this kind of exercise and lea111ing fr0111 it. ]n other words exercises can be used to distinguish 

between those students who do not have problems of English expression and those who do. 

Perf01111ance will con-elate with factors outside the support course, sllch as previous education 

and home languages. The same argument holds good for cloze exercises. 

Here is a selection of questions (not on-line, but there are many similar on the web1
) intended to 

prepare students ofa language support course in June 2000 for a 'language test': 

Select the con-ect verb or pronoun from the pair in brackets : 
(1) (Is/are) everyone happy with this an-angement? 
(2) Neither the clocks nor the timetable (is/are) wrong 
(3) The tea and cakes (is/are) all you need for a good afte11100n 
(4) The man (is/are) programmi ng the computer 
Con-eel the following sentences 
(5) The salary of a lecturer is lower than a lawyer 
(6) Whenever a person accepts public office they must be prepared for a certain 

amount of criticism 
(7) The teacher was angry with the way the class behaved 

This language practice is not structured systemically. The fuzzy areas show up at once: the verb 

2 

See Appendix 7 for URLs of 'interactive' web sites. 
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choice in (3) will differ according to the presence or absence of the, or according to situation3
, 

something \\'hich second language students cannot be expected to know, and which cannot be 

taught except to experts. Intelligent students can be puzzled by, or exploit, those grey areas. In 

(4) no-one, whether first or second language speaker, at tertiary level, would choose are. (5) (6) 

and (7) are acceptable in spoken or written English. To confuse the issue further, it would be 

best to change ([ person (6) to people, but the currently favoured fom1 is singular followed by 

slhe to denote gender sensitivity - here the choice appears to be grammatical but is working 

in reality within a complex area of the systems of context, and situation, namely post-1994 South 

African sociological or cultural studies texts. Most of the structures in these exercises \'.'ould not 

appear in fom1al written contexts in any case. 

Although there is an illusion of unity - all the questions in the first exercise refer to verbs -

no system is apparent to the testee, and the phrase or pronoun introduces a red herring. However 

many times students perfom1ed tests like these, they would be unlikely to leam any general 

principles ,,·hich would improve the fonnal written academic English they need for the job 

market. 

The tester provided a I ist of grammar rules for students ho\",ever, which as a body of reference 

for students would certainly be useful for the future, even though they did not understand the 

principles behind it. 

If one were choosing 'tea and cakes' from a list which contains (a) snacks and wine (b) chips and 
orange juice (c) tea and cakes (d)soup and bread, then 'tea and cakes is best' would be fine. 
Also, if the choice were 'tea and cake' not 'tea and cakes' then 'is' would also be fine. 
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Example] 9 \Vorkshop Ty}e 1 

The second lecturer provided a workshop on 'writing', with emphasis on 'coherence' and 

'cohesion'. Despite using the word 'cohesion' with reference to texts produced by students this 

specific lecturer interprets genre as a 'discredited' tenet of New Criticism, and is unaware of the 

concept of register. Students were taught to write by analysing topics given as questions. They 

looked for key words, and prrwided thesis statements, topic sentences and supporting sentences, 

but without learning \\'hy this should be done, whether it should always be done, and what if 

anything defines a sentence as a 'topic' sentence. No help was provided belo\v the level of the 

clause, or above the le\'el of the paragraph; the texts produced \\'ere collections of mechanically 

linked paragraphs, not register types. Help did not extend from substance to context or to 

situation. Text is a semantic concept (Hutchinson and Waters 1987: 135). Here however, text 

construction and semiotics are unconnected. The result was mystified students who felt that if 

writing was difficult, it was now impossible, since marks \vould be deducted for infringements 

of rules which they only partly understood. They could not make a connection between their 

knowledge of the text about which they were writing, and the methodology of the text which they 

were themselves producing. 

20 'Workshop Type 2 

A more useful workshop on the same subject (paragraph structure) might begin from planning 

methods. If the data or infomlation which a piece of writing is to discuss is organised in the fonn 

of tables, or flow charts, or tree diagrams, or maps, then in a short piece of writing, each step of 

a flow chart or row of a table needs a paragraph to explain it, and in a long piece of writing, each 

step or row needs a section to explain it. Practice in making plans, using the key words of the 
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topic or question to detel111ine the kind of plan,4 will lead to practice in making paragraphs 

without metalanguage. A workshop like this should however be part of a series of workshops 

which would range from the level of the word and phrase (using spell checkers, dictionaries and 

other tools and strategies) through to the level of genre (report, article). In terms of 

systematicity, it would be helpful at every level to draw attention to the network ofrelationships 

among the original plan, the structure of the writing as a consequence of the plan, the tools and 

strategies available, and the imagined audience or reader who needs to be able to see the plan 

behind the text. 

Both the grammar workbook and the first workshop focus on only one part of one system, and 

without relating it to meaning f0l111ation on other levels of the target discourse, academic English 

in the context of a report or critique or al1icle. Each neglects basic distinctions between written 

and spoken, f0l111al and infol111al, f0l111 and substance, context and situation, academic register 

or discourse and other possible choices. Neither uses the discourse of the subject it supports. 

For students who do not know about Englishes, the historical background of English, or about 

language change, corrections will be impenetrably obscure. 

4Compare, contrast mean the plan is a table, show how means the plan is a flow chart 
or tree, consider means a mind map. Lists of words which correlate with plan types can 
easily be made. 
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Appendix 7 

A list of useful web sites for online language support. 

1. Search engines: 

Yahoo: http://www.yahoo.com 
To find ESL infon11ation sites, go to social science>Linguistics and human 
languages>languages>English as a second language .. . 

http://www.geocities.com 

http://www.webbrail1.com 

2. General: 

HTML style guide 
http://web.bentley.edu/empl/c/rcrooks/comm-web/style/complete.html 

An Interactive Helpdesk for Distance Education 1997 
http://cs.ru.ac.za/coe/research/projheJpd es k. h tm I 

A glossary of linguistics terms: 
http://www.sil.o rg/lin g u a lin ks/libra ry/li teracy/glossa ry 
This is provided by The Summer Institute of Linguistics, whose purpose is 'to work with 
language communities world-wide to facilitate language-based development through research, 
translation and literacy'. Useful, well designed site. 

http://www.researchpaper.com. 
Ideas for research papers and projects, and infon11ation about how write papers. 
Links to' 100 pages of\vriting tips and techniques' or 'Infonautics'. Also search by discipline, 
for reading, writing, research on the \veb, special subjects .. . Set out on an analogue background 
of A4 ruled paper. 

\VebCT online tutorial 
http://www.webct.com 
and 
http://www.futuremedia.co.za 

http://www.microsoft.com/education 
Technet is the site for Microsoft in higher education 

3. AMERICAN ONLINE \VRITING LABS 

Purdue University Online Writing Lab ( OWL) 
http://owl.english.purdue.ed 
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A useful and professional language support site. It is produced by a large number of American 
academics. Links to 
~ a \\ide range of material s, grammar and synt ax, and writing and thinking skills, of all 

kinds . 
text books - for example Kathryn Lamm 's ' 10,000 Ideas for Tem1 Papers, Projects, 
Reports and Speeches' (1995) (In pa11nership with Macmillan Publishing USA) 

• other OWLS and tel1i ary language supp011 sites in American Universities. 

It does not att empt to integrate the materials one with another - this would not be practical. 

The Berkeley Instructional Technology Program 
http: //www.itp.berkeley.edu/-thorne/1\100.html 
The \\Titing lab at Berkeley, called the Cafe Mool ano, is at 
http: //moolano.berkeley.edu 
Also provides links to other sites . 

The l'niYersity of :\lichigan 
http ://www.emich.edu/-linguist 
A po\\'erful site for those wanting to learn about the field of online learning. Provides: 
~ inforn1ation and links - for example to the Virtual Library of Linguistics 
~ a byperlinked list of OWLS, MOOS, MUSHES and MUDS. 

The Cniversity of Oregon: 
http: //babel.uoregon.edu/yamada/internet.htmJ 

The Virtual Writing Centre, or 'cybe11utoring project' (worth a visit!) 
. of the University of Arkansas at Little Rock 
http://www.uaJr.edu/ 

The Catalyst web site nlll by the Center for Teaching Learning & Technology at the University 
of Wa~hington , Seattle. The main site is 
b ttp://depts. wash ington.edu/catalyst 

but there are several linked web sites. 
Washington, Seattle has an intranet on which lecturers can post materials using a template . The 
service is run by postgraduate students who are given course credits for work on the site. 

4. BRITISH 'VEB SITES 

John Higgins site, Stirling University. This site is useful on hypertext and CALL, and provides 
a full CALL bibliography. 
http://www.stir.ac.uk/celt/stafflHIGDOXJhypertxt.htm 
CALL Bibliography: 
http://www.stir.ac.uk/higdox/callbib.htm 

Dave Sperling's ESL Cafe 
http://www.eslcafe.com 
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Exciting site, full of useful ways-Io-go, from a long time professional. 
Search Sperling ' s English Second Language Web Guide, at 
http://www.eslcafe.com/search/On 1 ine_ English_Courses 

3 

\vhich lists a wide range of sites relating to language support at tel1iary level. The site provides 
an email facility for course writers to add their own sites to the list. 

See also D.Sperling 1998 Tlte lllfemet Guide for E11glish La11guage Teachers Prentice Hall. 

Tim Johns CALL site - The Centre for English Language Studies at Birmingham University, 
one of the first in the field and still being updated 
http://www.bham.ac.ukJCELS/inhouse.htmJ 
Tim Johns home page is at 
http://su nib h am.ac. u kJj oh nstf/homepage 
http://www.hull.ac.ukJeti/langsite/internet.htm 

http://www.edunet.eom/english/ 
This is a useful site, with lillks to other online sources of help . 
http://www.edunet.eom/english/ gram 
http://www.edunet.com./engJish/practice.html 
This part of the Edunet site belongs to The St Johns \Vood School of English, and the Hampstead 
School of English. Materials in the section Igram (grammar) are copyright to The Digital 
Education Network Ltd., 1995, S. Hughes. Materials on show are not helpful or media-friendly. 
This is another case among many where materials are couched in language too difficult for 
learners . There is no attempt to use the medium to reinforce a message (poor screen design) . The 
only concession is t\\'o colours of button. 

5. EXAMPLES OF SITES ,,'HICH ARE LESS THAN USEFUL 

http://compu high.com/in fo/ 

http://www.esllessons.com 

For comment on those sites see Chapter 5. 

6. SOUTH AFRICAN 'VEB SITES 

http://www.ru.ac.za 
Rhodes University: Very useful papers by Wentworth and Collett 

University of Natal Durban's CAM ESE project 
http://www.und.ac.za/undlling/camese.h tml 

This site is for registered students and cannot be used from outside, but the web site provides 
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samples and infomlation. 

Provides 'Computer-Aided Multimedia Editing Skills in English' 
'This site is primarily intended to help English second language students to edit their 
academic writing more effectively ... 1t is not intended to be a general purpose ESL 
program'. 
It supplements two courses. 

The program focusses on 'authentic texts' (a cunent meme in English support). In tenns of 
assessment it provides 'model answers'. It can make use of several interaction types, because 
it is for UND students. It seems to be a useful project. It does not take a coherent positioh on 
what it is teaching; how will students find what they need to edit their work - or should they 
work through the 'lessons' step by step? It provides access for its own students to the Oxford 
Advanced Leamer's Dictionary. This site is not useful in providing help, but could be a model 
for those who want to create intemal networks in their o\\'n institutions. 

University of Cape Town Multimedia Education Group Support Program 
http://www.meg.uct.ac.za/projects.htm or down loads/writing 
The materials on this site cannot be used without registration, but Marion Walton and her 
colleagues provide infomlation about their projects and online articles. They appear to be the 
most sophisticated online group in South Africa. 

University of Stellenbosch coursework masters degree 
http://www.sun.ac.za/forlang (Rainer Kushler, Stellenbosch hypermedia) 
Stellenbosch provides a masters' degree by course work in computer assisted language SUpp0l1 
for English as a second language. 

http://www.rau.ac.za/conf/www1999 email LisleduPlessisatldp@L.W.rau.ac.za 

http://www.colisa.ac.za/ 
The Confederation of Open Leaming Institutions, South Africa. 

National Education policy documents can be found at 
http://www.polity.org.za/govdocs/misc/langpol.html 
For example 
Bengu,S.M.E. 1997 Statement by the Minister of Education on a New Language Policy in 
general and future education 14 July 1997 
and Kadar Asmal National Plan for Higher Education govelllment white paper. 

7. NOR'VAY 

The site of Andreas Lund 
http://home.sol.no/-anlun/ 
Norwegian site of Andreas Lund, beautiful and interesting, new useful links. This site seems to 
work on the principle of total immersion, to provide help with 
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Engli sh as a Second, a Foreign, Another Language 

where the words Second and Foreign are scored through. From here one can go in fascinating 
directions, illuminating for (eachers who would like to see how the future works. 

8. OTHER USEFVL SITES \VORLD-\VIDE 

Explore : 

http://www.esldirect.com 

http:/ lest. to/iep/in t. h tm I 

http://www.globalenglish.com - a commercial site for Business English 

http://www.globalesl.net/ 

http://learner.org.teehnology -
the American Association of Higher Education site - provides discussion and information. 

http://wl'''w .d rb.org. uk 
Digital Resources for the Humanities - papers, aJ1icles, bibliography online. 
- 'a major for all those affected by the digitization of our C0l111110n cultural heritage' . 

http://www.csun.edu/-hfoao006/ProgramIEP.html 
Califomia State ' s Intensive English Program 

http://umanitoba.ca/studen tlresou ree 

http ://home.mcom.com/homei i ntemet -index. html 
http ://www.digital .com/gnrJwiclindex.html?gnu 
http ://akebono.stanford.edu/yahoo 
http ://pass.wayne.eduIDU.html 
http ://uu-gna.mit.edu:8001 
http ://alberti .mit.edu/ap/ap.'Hml 
http ://core.symnet.net/-VOU/ 
telnet: / /ndcJ .occ. uky.edu 

Distributed Multimedia Survey 
http: //cuiwww.unige.chlOSGlinfo/MUltimedialnfo/mmsurveylintro.html 

OASYS Homepage 
http ://www.darmstadt.gmd.de/oasyslindex.html 

Our Vision for Educational New Media 

Language support web sites 
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Metamedia Distributed databases - Media Weaver 
http://lummi.stanford.edu/Media2/ASD/ASD_Homepage/Mu Itimedia.html 

Video-on-Demand 
http:hvww.digital-solutions.com/video.html 

Crispen, B. Cyberspoce, 1998 
http://ho111e.hiwaay.net~crispen/''rnllworks/cyberspace . h tml 
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The 'Voice of the Shuttle' web pages for research, from the L'niversity of California Santa 
Barbara, is a rich source for links and infornlation to bibliographies, journals, listserves, 
newgroups and conferences. 
http://vos. ucsb.edu/ 

9. JOURNALS, Pl'BLISHERS SITES AND BIBLIOGRAPHIES 

8.1 JOURNALS and PUBLISHERS 

The Internet Teaching English as Second Language Journal 
http://aitech.ac.ip/-ites I ill in ks/TESL 
This is one of the 1110st useful sites. It provides links to: 

~ The Internet TESL Journal 
~ TESLITEFLITESOLlESLlEFLIESOL 
~ Self-study quizzes, JavaScript quizzes, puzzles, jokes, games, questions 
~ 5197 registered links, for teachers and students. 

Some of the categories listed are dictionaries, lessons, tests, games, grammar, textbooks, 
idioms, speaking, projects, functional English - and many many more. 

On the same site go to the index, at 

TESL-EJ Index 
http://www.aitech.ac.jp/-itesljllinks/TESL/Articles/pI.html 

this bibliography is long - download it rather than print it. 

Two British computer language learning journals: 

International Journal of CALL, ed. Keith Cameron, Exeter 
http://www.swets.nllsps/journals/call.html- also a computer assisted language learning site 

and 

Language support web sites 
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System: an International Journal of Educational Technology and Applied Linguistics, ed. Davies 
and Higgins. 
http://www.elsevier.n I :80/i nca/pu b Iications/store/3/3/51 

ELTJollrnaf, Oxford: Oxford University Press. 
http://www.oup.co.ukljnls/eltj 

http://www.prenhall.com 
The Prentice Hall site, now a subsidiary of Pearson Higher Education, includes the Prentice Hall 
School , where a wide variety of materials can be accessed online. This is a developing site, at 
http://www.phschool.com/ 
Full of useful materials 

Macmillam HeinemannEnglish Language Teaching 
http: //www.mhelt.com 

http: //www.emich.ed u/-lin gu ist 
The \·irtual library of lingui stics . 

http://1 ife.cs u .ed u. a k/ ed u ca ti on/tertia ry 
The virtual library - education by level. You can select tertiary. 

Eastwood, J. Oxford Praclice Grammar Oxford : Oxford University Press . For 1. Eastwood's 
Grammar Forum, see 
http://www.oup.co.uk/elt 

John Sinclair ' s Collins CoBuild English Dictionary, the lexicographer's systemic functional 
linguistics, is online at 
http://titania.cobuild.coll ins.co.u k/ 

9.2 BIBLIOGRAPHIES 

http://www.stir.ac.uklcelt!staff/higdox 
for a bibliography of CALL from Stirling University 

http://www.wfi.fr/voIterre/bib Iio.h tmt 
Another CALL bibliography 

Internet-based Language Learning bibliography at 
http://wv .. w.hull.ac.uklctiJlangsite/internet.htm 

10. SCIENCES 

Language support web sites 
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In addition to those general sites, there are many which deal specifically with communication in 
the sciences. The European Science Policy Support Group can be found at 
http://www.spsg.org/eurocon 
and try 
http://www.helix.nature.com 
http://www.pbs.org 

The Open llniversity, Great Britain 
http://www.iet.open.ac.ukliet 
Institute of Educational technology 
and 
http://kmi.open .ac. u klkmitext.h tmt 

Resources for Teachers of Science and Technology 
http://ww.~ .. wfi.fr/est/estl.htmt 
http://www.lessonplanspage.com/LAI\1 0 Fra me. htmt 

http://www.aitech.ac.jp/-itestjlJinks/TESL/ArticJes/p1.htm) 
where you find the Journal of teaching English as a Second Language, from which you can 
access articles on science communication, for example 
R.Bowers 'A Computer-mediated Scientific Writing Program (March 1995) at 
http://www.kyoto-su.ac.jp/information/test-ej/ej03/a3.htmt 

http://www.man.ac.uklScienceEngineering/CHSTI\1/Journats.htm 
-links to 44 Journals for the History of Science. 

http://www.shef.ac. u klu ni/academic/N-2 
http://iearnweb.harvard.edu/ent/ 
http://mason.gmu.edu/-montecin/table 

II. PROGRo\l\1S ON CD and CDRom 

1 : The Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary on 
A.S.Hornby. 5th Edition, ed. Jonathan Crowther: 
Contact email to 
elt.enquiry@oup.co.uk OR ep.help@oup.co.uk 

'Turning a dictionary inside out': enonnously valuable learning and support tool. Corpus-based 
and usage-based - multi-purpose and multi-level. Expensive. 

Network licenses are required for 2-10 users or 10+. 

Language support web sites 
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Students who \,·ould apply their minds to making use of this CD would also be inclined to think 
carefully about their writing. Can be use meta-linguistically, for students and researchers who 
want linguistic infollllation , and can also be used simply, for those who want to know how a 
specific word is used. 

Search tools - for example using filtered headword search - produces lists, highlighted word 
produces meaning and usage and other infomlation, therefore teaches both the usage and the 
linguistic infomlation - spelling, thesaurus (using any three letters), meaning, usages through 
lists because corpus based . : an search for verbal structures using context lists - verbs followed 
by 'of or by other verbs in -ing, 

This CDRom is lexicography put to good use as CALL. The classification of lexical items is 
through sets and subsets of usage which is detemlined by use in context, not by abstract 
definition. The primary meaning of a word is the context in which it is used , and the complete 
distribution of the meaning of a word, its lexicographical map, is a classified list of all the 
different possible contexts, usually arranged according to evolution through time. There is an 
enomlOUS amount of infonnation on this disk, arranged in constructed paths. There is an 
anllotation section, \vhere students can collect their o\vn infomlation, take notes, make lists of 
useful vocabulary, and so 011 . 

2. O'ford English Dictionary 011 CDRol11 Caldwell, J. (Ed .) 1997 Electronic Publishing, Oxford 
University Press, . Oxford University Press., 
Powerful, but not recent enough, and too sophisticated for CALL. 

3. The Oxford Interactive Learners Dictionary on CDRom. Not investigated, because the network 
loading has been held up for lack of the code from the publisher. 

4. Jeffery, B. and 1. Jonker 2000 English/or Evel}'one Cape To\\'n: Pearson Higher Education. 
Discussed in Chapter 8, and its use is described in Chapter 9. Demonstration web site and tutorial 
at http://www.e4e.co.za 
E4E is designed as a CD to be used either in personal CD Rom drives or from a file server in 
institutional labs which have invested in site licences. The only complete language support 
system online as yet. It creates an interactive network of information and processes for all the 
systems which make up 'English' , on the principle that in order to provide complete language 
support students need to have access to the systems which inform the register of academic 
English in which they are working. Screens can be selected to foml complete courses for specific 
purposes. 

12. MATERIALS 

Materials for language support should ideally be the materials of the disciplines which are being 
supported. Additional materials can be found in vast quantites on the web. Some useful sites 
are: 
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News \vebsites , such as The Times, and other newspapers. 
The Mail alld Guardiall 
http://www.mg.co.za 

bttp:llwww.britannica.com. 
The new web site for Encyclopedia Britannica. 

http://www .news.bbc.co.u klh i/english/sci/tech 

http://www.newscientist.co.uk 

http://www.discoYery.com 
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bttp:llwww.nrf.co.za for the South African Journal of Science, full of useful and interesting 
articles suitable for course work. 

13. EXAMPLES OF SITES ,,'HICH OFFER DISCUSSION AND INFORMATION 

Arguments online for and against online learning 

UniYersity of Illinois Faculty Seminar 1999 'Teaching at an Internet Distance : the Pedagogy of 
Online Teaching and Learning. The Report of a 1998-1999 University of Illinois Faculty 
Seminar'at 
http://www.vpaa.uillinois.edu/tid/report/tid_report.html 

The Report which arose from this year-long seminar is printed in full online. It is interesting, 
complete and well researched. The seminar provided an up-to-date and rigorous investigation 
of the state and status of online learning, with papers and contributions by major names in the 
field in North America and Canada, including the papers against online learning by David Noble, 
who draws attention to the fact that the process of online learning has been hijacked by business 
interests. 
Links to transcripts of most of the papers delivered throughout that year can be found at 

http://www. vpaa. u illin ois.edu/tid/meetings/ 

There is a contribution by Linda Harasim, for example, who is at the centre of Canadian virtual 
learning. Harasim generously, but impractically, has put her whole lecture using powerpoint 
transparencies on line - the file is too large to download easily. Her own sites are 

http://fas.sfu.ca/telelearn/homepages/barasim/harasim.htm 
http://www.telelearn.ca (The Virtual University) 

Her textbook is 
Harasim, L., Hiltz, R.,Teles, L. Turoff, M. 1995 Learning Networks: a Field Guide to 
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Teachi11g a11d Learni11g 011li11e l\IIT Press. 

The Report contains web sites and reviews of the main online joumals, with statistics and 
information. The seminar presented convincing arguments for and against online learning. 
Stephen C. Elml1ann of the American Association of Higher education said: 

If you 're headed in the wrong direction, technology won't help you get to the right place. 
http://www .Iearner.org. tech nology 

The report draws attention to expert opinion on what has to come together to make online 
leaming \york. It contains links to other major online nodes, and a good bibliography. 

At the Ed-Media World Conference on Educational Multimedia, Hypemledia and 
Telecommunications in Seattle, Washington, June 1999, one of the keynote speakers, Derek 
Law, from the University of Strathclyde asked 

How far are the needs oflhe big communications, multimedia and entertainment players 
driving scholarship down inappropriate routes? 

'The Mickey Mouse World of Humanities Scholarship' at 
http://www.aace.org/conf/edmedia99/report 

This site is that of the Association for the Advancement of Computing in Education. Here 
you will find the reports of the Ed-Media Conferences of 1997, 1998 and 1999, with the 1997 
and '98 Proceedings online, and the abstracts and summaries of 1999. 

His concerns mirror those of Professor D. Noble, whose papers, delived at the Illinois seminar, 
can be found online at: 

Noble, D.F. 1998a 'Digital Diploma Mills Part 1: The Automation of Higher Education, at 
http://vpaa.uillinois.edu/tid/meetings040299/index.htmlor 
http://www.firstmonday.dklissues/issue3_1/noble/index.html 

1998b 'Part 11: The Coming battle Over Online Instruction: Confidntial Agreements Between 
Universities and private Companies Pose serious Challenge to Faculty Intellectual 
Property Rights' 
http://communication.ucsd.edu/dl/ddm2.html 

1998c 'Part 111 :The Bloom is off the Rose' 
http://vpaa.uillinois.edu/tid/resources/n ob I e. h tml 

To continue on the down side of online learning in America, where they are way ahead of the rest 
of the world in terms of infrastructure, but not in ternlS of sophistication of content: millions of 
dollars and years of planning and creating infrastructures were invested in the first fully online 
university in the United States, Western Governors University, which 'opened its virtual doors' 
in September 1999 at http://www.wgu.edu, to register a total of only ten students. The failure 
of this apparently exciting project is as yet largely unexplained. It may perhaps be the case that 
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the media investment sector, as Noble suggests, is out of touch with real educational needs? 

The Illinois site also gives access to papers of the American Institute of Higher Education, for 
example: 
Stephen Ehmlann 'Asking the Right Question: \-Vhat does Research Tell us about Teclmology 
and Higher Learning'at 
http://www.learner.org/edtech/rSChevalJrightquestion.html 
and 
P.Mendels ' s response to D. Noble's crtitique of technology in education: 
' Can new Technologies Revitalise old Teaching methods' (March 1999) at 
http://ww .... nytimes.comJlibrary/tech/99/03/cyber/education/24education.html 

The American Institute of Higher Education Policy site is to be found at 
http://www.ihep.com 
Online articles at 
http://www.ihep.com/PUB .htm 
For Example: 'What's the Difference: a Review of Distance Leaming' (1999) from the book of 
the same name by R. Phipps and Jamie Merisotis which explores relative merits of traditional 
chalk teaching and digital options. 

Some articles from the Teaching English as a Second Language Electronic Journal: 
Bowers, R. 1995 'A Computer-mediated Scientific Writing Program' TESL-EJ Yol.1, No.3, 
March , at 
http://ww..".kyoto-su.ac.jp/information/tesl-ej/ej03/a3.htm I 

Kasper, L.F. 'Assessing the Metacognitive Growth of ESL Student Writers ' TESL-EJ Yo!. 1 , 
No .3, at March 

http://www.kyoto-su.ac.jp/information/tesl-ej/ej09/al.html 

Chen, IF. 1995 'CALL is not a Hammer, and not Every Teaching Problem is a Nail! Changing 
Expectations of Computers in the Classroom.', TESL-EJ Yol.l , No.3, March, at 
http://www.aitech.ac.jp/-iteslj/Articles/Chen-CALL.htm I 

The American Distance Education Consortium Guiding Principles for Distance Teaching and 
Learning, 
http://www.adec.edu/admin/papers/distance-teachingyrinciples.html 

Online English language support joumals and articles 
http://www.aace.org (Association for the Advancement of Computing in Education) 
http://www.macromedia.com/software/dreamweaverattain/ 

Lou Burnand, Marilyn Deegan and Harold Short The Digital Demotic, papers from the 
Conference of Digital resources in the Humanities Conference, Oxford 1997, at 
http://www.drh.org.uk. 
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http://node.on.ca 
The Node Forum, managed by Leslie Fournier. It is a discussion forum for 'Technology and 
Transfonnation : Teaching aed Training Online' and is an important Canadian discussion group 
site, to which one subscribes and is given a password. One can then tune in to threaded 
discussions on topics of interest, for example 'The future of online learning' . One feature is the 
participation of invited specialists in the field, such as Stephen Downes, whose article 'The 
Future of Online Learning' was available for a time at 

http://www.assiniboinee.mb.ca/user/ down es 

Education Africa Forum: eduafrica@bridges.co.za 

Mitchell City of Bits at 
http://www-mitpress.mit.edu/City_oCBits 

wjm@mit.edu 

Johnson, S. Interface Cultllr;~ at 
http://www.harpereollins.com/harperedge 

14 ASSESSMENT SYSTEMS ONLINE 

Genuine assessment of language ability is a specialisation in itself. It has to be distinguished 
from simply inventing language-specific grammar and syntax questions without regard for 
cognition, prior learning, culture-specific intrusions and assumptions. It also has to be set up 
within a rigorously logical framework (Anderson 2000: conference paper), which covers the 
several systems which make up language, and which allows for register distinctions. This rules 
out simp Ii stic assessment typi fi ed by 'correct the following sentences'. 

International English Language Testing System IEL TS 
http://www.ielts.org/sampJe.html . 
Made by Cambridge University, the British Council and Education Australia. Here one will find 
at last sophisticated, discipline oriented, discourse based, openminded testing materials which 
are useful for teaching as well as learning, and which fit an academic tertiary level context and 
yet do not presuppose special knowledge. 

The simple division is made between reading, training and writing, and from this basic choice 
relevant materials are accessed at once which could provide for a variety of courses. Here for the 
first and only (so far) time are interesting and useful tasks, of the sort that might have been 
expected to be in general use by now. The presentation is classically clear, without flaunting 
technical sophistication. 

The International English Language Testing System performs the same function as the TOEFL 
system (Testing of English as a Foreign Language), which is used as the second language 
assessement tool to provide language certification for entrance qualification to American 
Universities. The demonstration site is at 
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http://www.toefl.org 
Here too the tests themselves are educational. They have flaws - for example, the contexts and 
the voices of the readers advantage American students - there is less concession to cultural 
relativity than one would hope. 

Both systems test language ability across the parameters of cognitive ability, writing, reading and 
speaking skills. They try to minimise the distortions which familiarity with technology, special 
test training, advantageous education and chance can introduce to testing. 
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Appendix 8 

The role(s) of Englis;l(es) in South Africa: analogies between biology and 
language-as-culture - an argument for corpus linguistics. 

1 

Arguments from analogy do not carry scientific weight. I intend to argue from observation, using 

analogy for the sake of its explanatory po\ver. 

In the South African academic landscape many different memes strive for survival in the language 

environment. Because language, class, race and nation are inextricable intertwined, language 

questions have unspoken and unintelTogated reverberations. It is not enough to show that one 

language species or subspecies has been observed to be successful, or 'fit' in the context in which 

it is used, because the success of anyone language is perceived as a threat (0 others. 

The analogy between biological and cultural processes has explanatory power. Languages - for 

example English - can be seen as alien invaders, which will smother the more fragile indigenous 

vegetation. Or they can be seen as occupying biological niches; plants which thrive in one biome 

and yet do not grow in another. 

As with plants. the relationships among language species and varieties IS not a one-to-one 

competition. The relationships have in addition real dynamics of their own in the real world beyond 

the power of ecological or social engineering. English less resembles one plant, than a family of 

plants, only one species of which is relevant to the competion in anyone situation; that one species 

competes only in a single esoteric biome, the formal one. It is said that English 'is taking over in 
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the townships'; if this is the case, then one cannot stop the process, and the fear that it is should not 

bear a relationship to whether or not we continue to provide academic support in English for 

academic subjects. Working as I do in a vibrant, highly educated, Xhosa community, where one 

hears almost no English among Xhosa students and lecturers, I wonder whether the notion of 

hegemonic English or Engelsge\'{[{[r rioting like a weed in the fragile ecosystem of the township has 

the status of urban legend: 'everyone' knows 'some mothers' who are ambitious and speak only 

Engl i sh to thei r children to help them to 'get on in life'. But' not us, and not 0111' friends' - it is that 

woman , the one who gets into the big (white) car. One cannot, I think, accept at face value either 

responses to questions from researchers about language use in the townships, or responses by 

students in lecture contexts about their language choices in education or at home. Responses are 

subjective. Only large scale, rigorously categorised language samples provided by corpus linguistics 

in analysed registers can possibly provide answers to language use questions. Strangely, in South 

Africa , statistics are rarely allowed to speak. Stats are interpretable, but within strict parameters. The 

present state ofto\\,nship Englishes can only be assessed statistically, with a valid sample of valid 

size compared with a control corpus ofother South African Englishes, which involves several years 

of work and analysis . The situations in which English is used are very specific. Spoken language 

is enriched by code shifting, also in (different) specific situations. Secondly, if English is the Port 

Jackson Willow of language, as KiSwahili is the 'English' of East Africa, does it follow that it is out 

of cOllfrol- and more seriously, out of whose control, and why do we want cOlltrol ? 

This argument may seem to have drifted from language support programs. The fear of the binaric 

and hegemonic language dispensations mentioned above - 'between the programmers and the 

Eng/ishes in South Africa 
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programmed, the knowledge receivers and the knowledge providers' (Walton and Clark 2000: 4) 

no\\' shares space with the fear that English smothers indigenous languages, although it has been 

demonstrated that it is economic disparity \vhich kills, The paternalistic idea that 'we' must protect 

the language of the township is simply not acceptable, and should not be used to negate or deny 

funding to English language support in Africa. Tom McArthur points out a self-evident truth oddly 

in\'isible to South African linguists that 

there is a 'top' Engli sh, and there are ' bottom Englishes' , and there are all kinds of Eng Ii shes 
in bet\veen . . 

McArthur (1998 : 2) 

And there are 'South African African Englishes ' and 'South African English Englishes', and many 

categories in bet\\'een , Categories and paradigms matter; they help to detelmine the situations in 

which different linguistic \egetations flourish . On the level of analogy they help' to show the 

boundaries within which English does or does not function , and why. Categories and boundaries 

are dra\\'l1 from statistical ooser;atiol1 of what happens to be the case. 

There is 'no linguistic rationale at present to justify the institutionalisation of non-standard 

English'(Wright 1996: 158) and no rational justification for multilingualism in the tertiary 

environment. But language events are more complex than simply institutional/not institutional. 

At the interface between spoken and written languages, in the less fonnallectures and team teaching 

fields with which \\le are becoming more and more comf0l1able, and in lab situations where spoken 

language is not of the same level of forn1ality as written, non-standard Englishes and second 
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languages are helpful. RP Englishes are losing their credibility, while west coast working class 

Scots is moving from pariah to prestige spoken language. In work environments too, after students 

leave education, the same practices will hold as in the lab - we do not rea/~v speak to each other 

in elocution voices, and we do not really trust people who do. 

Recommendation: Further research 

With these scenarios in mind, the role English has been observed to play in the computer lab is 

interesting and unexpected . This is an area which requires investigation, and which is outside 

the scope of the present study. 

\ 
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Science support and the language of science. 

Computer programs for language support can, potentially, help all students. But what kind of 

help do science students really need? Are science subjects an exception to the idea that all 

disciplines share a core of language needs') 

In outline, linguists and scientists hold different concepts of how the language of science works . 

Even when linguists analyse science wliting, they assume without question that their discursive 

background is an important ::001. They ignore the role that the precise language of mathematics 

plays in the construction and definition of scientific 'reality' . They also ignore the fact, so much 

clearer when writing about humanities' language enhancement', that just as linguistics is not the 

subject, but the enabler, of support, so mathematics and logic are the enablers of scientific 

writing. This kind of writing has little need to be discursive. 

An analysis of student science writing in a communication course is attached in Appendix 4. It 

is possible that the inability of students to fulfil the task was due to a humanities bias in the task 

itself, towards a discourse in which verbal facility is rewarded . Elise Prins (1995: 204-219) 

points out a second potential for verbal conflict, when she examines the reality of cultural bias 

in mathematics questions set for second language students. She demonstrates discourse 

structures, used in the formu lation of questions, which do not correspond with typical discourse 

structures for the same register in the first languages of mathematics students. She further 

identifies five categories of readability problem (1995 :206), and at the same time shows 'the 

equal perfom1ance of all language groups on the non-verbal problems' (210). It is worth bearing 
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her findings in mind even while assuming that all academic disciplines share linguistically more 

than they diverge. 

Linguists on science writing: 

Having pointed out that academic disciplines share linguistically more elements than they differ 

by, Halliday and Martin (1996) became specifically interested in science writing and the 

languages of science. They begin frol11 the situation and the desired outcome rather than from 

a breakdown of text. 

The biggest single demand that was explicitly made on a language of science was that 
it should be effective in constructing technical taxonomies 

Halliday and Martin (1996: 6) 

It is often argued that the language of science should be seen and taught as a medium of 

thinking, not just as a way of expressing conclusions gained through practical experiment 

(Halliday and Mm1in 1996: 6; Hutchinson and Waters 1987: 43; Sutton 1992: 2-3; Brown et ([/. 

1994: 83). The language of science as a medium of thinking is best manipulated by students 

who are at the same time using a word processing package which includes a spreadsheet 

program and powerpoint or the equivalent, and who quickly progress to an HTML fomlat (this 

may also be true for all student writers) . ' 

Clive Sutton describes " .... hat he considers to be the role of language in science leaming: 

Many second language science students have not had the opportunity to use a computer before 
they come to university, and worse, third year science students from historically disadvantaged 
universities in 1996 had not had the opportunity to become computer literate ( Menck 2000: 
225). Almost all second language humanities students graduate from Vista University without 
using a computer. The 'Writing with Computers' Project mentioned above attempts to remedy 
this with the help of private funding from AngloGold, Standard Bank, Billiton and the Port 
Elizabeth Municipality. 

Science support 
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Words are amongst the tools of the job in the research institute and in the classroom, as 
people work towards new thoughts, but how exactly do they work on human minds? How 
have they done so in the growth of scientific ideas? .. .It seems to me that words, and 
word-based activities, are accorded too Iowa status as compared with practical work at 
the bench .... 
Teachers continue te act as if the practical work were the source of knowledge, with 
Janguage just a descriptive commentary. 

Sutton (1992: 2-3) 

He draws a distinction between knowledge and understanding, just as Chomsky drew a 

distinction between use and competency, and] ean Aitchison (in Brown el aI., 1994: 83) between 

' recognising' and 'grasping words. This distinction is rendered otiose by systemic functional 

linguistics; there is no simple way to detelllline the extent to which the language of students 

represents genuine understanding. 

From a linguistic point of\·iew, in comparison with their L2 humanities peers, experience shows 

high perfollllance ability on the part of L2 science students; they have a wider syntactic and 

lexical repertoire, and greater motivation to sllcceed by acquiring hard facts . Both groups lack 

knowledge and techniques, skills and a historical context \vithin which to frame their synchronic 

leallling. C 

Halliday and Martin argue for the basic homogeneity of all academic Englishes, including the 

sciences, pointing out that the distinguishing features are primarily lexical: 

The distinctive quality of scientific language lies in the lexicogrammar (the 'wording') 
as awhole, and any response it engenders in the reader is a response to the total pattellls 
of the discourse. 

Infol111ation from personal experience in teaching Science Communication courses at Vista 
University Port Elizabeth 1992-1997. 
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Naturally it would engender no response at all unless it was a variety of the: parent 
language. Scientific English may be distinctive, but it is still a kind of English. If you 
feel alienated by scientific English, this is because you are reacting to it as a fonn of a 
language you already know very well. .. Of on the other hand you are confronting 
scientific English directly as a second language, you may find it extraordinarily 
difficult...but that is very different from being alienated by it.) It is English with special 
probabilities attached: a fom1 of English in which certain words, and more signi fieantly, 
certain grammatical constructions, stand out as more highly favoured, whi I e others 
correspondingly recede and become less highly favoured, than in other varieties of the 
language ... . 

Any variety of a language, whether functional or dialectal, occupies an extended space, 
a region whose boundaries are fuzzy and \viihin which there can be considerable intemal 
variation. But it can be defined and recognised by certain syndromes, patterns of co
occurrence among features at one or another linguistic level - typically ... features of the 
COlllell! [my emphasis] in the case of a functional variety or register. 

Halliday and Martin (1996: 4) 

In other words they suggest that the differences between scientific English and other \ arieties 

of academic English are small, and tend to cluster in particular linguistic areas . In addition, the 

principles for writing the abstract of a report are not different from those for a summary, and the 

planning and writing of the body of a repor1 is infomled by the same logical and cognitive 

principles as the writing of any other factual piece of \\·Titing. One would want to teach the 

fomlat or layout of a report both to students in the sciences, and to those in arts faculties - only 

a tiny minority will become academics and write for leamed joumals. Leaming to use 

numbering systems helps all students to order their thoughts, and writing an abstract helps them 

to think about and sum up what they have \\Titten. 

It may be worth considering that the practices of humanities writing should move towards those 

of the sciences, rather than that science students should be made to p311icipate in discursive 

practices which are outmoded in any case. 
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In temlS of knowledge and iilfomlation, science lecturers and students are more aware than their 

counterparts in the arts facu Ity of the imp0l1ance of hard facts. 

English for science and technology has always set and continues to set the trend in 
theoretical discussion, in ways of analysing language, and in the variety of teaching 
materials. 

S\vales (1985: 1) 

There is a risk that special purposes courses (courses designed in integration with the subject they 

support) wi I lover-emphasise characteristics of the discourse on which they focus, turning it from 

plain English to jargon. For example, there are cliches, or memes, of science writing which 

analytical evidence does not support but which become fossilised as part of language support. 

Analysis of the discourses of different academic disciplines shows that in the main they all draw 

upon the same register, that of fomlal academic English. A classic example of supposed 

difference is the use of the rassive as an indicator of scientific English, but: 

Register analysis has, as we have already noted, ultimately proved to be an insubstantial 
basis for the selection of syllabus items [for English for specific purposes]. As Coffey 
(1984) says about English for Science and Technology: 

Research and experiment continue, but in general the results have not been 
encouraging ... in short, register carmot be used as a main basis for selection, 
because There is no significanT way ill \1·hich the language afscience difJersfrolll 
any OTher kind of language [my emphasis]. 

There are clearly language fomls that tend to be used more frequently in one context than 
another. The classic example of this is the use of the passive in scientific 
English .... Tarone et of. (1981) found in their analysis of two astrophysics journal papers 
that the active accounted for over 80% of the verbs used. But the important point is that 
even ifparticular registers favour certain forms, they are not distinctive forms. They are 
simply drawn from the common stock of the grammar of the language. Though attractive 
at first sight, the assumption that language variation implies the existence of identifiable 
varieties of language related to specific contexts of use has in effect proved to be 
unfounded. 

Hutchinson and Waters (1987: 30) 

Language in the sciences may evolve following the trends towards informality set by web 
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writing and by the writing of computer scientists and American researchers (the new memes). 

It may be that support courses should not try to maintain a hypothetic and artificial standard for 

academic English in the same way that medieval science and medicine clung to Latin. Distance 

(that is, freedom from the power of ancient memes) allows one to see the protection of 

exclusivity that maintaining an esoteric difference from common language provides. Halliday 

and j\,1a11in again: 

Scientific language is merely foregrounding the constructive potential of language as a 
whole. The grammar of every natural language ... is already a theory of human 
experience .... It transfomls our experience into meaning .... 

Halliday and Martin (1996: 8) 

But, from the scientist's perspective: 

Three famous scientists have expressed the need to put physics in 'plain English' 

Most of the fundamental ideas of science are essentially simple, and may, as a rule, be 
expressed in a language comprehensible to everyone. 

Albert Einstein 

Even for the physicist the description in plain language \vill be a criterion of the degree 
of understanding that has been reached 

Werner Heisenberg 

If you cmmot - in the long run - tell anyone what you have been doing, your doing has 
been worthless. 

Erwin Schroedinger 

Is there a difference between, after the event, telling 'what you have been doing' and, during the 

event , thinking in a scientific rather than a humanistic way? The language of science has not 

evolved to protect exclusi vity. It reflects the essential and qualitati ve difference between the way 

that science 'works' and the ways that writing in the humanities 'works'. The ideas about 

scientific language above are either expressed by non-scientists and scientists in education, or 

they are expressed by scientists who want to translate what they have already done, using the 
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language of mathematics, illto popular language. It is worth reading further what Wemer 

Heisenberg says on the subject of language and science. As long ago as the 1950s Heisenberg 

l1962: 113-128) reflected at length on the difficulty of representing scientific thought in 

language : 

Throughout the history of science, new discoveries ... have always caused scientific 
disputes ... but these controversies have never before reached that degree of violence 
which they attained after the discovery of the theory of relativity and in a lesser degree 
after quantum theory .... 

It probably means that one has not yet found the correct language with which to speak 
about the new situation ... This is indeed a fundamental problem. The improved 
experimental technique of our time brings into the scope of science new aspects of nature 
\\·hich cannot be described in tel111S of the common concepts. But in what language, then, 
should they be described? The first language that emerges from the process of scientific 
clarification is in theoretical physics usually a mathematical language, the mathematical 
scheme which allows one to predict the results of experiments .. . 

But [the physicist] has to speak about his results also to non-physicists who will not be 
satisfied unless some explanation is given in plain language ... . To what extent is such a 
description at all possible') This is as much a problem of language as of physics ... 

Logical analysis oflanguage .. . involves the danger of an oversimplification .. . On the other 
hand, science must be based upon language as the only means of communication, and 
there, where the proolem of unambiguity is of greatest importance, the logical pattems 
must play their role .... ln natural science we try to derive the particular from the general, 
to understand the particular phenomenon as caused by simple general laws ... .It is obvious 
that the concepts of ordinary language, inaccurate and only vaguely defined as they are, 
could never allow such derivations .... The concepts of the general laws must in natural 
science be defined with complete precision, and this can only be achieved by means of 
mathematical abstractions ... . [is the correlation between the mathematical symbols] and 
the measurements which penl1its the expression of natural laws in the tem1S of common 
language, since our experiments consisting of actions and observations can always be 
described in ordinary language . 

.. . One should simply wait for the development of the language, which adjusts itself after 
some time to the new situation ... we cannot speak about atoms in ordinary language. 

Heisenberg (1962: 113-128) 

Heisenberg makes clear that the language of science is mathematics, not English. He also makes 

clear that scientific thinking is different from the exploratory kinds of thinking which we use in 
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the humanities to examine subjects from all sides, or in depth. 

\10st al1s writers have not studied either logic or maths, and do not structure their thinking in 

ternlS of sets, or limiting conditions. If science students are to have support of any kind, that 

suppon has to be provided by scientists; or it is not support but time-filling. 

\1y personal conclusion therefore is that language sllpport as the words are understood in the 

humanities and social and geographical sciences is inappropriate for science students, and that 

mathematics support is more appropriate if students are experiencing problems. Language is not 

the tool which science students need, and their time should not be taken up with it when more 

crucial learning is required. 

On the other hand, for some second language or educationally disadvantaged students, 

foundation courses might be provided which enhance background knowledge, \vith enrichment 

through scientific films, practical projects and visits to industrial labs; which perhaps encompass 

some principles of scientific journalism, and some background understanding of ecological 

matters which impact on science such as water management; which for those who need such 

help. give practice in writing lab reports, interpreting tables and graphs using English; which 

include catch-up programs for advanced computing. (See the account of a science 

communication course in Appendix 6, page 14). None of those activities, it seems to me, are 

about the language of science, except in the sense of immersion in the discourses of science. 

It is sometimes the case that new technologies and teaching methods adhere to the standards and 
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assessment methods of British universities of the first half of the 20th century so successfully that 

we still buy into the 'essay' as our main means of teaching and grading students in the 

humanities. The history of tile academic essay and report is interesting, and their value for 

postgraduate extended writing is not in question. The virtue of the essay as test-piece for 

undergraduates is however an unchallenged meme, with its paragraphs, its introduction and 

conclusion, its premisses and its uniyersal application, its f0n11allanguage and rounded periods. 

For marking purposes, its coherence and validity is more significant than its truth to reality as 

our students will experience it. In addition, the 'rules' of essay writing are either implicit, so 

that most students see the exercise as arbitrary, or made so explicit that learning them appears 

to be the object of the course - neither option is satisfactory as the foundation of a support 

course, looked at in tenns o1'\\"hat students will actually need. The essay survives in its academic 

niche because it piggy-backs on the memes of stability, continuity, conservatism and tradition. 

There are other \vays to teach logical thinking and cognitive processes, sone of which would be 

to teach numbering systems and headings or report fornlats instead. The essay 

'shapes ... confonnity' (Sutton 1992: 88). The methods and the standards used are not questioned 

or analysed or deconstructed, but accepted as part of the system of things: writing reports and 

essays 'has eliminated other writing, for example, writing in order to understand a scientist's 

ideas'(89) 

In the humanities in South Africa we teach mystified undergraduates humour us by producing 

what they think we want, as if grasping the ideologies is more important than knowing - or 

trying to find out - how the world is really put together, how writers really write books, and 

why. Students can write essays, with sentences, paragraphs, introductions and conclusions. But 
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those essays rarely actually mean anything. They are completed out of cliches, by archiving. 

In the sciences at fom1erly Black universities we have clever students who can solve equations, 

draw graphs, create algorithms, do experiments, but who in their first year at university have 

never heard of the Big Bang Theory, or understand about evolution. They struggle to analyse 

processes they see in a film even of a scientific subject; for example over 60% of students in a 

mixed class of80 first year scientists in 1997 could not put in order the steps of the process by 

which lightning was generated after watching an explanatory film. Nor could they repeat how 

the 'Professor' in Jurassic Park said he created his dinosaurs, even though the film told them step 

by step \\'hat he did. Those problems are not problems of English. They have something to do 

with how students relate to education. Students are unsurprised by cognitive gaps, perhaps 

because their 'real world' is somewhere else, not in the classroom. The willingness of students 

in many disciplines to accept and learn to manipulate successfully ideas in tasks which are 

inexplicable raises the question of what the equations, graphs, algorithms and experiments mean 

to many students. 

Science students develop fact-based ideas ofho\\' processes work, and their writing about those 

processes is terse, not discursive. Communication lecturers are trained in a discursive tradition 

inimical to scientists and distant from what they see as appropriate. The result is a credibility 

gap. 

Support courses should not be seen as protecting an abstract standard. Language changes, and 

science registers are Jess formal than they once were. The academic Englishes of Chaucer's 

Trealise onlhe Astrolabe, Newton's Principia, and of Bacon, Huxley, Penrose, all fill the same 
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register slot at different dates_ but they differ enough for one to be able to identi fy the period each 

belongs to . Change takes place in response to sociocultural pressures. Changes \vhich survive 

(that is, are replicated and spread to general use throughout a register) will be selected for some 

advantage which they confer either in the language system or the cultural situation. The control 

is the need for clarity and the avoidance of ambiguity . 

It is theoretically possible for suppoI1 courses to focus upon the surface of the language at the 

expense of meaning, and at the expense of pro\iding the tools which technology brings. They 

can draw the attention of students to the discourses of their subjects, and teach them the forn1ats 

and structures required by academic English . Most students at tertiary level, whether or not they 

are first language speakers of English, need to be made aware of the discourses of their chosen 

disciplines. For many students language is like a sheet of glass : one looks right through it to the 

'meaning ' underneath . 

Sutton (1992: 88) draws attention to the split between what learners get in language support 

courses and what they want : 'they come with likes and hopes - do they get what they need?' 

In a close analysis of the 'necessities, lacks and wants' of three groups of students -

agricultural, veterinary and medical - Hutchinson and Waters also point out that 

objective and SUbjective views of needs can and do conflict, with a consequent 
destabilising effect on motivation ... There is little point in taking an ESP approach, which 
is based on the principle of learner involvement, and then ignoring the learners' wishes 
and views .. . A method which frustrates the predictions of the learner is patently 
bad .. . Much of the satisfaction oflearners will come when they feel that the hurdles they 
themselves have predicted have been cleared. 

Hutchinson and Waters (1987: 58) 
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Language lealllers, they say, are thinking beings (1987: 43), and the communication netv,'ork 

presented to them has to make sense, and make connections across the many aspects of the 

system of communication through which they will navigate as they become competent. The need 

to acquire knowledge is a necessary part of leallling, but the needs to enjoy the process, and to 

understand the process, are equally important (51) . 

All SUpp0l1 courses for second language students \\'ho have not yet acquired end-user computer 

skiIls should pro\ide access to computers and all the facilities that come with Corel Office or 

Microsoft Office. No support or communication course is useful if the student who has passed 

it leaves university \\·ithout having learned to use a computer. For this reason, computer assisted 

support programs are \·aluable because they fulfil a double function - they provide computer 

literacy to those \\'ho need it and while doing this they show students how to access infornlation 

which will provide a life-long source of help. 

To conclude, it would be more useful for all students if the discursive practices of language 

support for humanities students were to confoml more closely to those of science students -

logical thinking processes, problem solving strategies, report writing structures in place of the 

essay, numbering and heading systems, tables with data, the use of abstracts, computer literacy 

including spreadsheet programs - all of those would help all students to write better. 
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